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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
The basic question underlying the research presented here is "How 
does a reader, starting with the separate components of a text (words, 
sentences), come to understand these components as a coherent whole?". 
For instance, after reading (1), practically every reader will answer the 
question "Who had drunk too much again?" with "John". 
(1) Yesterday Mary met John. 
He had drunk too much again. 
The information "John had drunk too much again" is not given explicitly: 
the text says "He had drunk too much". Apparently a comprehending 
reader can interpret the sentences of a text as a coherent whole, and is 
thus able to draw more information from the text than is explicitly stated. 
The opposite is also possible. A reader who has just read a text and 
is then asked whether a number of given sentences appeared literally in it, 
will often become confused [Schänk and Abelson, 1977] and [Kintsch, 
1977]. This is especially true in the case of sentences which differ from 
the original text mainly in wording or sentence structure but not much of 
meaning. Readers will usually recognize differences of meaning, in 
particular if they concern essentials rather than details. Apparently the 
reader remembers a kind of representation of the text rather than the 
literal text. This representation seems to abstract from the sentence level; 
the sentences of a text are represented in correlation with each other. 
The intriguing question is: how does a reader, departing from the 
linguistic object "text", arrive at the above-mentioned representation? To 
answer this question, we use the concept of Discourse Representation 
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(DR)1, as suggested by - among others - Seuren [1972; 1985], Karttuncn 
[1976], Stenning [1977], Grosz [1979], Fauconnier [1979], Johnson-Laird 
and Gamham [1980], Kamp [1981] and Garrod and Sanford [1982]. We 
basically follow [Seuren, 1985]. The construction of a DR is an 
incremental process in the semantic framework proposed by Seuren. On 
the one hand, every new sentence of a text may cause a change in the DR 
built up so far. On the other hand, the change in the DR brought about by 
a sentence depends on the DR built up so far. We will illustrate this 
process in the next chapter. 
In the framework proposed by Seuren, the meaning of a sentence 
token is equated with the change in a DR as a result of the incrementation 
of that token. The meaning of a sentence token therefore depends both on 
the context and on the listener's world knowledge. The meaning of a 
sentence type is equated with the systematic change in a discourse 
representation resulting from the incrementation of a sentence. Two 
sentence types have the same meaning if their incrementation in any 
possible discourse representation brings about the same change. 
Within this same framework we can also say something about the 
coherence and acceptability of sentences in a text. Every new utterance 
must have an informative value in relation to preceding utterances. If the 
addition of a particular sentence to the discourse representation built up so 
far is practically identical to its addition to an empty discourse 
representation and if this sentence is practically or completely irrelevant to 
the incrementation of following sentences, then there will be little 
coherence between this sentence and the rest of the text. If the above 
applies to a majority of the sentences in a text, that text can be called 
incoherent. 
One central methodological problem hanging over the whole project 
is the question of psychological plausibility or reality. The description of 
the process of building up a DR is meant to resemble the description of 
psychological processes. But it remains to be seen whether and to what 
extent a DR can be regarded as a mental model of the person who reads 
the text [Noordman, 1987]. In order to assess whether the theory 
presented here can be interpreted as a description of a psychological 
process, we will first have to carry out many psycholinguistic 
In this study we will restrict ourselves to written texts. Nonetheless, we will use the more 
general expression discourse representation instead of the more specific but less common 
expression text representation 
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experiments. Until then any claim of psychological reality seems 
premature and risky. 
Meanwhile the problem of psychological plausibility, or reality, 
remains up in the air. For the sake of clarity it must be stated that we 
refrain from making any strong claims in the direction of psychological 
reality while at the same time trying to stay within general constraints of 
psychological plausibility. We shall return to this problem in a moment. 
The center-piece of the research consist in the development of a 
denotation resolution algorithm specifying how a DR for a given text can 
be constructed on the basis of that text. The algorithm has been 
implemented as a computer program called DRAFT (Denotation 
Resolution Algorithm For Texts). The example sessions in the next 
chapter show how a discourse representation is built up for some sample 
texts by the implemented algorithm. An important question that will have 
to be addressed has to do with the correctness of such a DR. To assess 
the correctness of a representation built up by DRAFT, we will have to 
appeal to the human ability to "handle" language - as we also do in 
assessing grammaticality. When we ask whether sentences are grammatical 
or not, we appeal to the syntactic competence of the users of that 
language. When we ask whether a discourse representation built up by 
DRAFT is effective, however, we have to appeal to the semantic 
competence of the language user. For instance, DRAFT will have to 
represent correctly the ambiguity in the denotation of he in sentence (2b) 
and the impossibility of co-referential interpretation of (3). 
(2) a. Paul met John. 
b. He had drunk too much again. 
(3) * The diligent pupil thinks that John will pass his exam.2 
To prevent any misunderstanding, it seems useful to explain the 
distinction made here between denotation and reference. An important 
demand on any discourse theory is that the interpretation of the sentences 
of a text is not restricted to the individual sentences. Another important 
feature is that the semantic interpretation is not understood as relating a 
linguistic object to reality. An intermediate level is postulated: the 
To indicate co-reference in our sample sentences we use the following notational conventions: 
underlined expressions or expressions in bold type are to be interpreted co-rcfeicmially. The 
fact that the pronoun He. in (2b) is both underlined and printed in bold type expresses the 
ambiguity of this pronoun. The asterisk in (3) indicates that a co-referential interpretation of 
the underlined expressions is not possible. 
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discourse representation. The denotation relation is a relation between 
expressions in a language and objects postulated on the intermediate level 
(here called addresses). The referential relation is a relation between 
expressions from a language and objects in reality. The expression the 
mermaid for instance does not refer to anything in reality. And yet it is 
possible in a story to ascribe all kinds of characteristics to a (fictitious) 
mermaid. Here we assume that this is done by means of an auxiliary 
object in the discourse representation. In other words: the expression the 
mermaid does not refer to an object in reality, but it denotes an auxiliary 
object in the discourse representation. If, however, no confusion is 
possible, we will occasionally use the verb refer and its derivatives where 
denote would be more appropriate in the light of the distinction made 
above. This will especially be the case when we are discussing the views 
held by other authors. 
As a consequence of the position we have taken with regard to the 
psychological reality of the presented denotation resolution algorithm, we 
will judge the correctness and the usefulness of the algorithm not only by 
its performance on the input-output level, but also by the way in which 
the denotation of an expression is determined. We would prefer a means 
of processing expressions that "resembles" the way in which a reader 
processes them. However, in judging whether our algorithm really meets 
this demand, a complication arises that can be explained more easily by 
an analogy. 
In the development of a chess program as part of an Al-project, one 
will not aim merely at building a correct program on the input-output 
level. Within the Al-framework it is also extremely important how the 
program, departing from the input (a given configuration of the pieces on 
the chessboard), determines the output (a valid move with the best 
expectation to win the game). After all, an extremely good chess program 
which is based entirely on brute force can hardly be considered a 
successful imitation of human intelligence. Within the field of AI there is 
on the whole more interest in a less powerful chess program which 
includes chess intuition and heuristic methods than in a more powerful 
program which only uses the brute number-crunching force of computers. 
Within DRAFT too, the aim is to develop an algorithm which takes 
into account how readers process expressions when they read sentences or 
texts. But how can we find out how readers do this? Although it is not 
easy to discover the intuitions and heuristic rules of a chess player (see 
[De Groot, 1946], some chess-players are able to make their rules of 
thumb and intuitions explicit. They may do this in interviews or by 
thinking aloud. 
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The rules which play a role in determining the denotation of 
expressions cannot however be discovered in this way. The methods and 
techniques used by a reader seem to defy introspection. To be able to 
judge whether the rules implemented in DRAFT are correct, we have to 
rely largely on thorough psycholinguistic investigation in which reading 
time and eye fixations play an important role. This is true in particular if 
we wish to find out in what order the reader processes the constituents of 
a sentence. Although we have tried to take results of relevant 
psycholinguistic research into account while developing DRAFT, it seems 
premature to make claims as to psychological reality. 
As noted before, in discourse representation theory comprehending a 
text is associated with the building up of a discourse representation. All 
text analysis phenomena such as coherence, acceptability, inference etc. 
will have to be considered in a fully developed version of a discourse 
representation theory. The aims of the research project discussed here are 
more modest. In this project we will concentrate mainly on problems 
regarding denotation in written texts and the role of syntax, context and 
world knowledge in this respect. It will be obvious that determining the 
denotation of expressions in a text is of vital importance for understanding 
the sentences of that text as a coherent whole and, therefore, for building 
up a discourse representation. Sanford and Garrod [1981: p. 89], however, 
observe in this respect: 
"... a somewhat different approach is taken. This is to confront 
the reading process directly by giving a very detailed 
experimental analysis of one particular part of it, that of 
resolving reference in text. While this may at first seem rather 
limited in scope, we will argue that reference resolution in all 
its forms constitutes the cornerstone of successful 
comprehension in terms of the reader's task of building an 
appropriate mental model of what is being said. If one can 
understand how reference is resolved, then an understanding of 
other parts of the general comprehension process will follow 
automatically." 
The last sentence of this quotation clearly shows that the authors believe 
that it is difficult, if not impossible, to isolate the denotation resolution 
process in texts from the more universal human skill of text 
comprehension. The abstraction of any factor whatsoever in the denotation 
resolution process seems to have an effect on the adequacy of the 
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denotation resolution algorithm. The restriction to the denotation resolution 
process in texts as indicated above therefore hardly seems a restriction at 
all. 
The abstraction of any factor whatsoever seems to have a negative 
effect on the adequacy of the denotation resolution algorithm. But it 
would be a sign of scientific recklessness to try to come up with the 
perfect human understanding algorithm in one fell swoop. In DRAFT we 
have had to limit ourselves, in particular as regards the representation of 
world knowledge and its influence on the denotation resolution process. 
Nevertheless, the framework used in DRAFT seems to be rich enough to 
trace or make explicit a number of new insights concerning the denotation 
resolution process. 
As indicated above, the denotation resolution theory we have 
developed has been made explicit in the computer program DRAFT. 
Development of the theory, implementation of the developed theory in 
DRAFT, refinement and expansion of the theory and the program: these 
are all elements that have constantly influenced one another. Obviously, 
the explication of a theory by means of a computer program offers a 
number of advantages. First of all, it requires that everything be fully 
explicit. After realisation we also have an extremely convenient and rapid 
device for testing the theory implemented. 
The idea of using a computer to build a discourse representation on 
the basis of a text is not new. In an article by Karttunen, written in 1969 
and published in 1976, we find the following: 
"Consider a device designed to read a text in some natural 
language, interpret it, and store the content in some manner, 
say, for the purpose of being able to answer questions about it. 
To accomplish this task, the machine will have to fulfil at 
least the following basic requirement. It has to be able to build 
a file that consists of records of all the individuals, that is 
events, objects, etc., mentioned in the text and, for each 
individual, record whatever is said about it. Of course, for the 
time being at least, it seems that such a text interpreter is not 
a practical idea, but this should not discourage us from 
studying in abstract what kind of capabilities the machine 
would have to possess, provided that our study provides us 
with some insight into natural language in general. 
In this paper, I intend to discuss one particular feature a 
text interpreter must have: that it must be able to recognize 
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when a novel individual is mentioned in the input text and to 
store it along with its characterization for future reference. Of 
course, in some cases the problem is trivial. Suppose there 
appears in some sentence a proper name that has not been 
mentioned previously. This means that a new person is being 
introduced in the text and appropriate action must be taken to 
record the name of the person and what is said about him. 
Otherwise, the proper name is used to refer to an individual 
already mentioned, and the machine has to locate his file in 
the memory with the help of the name. This problem of 
identification will be more difficult where a definite 
description - a definite noun phrase such as the man Bill saw 
yesterday - is used, since there will, in general, not be any 
simple look-up procedure for associating the individual." 
[Karttunen, 1976: p. 364-65] 
In the article "Discourse Referents", which is the source of the 
above quotation, Karttunen takes a particular interest in the reference of 
indefinite noun phrases. In DRAFT, the emphasis is on definite 
descriptions and definite pronouns. Nevertheless, the many similarities 
between Karttunen's machine and DRAFT are obvious. The discourse 
representation in DRAFT also uses an address for every entity mentioned 
in the text (Karttunen uses the term "record"). All information in the text 
that is relevant to a particular entity is stored under the corresponding 
address. When new information is given later on in the text about an 
entity already present in the representation, this information is added to 
the address associated with this entity. In this manner a discourse 
representation arises which consists primarily of addresses with the 
corresponding characteristics and events. 
Karttunen is certainly not the only author who suggests the use of a 
computer for building up a DR on the basis of a text. The following 
authors all present a computational system of some sort for the analysis of 
NPs in a text: Chamiak [1972], Winograd [1972], Grosz [1977], Woods 
[1977], Hobbs [1978], Sidner [1979], Hirst [1981, 1987], Cullingford 
[1981], Carter [1985], Reyle [1985], Grosz and Sidner [1986], Goodman 
[1986], Alshawi [1987], Asher and Wada [1988], and Sedogbo [1988]. 
Each of the authors mentioned above focuses attention on one or more 
kinds of NP and stresses one or more factors that play an important role 
in the analysis of the NPs of a text. It is not our intention to present here 
a historical or systematic account of the developments in the field. 
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The computer program DRAFT differs however in some important 
aspects from the proposals mentioned above. These will be listed below. 
Most of the differences however are a direct consequence of the goals set 
in the research presented here to formulate a psychologically plausible 
denotation resolution algorithm. Much attention has been paid to views 
and theories from psycholinguistics that are relevant for the denotation 
resolution process: the results arrived at in that field have strongly 
influenced the denotation resolution algorithm implemented in DRAFT. 
As an example we might take the way in which in DRAFT the 
denotation process for definite descriptions has been implemented. 
Linguists and psychologists generally agree that the way a reader 
determines the denotatum of a pronoun is a very complex process, in 
which syntax, context and factors like topic or focus and "world 
knowledge" play an important role. This complexity and vagueness of the 
denotation resolution process of pronouns is often contrasted with the 
simplicity and clearness of the denotation resolution process of the 
definite description. This, however, seems to be a misconception. 
In the field of psycholinguistics a great deal of attention has been 
paid to the phenomenon of definite descriptions being used to refer to 
entities that are not explicitly present in the text. To make a text into a 
coherent whole, the reader will use his world knowledge to make an 
appropriate inference. In DRAFT we will also deal with the situation 
where the reader's world knowledge fails to make an appropriate 
inference. In this case, the reader will have to supplement his world 
knowledge with knowledge that fits into the context and is suitable for 
solving the denotation problem. So far, little attention has been paid to the 
flexibility and dynamics of the denotation resolution process. 
However, the denotation process seems to be a process with two 
faces: on the one hand it is extremely flexible and dynamic, on the other 
hand, the reader's freedom of interpretation is highly restricted. All kinds 
of syntactic restrictions seem to hold as may be illustrated by (4) in which 
a coreferential interpretation of the underlined phrases is not possible. 
(4) * Near Dan, he saw a snake. 
Within the field of traditional transformational grammar, there have been 
many attempts to formulate constraints that had to account for the 
(im)possibility of coreferential interpretations within sentences. Typical 
examples of such constraints are Langacker's Precede-Command 
Constraint [Langacker, 1969] and Reinhart's C-Command Constraint 
[Reinhart, 1983]. A problematical aspect of these syntactic constraints is 
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that they are to a certain extent useful in accounting for the possibility or 
impossibility of a coreferential interpretation of NPs within one and the 
same sentence, but that they in no way provide a psychologically 
plausible reason why certain interpretations are ruled out or are less 
natural. Intersentential anaphoric relations fall completely outside the 
scope of this constraints. In accordance with our aim to strive for a 
psychologically plausible denotation resolution algorithm, we have not 
implemented one of these linguistic constraints, but rather we have set out 
to try to formulate heuristic principles that are both psychologically 
plausible and useful in accounting for both, intrasentential and 
intersentential anaphorical relations. 
Another difference between DRAFT and earlier proposals is the use 
of Seuren's Language of Semantic Analyses [Seuren, 1985]. The heuristic 
principles mentioned above are formulated for expressions of LSA and not 
directly for Surface Structure (SS) of any natural language. This makes 
DRAFT to a high degree language-independent; the degree of universality 
of the algorithm implemented however, is directly dependent on the 
universality of Seuren's LSA. For a discussion on LSA's universality see 
[Seuren, 1985: section 2.2]. 
In section 2.1 of his book, Seuren [1985] gives highly detailed 
arguments for not taking the SS but the Semantic Analysis (SA) of a 
sentence as the starting point for a semantic calculus. A grammar should 
record the relation between surface structures and their postulated 
semantic analyses. The process of abstraction from the linguistic object 
text to a discourse representation takes place in two steps. First, the SA of 
each sentence or sentence part in the text is derived. DRAFT then uses 
this SA as input for the incremental process of building up a discourse 
representation. The research project presented here, does not deal with the 
relation between SS and the postulated SA. The English-SA parser listed 
in appendix В does not meet the requirements that should be set for such 
a parser in view of what has been said above on the subject of 
psychological plausibility. It is the second step mentioned above which is 
the most interesting from the point of view of text linguistics, for it is at 
this point that the individual sentences begin to obtain coherence. In the 
following chapters we will return to this in more detail. 
In this chapter we have introduced the central question of the 
research project and indicated in what way we attempt to answer it: by 
presenting a denotation resolution theory stated explicitly as the 
computer program DRAFT, which will be described globally in the next 
chapter. 
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After this superficial acquaintance in chapters I and II, we will, in 
chapter III, take a much closer look at the nature of the denotation 
process in discourse, two major features of which may be distinguished: 
on the one hand it is an extremely flexible and dynamic process and on 
the other it obeys various rather specific constraints. At the end of this 
chapter we will attempt to sketch the outlines of the denotation resolution 
algorithm implemented in DRAFT, which takes into account these 
features. In chapter IV we will discuss DRAFT in detail as well as the 
links between the characterization of the denotation process as given in 
chapter III. In the concluding chapter V we will attend to the question 
whether and to what extent we have succeeded in answering the central 
question of the research project. 
Since we have chosen to state the denotation resolution theory 
developed here explicitly, in the form of a computer program, it seems no 
more than natural to include its final implementation: Appendix A 
contains the source code of DRAFT. 
In appendix В the source code is given for the simple English-SA 
parser mentioned before. This parser takes as its input an English sentence 
and yields the Semantic Analysis of that sentence. Although we are 
sceptical about the (psycho)linguistic relevance of this parser, we have 
nevertheless included it since it has proven to be a very useful tool in 
testing DRAFT'S ability to process natural language texts for those less 
familiar with LSA. 
Example sentences and texts play a crucial role in the investigation 
presented here: in the various chapters we will encounter a good number 
of them as we will see - in illustrative sessions - how they are dealt with 
by DRAFT. In appendix С some of these sessions are grouped together in 
order to enable the reader to gain an impression of the power of DRAFT. 
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Chapter Π 
INTRODUCING DRAFT 
(DENOTATION RESOLUTION ALGORITHM FOR TEXTS) 
In this chapter we will give the reader a further introduction to 
DRAFT. To illustrate its main features, we will use some sample texts 
and show how DRAFT deals with them. A more detailed discussion of 
the algorithm underlying DRAFT will be postponed until chapter IV. 
We will start with an example text from Seuren [1986] (sample (l)1). 
Since DRAFT does not take the sentences of a text as its input, but rather 
their semantic analyses (SA), the latter have been listed in (la' - If). The 
discourse representation (DR) of the text in (1), built up incrementally by 
DRAFT, has been given in (la" - If) . The notions of both semantic 
analysis and of discourse representation will be discussed below. Note that 
the last sentence of this example text contains an instance of the Bach-
Peters Paradox2. 
We will use (1), (2), etc. to number the examples, definitions, etc. of any chapter. To refer 
to examples, definitions, etc. occurring in the current chapter we will use these numbers 
without a chapter indication. To refer to examples, definitions, etc., in other chapters we will 
specify the chapter concerned. 
The Bach-Peters Paradox: 
In transformational linguistics in the '60s and early '70s, pronouns referring to other 
constituents in the same sentence were introduced by means of transformations. If two 
constituents are strictly identical in deep structure, it is possible - under certain conditions -
to replace one of the constituents by a pronoun. The transformation used was generally 
referred to as pronominalization. We can therefore say, in general, that a pronominalizalion 
transformation converts sentence (ii) into (i). In other words: The deep structure of (i) is 
based on (ii). 
(i) I saw the man and you saw him. 
(ii) I saw the man and you saw the man. 
However, tracing the structure underlying sentence (f) of the example text (1) causes 
problems. We end up in an infinite recursion. 
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(1) A Sample text 
Text: 
a There was a man and there was a woman. 
b. The woman loved the man. 
с There was another woman. 
d. The woman who loved him was hated by the man. 
e. There was another man. 
f. The woman who loved him married the man who hated her. 
Semantic analyses (SA) of the sentences of the text: 
a', (and (be-there (x-n (man x))) (be-there (x-n (woman x)))) 
b ' . (love (x-o (woman x)) (x-o (man x))) 
c'. (be-there (x-n (woman x))) 
d'. (hate <2-l> (x-o (man x)) (x-o (woman x) (love χ m-p))) 
e'. (be-there (x-n (man x))) 
Γ. (marry (x-o (woman x) (love χ m-p)) 
(x-o (man x) (hate χ f-p))) 
(in) The woman who loved him mamcd the man who haled her 
In order to analyze this sentence we must try to eliminate the pronouns htm and her and to 
replace them by constituents already present Let us Tirsi look at him 
(iv) The woman who loved the man who hated her mamed the man who hated her 
Now we must also try to eliminate the pronoun her There are two possibilities either we 
replace this pronoun by the woman who loved him or we replace it by the woman who loved 
the man who hated her It will be clear that neither possibility gets us any closer and that 
wc have ended up in an infinite recursion 
Such sentences arc problematical even outside the context of (traditional) transformational 
grammar After all, every theory about pronominal anaphora will always have to link certain 
pronouns to their antecedents And the same recursion threatens when wc look for the 
antecedents of him and her in (in) We will see that DRAFT does not gel caught up in an 
infinite recursion when it processes sentence (10 
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Discourse representation (DRÌ built up by DRAFT:3 
a". INPUT: 
RESULT: 
(and (be-there (x-n (man x))) 
(be-there (x-n (woman x)))) 
(and (be-there (man 1)) (be-there (woman 2)) 
PROM-LIST: (1 2) 
ADDRESS 1: (man 1), (male 1) 
ADDRESS 2: (woman 2), (female 2) 
b". INPUT: (love (x-o (woman x)) (x-o (man x))) 
RESULT: (love 2 1) 
PROM-LIST: (2 1) 
ADDRESS 1: (man 1), (male 1), (love 2 1) 
ADDRESS 2: (woman 2), (female 2), (love 2 1) 
c". INPUT: (be-there (x-n (woman x))) 
RESULT: (be-there 3) 
PROM-LIST: (3 2 1) 
ADDRESS 1: (man 1), (male 1), (love 2 1) 
ADDRESS 2: (woman 2), (female 2), (love 2 1) 
ADDRESS 3: (woman 3), (female 3) 
d". INPUT: (hate <2-l> 
(x-o (man x)) 
(x-o (woman x) (love χ m-p))) 
RESULT: (hate 1 2) 
PROM-LIST: (1 2 3) 
ADDRESS 1: (man 1), (male 1), (love 2 1), (hate 1 2) 
ADDRESS 2: (woman 2), (female 2), (love 2 1), (hate 1 2) 
ADDRESS 3: (woman 3), (female 3) 
All examples used in this chapter aie included in appendix C: "Some demonstration sessions 
with DRAFT", DEMO 1.DEM. For reasons of space the layout of the examples has been 
adjusted. 
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f'. 
INPUT: 
RESULT: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
ADDRESS 3: 
ADDRESS 4: 
INPUT: 
RESULT: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
ADDRESS 3: 
ADDRESS 4: 
(be-there (x-n (man x))) 
(be-there 4) 
(4 1 2 3) 
(man 1), (male 1), (love 2 1), (hate 1 2) 
(woman 2), (female 2), (love 2 1), (hate 1 2) 
(woman 3), (female 3) 
(man 4), (male 4) 
(marry (x-o (woman x) (love χ m-p)) 
(x-o (man x) (hate χ f-p))) 
(marry 2 1) 
(2 1 4 3) 
(man 1), (male 1), (love 2 1), (hate 1 2), 
(marry 2 1) 
(woman 2), (female 2), (love 2 1), (hate 1 2), 
(marry 2 1) 
(woman 3), (female 3) 
(man 4), (male 4) 
Note that in the DR bold type is used to indicate new information. 
As indicated above, DRAFT takes as its input the SA of the sentences of 
a text. In section 2.1 of his book, Seuren [1985] gives highly detailed 
arguments for not taking the Surface Structure (SS) but the semantic 
analysis of a sentence as the starting point for a semantic calculus. A 
grammar should record the relation between surface structures and their 
postulated semantic analyses. In DRAFT too, the process of abstraction 
from the linguistic object text to a discourse representation takes place in 
two steps. First, the SA of each individual sentence in the text is derived. 
DRAFT then uses these SA as input for the incremental process of 
building up a discourse representation. 
Although a high degree of abstraction is already involved in the first 
step (from SS to SA), the difficulties of which should not be 
underestimated, it is the second step which is the most interesting from 
the point of view of text linguistics. It is at this point that the individual 
sentences begin to obtain coherence. The research presented here does not 
really deal with the relation between SS and the postulated SA. For this 
reason the English-SA parser included as appendix В does not meet the 
minimal requirements for such a parser as suggested by Seuren 
[1985: chapter 2]. Another proviso must be made for its (lack of) 
psychological plausibility: the parser takes a (complete) English sentence 
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as its input and yields the SA of the sentence in question as its output. 
However, there is ample evidence that a human reader starts interpreting a 
sentence before the end is reached. This means that the parsing process 
also would start before the end of the sentence is reached. 
Some comments however, about the language of semantic analyses 
seems appropriate for a good understanding of the example given above. 
First of all, some explanatory notes on the semantic analysis of the 
sentences (la) to (If) are called for. In principle, semantic analyses are 
tree diagrams. The semantic analysis of sentence (lb) The woman loved 
the man is simply a condensed reproduction of the original tree diagram. 
(1) b'. (love (x-o (woman x)) (x-o (man x))) 
The language of semantic analyses (LSA) can easily be represented with 
the help of the following rewriting rules. 
(2) -> (PREDICATE [ SSK ] Tl [ T2 [ T3 ] ] ) 
Tl 
T2 
T3 
NP 
-> NP 
-> S 
-> NP 
-> S 
-> NP 
-> PROPER-NAME 
->r-p 
-> m-p 
->f-p 
-> n-p 
-> x, У, 
-> (x-n 
-> (x-o 
ζ 
SX*) 
SX*) 
(subject) 
(subject clause) 
(object) 
(object clause) 
(indirect object) 
(proper name) 
(reflexive pronoui 
(male pronoun) 
(female pronoun) 
(neutral pronoun) 
(variable) 
(indefinite NPs) 
(definite NPs) 
SX* -> SX [SX*] where SX is a sentence S containing a 
variable 
SSK -> <1>,<1-2>,<2-1>,<1-2-3>,<1-3-2>,<2-1-3>,<2-3-1>, 
<3-l-2>, <3-2-l> 
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PREDICATE -> walk, be-there, love, because, near, ... 
PROPER-NAME -> John, Ada, Hawaii, ... 
Note: expressions between square brackets are optional. 
The LSA expression (x-n (man x)) in (la') is the representation of the 
expression a man: the η in x-n is a mnemonic for new. The LSA 
expression (x-o (woman x)) in (lb') is the representation of the English 
expression the woman: the о in x-o is a mnemonic for old. The LSA 
expression m-p in (Id') is the representation of the male pronoun him (or 
he, etc.); f-p represents a female pronoun and η-p represents a neutral 
pronoun. 
The language used here for semantic analyses differs in one important 
respect from the representation proposed by Seuren. The surface 
structure order of a sentence clearly contains information that influences 
the denotation and hence the meaning of a sentence. It is evident that the 
sentences (3a) and (3b) have different meanings. 
(3) a. * He left because John was ill. 
b. Because John was ill he left. 
The semantic analyses of these sentences cannot therefore really be the 
same. Since the difference between (3a) and (3b) cannot be expressed in 
Seuren's [1985] LSA4, we have here used an extension of this language 
that allows for the introduction of so-called Surface Structure Keys (SSK) 
after the predicate. 
(3) a'. (because <l-2> (left p-m) (ill John)) 
b'. (because <2-l> (left p-m) (ill John)) 
In (3a') the Surface Structure Key <l-2> indicates that the order within 
the original (natural language) sentence corresponds with the order in the 
SA: in the sentence analyzed, the constituent represented in the SA by 
(left p-m), precedes the constituent represented by (ill John). In sentence 
(3b') the SSK <2-l> indicates that in the original sentence the second 
According to Seuren [1985], the input of the denotation algorithm is not only the SA of a 
sentence; the description of the development from SS to SA may also be available [page 
379]. In his approach it is therefore not necessary to extend the LSA. 
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expression, represented by (ill John) in the SA, precedes the first 
expression. If no SSK is used, the order in the original sentence is 
identical to the order in the SA of that sentence. In other words: (За') and 
(3c') are equivalent. 
(3) a'. (because <l-2> (left p-m) (ill John)) 
c'. (because (left p-m) (ill John)) 
In (3a") and (3b") below we can see that DRAFT reaches different 
results depending on the Surface Structure Key in the SA. 
(3) a". INPUT: (because <l-2> (left m-p) (ill John)) 
RESULT: (because (left 1) (ill 2)) 
INCR TIME: 22/100 sec 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (1 2) 
ADDRESS 1: (male 1), (because (left 1) (ill 2)), (left 1) 
ADDRESS 2: (John 2), (male 2), 
(because (left 1) (ill 2)), (ill 2) 
b". INPUT: (because <2-l> (left m-p) (ill John)) 
RESULT: (because (left 1) (ill 1)) 
INCR TIME: 16/100 sec 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (1) 
ADDRESS 1: (John 1), (male 1), 
(because (left 1) (ill 1)), (left 1), (ill 1) 
Note that whereas in example (1) we used a simplified layout of DRAFT'S 
output, from now on we will adhere more closely to DRAFT'S actual 
format. Note that in the example above INCR TIME is used to indicate 
how long it took DRAFT to process the SA expression in question. It is 
however, important to realize that the processing time provides us only 
with a relative measure for the complexity of the denotation problems at 
hand, since both the speed of the computer and the version of LISP used 
affect the processing time. 
The discourse representation built up by DRAFT is by no means 
complete in the sense that it contains all the information which a 
comprehending reader might have at his disposal after reading the text. 
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The discourse representations built up by DRAFT are purely extensional.5 
The representation of the verbs is rudimentary, no attention being paid to 
aspect or tense, etc. This means that DRAFT does not build up complete 
discourse representations but only partial ones. As indicated in the 
preceding chapter, this has a certain effect on the explanatory and 
predictive power of DRAFT. 
In [Seuren, 1985], much attention is paid to quantified descriptions 
such as a man, one of the ladies and some children. We will not consider 
the whole range of quantified expressions here. Instead, we will restrict 
ourselves in this study to singular existentially quantified NPs, such as a 
man, or a man with a black hat. Besides these, of course, we will deal 
with definite descriptions and other definite terms. This allows us to use 
the following simplified notation for the existential quantifying NPs: (x-n 
(man x)) and (x-n (man x) (have χ (x-n (hat x) (black x)). On the basis of 
the starting-points proposed by Seuren, it seems possible to extend 
DRAFT in such a way that quantifying descriptions can be processed 
adequately. 
Concepts such as focus or topic (e.g., [Grosz, 1977; Sidner, 1979; 
Carter, 1985; Pause, 1986; Van Kuppevelt, 1990]) play a fairly important 
role in the algorithm presented. In DRAFT the term prominence is used 
in this respect. Addresses can be more prominent or less prominent during 
the processing of certain parts of a text. Prominent addresses are brought 
into the denotation resolution process at an earlier stage than less 
prominent ones. When a text is processed, the prominence of addresses 
changes continually. We find an example of this in the discourse 
representation of example text (1): in every discourse representation, the 
prominence of the various addresses is indicated with the help of the 
value of the variable "#PROM-LIST#". The value of this variable can - if 
necessary - be adjusted after the processing of each sentence. We see for 
instance that after processing sentence (1c): There was another woman, 
the variable #PROM-LIST# has the value (3 2 1). In other words: address 
3 (the address of the other woman) is the most prominent address. After 
processing the next sentence, i.e., (Id): The woman who loved him was 
hated by the man, #PROM-LIST# will be assigned the value (1 2 3). This 
indicates that after sentence (Id) has been processed address 3 has become 
The discourse-semantic framework is extremely suitable for intensional text representations. 
See for instance Reichgelt [1982], Shadbolt [1983], Seuren [1985] and Fauconnier [1985]. 
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less prominent; address 1 and address 2, however, have become more 
prominent. 
Note that the variable #PROM-LIST# does not always contain the 
fully updated information on the prominence of the various addresses: 
only after the whole sentence has been processed are the contents of the 
variable adjusted. But even during the processing of a sentence an address 
can already become more prominent. Information concerning intra-
sentential prominence is stored in the variable $PROM-LIST$. In chapter 
IV, where the denotation resolution algorithm implemented in DRAFT is 
discussed in detail, we will discuss this issue at length. 
During the development of DRAFT, limited use has been made of 
certain schemes or data bases in which scripts [Schänk and Abelson, 
1977], frames [Minsky, 1975] or scenarios [Sanford and Gairod, 1981] 
are stored. In the world knowledge data base of DRAFT, information has 
been stored about the persons and objects that may appear in a script, but 
not about their role in that script. It is evident, however, that this type of 
information plays a part in making a text into a coherent whole, and also 
in determining the denotation of pronouns. The example6 in (4) is due, 
with some modifications, to Schänk [1975]. 
(4) a. John wanted to go to Hawaii. 
b. He called a travel agent. 
c. He said he took a cheque. 
a". INPUT: (wanted-to-go-to John Hawaii) 
RESULT: (wanted-to-go-to 1 2) 
INCR TIME: 16/100 sec 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (1 2) 
ADDRESS 1: (John 1), (male 1), (wanted-to-go-to 1 2) 
ADDRESS 2: (Hawaii 2), (neutral 2), 
(wanted-to-go-to 1 2) 
Some readers may find this sample text samewhat artificial; we will return to this problem 
in section III.7, page 80. 
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b". INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
ADDRESS 3: 
с". INPUT: 
AMBIGUOUS 
UNAMBIG-R: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
ADDRESS 3: 
ADDRESS 4: 
(called m-p (x-n (travel-agent x))) 
(called 1 3) 
11/100 sec 
(13 2) 
(John 1), (male 1), (wanted-to-go-to 1 2), 
(called 1 3) 
(Hawaii 2), (neutral 2), 
(wanted-to-go-to 1 2) 
(travel-agent 3), (male 3), (called 1 3) 
(said m-p (took m-p (x-n (cheque x)))) 
(said (1 3) (took (1 3) 4)) 
(said 1 (took 1 4)) 
16/100 sec 
( 1 4 3 2) 
(John 1), (male 1), (wanted-to-go-to 1 2) 
(called 1 3), (said 1 (took 1 4)), (took 1 
(Hawaii 2), (neutral 2), 
(wanted-to-go-to 1 2) 
(travel-agent 3), (male 3), (called 1 3) 
(cheque 4), (took 1 4) 
4) 
As we can see from (4a") - (4c") when processing sentence (4c) DRAFT 
will reach the conclusion that the denotation of He can be either John or 
the travel agent. DRAFT signals this ambiguity in (4c") AMBIGUOUS: 
(said (1 3) (took (1 3) 4)). Both addresses 1 and 3 are possible candidates, 
but DRAFT prefers address 1 {John). Ultimately DRAFT will 
disambiguate sentences like (4c) in a trivial way: for each ambiguous 
denotatum the first address from the ordered candidate list is chosen (in 
the DR indicated as the UNAMBIG-R: (said 1 (took 1 4))). It will be 
clear that DRAFT comes to this incorrect conclusion because it is not 
acquainted with the conventions of booking holidays.7 
Text (5) offers an example in which use has been made of the 
information, stored in the world knowledge data base, that cars can have a 
It would be iniercsung to know whether the procedure that DRAFT suggests for searching 
for the denotation of he is correct from a psycholmguistic point of view Is it true that 
readers start by checking whether John is the denotation of hg, then reject John on the 
basis of their knowledge of the normal procedure, and finally conclude that the travel agent 
must be the correct denotation'' In chapter IV we will discuss this issue at length 
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driver or a chauffeur, and of the information stored in the lexical 
knowledge data base that drivers can be male or female. With the help of 
this knowledge, DRAFT can process the definite description the driver in 
(5b) and the pronoun He in (5c) without any problem. 
Note that in the DR the information that the car (address 1) implies 
the driver (address 2) is represented as (IMP 1 2). Note also that the 
information (male 2) is only added to the DR after the processing of (5c), 
for drivers can be male or female; only after (5c) has been processed will 
it be clear that the driver in this context is a man. 
(5) a. A car stopped. 
b. The driver got out. 
c. He had been drinking too much. 
a" 
b' 
c" 
. INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
'. INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
'. INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
(stopped (x-n (car x))) 
(stopped 1) 
5/100 sec 
(D 
(car 1), (stopped 1) 
(got-out (x-o (driver x))) 
(got-out 2) 
16/100 sec 
(2 1) 
(car 1), (stopped 1), (IMP 1 2) 
(driver 2), (IMP 1 2), (got-out 2) 
(too-much (drinking m-p)) 
(too-much (drinking 2)) 
5/100 sec 
(2 1) 
(car 1), (stopped 1), (IMP 1 2) 
(driver 2), (IMP 1 2), (got-out 2), l 
(too-much (drinking 2)), (drinking 2) 
The examples show clearly that building up a DR is an incremental 
process. On the one hand, every new sentence in a text brings about a 
change in the discourse representation built up so far. On the other hand, 
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the change that a sentence brings about in the DR depends on the DR 
built up so far and the information stored in the knowledge data base. Its 
incremental character can also be expressed by means of a formal 
definition of the increment function i. 
(6) Provisional formal characterization of the increment function /': 
(a) /: LSA χ LDR χ LKNOW -> LDR, 
(b) i (SA
n
, DR,,.,, KNOW) = DR
n
, 
(c) DR0 = 0. 
LSA is the set of well-formed semantic analyses, 
LDR is the set of well-formed discourse representations, 
LKNOW is the set of well-formed knowledge representations, 
SA
n
 is the semantic analysis of sentence η of a text, 
DRn is the DR after the incrementation of sentence η of a 
text, 
KNOW is the knowledge data base. 
In the above characterization the input of the increment function ι is 
the SA of the sentence in question, the DR built up so far, and the 
reader's knowledge. The output is an adapted DR. In the next chapter, 
however, in which we will treat the denotation resolution process in more 
detail, the characterization of the incrementation process given here will 
prove to be too static. An adjusted formal characterization of the 
increment function will therefore be given later (IV.2, page 40). 
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Chapter III 
EXPLORING THE DENOTATION PROCESS 
In this chapter we will explore the denotation process of NPs. 
Although in [Seuren, 1985] much attention is paid to the whole range of 
possible NPs, we will restrict ourselves in this study to the various types 
of singular NPs. Thus we will pay attention to singular quantified 
descriptions (such as a man, a man with a black hat, or a man who lives 
here) but not to plural quantified descriptions (of the type one of the 
ladies, some of the children). Besides these, of course, we will deal with 
singular definite descriptions (such as the man, the present king of France, 
or the man who loves the woman) and other definite terms (such as proper 
names, epitheta such as the fool, the sloven) and definite pronouns. In the 
latter class a distinction is drawn between reflexive (e.g., himself, herself) 
and non-reflexive pronouns (e.g., he, she, him, her). 
In this chapter we will see that, in studying the denotation process of 
the various NPs, the following two main questions have to be addressed: 
(1) a. The first question: 
How exactly does the denotation of the various types of NP 
come about? We will see that the answer to this question is 
closely related to the following question: Is it mainly on the 
basis of the information contained in the NP that the 
denotation resolution problem is solved (as is generally the 
case with definite descriptions) or does the NP contain 
hardly any information useful in (uniquely) determining the 
denotatum (as in the case of pronouns)? 
b. The second question: 
What exactly is the effect that the processing of an NP has 
on the PR? Two kinds of effects on the DR merit our 
attention: 
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i. The processing of the type of NP in question results in a 
new address being added to the DR. This seems to be 
the case for existentially quantified NPs. 
ii. New information is added to the DR as a result of the 
processing of the NP in question. This latter proviso is 
important since we must distinguish clearly between 
information that is added to the DR on the basis of 
processing a particular NP and the information that is 
added on the basis of processing the sentence in which 
the NP occurs, the latter being the case for all NPs. It is 
especially in the processing of existentially quantified 
NPs new information is added to a newly added address. 
One might be inclined to think that questions (1) above can easily be 
answered for each of the different types of NP. This appears not to be the 
case. Thus, although it appears to be true that most of the time we can 
uniquely determine the denotatum on the basis of the information 
contained in a definite description, this is certainly not always the case. 
How does the reader in this case solve the resulting denotation problem? 
In the exploration of the denotation process of the various types of NP we 
will return to this kind of question in detail, making use of the 
classification given below. 
- Existentially quantified NPs (indefinite descriptions), 
- Definite descriptions, 
- Epithetical NPs, 
- Proper names, 
- Pronouns. 
In the following sections we will try to answer the questions posed in (la) 
and (lb) for each class of NPs above, relying on our first acquaintance 
with DRAFT in chapter II and using the terminology introduced there. We 
will thus be talking about "the introduction of addresses into the discourse 
domain", "the adding of information to address 3 of the DR", etc. At the 
end of the chapter we will try to formulate some universal features of the 
denotation process. 
Although in our exploratory discussions of the denotation process we 
will make use of relevant theories and notions from the fields of 
linguistics, psycholinguistics and philosophy of language, we will restrict 
ourselves and concentrate on those elements that have appeared to be 
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relevant for the denotation resolution algorithm implemented in DRAFT. 
For an additional survey of relevant previous research on discourse 
anaphora see e.g., [Partee and Wolfe, 1973; Hawkins, 1978; Webber, 
1979; Yule, 1981; Bosch, 1983]. 
ULI EXISTENTIALLY ΟΙΙΑΝΉΡΙΕϋ NPs 
In this section we will set out to answer the questions posed under 
(1) with respect to the denotation process of (singular) existentially 
quantified NPs (indefinite NPs). Consider the example sentences below, 
which all contain one or more indefinite descriptions. 
(2) Yesterday I met a man. 
(3) A man in a black hat entered the restaurant. 
(4) * A woman gave a man a dime and a man who got the 
dime, thanked her. 
(5) Near him, a man saw a snake. 
(6) An elephant is bigger than a mouse. 
(7) Mary wants to marry a Norwegian. 
The form of the expressions an elephant, a mouse and a Norwegian 
in sentences (6) and (7) might be misleading. Although they look like 
regular existentially quantified NPs, in fact they are not. The most likely 
interpretation of an elephant in (6) is not "one particular elephant", but 
something like "an arbitrary specimen of the species elephant".1 Sentences 
such as (7) are said to have a non-specific or a de dicto reading apart 
from a specific or de re reading. In this de dicto reading (7) can be 
paraphrased as "Mary wants it to be the case that she marries someone, 
and that it is a Norwegian she marries". Although generic NPs and NPs 
Even if we use the definite article or the plural without any article, the generic 
interpretation remains possible: 
(¡) The elephant is bigger than the mouse. 
(ii) Elephants are bigger than mice. 
However the interpretation of generic a(n) and generic the is not exactly the same. The 
elephant seems to refer to the species as a whole. The observation made in [Kraak and 
Klooster, 1968], that (iii) with the dog is grammatical whereas (iv) with a dog is not, 
seems to confirm this. 
(iii) The dog has been domesticated for 20,000 years 
(iv) * A dog has been domesticated for 20,000 years 
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with a de dicto reading are most intriguing for discourse theory, they fall 
outside the scope of the present research. We will restrict ourselves to the 
problem of specific NPs. 
Sentence (2) contains the existentially quantified NP a man. The 
question we are to address is: what change will occur to the DR as a 
result of the processing of this NP? We consider that in the processing of 
this expression a new address is opened in the DR built up so far, let us 
say address 7. This address is provided with the information that the 
entity related to the address is a man. 
The processing of the expression a man in a black hat (sentence (3)) 
seems to result in the creation of two new addresses: one address is 
created on the basis of the partial expression a black hat (let us say 
address 8) and a second address is added on the basis of the expression as 
a whole a man in a black hat (let us say address 9). The information is 
added that address 8 relates to a black hat which is worn by the man 
referred to by address 9. Address 9 is provided with the information that 
it relates to a man who wears the hat mentioned in address 8. With the 
help of the notational conventions used in DRAFT we can represent the 
effect on the DR of processing the expression a man in a black hat as 
follows: 
ADDRESS 8: ADDRESS 9: 
(hat 8) (man 9) 
(black 8) (wear 9 8) 
(wear 9 8) 
The question arises whether the use of existentially-quantified NPs 
will always result in the admitting of a new entity to the discourse 
domain. In (4) and (5) we have tried to construct sentences in which an 
existentially-quantified NP is coreferential with a preceding NP in the 
same sentence. Sentence (4) fails in this respect: no interpretation is 
possible in which the indefinite NP a man who got the dime is 
coreferential with the NP a man. Embedding the expression a dime in a 
man who got a dime will be of no help. 
(4') * A woman gave a man a dime and a man who got a dime 
thanked her. 
The sentence in (5), appears at first glance however to be rather 
successful in using an indefinite NP without its resulting in the addition of 
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a new address, for, as the reader can easily verify, the expression a man 
in (5) is coreferential with the expression him that appeared earlier in the 
same sentence. In the next chapter we will defend the view that although 
the expression him in the sentence to be analyzed precedes the indefinite 
NP a man, the processing of the expression a man will precede the 
processing of the expression him. If this claim is justified, the use of an 
indefinite NP will once again result in the addition of a new address to 
the discourse domain. 
Anticipating the discussion of the denotation resolution process, we will 
hold that the use of existentially-quantified NPs results in the creation of a 
new address to which the qualities are attributed that are mentioned in the 
indefinite description.2 
Starting from the examples discussed above, we will now set out to 
answer the questions formulated in the preceding section under (1) with 
regard to existentially-quantified NPs. 
(8) a. How exactly does the denotation come about during the 
processing of an existentially-quantified NP? The answer to 
this question is implicit in the answer to question (b) below. 
A new address is added to the DR, this new address being 
the denotatum of the existentially-quantified NP. 
b. What exactly is the effect that the processing of an 
existentially-quantified NP has on the DR? A new address is 
always added to the DR. This is also true of indefinite NPs 
that are embedded in another indefinite NP (see sentence 
(4') above). During the processing of existentially-quantified 
NPs information is added to the DR since the information 
implicit in the NP at hand is attributed to the new address. 
III.2 DEFINITE DESCRIPTIONS 
The central point in this section will be the denotation resolution 
process of definite descriptions. As indicated in (1) we are interested in 
(a) the way in which the denotation comes about and (b) the effect that 
the processing of a definite description has on the DR. Linguists and 
Unless previous discourse is called to mind again, as in "Remember, there is a man!" 
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psychologists generally agree that the way in which a reader determines 
the denotatum of a pronoun is a highly complex process, in which 
syntax, context and various other factors such as "topic" or "focus" and 
"world knowledge" play an important role. This complexity and vagueness 
of the denotation resolution process of pronouns is often contrasted with 
the alleged simplicity and clarity of the denotation resolution process of 
the definite description. This, seems to be a misconception however. 
The effect that the processing of a definite description has on the DR 
does not appear to be uniform either. Sometimes a new address is added 
to the discourse representation, sometimes not. Sometimes new 
information is added to addresses, sometimes it is not. The processing of 
a definite description, however, can bring about a change not only in the 
DR, but also in the reader's "world knowledge", for as we all know, 
readers are able to learn from what they read. 
This variable effect of the processing of the definite description on 
the discourse representation seems to be the reason why there are many 
analyses of the definite description which take only a single application or 
only few applications of the definite description into account. A typical 
example is the analysis proposed by Russell [1905]. 
Given the fact that Russell's analysis is closely related to logical 
positivism, it is not surprising that his analysis of the definite description 
is characterized by a direct relation between the linguistic object the 
definite description and the ontological object in reality. The character 
of the definite description as identifying a unique object is used to 
establish this relation. Let us take a look at Russell's analysis of the by 
now historical example sentence. 
(9) The present King of France is bald. 
Using classical first order predicate logic, (9) is represented as follows: 
(9') Эх [King_of_France_now(x) & Bald(x) & 
Vy [King_of_France_now(y) -> y=x]] 
We can paraphrase this analysis as follows: 
(9") There is a unique object with the characteristic "is King of 
France now" and this unique object has the characteristic "is 
bald". 
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Without expanding upon Russell's analysis, it may be clear that his 
analysis of the use of the definite description fails in two respects. 
(10) a. In natural language, definite descriptions are also used to 
refer to entities that do not exist in reality although the 
sentence in which they occur is still true without negation. 
b. When the definite description is used to refer to entities that 
do exist in reality, the information given in the definite 
description is usually not specific enough to isolate a unique 
object in reality. 
An example in support of claim (10a) might be the following: "Santa 
Claus has much in common with Father Christmas". There are also 
numerous examples to illustrate claim (10b). 
(11) a. A man walked into the restaurant. 
b. We all looked at the man. 
The "uniquely identifying description" the man used in (lib) is by no 
means specific enough to isolate a unique object in reality. Yet the co-
referential interpretation of the underlined expressions in (11) seems 
obvious. 
In natural language the definite description is apparently not used to 
isolate a unique object in reality. It seems rather that a relation is 
established between the linguistic object - the definite description - and 
entities which have been brought into a domain of interpretation by the 
preceding text. In sentence (11a) an entity is introduced (A man). This 
entity is referred to in sentence (lib) by means of the expression the man. 
It is truly amazing that Russell's analysis remained unchallenged as an 
adequate analysis of the definite description for about half a century; it 
was not until 1950 that it was challenged by Strawson [1950]. 
On the basis of the above, and departing from (11), we can formulate 
a modified characterization of the definite description. 
(10') a. In natural language definite descriptions are used to refer 
both to entities that do exist in reality and to those that do 
not, while the sentence in which they occur can be true or 
false. 
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b. The information given in the definite description is not 
normally specific enough to isolate a unique entity in 
reality; the unique isolation of such an entity takes place in 
the domain of interpretation built up on the basis of the 
preceding text. 
But this characterization of the definite description proves to be 
untenable too: definite descriptions do not isolate a unique entity in 
relation to the restricted domain - i.e., the one built up by the preceding 
text - either. This is shown by example (12): 
(12) a. Cora went to see her friend for a day. 
b. On the platform a young man helped her with her heavy 
suitcase. 
с She thanked the man and looked for a quiet place in the no-
smoking part of the train. 
d. When she had finally found an empty compartment, an 
elderly man came in, who took the empty seat opposite 
her. 
e. Hardly had the train started to move when he lit a big 
cigar. 
f. She did not hesitate for a second but asked the man either 
to put out his cigar or to find himself another seat. 
It will be clear that during the processing of the definite description the 
man in sentence (12f), two men have been brought into the discourse 
domain (a young man and an elderly man). Nevertheless, it is obvious 
that the man is co-referential with an elderly man. Apparently, finding 
the denotatum of a definite description does not only depend on the 
descriptive content, but also on other factors such as prominence (topic or 
focus). But, as we mentioned before, knowledge of what normally 
happens in certain situations (scripts or scenarios) plays an important role 
as well. 
Above we have seen an example in which the descriptive content of 
the definite description was not specific enough to isolate the denotatum 
as a unique entity. It is, however, also possible to use the definite 
description to refer to entities that are not yet included explicitly in the 
DR. 
(13) a. A car stopped. 
b. The driver got out. 
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(14) a. Horace got some picnic supplies out of the car. 
b. The beer was warm. 
[Clark and Haviland, 1977: p. 21] 
In order to refer to an entity already present in the discourse domain by 
means of a definite description, we do not have to restrict ourselves to 
predicates explicitly introduced into the discourse representation. 
Cognitively related predicates (such as vehicle instead of bus) can also be 
used. 
(15) a. A bus came trundling down the hill. 
b. The vehicle nearly flattened a pedestrian. 
[Sanford and Garrod, 1981: p. 95] 
In (13b) we see that the definite description the driver is used although 
this entity has not yet been introduced explicitly into the discourse 
domain. The answer to the question why readers still regard texts like (13) 
as correct, is obvious. Since the reader knows that cars usually have a 
driver, the entity driver becomes implicitly available when the entity car 
is included explicitly in the discourse domain. In this way it is possible to 
continue after (13a): A car stopped with (13b): The driver got out. In 
(15b) a definite description is used to refer to an entity that is present in 
the discourse domain, but even then the definite description can only 
function as a (uniquely) identifying description if the reader makes the 
inference that the vehicle and the bus are the same object. This he does 
on the basis of the fact that "the term vehicle denotes a set of entities of 
which bus is a member" [Sanford and Garrod 1981: p. 95]. 
It is of course important to know how and when information which 
is implicitly available on the basis of world knowledge, is included 
explicitly in the discourse representation. In psycholinguistics, where the 
phenomenon mentioned above has received much attention, it is known as 
referential bridging. When determining the denotatum of a definite 
description, we speak of referential bridging if the denotation can only be 
established after an appropriate inference has been made. The appropriate 
inference for determining the denotatum of the driver in (13b), for 
instance, is based on the fact that cars usually have a driver. 
Important work in the field of referential bridging has been done by 
Clark and Haviland [1977] and by Sanford and Garrod [1977]. Starting 
point for Clark and Haviland is the Given-New Contract between speaker 
and listener (or between writer and reader). A reader (or hearer) may try 
to interpret a text one sentence after the other. He will try to relate each 
new sentence he is offered to the preceding material. An important task 
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for the comprehending reader, then, is to associate the material to be 
interpreted with the material already interpreted. Clark and Haviland, 
following Grice [1975], defend the view that in this both speaker and 
hearer (or writer and reader) assume an implicit communication contract 
based on the Given-New structure of language. 
Given-New Contract: Try to construct the given and the new 
information of each utterance in context (a) so that the listener is 
able to compute from memory the unique antecedent that was 
intended for the given information, and (b) so that he will not 
already have the new information attached to that antecedent. 
[Clark and Haviland, 1977: p. 9] 
We are especially interested in the Given-New strategy associated with the 
contract formulated above. This strategy is primarily a strategy that will 
enable us to decide what exactly is being referred to in a text. The 
following example may illustrate this Given-New distinction: 
(16) a. Horace got some beer out of the car. 
b. The beer was warm. 
[Clark and Haviland, 1977: p. 21] 
All the information in sentence (16a) is "New". In sentence (16b) the beer 
is "Given" information, and was warm is "New". At the point at which 
the reader reaches the given expression the beer, he will know that he 
must look within the discourse domain built up so far for an antecedent 
for this expression. The normal step to be taken by the reader in the 
processing of the expression the beer, is to conclude that the expression 
the beer in sentence (16b) refers to the same beer as the expression some 
beer in sentence (16a). This step will take hardly any time. Something 
quite different will be the case in sentences (13), (14) and (15). Let us 
have a closer look at the counterpart of example (16), i.e., (14). 
The expression the beer in (14b) is interpreted here also - on account 
of its syntactic form - as "Given". This implies that the reader will have 
to look for an antecedent for the expression the beer. However, in the 
discourse representation built up so far no such antecedent is immediately 
available. Only after the inference has been made that "the picnic supplies 
include some beer" and after this information has been included in the 
discourse representation, will it be possible to find an antecedent for the 
beer. 
It seems quite plausible that the making of inferences such as "The 
picnic supplies include some beer" as in example (14) or "A bus is a 
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vehicle" as in (15) will require some extra processing time. If then, the 
procedure proposed above with respect to referential bridging is correct, 
one would expect to be able to measure this extra processing time 
required by means of a psycholinguistic experiment. This appears to be 
the case. The reading and processing of sentences in which referential 
bridging is necessary costs on the average 200 ms more time than the 
reading and processing of sentences in which no use is made of referential 
bridging [Clark and Haviland, 1977: p. 21]. 
These results strongly suggest that the reader applies referential 
bridging in order to link information marked as "Given" with information 
that is already available through sentences read before. However, the 
course of events as claimed by Clark and Haviland is not without 
problems (see [Sanford and Garrod, 1981: p. 107]). One of the premises 
of the model proposed by Clark and Haviland is that the reader knows 
beforehand what information is given and what information is new. But 
especially in written language, in which no use can be made of 
differences in intonation in deciding what is given and what is new, this 
appears to be a serious problem. Syntactic characteristics often do give an 
indication whether a particular expression is to be considered as given or 
new, but they do not give a decisive answer. The following examples will 
illustrate this point. 
(17) a. Tom entered the room. 
b. He walked over to the window. 
[Clark, 1975] 
In the example above, the reader will interpret the expression the window 
as given, and so he will go and look for an antecedent. This will result in 
the creation of the "bridge": The room mentioned has a window, this 
window is the antecedent for the window in (17b). But even if we present 
the reader with the text in (18), referential bridging will normally take 
place: 
(18) a. Tom entered the room. 
b. He walked over to a window. 
[Sanford and Garrod, 1981: p. 97] 
In other words, even in cases where syntactic signals do not indicate that 
the information is Given, the reader often makes the same sort of 
inference. These observations suggest that Clark and Haviland's Given-
New account does not tell the whole story. On the basis of these 
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observations and experimental results Sanford and Garrod [1981: p. 107] 
reach the following conclusion: 
"The most explicit existence model of the process is that of Clark 
and Haviland, which derives from the idea of a Given-New 
strategy. They propose that the mapping is instigated through a 
syntactic analysis of the sentence in question, which partitions it 
into Given information, recoverable from context, and new 
information being introduced for the first time. While their 
account is capable of handling most types of anaphora that were 
considered, it could not explain how the reader seems to infer 
relations between information not marked as Given and that from 
prior context. More importantly, it cannot explain why one can 
detect conjoint frequency effects in a situation where the Given-
New analysis should have ruled out attempts to establish 
coreference. 
We were therefore forced to entertain the alternative idea that the 
semantic relatedness of information in the representation and that 
being currently analyzed is checked for in the course of 
interpreting the sentence. This idea can be best understood in 
terms of the concept-driven processing systems (...). In these 
(concept-driven) accounts, the representation is seen not only as a 
repository for information from the prior text, but also as a 
means of controlling subsequent sentential analysis (...). So, for 
instance, when a verb like "dress" is encountered this will evoke 
from memory a representation which contains slots for a variety 
of entities implied in the meaning of the verb, such as "clothing". 
The effect of having such a representation is to extend the 
domain of reference available to the reader to include the implied 
entities." 
There is an important difference between Clark and Haviland's Given-
New model and the concept-driven model of Sanford and Garrod with 
regard to the moment at which inferable entities are introduced into the 
DR. In the Given-New model new entities are only brought in when they 
are needed in order to make a meaningful interpretation of other 
expressions possible. In the concept-driven model the inferable entities 
become available at an earlier stage. In other words: when in a text the 
words some picnic supplies are used, the Given-New model does not 
provide for the introduction into the DR at that very moment of all kinds 
of picnic attributes such as beer, wine, bread, a basket etc. Only when we 
encounter an expression such as the beer and no address for beer is to be 
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found in the DR, do we ask ourselves how the beer comes in. This seems 
to be an effective strategy. 
In the concept-driven model on the other hand, all kinds of things are 
inferred beforehand. None of these two views is unproblematical. We have 
already drawn attention to the problems that the Given-New model 
presents. One of the difficulties with the concept-driven model is 
connected with the vast extent of possible inferences. Thus there seem to 
be many things that would have to be introduced into the DR on the basis 
of the expression some picnic supplies. And should we, furthermore, 
continue to introduce new entities on account of inferences that can be 
made on the basis of the entities introduced so far? In any case, the 
introduction of all kinds of things beforehand seems to be very inefficient. 
It will be clear that we will have to return to this subject below. 
So far we have paid attention to cases of referential bridging on the 
basis of the reader's world knowledge. With the help of this knowledge 
the reader can, for instance, add an entity to the discourse domain. We 
have, however, not yet paid any attention to the situation in which the 
reader does not first add entities to the, discourse domain - because there 
is no appropriate referent - but starts by extending his world knowledge, 
which he can then use to apply referential bridging. An example of this is 
provided by the following text: 
(19) a. A car stopped. 
b. The induction coil had given up. 
People who have never heard of an induction coil, can learn from text 
(19) that an induction coil is an (important) part of a car. Probably the 
question will arise - especially with children - "What is an induction 
coil?" or "Do cars have induction coils?" An inference is also made 
during the processing of sentences of this type. In the text it is indicated 
implicitly that the fact that the induction coil has given up has something 
to do with the fact that the car stops. The inference made is something 
like "cars have induction coils" or "an induction coil is an important part 
of a car; if this part has given up, the car stops". 
Psycholinguistic research has shown that many of these inferences, 
which require that the reader's world knowledge be extended first before 
an appropriate inferential bridge can be made, are not yet made when the 
sentence is being read. The reader will make this sort of inference only if 
he is in some way forced to do so, for instance by being asked questions 
[Vonk, Noordman and Kemppf, 1984]. 
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There is a special way of using definite descriptions, often found in 
sports commentaries. Examples of this use of the definite description can 
easily be found: 
(20) a. Yesterday, Timman did almost the same as Van der Wiel 
had done on Tuesday. 
b. In the fourth round of the international chess tournament in 
the capital, the national champion showed no mercy. 
Even people who do not know that Timman is the reigning Dutch chess 
champion, do not have any trouble in determining the denotatum of the 
expression the national champion. 
The interpretation indicated in (20) by means of underlining seems to 
be preferable, but the following variation on (20) seems possible too 
(given that not Timman but Van der Wiel is the Dutch national 
champion): 
(20') a. Yesterday, Timman did almost the same as Van der Wiel 
had done on Tuesday. 
b. The national champion set Timman a good example by 
showing no mercy. 
We may wonder if the procedure followed by a reader in order to 
determine the denotatum of the expression the national champion in (20b) 
is different for (i) readers who know that Timman is the present Dutch 
national champion, and (ii) readers who do not know this. We may also 
wonder to what extent the procedure followed by the reader in order to 
determine the denotatum of he in (20") is similar to that followed by one 
reader who does not know that Timman is the national champion in order 
to determine the denotatum of the national champion in (20b). In other 
words: to what extent do definite descriptions function as pronouns? 
(20") a. Yesterday, Timman did almost the same as Van der Wiel 
had done on Tuesday. 
b. In the fourth round of the international chess tournament in 
the capital, he showed no mercy. 
Again, thorough experimental psycholinguistic experiments seem to be the 
only appropriate means to provide a definite answer to this question. 
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Linguistic arguments for the view that definite descriptions can act as 
a type of pronoun, can be found in Lakoff. 
"One might think that NPs that can act as pronouns are limited to 
epithets like bastard, bum, bitch, schmuck: however, I believe that 
any definite description can function in that way." 
[Lakoff, 1976: p. 295] 
Lakoff supports his claim with the observation that constraints which are 
generally supposed to restrict possible co-referential interpretations 
between pronouns and other NPs are also applicable to definite 
descriptions used as pronouns and other NPs. 
(21) a. Dirksen was slugged by Mary when the Illinois 
Republican insinuated that she had voted for Lyndon 
Johnson. 
b. Dirksen was slugged by Mary when he insinuated that 
she had voted for Lyndon Johnson. 
с * The Illinois Republican was slugged by Mary when 
Dirksen insinuated that she had voted for Lyndon 
Johnson. 
d. * He was slugged by Mary when Dirksen insinuated that 
she had voted for Lyndon Johnson. 
It will be clear that in example (21) the Illinois Republican is a 
definite description that acts as a pronoun. In (21a) the co-referential 
interpretation indicated by underlining is possible. Similarly, the co-
referential interpretation indicated in (21b) is possible too. In (21c) we see 
that no co-referential interpretation is possible between the Illinois 
Republican and Dirksen. If we assume that the Illinois Republican in 
(21c) acts as a pronoun, then co-reference between the pronoun and 
Dirksen should not be possible either in the version where the Illinois 
Republican has been replaced by an appropriate pronoun. This is indeed 
the case in (2Id). 
In transformational grammar, much attention has been paid to 
constraints which should account for the possibility or impossibility of co-
referential interpretation of NPs in the same sentences. The theories were 
developed within a transformational-generative framework and were meant 
to lay down rules for the "pronominalization process". On the basis of 
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analyzed, isolated sentences, all kinds of constraints on possible co-
referential relations were formulated. Typical examples of such constraints 
are the Preccde-Command Constraint proposed by Ross [1967] and 
Langacker [1969] and the C-Command Constraint proposed by Reinhart 
[1976; 1983]. The next section of this chapter deals with these constraints 
extensively. Here we will restrict ourselves to the observation that these 
constraints also seem to apply to definite descriptions used as pronouns. 
In (12) we saw the definite description being used in such a way that 
the describing content isolated a unique object within the discourse 
domain built up so far. In (20) we saw an instance of a definite 
description that contained hardly any information useful in isolating a 
unique object. A combination of the two seems possible too, e.g., when a 
nonrestrictive relative clause is being used: 
(22) The boy, who has not prepared his lessons, will have to do 
extra homework. 
In the definite description the boy, who has not prepared his lessons, the 
boy functions as a description which refers to a (unique) antecedent within 
the discourse domain built up so far; who has not prepared his lessons is 
new information that must be added to the denotatum of the expression 
the boy. 
Below we will present a summary of the preceding observations in 
relation to the questions posed at the beginning of this chapter about the 
denotation resolution process of definite descriptions: 
(23) a. In natural language, definite descriptions are used to refer 
both to those entities that do and to those that do not exist 
in reality. 
b. In general, the information given in the definite description 
is not specific enough to isolate a unique entity in reality. 
с The search for the denotatum of the definite description is 
roughly restricted to the domain of interpretation built up on 
the basis of the preceding text; but even for this restricted 
domain of interpretation the information given in the 
definite description is often not specific enough to isolate a 
unique entity. In such a case the prominence of the different 
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entities in the discourse domain is important to determining 
the denotatum of the NP. 
d. The domain of interpretation is not restricted to entities 
given explicitly in the preceding text; a definite description 
can also refer to entities that are implicitly present in the 
discourse (the entity "rear wheel" is implicitly present 
because of the explicit introduction of the entity "car"). In 
this case, referential bridging takes place during processing. 
e. In order to refer to an entity that is already present in the 
discourse domain by means of a definite description, we do 
not have to restrict ourselves to predicates that are explicitly 
introduced into the discourse representation. Cognitively 
related predicates (such as "vehicle" instead of "car") can 
also be used. In this case too, referential bridging takes 
place during processing. 
f. All definite descriptions (not only epithets like bastard) can 
act as pronouns. This is the case when the descriptive 
content of the definite description in the given context and 
the reader's knowledge do not contain (sufficient) 
information to isolate a unique entity in the discourse 
domain built up so far. In order to solve the denotation 
problem, the reader can then do the following: 
i. He interprets the definite description as a sort of 
pronoun, use formal and pragmatic information to 
"guess" at the denotatum of the definite description (see 
(20)), and then complete the DR. 
ii. He uses formal and pragmatic information normally used 
to find the denotatum of pronouns, to "guess" at the 
missing world knowledge, then checks whether this guess 
helps to solve the denotation problem (see (19)). If he 
succeeds, he can include the new information in his 
world knowledge data base. 
g. When a definite description that includes a nonrestrictive 
relative clause is used, the NP functions as a description to 
refer to a (unique) entity within the discourse domain built 
up so far. The relative clause contains new information 
which must be added to the denotatum of the NP. 
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The observations above indicate that the interpretation of definite 
descriptions is a dynamic process in which the reader has a large number 
of means at his disposal to find a coherent interpretation for expressions 
that do not at first sight show any cohesion. On the basis of the 
observations above it is necessary to adjust the formal definition of the 
increment function i given in chapter II, page 22: (6). This is because the 
reader's world knowledge is not static, but changes, for example while he 
is reading. This dynamic process is expressed in the following adapted 
version of the formal definition of the increment function i. 
(24) Formal characterization of the increment function /: 
(a) i : LSA χ LDR χ LKNOW -> LDR χ LKNOW, 
(b) ι (SA
n
, DR,.,, KNOW,,.,) = DR
n
 χ KNOW
n
, 
(c) DR0 = 0. 
LSA is the set of well-formed semantic analyses, 
LDR is the set of well-formed discourse representations, 
LKNOW is the set of well-formed knowledge representations, 
SA
n
 is the semantic analysis of sentence η of a text, 
DR,, is the DR after the incrementation of sentence η of a 
text, 
KNOW
n
 is the knowledge data base after the incrementation of 
sentence η of a text. 
In the above characterization, the input of the increment function ι is the 
SA of the sentence concerned, the DR built up so far, and the reader's 
knowledge. The output is an altered DR and possibly an altered 
knowledge database. In the next chapter we will see how the preceding 
observations about the denotation process of definite descriptions are 
incorporated in the denotation resolution algorithm of DRAFT. 
III.3 ANAPHORICAL DEFINITE DESCRIPTIONS 
In the previous section, dealing with the denotation process of definite 
descriptions, we mentioned the fact that in certain texts definite 
descriptions act as if they were pronouns (page 37). Let us coin the term 
anaphorical definite description for this kind of definite description. In 
particular epithetical definite descriptions, such as the unlucky fellow, the 
idiot, the fool and the sloven, seem to be used often, though not always as 
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such. In this section we will investigate whether it is possible to define 
more precisely the class of anaphorical definite descriptions. In the 
process it will become evident that we will not be able to decide whether 
or not a definite description is anaphorical on the basis of syntactic 
characteristics only, but that discourse-semantic factors play an important 
role. 
Bosch [1983: p. 148] addresses the question of which definite 
descriptions can act as pronouns (in our coinage: which definite 
descriptions are anaphorical). On the basis of the observations in (25) he 
rejects the assumption that all epithetical definite descriptions can act as 
pronouns under all circumstances. In this connection it must be mentioned 
that the rejection of the acceptability of (25e) to (25h) by Bosch is 
doubtful. This is, however, not very important in the present context, since 
the criterion of acceptability is contextual, as we shall see presently. 
(25) a. When Dr. Selim returned, they gave him the sack. 
b. When Dr. Selim returned, they gave the poor sod the 
sack. 
с When Dr. Selim returned, they gave the idiot the sack. 
d. When Dr. Selim returned, they gave the bastard the sack. 
e. * When Dr. Selim returned, they gave the nutter the sack. 
f. * When Dr. Selim returned, they gave the quack the sack. 
g. * When Dr. Selim returned, they gave the sawbones the 
sack. 
h. * When Dr. Selim returned, they gave the shrink the sack. 
Bosch also notes, following Lakoff [1976] and Bolinger [1977] that 
not only epithetical definite descriptions can play an anaphorical role. 
Bolinger refers to these definite descriptions as "classifiers". Classifiers are 
definite descriptions with a minimal descriptive content such as the man, 
and the material. Sentence (25i) provides an illustration: 
(25) i. When Dr. Selim returned, they gave the man the sack. 
On the basis of these observations, Bosch formulates the following 
hypothesis: 
"NPs functioning anaphorically do not say anything new about 
their referent that could help to identify it; either they have a 
semantic content that is already implied by the way the 
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antecedent NP describes the referent, or they express a purely 
valuative attitude of the speaker towards the referent." 
[Bosch, 1983: p. 149] 
If this hypothesis is correct, the question whether or not a definite 
description is anaphorical, is not dependent on the definite description 
alone, but on the definite description in combination with the context in 
which it is used. In other words: one should not say of a definite 
description that it is anaphorical, but that it functions anaphorically (in 
certain contexts). 
Note, by the way, that the coreferential interpretation indicated in 
(25j) by means of underlining is possible, whereas in (25k) and (251) this 
is not the case: 
(25) j . When hg returned, they gave Dr. Selim the sack. 
k. * When the poor sod returned, they gave Dr. Selim the 
sack. 
1. * When the man returned, they gave Dr. Selim the sack. 
We will postpone our attempts to account for these observations to 
section III.6.2 of this chapter (page 77), in which we will be discussing 
the two heuristic principles underlying the denotation resolution algorithm 
implemented in DRAFT. From the examples given thus far we must 
conclude that certainly not all epithetical definite descriptions always 
behave like pronouns. 
Seuren [1985: p. 348] draws attention to the fact that epithetical 
definite descriptions are characterized by the fact that (a) as regards their 
descriptive content they contain little or no information that would enable 
one to determine their denotatum and (b) they are always unstressed. 
Feature (a) fits in closely with Bosch's hypothesis. Feature (b) seems to be 
of less importance to us, since we are primarily interested in written 
language. However, Seuren distinguishes between two kinds of 
anaphorical definite descriptions: those that contain an epitheton (see (26)) 
and those that do not (see (27)). 
(26) a. John lost his wallet yesterday. 
b. The unlucky fellow left it on the train. 
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(27) a. Yesterday, a Swiss banker was arrested at Heathrow Airport. 
b. The 53-vear-old bachelor declared that he had come to 
Britain to kidnap the Queen. 
[Seuren, 1985: p. 293] 
It is remarkable that both Bosch and Seuren hold that epithetical 
definite descriptions contain hardly any or no information at all that would 
enable one to find the denotatum. Is this really so? In example (26) there 
appears to be no real problem in finding the denotatum of the unlucky 
fellow in the light of the information given before that John lost his wallet 
yesterday. 
The alleged impossibility of the coreferentiallity relations in 
(25e) - (25h) seems to be related with the fact that in these sentences 
rather specific epitheta are used (the nutter, the quack, the sawbones and 
the shrink) whereas in the preceding text no indications are given that 
they be applicable to Dr. Selim. It must be admitted though that the 
descriptive content of the definite description the 53-year-old bachelor in 
(27b) is not very useful in finding its denotatum. 
Seuren draws attention to one more differences between (26) and 
(27). In determining the denotatum of the expression the 53-year-old 
bachelor in (27b) new information is added to this denotatum. Seuren's 
text suggests that this is not the case in (26). According to him, 
expressions such as the unlucky fellow act as a kind of "speech act": "And 
I hereby call him an unlucky fellow / idiot / a little runt" [Seuren, 1985: 
p. 348]. It does seem, however, that epithet information must be added as 
well, since there cleary is a difference in meaning between the texts in 
(26) and (28) even though both sloven and unlucky fellow are epitheta: 
(26) a. John lost his wallet yesterday. 
b. The unlucky fellow left it on the train. 
(28) a. John lost his wallet yesterday. 
b. The sloven left it on the train. 
By using the definite description the sloven in (28b) really new 
information on John is provided rather than the mere information that the 
expression sloven is used to refer to John. 
The above considerations above leads us to the following conclusion: 
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(29) Certainly not all epithetical definite descriptions will always act 
as anaphorical definite descriptions. The observation that 
anaphorical definite descriptions contain little or no information 
that would enable one to determine the denotatum seems 
correct, but in the case of epithetical definite descriptions the 
quality expressed in the epitheton must be reasonably 
applicable to the denotatum. These facts will make it 
abundantly clear that (a) we cannot state clearly which definite 
descriptions are anaphorical and (b) that the anaphorical nature 
of a definite description is certainly not dependent on syntactic 
criteria but on criteria that have to do with discourse semantics, 
for the question of whether or not we are dealing with an 
anaphorical definite description depends on (a) the definite 
description, (b) the context, and (c) the knowledge of the 
reader (see also the example in (20)). 
Taking into account the problems that we have noted with respect to 
epithets and anaphorical definite descriptions, we choose here to use 
Ockham's razor: we will treat epithetical NPs, as a special case of definite 
descriptions. The result is the following provisional syntactic classification 
of definite NPs (in which no special status is assigned to epithetical 
definite descriptions): 
(30) a. proper names, 
b. definite descriptions, 
с pronouns. 
III.4 PROPER NAMES 
In this section we will address the denotation process of proper 
names. One is easily tempted to use Ockham's razor here too and treat 
proper names, just like epithetical NPs, as a special case of definite 
descriptions. Below we will explore whether this hypothesis can be 
maintained. 
Seuren [1985: p. 469-472] takes over Kneale's analysis [Kneale, 1962] 
of proper names. The proper name Socrates is analyzed as "the individual 
called Socrates", in the language of SA this results in the expression (x-o 
(be-called socrates x)) for the proper name Socrates. The semantic 
analysis of a proper name has thus come to be similar to the analysis of a 
definite description such as the man with the black hat. The semantic 
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analysis of NPs containing a proper name, like Little John and John, who 
was rich, now forces itself on us: 
(31) a. Little John. 
a', (x-o (little x) (be-called John x)) 
b. John, who was rich. 
b'. (x-o (be-called John x) (rich x)) 
Notwithstanding the great theoretical advantages this point of view 
would bring us, we are more or less obliged to check whether or not the 
characterization of the denotation process given in (23) is in fact correct 
for proper names. In the following we will discuss this for each of the 7 
characteristics we have presented before in (23) (repeated here for 
convenience). 
(23) a. In natural language, definite descriptions are used to refer 
both to those entities that do and to those that do not exist 
in reality. 
b. In general, the information given in the definite description 
is not specific enough to isolate a unique entity in reality. 
с The search for the denotatum of the definite description is 
roughly restricted to the domain of interpretation built up on 
the basis of the preceding text; but even for this restricted 
domain of interpretation, the information given in the 
definite description is often not specific enough to isolate a 
unique entity. In such a case, the prominence of the 
different entities in the discourse domain is important for 
the determination of the denotatum of the NP. 
The statements in (23a) and (23b) are certainly valid for proper names 
also; as far as (23c) is concerned we feel less certain. 
d. The domain of interpretation is not restricted to entities 
given explicitly in the preceding text; a definite description 
can also refer to entities that are implicitly present in the 
discourse (the entity "rear wheel" is implicitly present 
because of the explicit introduction of the entity "car"). In 
this case, referential bridging takes place during processing. 
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An example and some explanatory remarks concerning (23d) are in place 
here. 
(32) a Yesterday, PSV had great difficulty in winning the cup 
final. 
b. Only five minutes before the end of the match against FC 
Utrecht, Kieft scored the winning goal. 
Even readers who have not the slightest idea which players are in the 
PSV team, are able to deduce on the basis of (32) that Kieft is one of 
them. The underlying process seems analogous to the one underlying the 
examples in section III.2 (page 30 - 33). 
The characteristics of the denotation process of definite descriptions 
in (23e) and (23 f) seem not to hold for proper names. 
e. In order to refer to an entity that is already present in the 
discourse domain by means of a definite description, we do 
not have to restrict ourselves to predicates that are explicitly 
introduced into the discourse representation. Cognitively 
related predicates (like "vehicle" instead of "car") can also 
be used. In this case too, referential bridging takes place 
during processing. 
f. All definite descriptions (not only epithets like bastard) can 
act as pronouns. This is the case when the descriptive 
content of the definite description in the given context and 
the reader's knowledge do not contain (sufficient) 
information to isolate a unique entity in the discourse 
domain built up so far. In order to solve the denotation 
problem, the reader can then do the following: 
i. He interprets the definite description as a sort of 
pronoun, uses formal and pragmatic information to 
"guess" at the denotatum of the definite description (see 
(20)), and then completes the DR. 
ii. He uses formal and pragmatic information normally used 
to find the denotatum of pronouns, to "guess" at the 
missing world knowledge, then checks whether this guess 
helps to solve the denotation problem (see (19)). If he 
succeeds, he can include the new information in his 
world knowledge data base. 
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Thus the example given in (20) to illustrate the fact that all definite 
descriptions can act as a kind of pronoun, seems to have no analog in 
proper names, as the following example may illustrate: 
(33) a. Yesterday, the national champion did almost the same as 
Van der Wiel had done on Tuesday. 
b. In the fourth round of the international chess tournament, 
Timman showed no mercy. 
A coreferential interpretation of the two underlined NPs may be available 
for readers who know that Timman is the Dutch national champion -
although it seems a rather unnatural way of expressing oneself - but such 
an interpretation is certainly not available for readers who are not aware 
of that fact. 
The last part of the characterization of the denotation process of 
definite descriptions (23g) seems to hold for proper names without 
restrictions. 
(23) g. When a definite description that includes a nonrestrictive 
relative clause is used, the NP functions as a description to 
refer to a (unique) entity within the discourse domain built 
up so far. The relative clause contains new information 
which must be added to the denotatum of the NP. 
Another important aspect of the use of proper names has received less 
attention in the characterization of the denotation process of definite 
descriptions in (23): in texts proper names are commonly used to 
introduce new entities into the discourse domain. Admittedly, definite 
descriptions can be used to this end too, but, as pointed out in section 
III.2, the reader, when presented with a definite description, will try his 
best to find an (implicitly or explicitly) available referent. This point is 
expressed in (23f) under (ii). 
We have thus arrived at the following conclusions. On the one hand 
it looks rather attractive to treat the semantic analyses of proper names 
and definite descriptions on a par. On the other hand the denotation 
process of proper names seems to differ from that of definite descriptions 
in an important respect. Furthermore we see that proper names are easily 
recognizable as such. 
On the basis of these observations we may formulate the following 
characterization of the denotation process for proper names. Since we 
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have already seen that this process resembles in many important respects 
that of definite descriptions, we may confine ourselves here to an 
adaptation of the characterization of the denotation process of definite 
descriptions given in (23). 
(34) The denotation process of proper names such as John strongly 
resembles that of definite descriptions, the only differences 
being that the clause in (23e) does not hold for proper names 
and that the stipulation in (23f) needs to be adjusted along the 
following lines: 
If on the basis of the DR built up so far no adequate 
denotatum is found for a particular proper name, say John, the 
reader will not bother to find a fitting implicit referent. Instead 
a new address will be introduced into the DR, say the address 
numbered 7. To this address the property (be-called 7 John)3 
will be assigned. 
Π1.5 PRONOUNS 
III.5.1 Introduction 
In section ΠΙ.5 we will set out to explore the denotation process of 
pronouns. We will concentrate on non-reflexive pronouns (such as he, 
she, him and her). 
Traditionally there has been attention on two levels for what is 
probably one and the same phenomenon: (a) intrasentential anaphorical 
relations and (b) intersentential anaphorical relations. In linguistics 
much attention has been paid to intrasentential anaphorical relations: 
especially within the field of traditional transformational grammar many 
linguists have endeavoured to formulate restrictions on the so-called 
Pronominalisation Transformation and on the order in which this rule 
should or could be applied relative to other transformational rules. 
Intersentential anaphorical relations, as illustrated in example (35), fall 
completely outside the scope of traditional Transformational Grammar 
since this school confines itself to the sentential level. 
Note that both in the language of the DR and in the language of semantic analysis as a rule 
the short hand expression (John 7) is used for (be-called 7 John). 
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(35) a. Yesterday I met John. 
b. He was drunk again. 
In psycholinguistics (and later in AI and discourse semantics) much 
attention has been paid to intersentential anaphorical relations. We will try 
to integrate the results from both fields into our denotation resolution 
algorithm. Therefore, we will discuss relevant theories and ideas from 
both linguistics and psycholinguistics. However, the remark made at the 
beginning of this chapter, that in discussing these theories and notions "we 
will restrict ourselves and concentrate on those elements that have 
appeared to be relevant for the denotation resolution algorithm 
implemented in DRAFT", needs to be recalled in view of the 
overwhelming number of publications and views on this subject. 
Before we start with a discussion of some important theories on 
anaphorical relations, we will address the question of whether we are 
justified in distinguishing between the denotation process of pronouns and 
that of definite descriptions. This is because, as we noted already in our 
exploratory survey of the denotation process of definite descriptions, all 
definite descriptions can act as a kind of pronoun. This appears to be the 
case whenever the information contained in the definite description is of 
little use in finding the referent. Since pronouns contain hardly any 
information that is useful in finding the referent, we may ask whether or 
not the denotation process of pronouns is a special case of the more 
general denotation process of definite descriptions. In that case the SA of 
the pronoun "he" would be rendered something like (x-o (male x) 
(singular x)). If this really were the case, we would have reduced the 
denotation resolution process of pronouns to an instance of the more 
general denotation process of definite descriptions. This theoretically 
attractive hypothesis appears, however, to be untenable in the light of the 
results of psycholinguistic research. We will return to this after we have 
presented the results of the research referred to. 
III.5.2 Syntactic Constraints on Possible Coreferential Relations 
Ш.5.2.1 Background 
Especially in the field of traditional Transformational Grammar, much 
attention has been paid to the phenomenon that in a text reduced 
expressions are often used "instead of' the original more complex 
constituents (NP, PROP or S). We are especially interested in the use of 
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pronouns instead of "full NPs". The course taken in Transformational 
Grammar can be sketched as follows: If two constituents in a derivational 
tree are identical, it is possible under certain conditions to replace one 
of them by an appropriate pronoun. Apart from anything else, the 
restricting conditions are necessary in order to account for the fact that 
whereas we can derive (36b) from the derivational tree underlying (36a), 
we cannot derive (36c). 
(36) a. * John thought that John was ill. 
b. John thought that he was ill. 
с * He thought that John was ill. 
As said before, much attention has been paid to the restrictions on this 
pronominalisation transformation and to the order in which this rule 
should or could be applied relative to other transformations [Lees and 
Klima, 1963; Chomsky, 1965; Postal, 1966; Ross, 1967; Langacker, 1969; 
Lakoff, 1976; Reinhart, 1976; 1981; 1983]. It is interesting to see how in 
the successive publications the formulations of these restrictions become 
more and more disentangled from the original transformational framework 
and start a life of their own as "constraints on the interpretation of 
pronouns". Two things however remain the same: (a) attention remains 
restricted to intrasentential anaphorical relations and (b) restrictions are 
formulated using syntactic properties and therefore the restrictions are 
strongly tied up with syntactic presuppositions. In judging the restrictions 
that have been proposed on possible coreferential relations within 
sentences these things must be taken in mind and we should be aware of 
misinterpretations that might result if we try to interpret these constraints 
apart from their theoretical framework. 
In the following we will briefly review some of the approaches taken 
by others concerning the denotation process of pronouns. In section 
III.5.2.2, we will discuss Langacker's Precede-Command Constraint 
[Langacker, 1969] and then, in section III.5.2.3 Rheinhart's alternative, the 
C-Command Constraint [Reinhart, 1981]. In Langacker's approach much 
weight is attached to the idea (from a processing point of view a very 
attractive one) that the antecedent of a pronoun must somehow precede 
the pronoun with which it is coreferential. In Reinhart's approach on the 
other hand the linear precedence of the antecedent is of little importance. 
In section III.5.2.4 we will discuss a paper by Lakoff [1976]: 
"Pronouns and Reference". This article is important for our exploration of 
the denotation process as it contains a wealth of relevant observations and 
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because it presents a tentative formulation of universal restrictions on 
possible coreferential interpretations. 
III.5.2.2 The Precede-Command Constraint 
In formulating restrictions on possible coreferential relations, all 
authors make use of relations that may or may not hold between nodes in 
derivational trees, such as the dominate relation (37) and the command 
relation (38). 
(37) A node A dominates a node В if there is a downward path in 
the tree diagram from A to B. 
(38) A node A commands a node В if neither A nor В dominates 
the other and the S-node most immediately dominating A also 
dominates B. 
Making use of the command relation in (38) we can now formulate 
Langacker's restriction on possible coreferential relations: 
(39) The Precede-Command Constraint 
A pronoun NPj can only be interpreted as coreferential with 
NP2 if NP2 precedes NPj or NP2 commands NP,. 
Some authors (e.g., Lasnik [1976]) use the following formulation which is 
not exactly equivalent:4 
(40) NP, cannot be interpreted as coreferential with NP2 if and only 
if NP, precedes and commands NP2 and NP2 is not a pronoun. 
As the various authors feel less committed to the original transformational 
framework, we can see that they attempt more and more to formulate 
constraints that are not restricted to pronouns. Thus (40) will account for 
the observations in (36a) whereas (39) will not. 
After the original formulation of the Precede-Command constraint by Langackcr, vanous 
alternatives have been proposed (eg [Jackcndoff, 1972, Lasnik, 1976]) the details of which 
we will not discuss, since our mam interest now lies in the global idea 
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Using the Precede-Command Constraint formulated in (40) we can 
now easily account for the fact that a coreferential relation between the 
underlined constituents is possible in sentence (36b) but not in the 
sentences (36a) and (36c). 
It is evident that the constraint correctly predicts that (36b) John 
thought that he was ill is acceptable. The constraint states that 
coreferential interpretation of NPi (= John) and NP2 (= he) is impossible 
if the following conditions are fulfilled: 
a. NP, (= John') linearly precedes NP2 (he), 
b. NP, commands NP2, 
с NP2 (he) is not a pronoun. 
The third condition is obviously not fulfilled, meaning that a coreferential 
interpretation is not excluded. 
In accounting for the inacceptability of (36a) and (36c) we make use 
of the derivational tree for these sentences (36'): 
(36')
 м
 S, 
NP, 
)hn/he 
VP 
/ \ 
V s 2 
/ \ 
thought NP2 ^ VP 
he/John 
beili 
In (36') Яе or John (= NP,) cannot be coreferential with John (= NP2) 
because NP, both precedes and commands NP2 and NP2 is not a pronoun, 
so by virtue of (40) no coreferential relation between the two NPs is 
possible. Note that the alternative in (40) correctly predicts that a 
coreferential interpretation of the two identical proper names in (36a) is 
not possible, whereas (39) has nothing to say about this type of sentence 
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since it is limited to cases in which at least one of the NPs involved is a 
pronoun. 
Notwithstanding the fact that the Precede-Command Constraint 
enables us to predict correctly many facts about coreferentiallity, it is not 
very difficult to find counter-examples to this rule. Kuroda [1968] was 
probably the first to notice that it is not always true that two NPs, NP, 
and NP2, can be interpreted coreferentially if NP, precedes the pronoun 
NP2. 
(41) a. * Near Dan, he saw a snake. 
b. Near him. Dan saw a snake. 
In sentence (41a) we see that Dan precedes the pronoun he. Nevertheless 
no coreferential interpretation of the underlined expressions is possible. 
Sentence (41b) also presents a counter-example to the Precede-Command 
Constraint. In order to make this clear we will use the phrase marker for 
(41b): 
(41b*) 
PP NP2 VP 
/ \ / \ 
5
 NP, Dan V NP3 
near him saw a snake 
In (41b') we can see that NP1 (= him) precedes NP2 (= Dan), that NP, 
commands NP2, and that NP2 is not a pronoun. According to (40) a 
coreferential interpretation should therefore not be excluded. This appears 
not to be the case. 
III.5.2.3 The C-Command Constraint 
Unlike the advocates of the Precede-Command Constraint, Reinhart 
[1976; 1981; 1983] defends the view that the linear order of the NPs 
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involved has no bearing on whether or not they can be interpreted 
coreferentially. She rejects the Precede-Command Constraint and proposes 
a constraint based on the notion Constituent-Command (henceforth C-
Command Constraint). In (44) we present Reinhart's formulation of this 
constraint on possible coreferential interpretations [Reinhart, 1981]. The 
auxiliary notions of C-Command and C-Command Domain are defined 
in (42) and (43) respectively. 
(42) A node A C-Commands a node В if and only if the branching 
node most immediately dominating A also dominates B. 
(43) The C-Command Domain of a node A consists of all and 
only the nodes C-Commanded by A. 
(44) The C-Command Domain restriction on coreference 
A given NP cannot be interpreted as coreferential with a 
distinct non-pronoun in its C-Command Domain5 
Let us see how (44) handles the sentences that appeared to be problematic 
for the Precede-Command Constraint (for convenience repeated here). 
(41) a. * Near Dan, he saw a snake. 
b. Near him. Dan saw a snake. 
Note that the constraint formulated in (44) does not account for the fact that a coreferential 
interpretation of the constituents underlined in (i) is not possible. 
(i) * Ben likes him 
In a note Reinhart remarks that "within the framework of Chomsky [1973], coreference in 
sentences like (i) is blocked independently by the application of the rule of disjoint 
reference interpretation". 
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(41') 
PP NP, 
near Dan/him 
VP / \ I / \ 
» NP, he/Dan V NP, 
saw a snake 
We will begin by showing how (44) predicts the grammaticality of 
(41b). The question here is, whether him (node NP,) can be coreferential 
with Dan (node NP2). Now, by virtue of Reinhart's constraint (44), an NP, 
say NP,, cannot be coreferential with another NP, say NP2, if NP2 belongs 
to the C-Command Domain of NP,. In (41b) however this is not the case: 
NP,'s C-Command Domain is confined to the PP-branch. Thus the 
coreferential relation indicated in (41a) is consonant with the restriction 
formulated in (44). 
The ungrammaticality of (41a) is also accounted for by the C-Command 
Constraint: he (= NP^ cannot be coreferential with Dan (= NP,) since NP, 
belongs to the C-Command Domain of NP2, the C-Command Domain 
being the whole of the Phrase Structure Tree. 
It is easy to produce many more examples that are better accounted 
for by means of the C-Command Constraint than by the Precede-
Command Constraint, but also a great number of counter-examples can be 
found without difficulty.6 Reinhart is aware of this fact and presents the 
following (counter)-examples [Reinhart, 1981: p. 631]: 
(45) a. Behind him. Ben keeps a gun. 
b. Under him. Ben's mother found a mango. 
Kuno [1987] provides large numbers of counterexamples to Reinhart's analysis. In this 
connection we may mention: 
(i) * Near Dan. I made him see a snake. 
(ii) Near him. I made Dan see a snake. 
In Reinhart's analysis, both should be possible. 
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(46) a. * To him. I spoke in Ben's office. 
b. * For him. Ben's friends gave a party. 
с * At him. Ben's neighbour aimed a gun. 
(47) a. ?? About him. Ben's mother talks all the time. 
b. ?? With her. Rosa's father doesn't argue. 
The C-Command Constraint correctly predicts the possibility of the 
coreferential interpretation in (45a) and (45b) since the pronoun him in 
these sentences does not C-Command the antecedent Ben. However, the 
fact that no coreferential interpretation is possible in sentences (46a), 
(46b) and (46c), although they are structurally similar to sentences (45a) 
and (45b), cannot be accounted for by the C-Command Constraint. The 
same goes for the more dubious cases (47a) and (47b). 
In this chapter however, we are not looking for an adequate account 
of possible coreferential interpretations: our main interest is in the 
denotation process. In this context it might be worth taking a closer look 
at the intuitive idea underlying the notion Syntactic Domain as used by 
Reinhart. With respect to this notion, she notes the following: 
(48) "Although they have not been stated this way, structural 
restrictions on coreference can best be understood as 
implicitly defining the domain of a given NP. Intuitively, 
this domain is the portion of the syntactic tree in which 
the given NP can affect the referential interpretation of 
other NPs. Once a reference has been assigned to a given 
NP, other NPs in its domain must be marked by pronouns 
as anaphoric, in order to be assigned the same reference. 
NPs not marked in this way will obligatorily be assigned a 
reference different from that of the given NP. However, 
the referential interpretation of nodes not in the domain of 
the given NP is free (regardless of whether they are 
pronouns or full NPs), and whether they are assigned the 
same or a different reference is determined by conditions 
on the discourse, rather than by sentence-level linguistic 
rules." 
[Reinhart, 1981: p. 611] 
Reinhart [1981; 1983] makes the claim that the notion of Syntactic 
Domain is not only important for characterizing the restrictions on 
coreference, but also because it plays an important role in the formulation 
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of other linguistic rules as well. We will not discuss this point any further 
here, but it will be clear that the intuitive idea underlying the notion of 
Syntactic Domain as formulated in (48) bears some elements that may 
prove to be very important for a better understanding of the denotation 
process. 
111,5.2.4 Lakoff's Universal Constraints 
After our brief discussion of Langacker's Precede-Command 
Constraint and Reinhart's C-Command Constraint, we should like to 
discuss Lakoff's article "Pronouns and Reference" [Lakoff, 1976]. This 
article will concern us not only because it contains a lot of relevant 
linguistic observations but also because it presents Lakoffs attempts to 
formulate universal restrictions on possible coreferential interpretations. 
Lakoff sets out to show that constraints such as those formulated by 
Langacker and Ross fall short in some fundamental way of an adequate 
account of the restrictions on possible coreferential relations. He states 
that any adequate theory should deal with the following points: 
(49) i. Variables 
ii. A definition of "main clause" and "subordinate clause" 
iii. A definition of "subject" and "non-subject" 
iv. A specification of phonetic stress level 
v. A means of indicating identity of intended reference 
vi. The notion "command" 
vii. A limited use of quantifiers 
Later Lakoff mentions also the notion of prominence and the anaphorical 
hierarchy. Some of these points are elaborated. Here we would like to 
discuss more fully the anaphorical hierarchy as proposed by Lakoff and 
the role this hierarchy plays in a systematic account of possible 
anaphorical relations. 
As noted before in our exploration of the denotation process of 
definite descriptions (section III.2, page 37), Lakoff holds that all NPs can 
act as a kind of pronoun. He supports his opinion with the observation 
that constraints which are generally supposed to restrict possible 
coreferential interpretations of pairs consisting of a pronoun and another 
NP are also applicable to pairs consisting of two NPs. Lakoff further 
remarks that "the generalization concerning the conditions under which an 
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NP can serve as an anaphoric expression involves a distinction among 
four types of noun phrases:" 
(50) i. proper names (e.g., Dirkseri), 
ii. definite descriptions (e.g., the man in the blue suit), 
iii. epithets (e.g., the bastard), 
iv. pronouns (e.g., he). 
[Lakoff, 1976: p. 295] 
As the reader may have noted, the classes range from expressions that 
can refer very specifically (i: proper names) to expressions that refer 
vaguely (iv: pronouns). "In general, an NP with a lower number in the 
hierarchy may be an antecedent of an NP with a higher number, but not 
vice versa. An NP cannot be the antecedent of an NP with the same 
number, unless one is a repetition of the other or unless both are 
pronouns." Lakoff provides the following observations to support this 
claim: 
(51) a. Napoleon entered the room and Napoleon announced that 
Jean-Luc would hang. 
b. * Napoleon entered the room and Bonaparte announced 
that Jean-Luc would hang. 
с Napoleon entered the room and the emperor announced 
that Jean-Luc would hang. 
d. * The emperor entered the room and Napoleon announced 
that Jean-Luc would hang. 
e. Napoleon entered the room and the bastard announced 
that Jean-Luc would hang. 
f. * The bastard entered the room and Napoleon announced 
that Jean-Luc would hang. 
g. Napoleon entered the room and he announced that Jean-
Luc would hang. 
h. * He entered the room and Napoleon announced that Jean-
Luc would hang. 
On the basis of these and many other observations Lakoff reaches the 
following conclusion: "The examples in the previous section (here (21) 
[AW]) indicate that anaphoric noun phrases in general can be subject to 
the same constraints as pronouns. This means that output conditions must 
be stated not just for pronouns but for anaphoric noun phrases of all sorts. 
As we saw in the previous section, one cannot decide just from the form 
of a single noun phrase whether it is anaphoric. Instead, one must be able 
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to pick out antecedent-anaphora pairs by a principle based on the 
hierarchy of (50) and output conditions must be formulated in terms of 
this principle." Lakoff defines the general notion antecedent of as 
follows: 
(52) Given two coreferential NPs, NP, and NP2, we will say that 
NP, is the antecedent of NP2 (a) if NP, ranks higher than NP2 
in the hierarchy of (50) or (b) if NP, and NP2 are identical in 
form and NP, precedes NP2 
Lakoff is then able to formulate three output conditions (54), (55), and 
(56) making use of the notion "antecedent of' defined in (52) and the 
structural description given in (53). Although we are mainly interested in 
the intuitive idea underlying Lakoff's proposals, we will here, for the sake 
of completeness, list the constraints in full: 
(53) Structural description: 
X NP X NP X 
1 2 3 4 5 
(54) Backwards anaphora from a subordinate clause to a main 
clause: 
The sentence is unacceptable if: 
a. there exist S
a
 and Sb such that Sb is subordinate to Sa, and 
b. S
a
 dominates 2 and Sb dominates 4 and Sa does not 
dominate 4 and Sb does not dominate 2, and 
с 4 is the antecedent of 2, and either 
d. 2 is the subject of S
a
, or 
e. 4 is stressed, or both. 
(55) Backwards anaphora in coordinate clause: 
The sentence is unacceptable if: 
a. there exist S
a
 and Sb such that Sa and Sb are coordinate, and 
b. S
a
 dominates 2 and Sb dominates 4 and Sa does not 
dominate 4 and Sb does not dominate 2, and 
с 4 is the antecedent of 2. 
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(56) Anaphoric noun phrases that are not pronouns: 
The sentence is unacceptable if: 
a. 2 is the antecedent of 4, 
b. 2 commands 4, 
с 4 is not a pronoun. 
Without discussing Lakoff's constraints here in detail, it will be clear 
that in Lakoff's view (a) linear order plays a crucial role when it comes to 
the question of whether or not two NPs can be coreferential, and (b) that 
his constraints are of a more universal nature than those formulated by 
Langacker (section III.5.2.2) and Reinhart (section III.5.2.3): Lakoff's 
constraint are applicable to all pairs consisting of two NPs. However, in 
his attempt to formulate general constraints covering all kinds of NPs, 
discourse-semantic elements slip in. Lakoff himself draws attention to the 
fact that all definite descriptions can act as a kind of pronoun. For that 
reason, definite descriptions are mostly specific, but certainly not for every 
reader in every context. If a definite description is used as such, it belongs 
rather to the class of vague NPs (i.e., class (SO.iii) or (50.iv)). 
Given the above-mentioned general constraints presented by Lakoff 
we cannot but conclude that both syntactic and discourse-semantic 
factors are important for an adequate formulation of constraints on the 
interprétation of NPs, even at an intrasentential level. Our conclusion on 
the basis of Lakoff's proposal is that his proposal directly supports the 
claim that intrasentential and intersentential anaphorical relations are 
probably one and the same phenomenon. 
If both syntactic and discourse-semantic factors are essential, then the 
constraints formulated by Langacker and Reinhart are in principle 
inadequate for use within a universal denotation resolution algorithm, even 
for an algorithm on sentence level. This, however, does not mean that 
their proposals for syntactic constraints on the interpretation of pronouns 
cannot be helpful in providing a deeper insight into the nature of the 
denotation process. 
As a consequence of this conclusion, there will be a shift in our 
attention. It would be in line with the general set-up of this chapter to 
concentrate on the denotation process of pronouns. However, since we 
have seen that in determining the denotatum of a pronoun (or for that 
matter any other NP) the semantic context of the NP in question plays an 
important role, we might do well to ask ourselves whether or not the 
denotation process of pronouns is a special case of that of definite 
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descriptions in general since both syntactic and discourse-semantic factors 
are relevant for the interpretation of NPs, we will leave the intrasentential 
level for the more general intersententaial level. In the following section 
we will discuss a number of relevant views and results from psycho-
linguistics in order to improve our insight into the denotation process of 
pronouns and other NPs. We will also determine whether the denotation 
process of pronouns differs from that of definite descriptions and if so, to 
determine in what respect it differs. 
III.5.3 Relevant Theories and Views from Psycholinguistics 
Some important experimental psycholinguistic research aiming at 
increasing our knowledge of the denotation process both of pronouns and 
definite descriptions has been carried out by Purkiss [1978]. Since the 
results of his experiments shed some light on the nature of the denotation 
process in general and of pronouns in particular, we will discuss his 
investigations and the results he found in some detail. 
The starting point for Purkiss' research is a view advocated by Chafe 
[1976] with regard to the way pronouns denote. Chafe uses the notion of 
"foregroundedness" (others often use the expressions "topic", "focus", or 
"prominence"). The expression used by him for the counterpart of 
"foregroundedness" is "backgroundedness". Chafe introduces his notion of 
"foregroundedness" by means of an analogy with the theatre. For a 
spectator watching a play, it will normally be clear that not all players on 
the stage and not all attributes that can be seen, nor all the events on the 
stage, are of equal importance. Some characters, objects and events are 
more important, more "foregrounded" than others. But foregroundedness is 
not a static concept: what is foregrounded now may appear to be of minor 
importance ("backgrounded") later, or vice versa. 
Chafe's main claim is that we can use a pronoun without any 
difficulty to refer to entities that are foregrounded. If, however, we use a 
pronoun in order to refer to an entity that is not foregrounded, it will be 
difficult to find the right referent. 
In order to be able to prove Chafe's claim by means of a 
psycholinguistic experiment, it is first of all necessary to replace the rather 
vague notions of "foregroundedness", "easy" and "difficult" by measurable 
quantities. A closer look at the material used by Purkiss and the design of 
his experiments will reveal how he has tackled this problem. 
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(57) Key noun-phrase in subject position 
Sentence (e) is the target sentence. 
a. The engineer repaired the television set. 
b. It had been out of order for two weeks. 
с (It was only a few months old.) 
d. (It was the latest model.) 
e. НеЯЪе engineer took only five minutes to repair it. 
f. Had the television set been out of order for five weeks? 
Key noun-phrase in object position 
Sentence (e) is the target sentence. 
a. The mother picked up the baby. 
b. She had been ironing all afternoon. 
с (She would not be finished for some time.) 
d. (She was very tired.) 
e. The baby/it had been crying nearly all day. 
f. Had the mother been sleeping all afternoon? 
The subjects were presented with one of the following varieties of the text 
above: 
i. Sentences (a), (b), (e) and (f), with target sentence (e) 
containing the underlined pronoun. 
ii. Sentences (a), (b), (e) and (f), with target sentence (e) 
containing the underlined definite description. 
iii. Sentences (a) to (f), with target sentence (e) containing the 
underlined pronoun. 
iv. Sentences (a) to (f) with target sentence (e) containing the 
underlined definite description. 
One of the aims of the investigation was to determine the reading 
time for target sentence e. In order to measure it the sentences were 
presented on a screen. The subject could have the sentences displayed on 
the screen by pressing a key. Having read a particular sentence the subject 
could have the following sentence displayed. This made it possible to 
determine the average reading times for the target sentences, corrected for 
sentence length. 
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The hypothesis Purkiss wanted to put to the test was the following: 
Whenever an entity is foregrounded, we may use a pronoun 
without any difficulty to refer to this entity. If, however, a 
particular entity is no longer foregrounded and we nevertheless 
use a non-ambiguous pronoun to refer to this entity, then it will 
be difficult to find the right referent. 
In the experiment the notions "difficult" and "without any problem" had 
thus been made operational by measuring the reading times for the target 
sentences. The degree of "foregroundedness" was manipulated in two 
ways: 
(a) The number of intervening sentences in which the entity in 
question (In the examples given: the engineer and the baby) is 
not mentioned (In our examples this number may vary between 
1 and 3); the presupposition being that the degree of 
foregroundedness decreases with the number of intervening 
sentences. 
(b) The syntactic status (subject or anything else) of the constituent 
naming the entity in question; the presupposition being that the 
subject of the first sentence in a section, normally contains the 
topic of that section. 
Below the results of Purkiss' experiment are listed: 
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(58) Average reading times in Purkiss' investigation 
1.8 
Mean 
reading 
times 1.6 
in sees 
1.4 
1.2 
Key noun-phrase in Key noun-phrase in 
subject position object position 
/' Pronoun 
Noun Phrase 
Noun Phrase 
'' Pronoun 
1 3 1 3 
Number of intervening sentences 
The left diagram shows the results for the text with the key noun-
phrase in subject position. The right diagram shows the results for the text 
with the key noun-phrase in object position. The following results can be 
read from these diagrams: 
i. In all cases ("subject position", "object position", "noun-phrase" 
and "pronoun") reading times clearly increase with the number of 
intervening sentences. 
ii. Finding a referent in "object position" clearly requires more time 
than finding the referent in "subject position". 
iii. In the left diagram ("key noun-phrase in subject position") we find 
that the use of a pronoun reduces reading times considerably even 
if three intervening sentences are used. 
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iv. In the right diagram ("key noun-phrase in object position") we see 
that the use of a pronoun reduces reading times only if only one 
intervening sentence is used. 
Assuming that the degree of foregroundedness can be manipulated as 
indicated in (57), these results are in agreement with Chafe's claim. If a 
referent is foregrounded the use of a pronoun is more effective than the 
use of a definite description. If the potential referent is not foregrounded, 
the use of a definite description is more efficient. 
Sanford and Garrod [1981] have attempted a further explanation of 
Chafe's findings. In their attempted explanation they use the distinction 
between the "short-term memory" or "working memory" and the "long-
term memory". During the reading process, new material is initially stored 
completely in the "working memory". Its storage capacity is however 
limited. Whenever new sentences are being read, the need soon arises to 
make room in the working memory for this new material. In order to do 
this, old material from the working memory is transferred to the long-term 
memory. The question is, however, how exactly this transfer proceeds. 
Two factors seem to be important here: (a) the amount of time that has 
passed since the material stored was used for the last time (the chance of 
removal from the working memory increases with this amount) and (b) 
the degree of foregroundedness of the material. 
The first of these factors, the amount of time that has passed since 
the material was last used, is relatively clear and lends itself extremely 
well to implementation in a denotation resolution algorithm. The second 
factor, the degree of foregroundedness of the material, strongly resists 
attempts to render the notion more explicit. 
An independent observation by the linguist Lakoff [1976] fits 
perfectly well into the model proposed by Sanford and Garrod. A 
coreferential inteipretation of the two underlined expressions in (59) is not 
possible: 
(59) * Mary hit him before Max left. 
However, in (60) such a coreferential interpretation is possible 
notwithstanding the fact that it strongly resembles (59) in syntactic 
structure. 
(60) Mary hit him before Max left in his Rolls Royce for a 
dinner engagement at the Ritz. 
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Using Sanford and Garrod's distinction between short term memory and 
long-term memory, and relying on a heuristic rale that we will discuss 
more fully later on (see section III.6 and IV.2), the following explanation 
for these observations might be ventured. The heuristic rule we are 
referring to states that it would be impossible or at least extremely unkind 
to the reader to refer vaguely (by means of a pronoun) first and plainly 
(by means of a definite description or proper name) afterwards. We will 
see later on that this rule is crucial in the denotation resolution algorithm 
implemented in DRAFT. This rule provides us in the first place with an 
explanation of the fact why a coreferential relation between the underlined 
expressions in (59) is not possible. First the partial expression Mary hit 
him containing the vague pronoun him is processed. It seems plausible 
that the results of processing this partial expression are stored in the 
reader's short term memory. Then the partial expression before Max left is 
processed. The results of the processing of the expression Mary hit him 
need not be supplanted in the reader's short term memory by this short 
and simple expression. Therefore the possibility that the referent of the 
proper name Max is the same as the referent of the pronoun him is ruled 
out. 
The processing of the sentence in (60) is similar to that of (59) at 
first. First the partial expression Mary hit him is processed and this result 
is stored in short term memory. Then the more complex part of the 
sentence, before Max left in his Rolls Royce for a dinner engagement at 
the Ritz, is processed, and by virtue of its complexity it is able to supplant 
information stored in short term memory, resulting in loss of possible 
information with regard to the referent for the pronoun him. If this 
information is lost, the way is free for a coreferential interpretation of him 
and Max. This explanation of the impossibility of a coreferential 
interpretation in (59) and the possibility of such an interpretation in (60) 
seems to support the psychological reality of the model proposed by 
Sanford and Garrod. The "precede"-element in Langackers' Precede-
Command Constraint, and Lakoff s universal constraints all fit in very 
well, too. 
We will now pay some attention to the results of research by 
Springston [1976], whose experimental psycholinguistic investigations 
have increased our insight into the way the reader searches his memory in 
determining possible referents for a noun-phrase. In discussing his findings 
we are relying on the results of Springston's research reported in [Clark 
and Haviland, 1977: p. 27-29]. 
The way Springston proceeds strongly resembles that of Purkiss, as 
discussed above. On a visual display unit subjects were offered a sentence 
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that contained a pronoun. Having read the sentence displayed, the subjects 
were asked to press a key, after which the sentence in question was 
immediately replaced by another and the subject had to indicate as quickly 
as possible whether it was true or false. The following example may 
illustrate this: 
(61) a. Bill said that Sally nominated him. 
b. The person nominated was Sally. 
Springston used the total of the time required to read sentences (61a) and 
(61b) and the time required to indicate whether or not (61b) was true, as a 
measure for the difficulty of finding the antecedent of him in (61a). 
Springston showed that a reader can find the antecedent of a reflexive 
pronoun faster than the antecedent of a non-reflexive pronoun. 
(62) a. John said that Bill shot himself. The person ... 
b. John said that Bill shot him. The person ... 
The antecedent of the reflexive pronoun himself in (62a) must appear in 
the very same clause; thus the reader can decide at once that it must be 
Bill. The procedure for finding the antecedent for him in (62b) supposed 
to be active by Springston, is something like this: the first candidate 
seems to be Bill, but it is rejected on the basis of syntactic restrictions. 
Only then are candidates from the higher clause considered. This will 
result in the choice of John as the antecedent for him. If the procedure 
outlined here is correct, this should result in a longer processing time for 
(62b), and that is just what Springston found. It looks as if the reader 
searches first within the same clause for an antecedent for a given 
pronoun, even if the possibility of finding such an antecedent in that 
clause is, or should be, excluded by syntactic constraints as in (62b). 
On the basis of extensive experimental research, an example of which 
has been discussed above, Springston reaches the following conclusions: 
(63) a. The reader searches for antecedents to reflexive pronouns in 
the same clause and terminates his search on finding the 
antecedent. 
b. The reader searches for possible antecedents for non-
reflexive pronouns exhaustively, and he determines his 
choice by the process of elimination. 
с In eliminating candidate antecedents, the listener examines 
them from the current clause backwards. 
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d. The reader is able to eliminate candidate antecedents as 
impossible faster the more syntactic and semantic criteria he 
has for rejecting them. 
e. The reader has more difficulty finding the intended 
antecedent when it is in a clause that follows the pronoun or 
clause that is dominated by the clause containing the 
pronoun. 
The last of Springston's conclusions may need elucidation. Finding the 
antecedent of him in (64b) will demand more time than finding the 
antecedent of him in (64a). The difference cannot be explained entirely by 
the fact that (64b) is more complex and so more difficult to process than 
(64a): 
(64) a. John said that Mary shot him. 
b. Mary shot him is what John said. 
Now that we are coming to the end of this section, we would like to 
return once more to the question of whether the path taken here is the 
right one. Is it really necessary to distinguish between the denotation 
process of pronouns and the denotation process of definite descriptions? 
After all we see over and over again that certain characteristics which at 
first sight may look typical for pronouns, appear not to be confined to 
pronouns but to hold for NPs in general. We have also seen that all 
definite descriptions can act in the same way as a pronoun. This appears 
to be the case when the information given in the description is hardly 
useful in determining the referent. But neither do pronouns contain much 
information that is useful in finding the referent. We therefore ask 
ourselves whether or not the denotation process of pronouns is a special 
instance of a universal denotation process of definite descriptions. In that 
case the SA of the pronoun he would be rendered as something like 
(x-o (male x) (singular x)). 
In the light of the results of Purkiss' psycholinguistic research, this 
hypothesis appears to be untenable. If we were to disregard the right hand 
side diagram in (58) (Key noun-phrase in object position) we could still 
try to explain the fact that the use of a pronoun reduces reading times in 
both cases by assuming that the processing of the definite description (x-o 
(male x) (singular x)) demands less time than the processing of the 
definite description (x-o (engineer x)), for "male" and "singular" are 
primitive predicates whereas "engineer" can be thought of as built up from 
several primitive predicates including "male" and "singular". However, 
such an explanation for the results represented in the left hand side 
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diagram appears to conflict with the results in the right hand side 
diagram: "Key noun-phrase in object position", for there we can note the 
phenomenon that in the case of three intervening sentences, the reading 
time for the pronoun target sentence is longer than for the noun-phrase 
target sentence. 
There are also important systematic differences in the use of pronouns 
and other definite NPs. We can say without difficulty: 
(65) As we were driving to the seaside, the car broke down. 
But not: 
(66) As we were driving to the seaside, it broke down. 
We will probably interpret (66) correctly, but there still remains the clear 
intuition that its meaning is not properly expressed. 
So it seems that we must put aside Ockham's razor and reject the 
hypothesis that the denotation process of pronouns is a special instance of 
the denotation process of definite descriptions. 
III.6 PRELIMINARIES TO A HEURISTIC DENOTATION 
RESOLUTION ALGORITHM 
III.6.1 Background 
In the previous sections we set out for an exploration of the 
denotation process. We have seen that it is a complex process with two 
complementary aspects: on the one hand it is extremely flexible and 
dynamic, but on the other hand the freedom the reader has is not 
unrestricted. 
As to its flexible and dynamic nature, we have seen that the reader 
uses (consciously or not) all kinds of means to interpret as a coherent 
whole expressions that at first sight are completely unrelated. In this 
process he is even willing (albeit within certain limits) to adapt his 
knowledge. It is probably this flexible and dynamic nature of the human 
capacity to interpret texts that caused the success of computer programs 
such as Weizenbaum's ELIZA [Weizenbaum, 1966]. This program plays 
the role of a therapist and the user is supposed to play that of the patient. 
The algorithm implemented in ELIZA is rather simple. An important part 
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of ELIZA is a data base with key words or key strings and corresponding 
output specifications. The output often consists of simple transformations 
of the input provided by the "patient". The algorithm can be characterized 
as follows: the "patient" inputs sentence S, the program searches for the 
key string matching S, and generates an appropriate response on the basis 
of the output specification that has been defined for the matching key 
string. If no matching key string is found, the response will be an evasive 
sentence such as "Tell me more.", "Go on." or a trivial transformation of 
the question asked by the "patient". Thus if S contains the key word 
mother, ELIZA will reply with something like "Tell me more about your 
mother.". 
It has never been claimed that the program was able to understand or 
produce natural language. Nevertheless it made quite an impression on a 
large number of users. In this context Allen [1987: p. 4] makes the 
following remark: 
"You will probably agree that this program does not 
understand the conversation that it is participating in. Rather, it is 
a simple collection of tricks. Given this, why does ELIZA appear 
to function so well? There are several reasons. Perhaps the most 
important reason is that, when people hear or read a sequence of 
words that they understand as a sentence, they attribute meaning 
to the sentence and assume that the person (or machine) that 
produced the sentence actually intended that meaning. People are 
extremely good at distinguishing word meanings and interpreting 
sentences to fit the context. As a result, ELIZA appears to be 
intelligent because you use your own intelligence to make sense 
of what it says." 
The capacity to distinguish word meanings and interpret sentences to 
fit the context in such a flexible manner does not however mean that the 
reader's freedom in interpreting texts is unrestricted. In the previous 
section we saw that all kinds of constraints seems to hold. In that context 
we asked ourselves whether it was possible to explain these restrictions 
from a deeper cause. Are they related to some kind of strategy followed 
by the reader who is trying to interpret the different parts of a sentence? 
In the field of psycholinguistics all kinds of universal restrictions have 
been proposed. Thus it has been suggested that the search for the referent 
of pronouns is restricted to the reader's short term memory. But the 
question then arises as to what information is available at what time in 
the short term memory. The answer to this question seems to us to 
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depend mainly on the order in which the reader processes the various 
parts of speech. 
We want to find out whether the reader uses some kind of processing 
strategy in interpreting the various parts of a sentence and if so, whether 
this strategy really improves our understanding of the principles 
underlying the restrictions discussed in in this chapter. 
For the moment we will restrict ourselves to the broad outlines: a 
more detailed elaboration of the proposal made in this section will be 
postponed until the next chapter, in which we will discuss the 
implemented denotation algorithm in detail. 
III.6.2 The Heuristic Rules for a Denotation Resolution Algorithm 
Let us, for the sake of the argument, take the point of view that the 
interpretation of a sentence is not a process that is closed to introspection, 
but rather some sort of puzzle that the reader is trying to solve more or 
less consciously. Let us further assume that this process is not just a 
matter of brute-force trial, but that the reader is trying to solve his 
interpretation puzzle intelligently and that he is following some strategy. 
The examples (67) to (70) may illustrate this strategy. 
(67) a. Yesterday John met George. 
b. Apparently he was still angry with John. 
Our main interest lies in the NPs he and John in (67b). It will be clear 
that the denotatum of the pronoun he in (67b) cannot be John. This is 
caused by the fact that the proper name John is used later on in the same 
sentence and by the fact that the phrases he and John bear a particular 
syntactic relation to each other which excludes a coreferential 
interpretation. The exact nature of that syntactic relation will not concern 
us for the moment, but it is important to realize that a reader can only 
know that the restriction on coreferential interpretation holds after he has 
processed the second part of the sentence, i.e., the part that contains the 
proper name John. From a strategic point of view it therefore seems more 
attractive to determine the denotatum of the "specific" NP John in 
sentences such as (67b) first, and only then to look for the denotatum of 
the relatively vague NP he. This is because if the reader were to look for 
the denotatum of the vague pronoun he, he would run a serious risk of 
finding a solution that later on would appear to be untenable. 
Let us consider another example. 
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(68) Because he was ill, John left. 
If we were to process this sentence without further context from left to 
right on the basis of its surface structure alone, we would be forced to 
determine the denotatum of the vague NP he first. But the research 
mentioned in III.5.3 strongly suggests that the denotatum of a pronoun 
must be an entity that is already present in the reader's memory. Therefore 
it seems to be an attractive idea to apply the Specific-First strategy in this 
case too. 
However, it is hardly to be expected that a reader sets out to search 
in a totally unstructured way for the specific NPs of a sentence in order to 
be able to interpret these first. Probably he will be led in his choices by 
the structure of the sentence. Sentence (68) is commonly analyzed as 
consisting of a main clause John left and a dependent clause because he 
was ill. If we want to apply the Specific-First Strategy in this case too, 
we will not only have to indicate for the various kinds of NPs whether 
they are specific or vague, but also for other constituents (main clauses 
and dependent clauses). For the moment we might venture the following 
working hypothesis: a clause is specific if its subject is specific and vague 
if its subject is vague. Since the subject of the main clause in (68) is 
specific, the main clause is specific and since the subject of the dependent 
clause is vague, the clause itself is vague. The reader will therefore 
process the (specific) main clause (= John left) first, and only then the 
vague dependent clause (= because he was ill). This will enable the reader 
to process the pronoun he in the dependent clause without difficulty. 
One might however be inclined to account for the fact that a reader 
can process sentence (68) without any problem by the following rule: 
readers will always process the main clause first and only then the 
dependent clauses. This sounds reasonable, but if it were sound, how 
could we explain that a reader has no problem whatsoever to interpret the 
following sentence as indicated by the underlining. 
(69) Because John was ill, he left. 
Here we have a non-specific main clause and a specific dependent clause. 
If the non-specific main clause (= he left) were to be processed first, we 
once again would be confronted with the problem that John is not yet 
available as an antecedent for he. If, however, the reader in his choice of 
the processing order not only considers the "main clause"-"dependent 
clause" distinction, but also the specific-vague distinction, he will be able 
to process the non-specific main clause without any problem since in that 
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case the specific clause because John was ill would be processed before 
the non-specific main clause Ae left. 
It looks as if we are on the right track. Let us continue with another 
example: 
(70) a. * He left because John was ill. 
If a reader were indeed to process the specific clause first, there would be 
no reason for the impossibility of the coreferential interpretation indicated. 
First he would process the dependent clause because John was ill and 
only then the clause /te left. But, as we can see, sentence (70) does not 
allow for an interpretation in which the underlined constituents are 
coreferential. Apparently the Specific-First Strategy has to be amended. 
Our hypothesis is that by default the reader processes the main clause first 
and only then the dependent constituents; when the dependent clause 
precedes the main clause and is more specific than the main clause it will 
be processed first. 
We will illustrate the strategy outlined here on a more abstract level. 
For the sake of clarity we suppose for the moment that the "specific first" 
rule can be applied without restrictions. The reader is confronted with the 
problem of finding an interpretation for a sentence with an analysis as in 
(71): 
(71) S 
A1 A2 
/l\ 
^-Ί « 2 3 
The processing strategy outlined above strongly suggests that when 
processing a particular sentence structure the reader asks himself at 
various points which one of different constituents he should process first. 
Thus in our example (71) he will at one point ask himself which of the 
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two constituents A, or A2 is easiest to process. If on the basis of formal 
characteristics he thinks that A2 is the easiest to process, he will start 
with that clause first. The reader then has to make a choice between B4 
and B5. If for some reason he chooses B4, there is nothing more to choose 
and he will start processing clause B4. After that he will set out to process 
B5, but here again he has to decide in which order he should process the 
constituents C,, C2 and Cj. If the reader has made up his mind, he can 
start processing these constituents in turn. If he has done so both B,, and 
B5 will have been processed by then and therefore A2 also. Only then will 
the reader tum to A,. 
This processing strategy reminds on the hierarchical classification of 
NPs proposed by Lakoff (page 58), that runs from specific (proper names) 
to vague (pronouns). For the reader's convenience we repeat it here. 
(50) i. proper names (e.g., Dirksen), 
ii. definite descriptions (e.g., the man in the blue suit), 
iii. epithets (e.g., the bastard), 
iv. pronouns (e.g., he). 
[Lakoff, 1976: p. 295] 
Furthermore, the strategy outlined here fits in nicely with findings in 
psycholinguistic experiments discussed above (see III.5.3). They strongly 
suggest that the denotatum of a pronoun is somehow available in the 
reader's memory. This also supports the view that a reader follows some 
kind of Specific-First Strategy. 
The hypothesis that the order in which the various parts of speech are 
to be processed depends on the degree of specificity however seems to be 
new. 
Of course the strategy outlined above is in need of detailed 
elaboration. Thus we must indicate precisely what kind of restrictions on 
the Specific-First Strategy are to be posed. But even if we assume that we 
will succeed in this, there remain some problems. The explanation that we 
presented for the fact that the underlined constituents in (70) cannot be 
interpreted coreferentially, crucially depends on its being considered in 
isolation. 
(70) He left because John was ill. 
In order to account for the impossibility of the coreferential interpretation 
indicated in (72b), we have to appeal to a complementary heuristic rule. 
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(72) a. John is not here. 
b. * He left because John was ill. 
The observation in (72) can be accounted for by assuming that the reader 
will process the main clause of (72b) before the dependent clause by 
virtue of another restriction on the Specific-First Strategy that will be 
explained below. First let us indicate what exactly the problem is. 
While the reader is processing the main clause He left in (70), John 
is not yet available as an antecedent for he and therefore a coreferential 
interpretation is blocked. But during the processing of that very same 
phrase in (72b), John is available through the processing of the previous 
sentence (72a). Nonetheless, a coreferential interpretation of the two 
underlined constituents in (72b) remains difficult, if it is possible at all. 
What might be the reason for this? Note that it is rather unkind first to 
refer to John vaguely (by using a pronoun) and then specifically (by using 
a proper name); it would be much more natural and cooperative to use a 
pronoun in the second instance also. As we can see from (73), this would 
result in a sentence in which both pronouns can be interpreted 
coreferentially. 
(73) a. John is not here. 
b. He left because he was ill. 
The text in (74) on the other hand is even more problematic than (73): 
(74) a. John is not here and Peter is busy. 
b. * He left because John is ill. 
Whereas in (72b) John would be at any rate the only candidate for the 
pronoun h£, in (74b) there are two candidates: John and Peter\ That 
would make it even more uncooperative to refer to an entity vaguely first 
and specifically afterwards. 
These considerations lead us to the assumption that apart from the 
Specific-First Strategy a second heuristic rule is active which we will refer 
to as the Vague-Specific Constraint and which states that it is 
uncooperative to refer in one and the same sentence to a particular entity 
vaguely first and more specifically afterwards. So we now have two 
heuristic principles that the reader uses in determining the denotatum of 
NPs: 
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(75) a. The Specific-First Strategy. 
b. The Vague-Specific Constraint. 
It will be clear that both heuristic principles will have to be worked out in 
some more detail. The following points should be taken in consideration. 
As regards to (75a), the Specific-First Strategy, we will have to 
indicate precisely for every sentence in LSA in which order the various 
parts of speech of that sentence will have to be processed. It goes without 
saying that the reader will at first depend heavily on formal 
characteristics. In our exploration of the denotation process of definite 
descriptions however, we have seen that definite descriptions themselves 
may act as some sort of pronoun. What are the consequences of this fact 
for the order in which the different parts of speech are to be processed? 
We will have to address this question in the next chapter, where the 
problems of (74b), not really solved here, will come up for a specific 
discussion. 
Another point to be made in this context has to do with the special 
role of the sentential subject (evidence for such a special status is found 
both in linguistics and psycholinguistics). For evidence from linguistics 
see for example [Lakoff, 1976: p. 294]. Note by the way that in Reinhart's 
C-Command Constraint too a special role is implicitly assigned to the 
subject. In psycholinguistics the findings of Purkiss contain strong 
evidence for the special status of the sentential subject in the denotation 
process. Perhaps it is useful to remind the reader that it can be seen in 
diagram (58) that finding a referent in object position takes clearly more 
time than finding a referent in subject position. The diagram shows 
furthermore that a referent in subject position remains more readily 
accessible by means of pronouns (and not definite descriptions), even if 
there are several intervening sentences in which that referent does not 
appear, than a referent in object position. 
Also the Vague-Specific Constraint (75b) will have to be elaborated. 
It seems natural to assume that this constraint is concerned with the real 
context-dependent vagueness or specificity of the NP in question. This has 
a direct bearing on the discussion at the end of section III.5.2.3 (page 60) 
where we noted that Lakoffs hierarchical classification (50) was based on 
both syntactic and discourse-semantic criteria. Now we can see how both 
these elements influence the denotation process each in its own clearly 
distinguishable way and without any inconsistency. The syntactic 
classification appears to be important for the first heuristic rule, the 
Specific-First Strategy (75a), whereas the discourse-semantic element is 
important for the second rule, the Vague-Specific Constraint. 
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In discussing anaphorical definite descriptions in section III.3 (page 
42) we noted that the coreferential interpretation indicated in (25j) by 
means of underlining is possible whereas the interpretation indicated in 
(25k) and (251) is not. 
(25) j . When he returned, they gave Dr. Selim the sack. 
k. * When the poor sod returned, they gave Dr. Selim the 
sack. 
1. * When the man returned, they gave Dr. Selim the sack. 
These observations can be accounted for on the basis of the heuristic 
principles given in (75). In the process of interpreting sentence (25j) the 
processing of the "vague" dependent clause When he returned is 
postponed on the basis of formal criteria (i.e., on the basis of the fact that 
the subject of that sentence is a pronoun) and the main clause they gave 
Dr. Selim the sack is being processed first. If later the dependent clause 
When he returned is being processed, the Vague-Specific Constraint does 
not rule out reading indicated in (25j). 
In the case of (25k) however the dependent clause When the poor sod 
returned is being processed first on the basis of formal criteria (i.e., on 
the basis of the fact that the subject in this case is a definite description). 
Only until the phrase the poor sod is being interpreted, will it become 
clear that this phrase refers vaguely. If the main clause they gave Dr. 
Selim the sack is being processed afterwards, the coreferential 
interpretation indicated in (25k) is ruled out on the basis of the Vague-
Specific Constraint. 
Along similar lines we can account for the impossibility of the 
interpretation indicated in (251). 
These facts provide strong support for the heuristic rules in (75). But 
they also indicate that the terminology that we have been using thus far, 
needs some adjustment: we have been using the terms specific and vague 
in an ambiguous way. In talking about the Specific-First Strategy we have 
been using these terms in a purely formal sense: whether a term is 
specific or vague depends only on its form. In talking about the Vague-
Specific Constraint we have been using these terms in a discourse-
semantic sense: only during the processing of the expression will it 
become clear whether it denotes vaguely or specifically (depending on the 
DR built up so far). 
In the case of the formal distinction we will henceforth use the terms 
weak and strong (rather than specific and vague). In the case of the 
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discourse-semantic distinction, we will continue to use the terms specific 
and vague. Thus from now on we will refer to the heuristic principles 
given in (75) as the Strong-First Strategy and the Vague-Specific 
Constraint, respectively. 
Note that although normally strong expressions are specific, and weak 
expressions are vague, this need not always be the case (e.g., the 
anaphorical definite descriptions the poor sod and the man in the sample 
sentences in (25)). 
III.6.3 Parallel Processing 
Having come to the end of this chapter, we will indulge in what at 
first glance appears to be a rather attractive speculation. The processing 
strategy outlined above in section III.6.2 closely resembles the way in 
which expressions are evaluated in functional programming languages. 
(71) 
For functional programming languages the processing order is fixed 
(either from left to right or from right to left). Another main feature of 
functional programming languages is that two branches are never 
processed simultaneously. A procedure which provides for the 
simultaneous processing of several branches would appear however to be 
extremely attractive. The way in which a sentence with the syntactic 
structure given in (71) is handled, could then be pictured as follows. In 
order to process expression S, two parallel processes are started, one for 
branch A, and the other for branch A2. In the processing of A,, three new 
processes are initiated (B,, B2 and B3), etc. Thus a node with η branches 
will initiate η new processes. As soon as one of the sub-processes reaches 
a definite result, it is passed on to other still active processes. 
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In general, specific constituents will reach a solution sooner than non-
specific constituents and therefore these solutions will become available 
for ongoing processes. Processes that do not reach a solution in the first 
instance are interrupted until one of the parallel processes provides new 
information that can be used to continue the interrupted process. 
The parallel processing procedure indicated here, has some attractive 
sides to iu In general parallel processes can reach solutions very fast. 
Furthermore they seem to fit in what is known of the workings of the 
human brain: the speed and the robustness of the human brain depend 
primarily on the massive use of parallel processing. 
Notwithstanding the attractiveness of this idea for the denotation 
resolution problem,7 we will not elaborate this approach any further here: 
it would mean the introduction of far too many speculative elements. As 
we can easily verify, the interpretation process itself is not an isolated 
process, but one that runs parallel with many other processes that are 
involved in the reading process: visual perception, letter and word 
recognition, syntactic analysis, etc. Conversely, the flexibility brought in 
by parallel processing seems to conflict with the apparently absolute 
character of the constraint on possible coreferential interpretations as 
expressed in the constraints mentioned above. 
For the moment we, therefore, prefer a non-parallel elaboration of the 
denotation resolution process in which we attempt to explain the 
constraints on possible coreferential interpretations with the help of the 
rules of thumb mentioned in (75). 
III.7 A GLOBAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE 
UNDERLYING ALGORITHM OF DRAFT 
Anticipating a more detailed discussion of DRAFT'S inner workings 
in the next chapter, we will now present a global characterization of its 
underlying algorithm. 
Starting point for the algorithm is the revised formal characterization 
of the increment function i given in (24); as one will recall, the revision 
was introduced in order to do justice to the dynamic character of the 
denotation process. We repeat (24) here for the sake of completeness. 
7
 See eg.. Cowan [1980]. 
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(24) i is the increment function with: 
(a) ζ : LSA χ LDR χ LKNOW -> LDR χ LKNOW, 
(b) i (SA
n
, DR,,.,, KNOW».,) = DR
n
 χ KNOW
n
, 
(c) DR0 = 0. 
LSA is the set of well-formed semantic analyses, 
LDR is the set of well-formed discourse representations, 
LKNOW is the set of well-formed knowledge representations, 
SAn is the semantic analysis of sentence η of a text, 
DR,, is the DR after the incrementation of sentence η of a 
text, 
KNOW
n
 is the knowledge data base after the incrementation of 
sentence η of a text. 
The input of the increment function i is the SA of the sentence in 
question, the DR built up so far, and the reader's knowledge. The output 
is an adapted DR and possibly an altered knowledge database. 
The above characterization of the increment function i will only 
provide some global information about the denotation resolution algorithm 
implemented in DRAFT. Prior to an elaboration of the formal 
characterization, we will discuss briefly the psychological status of the 
algorithm. 
As we said already in Chapter I, we do not claim psychological 
reality for the algorithm implemented in DRAFT (the empirical basis is 
clearly to weak), but we do hold the algorithm to be psychologically 
plausible in the sense that it does not contain elements that could not be 
psychologically real either for reasons of principle (e.g., because infinite 
sets are being used) or because they are in conflict with empirical results 
of psycholinguistic research. In practical terms, we claim that there is a 
certain analogy between the denotation resolution algorithm implemented 
in DRAFT and the cognitive processes that play a role in reading. 
The position taken here with regard to the status of the 
implementation is attractive from a theoretical point of view. The process-
like description can not only be used to account for the fact that certain 
interpretations for NPs are excluded, but also to explain why the human 
reader considers certain sentential or discourse constructions to be unusual 
or even unfriendly. The sample text (4) from chapter II may very well 
illustrate this point: 
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(76) a. John wanted to go to Hawaii. 
b. He called a travel agent. 
c. He said he took a cheque. 
During the processing of the last sentence, (76c), DRAFT reaches the 
conclusion that the denotatum of He can be either John or a travel agent. 
but it will prefer John on the basis of formal properties of the text. 
Human readers however, are able to conclude on the basis of pragmatic 
knowledge that the denotatum of He must be a travel agent and not John. 
Many readers who were presented with the text in (76), observed 
indeed that they found the last sentence in this text very unnatural. Within 
the approach followed here, this can be easily explained: we can see how 
the reader is led up a garden-path, and a less misleading formulation of 
(76c) would appear much more friendly. In chapter IV we will present 
some more example texts the unnaturalness of which can be explained by 
having a close look into the way in which DRAFT processes them. 
In section III.5.2.4. (page 60) we discussed Lakoff's claim that purely 
syntactic constraints on possible coreferential relations fail in some 
fundamental way. We agree with Lakoff and conclude that both syntactic 
and discourse-semantic factors are important for an adequate formulation 
of constraints on the interpretation of NPs even on an intrasentential 
level and that a purely syntactic account is not possible. This idea is 
appealing to us since we are interested in denotation resolution on a 
textual level: both intrasentential and intersenten ti al anaphorical relations 
are reduced to the same denominator in a natural way. 
Both syntactic and discourse-semantic factors are taken into account 
in the heuristic principles introduced in (75). In the following chapter 
these principles will be discussed in detail. As will be seen there, the 
Strong-First Strategy makes use of formal features of an LSA-expression 
on the basis of which the processing order for the various parts of the 
expression is determined. By virtue of the Vague-Specific Constraint 
certain interpretations for NPs are excluded on the basis of discourse-
semantic characteristics. 
These two independently motivated heuristic principles appear to 
interact in a rather remarkable way and thus to provide a simple account 
for phenomena that have so far remained without explanation. Thus they 
provide an adequate explanation for the fact that the coreferential 
interpretation indicated in (25j) is possible whereas such an interpretation 
is not possible in (25k) and (251). 
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An answer to the important question as to the relation between our 
account and the proposals made by Langacker, Reinhart, and Lakoff, is 
thwarted by the diverse nature of the various proposals. It must 
furthermore be noted that, as far as syntactic elements are involved in our 
account, these have to do with the syntax of LSA. However, the relation 
between surface structures and their postulated semantic analyses has not 
been elaborated. Therefore a detailed comparison of the various proposals 
becomes even more difficult. 
Another important question is whether the approach taken here cuts 
ice, that is, whether the claim that the processing of less-definite sentence 
parts is postponed in a number of situations (defined precisely in the next 
chapter), is psycholinguistically real. 
We conclude this short characterization of the algorithm, by 
indicating broadly along which the denotation resolution algorithm 
searches for a satisfying address or addresses. We will restrict ourselves to 
an indication of the way in which non-reflexive pronouns and definite 
descriptions are treated. 
In our approach, the interpretation of a pronoun is postponed in a 
number of situations until after the processing of some other more definite 
part of speech. When (afterwards) the pronoun is being processed, an 
ordered candidate list is made. The first address in this list is the by then 
most prominent address satisfying a number of formal criteria depending 
on the pronoun in question (e.g. agreement in number and gender). The 
last address in the list is the least prominent address that satisfies these 
criteria. The provisional result is an ordered candidate list with zero or 
more addresses. If this provisional list is empty, a new address is 
introduced in the DR, the ultimate result being this new address. If the 
provisional list contains exactly one address, then this address will be the 
ultimate result. Finally, when the provisional list contains more than one 
address, the ultimate result will be this ordered candidate list. 
Thus in our implementation we do full justice to psycholinguistic 
claims that pronouns are normally used to refer "back" to entities which 
have been mentioned relatively recently (e.g. [Sanford, 1985:326]). 
Sentence (68) might be used once more to illustrate this: 
(68) Because he was ill, John left. 
On the basis of the Strong-First Strategy the dependent clause "John 
left" is processed first; therefore the pronoun He is indeed coreferential 
with an entity which has "been mentioned relatively recently". 
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Although definite descriptions are in some sense the opposites of 
pronouns (in some cases their interpretation has priority), the denotation 
resolution process is to a certain extent analogous. In determining the 
denotatum of a definite description too an ordered candidate list is made 
up first. This list contains by and large in order of prominence all the 
addresses that have not yet been referred to (explicitly)8 in the sentence 
under scrutiny. DRAFT checks successively the addresses that are in the 
list, to decide which of them fits best the descriptional part of the definite 
description. In this process DRAFT may make use of its world knowledge 
database in order to infer missing information. When an address is found 
that fully fits, the ultimate result will be that address. However it is 
possible that none of the addresses in the ordered candidate list fully fits 
the description. The procedure followed by DRAFT in such a case, 
closely follows the description of the denotation resolution process for 
definite descriptions as presented in our survey under (23). DRAFT will 
first try to infer world knowledge that apparently has been presupposed, 
and, if that does not work, it will treat the definite description as if it 
were a pronoun. In the latter case we apparently have to deal with an 
anaphorical definite description or, in other words a vague definite 
description. 
So much for our global characterization of the denotation resolution 
algorithm implemented in DRAFT. In the next chapter we will present a 
more detailed elaboration. 
We will define this notion precisely in (he next chapter. 
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Chapter IV 
THE UNDERLYING DENOTATION RESOLUTION 
ALGORITHM OF DRAFT 
In the preceding chapter we gave an exploratory survey of the 
human denotation resolution process and we discussed some theories and 
views that have strongly influenced the denotation resolution algorithm as 
implemented in DRAFT. We also presented a global characterization of 
the algorithm realized in DRAFT and the intuitions that underlie it. In this 
chapter we will present a more detailed elaboration and we will endeavour 
to link the algorithm we have chosen to implement in DRAFT to our 
findings in this survey. 
It goes without saying that the most exact formulation of the 
algorithm is to be found in the source code of DRAFT (Appendix A). 
Although one might be tempted to just paraphrase this LISP-formulation 
of the algorithm in English, there seems to be little use in it. In the LISP-
formulation we had a powerful tool at our disposal for testing the 
algorithm, adjusting it if necessary, testing it again etc. The use of a 
programming language forces one to be fully explicit. In natural language 
these advantages are lacking. 
In this chapter we are, therefore, not striving for a complete and 
explicit formulation of the underlying denotation resolution algorithm: we 
will restrict our attention to the broad outlines of the algorithm, and 
finally, we will investigate how it relates to our findings in the survey of 
the denotation process presented in chapter III. As a consequence we will 
not discuss each and every function used in DRAFT and listed in 
Appendix A, but only the crucial ones. 
At the end of the preceding chapter we have indicated already that 
the denotation resolution algorithm implemented in DRAFT does not 
make direct use of existing, clearly syntactically formulated proposals in 
its handling of the restrictions on possible coreferential interpretations. 
With DRAFT we wish to present an implementation of a heuristic 
denotation resolution algorithm that would enable us, not only to exclude 
certain coreferential interpretations, but also to present a plausible 
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explanation for their exclusion. In this chapter we will indicate precisely 
how the heuristic principles mentioned at the end of the preceding chapter 
have been implemented in DRAFT. 
In order to illustrate the operation of DRAFT and to enable the 
reader to gather an impression of the adequacy of the algorithm, we will 
make abundant use of sample sessions. In the final chapter (chapter V) we 
will return to the question to what degree the research strategy followed 
here can be successful in achieving the goals set in chapter I: gaining 
insight in the nature of cognitive processes that play a role in 
understanding. 
IV.l THE RELATION BETWEEN LSA AND DRAFT 
Before we further explain the denotation resolution algorithm 
implemented in DRAFT, we will have to discuss in some more detail the 
relation between the Language of Semantic Analysis (LSA) and DRAFT. 
In our first acquaintance with DRAFT in chapter I and II we have 
seen that DRAFT takes SA-representations as its input. SA-representations 
are elements of LSA. For ease of reference the rewriting rules for LSA, 
presented before in chapter II, are listed once again below. 
-> (PREDICATE [SSK] Tl [T2 [T3]]) 
-> NP 
-> S 
-> NP 
-> S 
-> NP 
-> PROPER-NAME 
-> r-p 
-> m-p 
-> f-p 
-> n-p 
-> x, y, ζ 
-> (x-n SX*) 
-> (x-o SX*) 
(subject) 
(subject clause) 
(object) 
(object clause) 
(indirect object) 
(proper name) 
(reflexive pronoun) 
(male pronoun) 
(female pronoun) 
(neutral pronoun) 
(variable) 
(indefinite NPs) 
(definite NPs) 
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SX* -> SX [SX*] where SX is a sentence S containing a 
variable 
SSK -> <1>,<1-2>,<2-1>,<1-2-3>,<1-3-2>,<2-1-3>,<2-3-1>, 
<3-l-2>, <3-2-l> 
PREDICATE -> walk, be-there, love, because, near, ... 
PROPER-NAME -> John, Ada, Hawaii, ... 
Note: expressions between square brackets are optional. 
These rewriting rules are linked directly to the functions used in DRAFT. 
S is the initial symbol; as we can see from (1) above, it can be 
rewritten in LSA as (PREDICATE [SSK] Tl [T2 [T3]]). The DRAFT 
counterpart of S is the function DEN-S (see appendix A). In defining this 
function the function DEN-T is used. Within LSA the terms (TI, T2, and 
T3) are to be rewritten as NP or S. 
A look at the definition of the function DEN-T will show that in 
defining it the functions DEN-S and DEN-NP have been used. NPs in 
LSA can be rewritten as a PROPER-NAME, a pronoun (r-p, m-p, f-p, 
or η-p), a variable (x, y, z), an indefinite NP (x-n SX*) or a definite NP 
(x-o SX*). Thus in the definition of DEN-NP we find the corresponding 
functions DEN-PROPER-NAME, DEN-R-P, DEN-М-Р, DEN-F-P, DEN-
N-P, DEN-X-N and DEN-X-O. 
Since the SA-representations of definite descriptions contain SA-
sentences, it is not surprising that in the definition of DEN-X-O the 
function DEN-S reappears directly or indirectly. Thus we have a recursive 
set of functions whose interconnections strongly resemble those existing 
between the rewriting rules for LSA. 
To illustrate this correspondence between the rewriting rules of LSA 
and functions in DRAFT, we will have a closer look at the way in which 
DRAFT processes the SA-expression (2a'). 
(2) a. The man hated the woman who loved him. 
a'. (hate (x-o (man x)) 
(x-o (woman x) (love χ m-p))) 
In the example it is supposed that at the time expression (2a') is 
processed, the following DR has been built already on the basis of 
preceding text. 
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(2) a". PROM-LIST: (3 2 1) 
ADDRESS l:(man 1), (male 1), (love 2 1) 
ADDRESS 2: (woman 2), (female 2), (love 2 1) 
ADDRESS 3: (woman 3), (female 3) 
INPUT: (hate (x-o (man x)) 
(x-o (woman x) (love χ m-p))) 
<1> II DEN-S [EXP: (hate (x-o (man x)) (x-o (woman x) ... 
21 DEN-T [EXP: (x-o (man x)), ... 
31 DEN-NP [EXP: (x-o (man x)), ... 
41 DEN-X-0 [SX*: ((man x)), ... 
<5> 51 DEN-S [EXP: (man x), ... 
61 DEN-T [EXP: x, ... 
71 DEN-NP [EXP: x, ... 
71 DEN-NP = 1 
61 DEN-T = 1 
<10> 51 DEN-S = (man 1) 
41 DEN-X-0 = 1 
31 DEN-NP = 1 
21 DEN-T = 1 
21 DEN-T [EXP: (x-o (woman x) (love χ m-p)), ... 
<15> 31 DEN-NP [EXP: (x-o (woman x) (love χ m-p)), ... 
41 DEN-X-0 [SX*: ((woman x) (love χ m-p)), ... 
51 DEN-S [EXP: (woman x), ... 
61 DEN-T [EXP: x, ... 
71 DEN-NP [EXP: x, ... 
<20> 71 DEN-NP = 2 
61 DEN-T = 2 
51 DEN-S = (woman 2) 
51 DEN-S [EXP: (love χ m-p), ... 
61 DEN-T [EXP: x, ... 
<25> 71 DEN-NP [EXP: x, ... 
71 DEN-NP = 2 
61 DEN-T = 2 
61 DEN-T [EXP: m-p, ... 
71 DEN-NP [EXP: m-p, ... 
<30> 81 DEN-M-P [... 
81 DEN-M-P = 1 
71 DEN-NP = 1 
61 DEN-T = 1 
51 DEN-S = (love 2 1) 
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<35> 41 DEN-X-0 = 2 
31 DEN-NP = 2 
21 DEN-T = 2 
II DEN-S = (hate 1 2) 
RESULT: (hate 1 2) 
As can be seen from the function trace1 the evaluation of the input 
proceeds along the following lines. In line <1> we see that DRAFT first 
applies the function DEN-S to LSA-expression (2%') as a whole. In order 
to process this expression, the function DEN-S calls the function DEN-T. 
DEN-T is applied to Tl = (x-o (man x)) (see line <2>) and to T2 = 
(x-o (woman x) (love χ m-p)) (see line <14>). Let us follow DEN-T 
applied to (x-o (man x)) to start with. Since Tl is not an S-expression but 
an NP, the function DEN-NP is applied to Tl = (x-o (man x)) (see line 
<3>). In this case we have an NP of the form (x-o (Sx)). Thus in line 
<5> we see that the function DEN-S is applied to Sx, in this case 
(man x). DRAFT now searches for the address that satisfies the property 
(man x) and it finds this to be address 1 (see line <11>: DEN-X-0 = 1). 
In line <13> this result is passed to the function DEN-T, so the final 
result of application of the function DEN-T to the expression 
(x-o (man x)) is address 1. 
The processing of T2 = (x-o (woman x) (love χ m-p)) in line <14> 
proceeds analogously. DRAFT searches for an address that both satisfies 
(woman x) (see line <17>) and (love χ m-p) (see line <23>). Address 2 
appears to fit. In the last line, <38>, we find the final result of application 
of DEN-S to the whole expression ^ a ' ) : (hate 1 2). 
In this example we see that the way the various DRAFT-fimctions 
interact closely resembles that of the rewriting rules of LSA. 
In a function trace we use numbers between angled brackets, e.g. <5>, to number lines for 
ease of reference. By means of a number followed by the l-sign, e.g. 71, the level of 
embedding is indicated. Thus in line <2> we see that the function DEN-T is applied to the 
expression (x-o (man x)); the level of embedding at the time is 2. On the basis of the level 
indication we see that we find the result of this application of DEN-T in line <13> (address 
1) and not in line <9> although in this case the result would be the same. Note that the 
degree of indentation also provides a clue as to the level of embedding. 
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IV.2 THE STRONG-FIRST STRATEGY AND THE VAGUE-
SPECIFIC CONSTRAINT 
At the end of the preceding chapter we introduced two heuristic 
principles: 
(3) a. The Strong-First Strategy 
b. The Vague-Specific Constraint 
In this section we will present a detailed elaboration of these two 
principles. Concerning the Strong-First Strategy we will have to indicate 
precisely for each sentence in the language of semantic analysis how this 
strategy influences the order in which DRAFT will process the various 
sentence parts. This will be done in section IV.2.1. 
As regards the Vague-Specific Constraint we shall have to indicate 
how this principle, in combination with the Strong-First Strategy, excludes 
coreferential interpretations of NPs. We will return to this topic in section 
IV.2.2. 
IV.2.1 The Strong-First Strategy 
Starting point for application of the Strong-First Strategy is the 
power of the different LSA-expressions. A weak expression (e.g., a 
pronoun) has less power than a strong expression (e.g., a definite 
description). The DRAFT function TERM-POWER2 takes an LSA-term as 
its argument and yields as its value a natural number. In the table below 
(4) the corresponding value is listed for each possible term from LSA: 
As noted before, all DRAFT-functions referred to in this chapter are listed in Appendix A 
containing the complete source code of DRAFT. As from now no more references to this 
appendix will be made. 
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(4) The power of an LSA term 
The power of NPs: 
Power: 
PROPER-NAME 3 
x, y, ζ (variables) 3 
r-p (reflexive pronouns) 2 
m-p (male pronouns) 2 
f-p (female pronouns) 2 
η-p (neutral pronouns) 2 
(x-n SX*) (indefinite NPs) 3 
(x-o SX*) (definite descriptions) 3 
The power of LSA-sentences: 
Power: 
If the power of the subject of the 
sentence is 3 then 1 
else 0 
The idea behind table (4) is the following: the power of a pronoun 
(power=2) is less than the power of a definite description (power=3) 
because generally a pronoun denotes more "vaguely" than a definite 
description. The power of the LSA-expression (walk m-p) is less than the 
power of the LSA-expression (walk John) because the power of the first 
expression's subject is less than that of the subject of the second 
expression. There seems to be little sense in comparing the power of NPs 
with that of sentences. 
Recall that there is a high degree of similarity between the notions 
weak and vague, and strong and specific. However the notions weak and 
strong are based on the form of the LSA-expression, the notions specific 
and vague are of a discourse semantic nature. 
The function DEN-S always takes an LSA-sentence (S) of the form 
(PREDICATE [SSK] Tl [T2 [T3]]) as its argument. Now we are able to 
indicate how the power of the LSA-terms Tl, T2, or T3 influence their 
processing order. It must be noted however that the processing order is 
not determined exclusively on the basis of the power of the terms, but 
also on the basis of the Surface Structure Key (SSK) that goes with S. 
We may formulate this as in (5): 
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(5) If an LSA-expression has the form (PREDICATE Tl T2) and if 
moreover the following holds: 
a. the power of T1=0 and the power of T2=l 
b. SSK = <2-l> 
then T2 is processed first and only than Tl. 
We may interpret (5) as follows: if Tl and T2 are both S-
expressions and if T2 precedes Tl in surface structure and if moreover the 
subject of T2 is not a pronoun, then DRAFT will process T2 first and 
only then Tl. Below we will present some sample sentences which satisfy 
the conditions mentioned in (5). 
(6) a. Because John was ill he left. 
a'. (because <2-l> (left p-m) (ill John) 
(7) a. Before Max left Mary hit him. 
a'. (before <2-l> (hit Mary m-p) (left Max)) 
Both (6a') and (7a') have the form (PREDICATE SSK Tl T2). Only in 
(6a') the conditions posed by (5) are satisfied. According to table (4) the 
power of Tl equals 0 and the power of T2 equals 1. SSK = <2-l>. Only 
in this situation DRAFT will process the LSA-term T2 first and only then 
Tl. 
If Tl and T2 are not both S-expressions, e.g., in case Tl is a 
pronoun, then as far as the processing order is concerned, we are dealing 
with a hybrid case. We will illustrate this by means of example (8). 
(8) a. She hated Ada's mother. 
a'. (hate f-p (x-o (mother-of χ Ada))) 
In (8a') the conditions posed by (5) are not satisfied, so DRAFT will 
process the pronoun f-p first. Depending on the DR built up so far, the 
result of applying the function DEN-T to the pronoun f-p will appear to 
be exactly one address (the pronoun being unambiguous in the given 
context) or a list of addresses (the pronoun being ambiguous in the given 
context). In the first (non-ambiguous) case the denotatum of the pronoun 
Tl is thereby fixed definitely, whereas in the second (ambiguous) case the 
denotatum for Tl is chosen provisionally and only after processing T2 a 
definite choice is made for the interpretation of Tl . 
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To illustrate this we will follow DRAFT in the processing of 
sentence (8a). 
(8) a. She hated Ada's mother. 
a". SA-INPUT: (hate f-p (x-o (mother-of χ Ada))) 
II DEN-F-P [REFL: NIL, N: NIL, ... 
II DEN-F-P = 1 
RESULT: (hate 1 2) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (1 2 3) 
ADDRESS Infernale 1), (hate 1 2) 
ADDRESS 2: (mother-of 2 3), (female 2), (hate 1 2) 
ADDRESS 3:(Ada 3), (female 3), (mother-of 2 3) 
If we present DRAFT with (8a') in isolation (i.e., without further 
context) it will first process the pronoun f-p. In this situation the 
Discourse Domain (DD) is still completely empty and DRAFT will 
introduce a new address as the denotatum for the pronoun. Thus the result 
of applying the function DEN-F-P to f-p is the new address 1; this is an 
unambiguous and henceforth definite result. After this, DRAFT will 
proceed by processing the SA-representation of Ada's mother. 
Whether or not the pronoun she in sentence (8 a) is interpreted 
ambiguously at first will of course depend strongly on the DR built up so 
far. By means of the sample texts (9) - (12) we intend to illustrate how 
the way DRAFT processes sentence (8a) depends on the DR built up so 
far. The texts in (10) - (12) are a bit artificial, but they are only meant to 
show how DRAFT would deal with them. In text (9) we will follow 
DRAFT in the processing of sentence (8a) which has been preceded by 
the sentence Lola was angry. 
(9) a. Lola was angry. 
b. She hated Ada's mother. 
a". SA-INPUT: (angry Lola) 
RESULT: (angry 1) 
b." SA-INPUT: (hate f-p (x-o (mother-of χ Ada))) 
II DEN-F-P [REFL: NIL, N: NIL, ... 
II DEN-F-P = 1 
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RESULT: (hate 1 2) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: ( 1 2 3) 
ADDRESS l:(Lola 1), (female 1), (angry 1), (hate 1 2) 
ADDRESS 2:(mother-of 2 3), (female 2), (hate 1 2) 
ADDRESS 3:(Ada 3), (female 3), (mother-of 2 3) 
Let us have a closer look at the way the pronoun she in sentence 
(9b) is processed. The result of applying the function DEN-F-P to the 
argument f-p (the SA-representation of she) is address 1. This result is 
unambiguous and hence definite. When after that, DRAFT encounters the 
proper name Ada a new address (address 3) is introduced into the DR, 
since no address containing that name is present. 
In the text in (10) at the other hand, we have introduced Ada 
already in sentence (10a) trying to enforce a coreferential interpretation of 
she and Ada, without success as we shall see. 
(10) a. Ada was angry. 
b. She hated Ada's mother. 
a". SA-INPUT: (angry Ada) 
RESULT: (angry 1) 
b." SA-INPUT: (hate f-p (x-o (mother-of χ Ada))) 
1! DEN-F-P [REFL: NIL, N: NIL, ... 
II DEN-F-P = 1 
RESULT: (hate 1 2) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: ( 1 2 3) 
ADDRESS l:(Ada 1), (female 1), (angry 1), 
(hate 1 2) 
ADDRESS 2: (mother-of 2 3), (female 2), (hate 1 2) 
ADDRESS 3:(Ada 3), (female 3), (mother-of 2 3) 
In sample text (10) above, the result of applying the function 
DEN-F-P to the SA-representation of the pronoun she, is address 1 (in 
this case: Ada). Thus we have already an instance of "vague" reference at 
the time DRAFT starts processing the SA-representation of Ada's mother. 
The Vague-Specific Constraint, that we will discuss in the next section, 
blocks address 1 for specific reference thus excluding this address as a 
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possible candidate for the denotatum of the proper name Ada. Therefore 
DRAFT introduces a new address into the DR, address 3. 
In sample text (11) DRAFT is presented with a variant of sentence 
(8a), given here as (lib), at a time when the discourse contains already 
two entities: Ada and Lola. This will make the pronoun she in (lib) 
ambiguous in the first instance. 
(11) a. Ada was angry with Lola. 
b. She hated Ada's mother too. 
a". SA-INPUT: (with (angry Ada) Lola) 
RESULT: (with (angry 1) 2) 
b." SA-INPUT: (hate f-p (x-o (mother-of χ Ada))) 
II DEN-F-P [REFL: NIL, N: NIL, ... 
II DEN-F-P = (12) 
RESULT: (hate 2 3) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (13 2) 
ADDRESS l:(Ada 1), (female 1), (with (angry 1) 2), 
(angry 1), (mother-of 3 1) 
ADDRESS 2: (Lola 2), (female 2), (with (angry 1) 2), 
(hate 2 3) 
ADDRESS 3: (mother-of 3 1), (female 3), (hate 2 3) 
In example (11) the result of applying the function DEN-F-P to the SA-
representation of the pronoun she is not a single address, but a list (in this 
case the list (1 2)) containing the addresses which are possible candidates 
for its denotatum. Apparently, we are dealing here with an ambiguous 
pronoun and hence the result is only a provisional one. Because during 
the processing of T2 = (x-n (mother-of χ Ada)) DRAFT finds address 1 to 
be the denotatum of the proper name Ada, the provisional denotatum of 
the pronoun she is disambiguated to the single address 2. 
The processing of example text (12) proceeds analogously: on the 
basis of the Vague-Specific Constraint, the denotatum of she is 
disambiguated. Whereas at first possible candidates for its denotatum were 
provisionally established to be the addresses in the list (1 2), its 
denotatum is now determined to be address 1. Note that the 
disambiguation in (11) goes from (1 2) to 2, that is from probably 1, but 
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possibly 2 to certainly 2, whereas in (12) the disambiguation goes from 
(1 2) to 1, that is from probably 1, but possibly 2 to certainly 1. This 
accounts for the fact that the text in (12) sounds much more natural than 
the one in (11). 
(12) a. Lola was angry with Ada. 
b. She hated Ada's mother too. 
a". SA-INPUT: (with (angry Lola) Ada) 
RESULT: (with (angry 1) 2) 
b". SA-INPUT: (hate f-p (x-o (mother-of χ Ada))) 
II DEN-F-P [REFL: NIL, N: NIL, ... 
II DEN-F-P = (12) 
RESULT: (hate 1 3) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: ( 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS l:(Lola 1), (female 1), (with (angry 1) 2), 
(angry 1), (hate 1 3) 
ADDRESS 2: (Ada 2), (female 2), (with (angry 1) 2), 
(mother-of 3 2) 
ADDRESS 3:(mother-of 3 2), (female 3), (hate 1 3) 
With example (12) we conclude our discussion of the Strong-First 
Strategy. In the following section we will discuss the Vague-Specific 
Constraint. 
IV.2.2 The Vague-Specific Constraint 
We will start this section defining a number of notions that will 
come in handy in formulating the Vague-Specific Constraint.3 First we 
will introduce the distinction between explicit NPs and implicit NPs and 
the distinction between explicit Ss and implicit Ss. These concepts will 
For the reader who wants to trace the way in which the constraint is implemented in DRAFT, 
the following DRAFT-fiinctions arc relevant: DEN-S, DEN-T, DEN-NP, WEAK-CAND-L1ST. 
STRONG-CAND-LIST. For a list of the tab-keeping variables and a short description of their 
role in DRAFT see (42) in this chapter. 
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be used in defining the notions of NP processing unit and S processing 
unit. 
(13) An NP-expression of LS A is called an explicit NP iff it is 
not part of another NP. Every NP that is not explicit is called 
implicit. 
(14) An S-expression of LSA is called an explicit S iff it is not a 
part of an NP. Every S that is not explicit is called implicit. 
(15) Two NPs, NP, and NP2, occurring in the LSA-expression S„ 
belong to the same NP processing unit iff in the derivational 
tree of S, the first explicit NP that dominates NP, is NP2 or 
dominates NP2. 
(16) Two NPs, NP, and NP2, belong to the same S processing 
unit iff the first explicit S-node that dominates NP,, also 
dominates NP2. 
The LSA-expression in (17a') is meant to illustrate the notions defined 
above. 
(17) a. The woman who loved the man married the man who 
hated her. 
a'. (marry (x-o (woman x) (love χ (x-o (man x)))) 
(x-o (man x) (hate χ f-p))) 
In this example we have two explicit NPs: (x-o (woman x) 
(love χ (x-o (man x)))) and (x-o (man x) (hate χ f-p)). The expressions x, 
(x-o (man x)) and f-p are implicit NPs since they form part of another 
NP. In (17a') we find only one explicit S (the expression as a whole). The 
expressions (woman x), (love χ (x-o (man x))), (man x), and (hate χ f-p) 
in this example are implicit because they are part of the NPs 
(x-o (woman x) (love χ (x-o (man x)))) and (x-o (man x) (hate χ f-p)). 
The NPs (x-o (woman x) (love χ (x-o (man x)))) and (x-o (man x)) 
belong to the same NP processing unit. The NPs (x-o (woman x) 
(love χ (x-o (man x)))), (x-o (man x)), (x-o (man x) (hate χ f-p)) and f-p 
all belong to the same S processing unit. 
The following considerations have led to the use of the adjectives 
implicit and explicit in (13) and (14). The RESULT of processing the 
SA-INPUT (тагу (x-o (woman x) (love χ (x-o (man x)))) (x-o (man x) 
(hate χ f-p))) has the form (тагу 2 1) (see for instance (I f) in chapter 
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II). Here the denotatum of the explicit NPs (x-o (woman x) (love χ (x-o 
(man x)))) and (x-o (man x) (hate χ f-p)) are explicitly given (i.e., 2 and 
1); however the result of the processing of the implicitly NPs x, 
(x-o (man x)) and f-p are not given explicitly in (marry 2 1), hence the 
use of the term implicit. 
Apart from these notions the following relation is defined for use in 
DRAFT. 
(18) Two NP-expressions NP, and NP2, that occur in the LS A 
sentence S, are reflexive iff in the LSA derivational tree the 
first S-node that dominates Ν?!, is also the first S-node that 
dominates NP2. 
Thus in example (17a') (x-o (woman x) (love (x-o (man x)))) and 
(x-o (man x) (hate χ f-p)) are reflexive and so are χ and (x-o (man x)), 
and χ and f-p. The intuitive idea behind this will be clear: two reflexive 
NPs can only be coreferential (can only refer to the same address in DR) 
if one of them is a reflexive pronoun (r-f in LSA). We will refer to this 
principle as the Reflexivity Constraint. 
Below we formulate the Vague-Specific Constraint using the notions 
given in (13) to (16). 
(19) The Vague-Specific Constraint: 
A specific NP, (proper name, definite description or indefinite 
description) cannot be coreferential with: 
- a vague and explicit NP processed earlier that belongs to 
the same S processing unit as NP,; 
- a vague and implicit NP processed earlier that belongs to 
the same NP processing unit as NP,; 
- a vague subject NP processed earlier. 
Note that this constraint, in combination with the Strong-First 
Strategy, indicates which intrasentential anaphorical relations are 
absolutely barred. In our discussion of the function DEN-X-O (IV.3.3) we 
will see that we have combined (19) with some other, intersentential 
principles, to build up an ordered candidate list for definite descriptions 
(see (43), page 118). 
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Below we will present some examples illustrating the constraint 
formulated above. 
In discussing the Strong-First Strategy we have been referring to the 
example texts (8) - (12) and the DR's built up by DRAFT. The key 
sentence in these examples is sentence (8a): 
(8) a. * She hated Ada's mother. 
a'. (hate f-p (x-o (mother-of χ Ada))) 
Note that in none of the DR's built up by DRAFT she is interpreted 
coreferentially with Ada. It can be shown easily that such an interpretation 
is ruled out by the Vague-Specific Constraint implemented for DRAFT 
first of all processes the SA-representation of the weak and explicit 
pronoun she. It will be clear then that the Vague-Specific Constraint as 
defined in (19) bars a possible coreferential interpretation of she and Ada. 
In the examples (11) and (12) we saw that the processing of 
sentence (8a) is thwarted whenever the (provisional) denotatum of she is 
not one address, but (in the first instance) a list of possible candidates, the 
reason being that just because in this situation it is not clear what is the 
denotatum of the weak NP "f-p", it is no longer clear which addresses are 
barred for specific denotation. Below, in discussing the DEN-X-O-
function, we will see how this problem has been solved within DRAFT. 
In section III.6.2 (page 71) where we introduced the heuristic rules 
for a denotation resolution algorithm we have been referring to the 
example sentences repeated below for the reader's convenience as (20) -
(23). Since the definitions of the Strong-First Strategy in (5) and the 
Vague-Specific Constraint in (19) had not been introduced yet it was not 
possible to indicate precisely there how these principles do or do not 
preclude coreferential interpretations as indicated in (20) - (23). Below we 
will show how DRAFT, making use of the heuristic principles formulated 
in (5) and (19), arrives at the following results. 
(20) a. John left because he was ill. 
a'. (because (leave John) (ill m-p)) 
(21) a. * Hg left because John was ill. 
a'. (because (leave m-p) (ill John)) 
(22) a. Because John was ill he left. 
a'. (because <2-l> (leave m-p) (ill John)) 
(23) a. Because he was ill John left. 
a'. (because <2-l> (leave John) (ill m-p)) 
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If we present DRAFT with the SA of the sentences (20) - (23) in 
isolation we see that DRAFT "interprets" these sentences as follows. 
(20) a". SA-INPUT: (because (leave John) (ill m-p)) 
RESULT: (because (leave 1) (ill 1)) 
(21) a". SA-INPUT: (because (leave m-p) (ill John)) 
RESULT: (because (leave 1) (ill 2)) 
(22) a". SA-INPUT: (because <2-l> 
(leave m-p) 
(ill John)) 
AMBIGUOUS: (because (leave (1 2)) (ill 1)) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (leave 1) (ill 1)) 
(23) a". SA-INPUT: (because <2-l> 
(leave John) 
(ill m-p)) 
AMBIGUOUS: (because (leave 1) (ill (1 2))) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (leave 1) (ill 1)) 
Note first that the interpretations arrived at by DRAFT exactly fit 
the observations in (20) - (23): only in (21a") is a coreferential 
interpretation barred. 
The SA-expression (20a') has the form (PREDICATE Tl T2) where 
the power of Tl = 1 and the power of T2 = 0. There is nothing in the 
Strong-First Strategy that would induce T2's being processed before Tl 
and thus Tl , containing the strong NP John is processed first. If after this 
T2, containing the pronoun "m-p" is being processed there is no reason 
for not interpreting this pronoun as coreferential with John. 
The SA-expression (21a') too has the form (PREDICATE Tl T2). 
The power of Tl = 0 and the power of T2 equals 1. Nevertheless, the 
expression Tl containing the pronoun "m-p" is being processed first on 
the basis of the Strong-First Strategy (5). If afterwards T2 is being 
processed - containing the specific NP John - a coreferential interpretation 
of the specific NP John and the explicit, vague NP "m-p" is barred by 
virtue of the Vague-Specific Constraint (19), "m-p" in (21a') being the 
subject NP. 
The SA-expression (22a') has the form (PREDICATE SSK Tl T2) 
where SSK = <2-l>, the power of Tl = 0, and the power of T2 = 1. By 
virtue of the Strong-First Strategy T2, containing the proper name John, is 
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now being processed first before Tl containing the SA-representation of 
the pronoun he, so a coreferential reading is not ruled out. 
The SA-expression in (23a') has the same form as the one in ДОа') 
but in this case Tl ' s power equals 1 and the power of T2 = 0. Following 
the Strong-First Strategy DRAFT will process Tl first before T2. Thus 
DRAFT'S processing of (233') will proceed analogously to that of (2№). 
In presenting DRAFT with the sentences above in isolation, we are 
more or less forcing a coreferential interpretation. However this does not 
hold for the sentence in (21). As we have seen, in this sentence first the 
denotatum of the pronoun he is determined, and only then the denotatum 
of the proper name John. However, by having (21) preceded by a 
sentence in which something is stated about John, John becomes very 
prominent and a coreferential interpretation is probably forced. Let us 
therefore have a closer look at the DR that is built by DRAFT for the 
SA-representation of the texts in (24) - (25): 
(24) a. John is not available. 
b. * He left because John was ill. 
a". SA-INPUT: (not-available John) 
RESULT: (not-available 1) 
PROM-LIST: (1) 
b". SA-INPUT: (because (leave m-p) (ill John)) 
RESULT: (because (leave 1) (ill 2)) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (1 2) 
ADDRESS l:(John 1), (male 1), (not-available 1), 
(because (leave 1) (ill 2)), (leave 1) 
ADDRESS 2:(John 2), (male 2), 
(because (leave 1) (ill 2)), (ill 2) 
(25) a. Dan left and John is not available. 
b. * He left because Dan was ill. 
a". SA-INPUT: (and (leave Dan) (not-available John)) 
RESULT: (and (leave 1) (not-available 2)) 
PROM-LIST: (1 2) 
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b". SA-INPUT: (because (leave m-p) (ill Dan)) 
RESULT: (because (leave 2) (ill 1)) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (2 1) 
ADDRESS l:(Dan 1), (male 1), (leave 1), 
(because (leave 2) (ill 1)), (¡11 1) 
ADDRESS 2: (John 2), (male 2), (not-available 2), 
(because (leave 2) (Ш 1)), (leave 2) 
These results fit the observations made before. Now we will follow 
DRAFT in its building up the DR's for the more complex sentences 
(26) - (33). These sentences and the starred examples judged 
ungrammatical are due to Lakoffs paper, "Pronoun and Reference" [1976: 
(19) - (25)]. The sentences are presented to DRAFT together with a DR 
in which two entities, John and Mary, are already present. Note that the 
DR built up by DRAFT for sentence (27) differs greatly from the 
interpretation judged possible by Lakoff: starting from a DR in which 
only John and Mary are present, DRAFT will interpret her and Mary as 
coreferential. We will return to this difference in section IV.3.3 (page 
119). 
(26) a. John gives Mary pot to smoke, in his apartment, 
where she stays. 
a". SA-INPUT: (and (be-there John) (be-there Mary)) 
RESULT: (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) 
SA-INPUT: (in (give John (x-n (pot x)) Mary) 
(x-n (apartment-of χ m-p) (stay f-p x))) 
RESULT: (in (give 1 3 2) 4) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: ( 1 3 2 4) 
ADDRESS l:(John 1), (male 1), (apartment-of 4 1), 
(in (give 1 3 2) 4), (give 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS 2: (Mary 2), (female 2), (stay 2 4), 
(in (give 1 3 2) 4), (give 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS 3:(pot 3), (in (give 1 3 2) 4), (give 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS 4: (apartment-of 4 1), (stay 2 4), 
(in (give 1 3 2) 4) 
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a. * John gives her pot to smoke, in his apartment, where 
Mary stays. 
a". SA-INPUT: (and (be-there John) (be-there Mary)) 
RESULT: (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) 
SA-INPUT: (in (give John (x-n (pot x)) f-p) 
(x-n (apartment-of χ m-p) 
(stay Mary x))) 
RESULT: (in (give 1 3 2) 4) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (13 2 4) 
ADDRESS l:(John 1), (male 1), (apartment-of 4 1), 
(in (give 1 3 2) 4), (give 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS 2: (Mary 2), (female 2), (stay 2 4), 
(in (give 1 3 2) 4), (give 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS 3:(pot 3), (in (give 1 3 2) 4), (give 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS 4: (apartment-of 4 1), (stay 2 4), 
(in (give 1 3 2) 4) 
a. * He gives Mary pot to smoke, in John's apartment, 
where she stays. 
a". SA-INPUT: (and (be-there John) (be-there Mary)) 
RESULT: (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) 
SA-INPUT: (in (give m-p (x-n (pot x)) Mary) 
(x-n (apartment-of χ John) 
(stay f-p x))) 
RESULT: (in (give 1 3 2) 4) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (13 2 4 5) 
ADDRESS l:(John 1), (male 1), (in (give 1 3 2) 4), 
(give 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS 2:(Mary 2), (female 2), (stay 2 4), 
(in (give 1 3 2) 4), (give 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS 3:(pot 3), (in (give 1 3 2) 4), (give 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS 4: (apartment-of 4 5), (stay 2 4), 
(in (give 1 3 2) 4) 
ADDRESS 5: (John 5), (male 5), (apartment-of 4 5) 
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* He gives her pot to smoke, in John's apartment, 
where Mary stays. 
SA-INPUT: (and (be-there John) (be-there Mary)) 
RESULT: (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) 
SA-INPUT: (in (give m-p (x-n (pot x)) f-p) 
(x-n (apartment-of χ John) 
(stay Mary x))) 
RESULT: (in (give 1 3 2) 4) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: ( 1 3 2 4 5) 
ADDRESS l:(John 1), (male 1), (in (give 1 3 2) 4), 
(give 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS 2:(Mary 2), (female 2), (stay 2 4), 
(in (give 1 3 2) 4), (give 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS 3:(pot 3), (in (give 1 3 2) 4), (give 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS 4: (apartment-of 4 5), (stay 2 4), 
(in (give 1 3 2) 4) 
ADDRESS 5:(John 5), (male 5), (apartment-of 4 5) 
In his apartment, where she stays, John gives Mary 
pot to smoke. 
SA-INPUT: (and (be-there John) (be-there Mary)) 
RESULT: (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) 
SA-INPUT: (in <2-l> 
(give John (x-n (pot x)) Mary) 
(x-n (apartment-of χ m-p) (stay f-p x))) 
RESULT: (in (give 1 3 2) 4) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: ( 1 3 2 4) 
ADDRESS l:(John 1), (male 1), (apartment-of 4 1), 
(in (give 1 3 2) 4), (give 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS 2: (Mary 2), (female 2), (stay 2 4), 
(in (give 1 3 2) 4), (give 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS 3:(pot 3), (in (give 1 3 2) 4), (give 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS 4: (apartment-of 4 1), (stay 2 4), 
(in (give 1 3 2) 4) 
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a. In his apartment, where Mary stays, John gives her 
pot to smoke. 
a". SA-INPUT: (and (be-there John) (be-there Mary)) 
RESULT: (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) 
SA-INPUT: (in <2-l> 
(give John (x-n (pot x)) f-p) 
(x-n (apartment-of χ m-p) 
(stay Mary x))) 
RESULT: (in (give 1 3 2) 4) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: ( 1 3 2 4) 
ADDRESS l:(John 1), (male 1), (apartment-of 4 1), 
(in (give 1 3 2) 4), (give 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS 2: (Mary 2), (female 2), (stay 2 4), 
(in (give 1 3 2) 4), (give 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS 3:(pot 3), (in (give 1 3 2) 4), (give 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS 4: (apartment-of 4 1), (stay 2 4), 
(in (give 1 3 2) 4) 
a. * In John's apartment, where she stays, he gives Mary 
pot to smoke. 
a". SA-INPUT: (and (be-there John) (be-there Mary)) 
RESULT: (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) 
SA-INPUT: (in <2-l> 
(give m-p (x-n (pot x)) Mary) 
(x-n (apartment-of χ John) (stay f-p x))) 
RESULT: (in (give 1 3 2) 4) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: ( 1 3 2 4 5) 
ADDRESS l:(John 1), (male 1), (in (give 1 3 2) 4), 
(give 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS 2: (Mary 2), (female 2), (stay 2 4), 
(in (give 1 3 2) 4), (give 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS 3:(pot 3), (in (give 1 3 2) 4), (give 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS 4:(apartment-of 4 5), (stay 2 4), 
(in (give 1 3 2) 4) 
ADDRESS 5: (John 5), (male 5), (apartment-of 4 5) 
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(33) a. * In John's apartment, where Mary stays, he gives her 
pot to smoke. 
a". SA-INPUT: (and (be-there John) (be-there Mary)) 
RESULT: (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) 
SA-INPUT: (in <2-l> 
(give m-p (x-n (pot x)) f-p) 
(x-n (apartment-of χ John) 
(stay Mary x))) 
RESULT: (in (give 1 3 2) 4) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (13 2 4 5) 
ADDRESS l:(John 1), (male 1), (in (give 1 3 2) 4), 
(give 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS 2: (Mary 2), (female 2), (stay 2 4), 
(in (give 1 3 2) 4), (give 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS 3:(pot 3), (in (give 1 3 2) 4), (give 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS 4: (apartment-of 4 5), (stay 2 4), 
(in (give 1 3 2) 4) 
ADDRESS 5: (John 5), (male 5), (apartment-of 4 5) 
In conclusion of this section we will discuss the relation between the 
notions used to define the Vague-Specific Constraint and concepts used 
within traditional transformational linguistics. It will be clear that the 
notions defined in (13) - (16) and (18) have much in common with 
concepts used within traditional transformational linguistics where they 
were used in formulating so-called constraints on coreferential 
interpretations (see section III.5.2 where we discussed some of them). But 
there are important differences to. 
First we will compare the notion of processing unit4 used here and 
Reinhart's notion of C-Command or Syntactic Domain as given in 
III.5.2.3 (43) and (48). The notion of Syntactic Domain is of a purely 
syntactic nature whereas the notion of processing unit used here is based 
on the semantic analysis of a sentence. We are not looking for syntactic 
constraints on possible coreferential relations, but are interested in the 
processing units of the interpretational process, the order in which they are 
4 
Bosch [1983: 215-216] also makes use of the notion processing unit (PU) in his anaphora 
theory. His notion would have to be defined in (discourse) semantic terms. 
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processed and the way in which units that have been processed earlier on, 
will influence the processing of units still to be processed. Our claim is 
that in the process of subdividing a sentence into processing units, a 
human reader will use not only syntactic criteria, but also semantic ones: 
he will subdivide the sentence in interpretable units. For that reason, the 
Strong-First Strategy is primarily based on the semantic analysis of a 
sentence. 
However, the Vague-Specific Constraint not only makes uses of 
purely formal characteristics (the semantic analysis of a sentence), but also 
of discourse semantic criteria (only after interpretation of an NP it 
becomes clear whether the NP refers vaguely or not). 
In our definition of the heuristic principles we find a mixture of 
formal criteria and discourse semantic factors. Support for the definitions 
as given in (5) and (19) can be found by Lakoff. See also the discussion 
in section III.5.2.4 (p. 60), section III.6.2 (p. 77) and section III.7 (pp. 
81 - 83). 
IV.3 A FURTHER ELABORATION OF THE DENOTATION 
RESOLUTION ALGORITHM 
In the preceding sections of this chapter while discussing the Strong-
First Strategy, we have indicated in which order DRAFT processes the 
terms figuring in an SA-expression. We also presented an explicit 
formulation of the Vague-Specific Constraint. In this section we will 
discuss in some more detail the denotation process implemented in 
DRAFT. In order to do this we will indicate for each of the various 
denotation functions such as DEN-PROPER-NAME, DEN-X-N, 
DEN-X-O, etc, how they are implemented in DRAFT. 
A problem is posed by the recursive interdependency, mentioned 
already in IV. 1, between the various functions: thus the function 
DEN-X-0 will call the functions DEN-F-P, DEN-PROPER-NAME and 
possibly DEN-X-O, in its search for the denotatum of the LSA-expression 
((x-o (man x) (love χ f-p) (hate χ Lola)). In order to circumvent this 
problem as much as possible, we will discuss the various denotation 
functions in the following order: 
- DEN-М-Р (non-reflexive pronouns) 
- DEN-X-N (indefinite descriptions) 
- DEN-X-O (definite descriptions) 
- DEN-PROPER-NAME (proper names) 
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Furthermore we will pay some attention to the question how the 
notion of prominence is implemented in DRAFT and how DRAFT 
disambiguates. 
IV.3.1 The Function DEN-М-Р (non-reflexive pronouns) 
As stated already in chapter III there is strong evidence from 
psycholinguistic research that the denotatum of a pronoun must be an 
entity already present explicitly in the DR. Failure in this respect accounts 
for the fact that uttering the text in (34) does not sound very cooperative 
if it is acceptable at all. 
(34) a. A car stopped. 
b. He got out. 
It will furthermore be clear that pronouns are ambiguous in many 
situations, not one but various interpretations being possible. Nevertheless 
in many cases there is a strong preference for one of the possible 
interpretations. In order to express this ambiguity and the preferred 
interpretation the denotatum of an ambiguous pronoun within DRAFT is 
not a single address but an ordered list of candidate addresses. An 
example will help to illustrate this idea. As will be clear, the he in (35b) 
is ambiguous between John and Dan: 
(35) a. John hated Dan. 
b. He saw Lola crying. 
a". SA-INPUT: (hate John Dan) 
RESULT: (hate 1 2) 
b". SA-INPUT: (saw m-p (cry Lola)) 
AMBIGUOUS: (saw (1 2) (cry 3)) 
The result of applying the function DEN-М-Р to the LSA-
representation of the pronoun he is the ordered list (12) meaning that 
both the addresses 1 and 2 are possible candidates for DRAFT. In making 
1 the first element of this list DRAFT'S preference for address 1 is 
indicated although 2 also is a possible candidate. In (36) we indicate 
schematically how DRAFT builds its candidate list for a non-reflexive 
male pronoun. 
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(36) (ONLY-MALE 
(DELETE-CAREFULLY L4 (LI + L2 + L3))) 
ONLY-MALE and DELETE-CAREFULLY are DRAFT-functions that 
will be explained below; LI, L2, L3 and L4 are lists containing the 
elements indicated below: 
LI: The subject of the sentence in question if known 
($SUBJECT$). 
L2·. All addresses that have been referred to during the processing 
of the sentence in question (These addresses are stored in the 
sentence internal prominence list $PROM-LIST$. The 
counterpart of the sentence internal prominence list is the 
prominence list on DR level (#PROM-LIST#). 
L3: The addresses in the #PROM-LIST#. 
L4: The addresses (or address lists) that have already been 
referred to by an NP standing in the reflexive relation to the 
pronoun in question. 
Starting point for the ordered candidate list is the list LI + L2 + L3. 
LI + L2 contains those addresses that have been referred to during the 
processing of the sentence under scrutiny. The subject of the sentence (in 
list LI) is preferred. Addresses from the sentence external prominence list 
(L3) are also added to this list LI + L2. From the resulting list (LI + L2 
+ L3) those addresses are removed that are present in L4, with the help of 
the function DELETE-CAREFULLY. Finally the function ONLY-MALE 
is used to select the unique male addresses. 
The ordered candidate list built up according to (36) closely follows 
the theories and views current in psycholinguistics as presented in section 
III.5.3. There the claim was discussed "that anaphoric pronouns are 
normally used to refer back to individuals (in the philosophic sense) 
which have been mentioned relatively recently" [Sanford 1985a: 326]. As 
indicated above, starting point for the ordered candidate list is the list 
LI + L2 + L3. Both, LI and L2, contain addresses that have been 
referred to during the processing of the sentence under scrutiny. These 
addresses, of course, "have been mentioned relatively recently". 
An important element in an adequate description of the denotation 
resolution process of pronouns is the precise indication of when and on 
the basis of what evidence the reader disambiguates. In (36) all that is 
indicated is when disambiguation takes place on the basis of syntactic 
properties. The elimination of candidates from the candidate list, proposed 
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in (36), closely fits some of the results of Springston's research, as listed 
under (63) (page 67). This is especially true for (63b): "the reader 
searches for possible antecedents for non reflexive pronouns exhaustively, 
and he determines his choice by the process of elimination" and (63c): 
through the way list LI is built up "the reader examines them (i.e., the 
candidates [AW]) from the current clause backwards". There is, however, 
also a discrepancy between (36) and (63c): in the former a strong 
preference for the subject of the sentence under scrutiny is expressed 
whereas this preference is not mentioned by Springston. However, both 
Lakoff [1976: 291] and Purkiss (III.5.3) agree that in this context there is 
a special role for the subject of a sentence under scrutiny. 
As indicated above, in (36) all that is indicated is how 
disambiguation takes place on the basis of syntactic properties, not on 
semantic/pragmatic characteristics (in section IV.3.5 we will return to 
pragmatic factors that play a role in the disambiguation process). There is 
therefore not much point in comparing (36) and (63d): "The reader is able 
to eliminate candidate antecedents as impossible faster the more syntactic 
and semantic criteria he has for rejecting them." 
Normally the subject of a sentence will be processed first. In that 
case the lists LI and L2 are still empty. If this subject happens to be a 
pronoun, the preferred candidate will be the most prominent DR-address 
that agrees with the pronoun in question in gender (and number). Promi­
nence on the DR-level plays an important role in these cases. 
In order to illustrate (36) we will follow DRAFT in its making up 
of a candidate list for the pronoun him in sentence (37d) of the text 
below. So we are especially interested in the way DRAFT processes 
sentence (37d). Note that him in (37d) can be coreferential with the man 
in the same sentence, but also with a man in (37c). The interpretation of 
sentence (37d), in which him is interpreted as coreferentially with the man 
in the same sentence, seems to be preferred. The findings of DRAFT are 
in accordance with this preference. 
(37) a. There was a man and there was a woman. 
b. The woman loved the man who hated her. 
с There was another woman who loved a man. 
d. The woman who loved the man who hated her married 
him. 
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The DR after processing (37a), (37b) and (37c): 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (3 4 2 1) 
ADDRESS l:(man 1), (male 1), (hate 1 2), (love 2 1) 
ADDRESS 2: (woman 2), (female 2), (hate 1 2), 
(love 2 1) 
ADDRESS 3:(woman 3), (female 3), (love 3 4) 
ADDRESS 4:(man 4), (male 4), (love 3 4) 
d". SA-INPUT: (marry (x-o (woman x) 
(love χ (x-o (man x) 
m-p) 
(hate χ f-p)))) 
<1> II DEN-М-Р [REEL: (2), ... 
21 APPEND [(2), (2 1 3 4), (3 4 2 1)] 
21 APPEND = (2 2 1 3 4 3 4 2 1) 
21 ONLY-MALE [L: (2 2 1 3 4 3 4 2 1)] 
<5> 21 ONLY-MALE = (14) 
21 DELETE-CAREFULLY [DELS: (2), CAN: (1 4)] 
21 DELETE-CAREFULLY = (14) 
<8> II DEN-M-P = (14) 
AMBIGUOUS: (marry 2 (1 4)) 
UNAMBIG-R: (marry 2 1) 
In this example we see how DRAFT builds up the candidate list for 
the pronoun "m-p". In line <2> we see the that the following addresses 
are combined: 
LI 
L2 
L3 
the subject: address 2; 
the addresses in $PROM-LIST$: (2 1 3 4); 
the addresses in #PROM-LIST#: (3 4 2 1). 
From the resulting list all non-male addresses are removed. The result is 
shown in line <5>: the list (1 4). In line <6> we can witness the use of 
the function DELETE-CAREFULLY. This function removes those 
addresses from the list (14) that have already been referred to by means 
of an NP standing in the reflexive-relation to the pronoun in question. In 
this example the expressions (x-o (woman x) (love χ (x-o (man x) 
(hate χ f-p)))) and m-p are reflexive and the denotatum of the former 
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expression is address 2. So address 2 has to be removed "carefully" from 
the list (1 4); this will result in the unchanged list (1 4). In line <8> we 
see that the ultimate candidate list for the pronoun "m-p" is (1 4). 
As we have already seen, in line <6> the function DELETE-
CAREFULLY is used. The question now arises why this removal needs to 
proceed "carefully". Below we will present two examples; only in the 
second example will it become clear why the removal needs to be done 
carefully. 
(38) a. John hit Bill because John saw him. 
a". SA-INPUT: (because (hit John Bill) (saw John m-p)) 
<1> II DEN-М-Р [REFL: (1), ... 
21 DELETE-CAREFULLY [DELS: (1), CAN: (1 2)] 
21 DELETE-CAREFULLY = (2) 
<4> II DEN-M-P = 2 
RESULT: (because (hit 1 2) (saw 1 2)) 
When DRAFT is to process the pronoun "m-p" it will first of all put 
together a candidate list that will roughly consists of all addresses with 
the "male" property: in example (38) this is the list (1 2). From this list 
address 1 has to be removed since the expressions John and "m-p" are 
standing in a reflexive-relation and the denotatum of John is address 1. As 
we can see in line <3> DELETE-CAREFULLY thus results in the list (2). 
The question remains why this removal needs to be proceed carefully. 
Example (39) will help to make this clear. 
(39) a. John hit Bill because he saw him. 
a". SA-INPUT: (because (hit John Bill) (saw m-p m-p)) 
<1> II DEN-М-Р [REFL: NIL, ... 
21 DELETE-CAREFULLY [DELS: NIL, CAN: (1 2)] 
21 DELETE-CAREFULLY = (12) 
II DEN-M-P = (1 2) 
<5> II DEN-M-P [REFL: ((1 2)), ... 
21 DELETE-CAREFULLY [DELS: ((1 2)), CAN: (1 2)] 
21 DELETE-CAREFULLY = (21) 
<8> II DEN-M-P = (21) 
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AMBIGUOUS: (because (hit 1 2) (saw (1 2) (2 1))) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (hit 1 2) (saw 1 2)) 
DRAFT first of all processes the pronoun he: in line <4> we see that the 
result is the list (1 2). If we have a closer look at the way the second 
pronoun (him) is processed, we will see that DRAFT once again put 
together a candidate list (the list (1 2) in line <6>). Since the expressions 
he and him are standing in a reflexive relation the denotatum of the 
pronoun he needs to be removed from this list. However, the denotatum 
of he is not a single address, but the ordered list (12) that is to be 
interpreted as follows: address 1 is the most likely candidate for DRAFT, 
but address 2 is also a acceptable candidate. Since the denotatum of he is 
probably address 1, the Reflexivity Constraint as implicit expressed in 
clause L4 of (36) will make it very unlikely that the denotatum of him be 
address 1 too. The function DELETE-CAREFULLY can handle these 
probabilities: thus in line <7> we see that the result of removing 
"carefully" the list (1 2) from the list (1 2) is the list (2 1). 
Note that we have implemented implicitly a preference for an 
identical grammatical role. For example in (39) there is a preference for 
the interpretation as given below in which the subject of the subject 
clause is coreferential with the subject of the object clause and the object 
of the subject clause is coreferential with the object of the object clause. 
However, it is not always the case that there is a preference for an 
identical grammatical role. Depending on the verb in the subject clause 
the preference can change. For a psychological investigation of this 
subject see [Vonk, 1985]. The framework presented here lends itself 
naturally to an addition in this direction. 
We end our discussion of the function DEN-М-Р by mentioning the 
fact that a new address is introduced into the DR whenever the ordered 
candidate list is empty. If, for example, DRAFT is provided with the 
sentence He was ill without further context, a new address with the 
properties "male" and "ill" will be introduced into the DR on the basis of 
the processing of the pronoun He. 
The functions DEN-F-P and DEN-N-P are implemented in DRAFT 
in a way very similar to the function DEN-М-Р discussed above. 
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Г .3.2 The Function DEN-X-N (indefinite descriptions) 
In our exploratory survey of the denotation process we claimed that 
the use of an indefinite description will unconditionally imply the 
introduction of a new DR-address (III.l (8)). This claim can be found in 
our implementation of the function DEN-X-N. In (40) we present in broad 
outlines a procedural description of this function that will be elucidated by 
means of some examples. 
(40) Procedural description of the function DEN-X-N: 
a. First of all, check whether the denotatum of the indefinite 
description to be processed has been fixed before. If this 
is indeed the case, we are ready, if not we proceed as 
indicated in b. 
b. Introduce a new address, say address N, into the DR. 
с Add the information contained in the descriptive part of 
the indefinite description to the DR. If the lexical 
knowledge stored in DRAFT leaves no doubt about the 
gender of the address in question, add this information to 
the DR. 
d. Do the necessary tab-keeping. 
The steps in (40b) and (40c) closely resemble the description of the 
denotation process of indefinite descriptions given in section III.l, page 
27: (8). The steps in (40a) and (40d) demand some elucidation. It will be 
clear that indefinite descriptions can be part of a definite description as in 
(41a) where the indefinite description a woman who hated him being part 
of the definite description The man who loved a woman who hated him. 
(41) a. The man who loved a woman who hated him was very 
disappointed. 
When in IV.3.3 we will discuss the denotation function for definite 
descriptions (DEN-X-O). We will see that DRAFT checks for all 
addresses that are to be considered, which of them fits best the 
descriptional part of the definite description; in the case of (41a) e.g., an 
address η is looked for which the propositions (man x) and 
(love η (x-n (woman x) (hate χ m-p))) hold. Now suppose that the DR 
built up so far contains several men. In that case DRAFT will check first 
whether the most prominent man is standing in the "love-relation" with a 
woman who hated him. Since we are dealing here with a new entity about 
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whom the DR does not yet contain any information at all it is impossible 
that the address in question is standing in the "love-relation" to this newly 
introduced entity. Without entering, at this early stage, into the details of 
the implementation of the DEN-X-0 function, it is important to know that 
in principle the program searches for the address fitting best the 
descriptional part of the indefinite description. That is why DRAFT 
checks whether one of the other men in the DR fits the description better. 
However it must be prevented that in this process each time a new entity 
is introduced into the DR. This will be clear by looking at the SA-
expression (x-n (woman x) (hate χ m-p)): during the processing of 
sentence (41) the denotatum of this expression will be fixed to the same 
newly introduced woman. In other words, during processing of the 
sentence in question the denotatum of the SA-expression (x-n (woman x) 
(hate χ m-p)) is fixed at the newly introduced entity. Below we will see 
that the denotatum of a definite description is fixed also. This is why 
within DRAFT a coreferential interpretation of non-pronominal NPs that 
are exactly the same, is possible, whereas a coreferential interpretation of 
non-pronominal NPs that are not exactly alike, is not. We will return to 
this in our discussion of the DEN-X-0 function. 
In our procedural description of the DEN-X-N function in (40) we 
can see that first of all DRAFT needs to determine whether or not the 
expression to be processed has been processed before during the 
processing of the sentence in question. If this be the case, the address 
decided on earlier is chosen as its denotatum. In doing this, DRAFT 
makes use of the administrational data mentioned under (40d). 
It will be clear that DRAFT builds up a DR during the processing 
of the text. Apart from this data are stored in order to be able to apply 
the Vague-Specific Constraint as formulated in (19) and to put together 
the ordered candidate lists such as the one in (36). Below we will present 
a list of the tab-keeping variables and a short description of their role in 
DRAFT. 
(42) List of the tab-keeping variables in DRAFT: 
a. Variables on DR-level (recognizable from the number sign 
(#)): 
#PROM-LIST# 
This variable contains information about the prominence 
of the various addresses after the processing of the sen­
tence as a whole. For sentence internal prominence see 
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also the variable on sentence level $PROM-LIST$. Note 
that the variable #PROM-LIST# is part of the DR built up 
by DRAFT. 
b. Variables on Sentence level (recognizable from the dollar 
sign ($)): 
$PROM-LIST$ 
This variable contains information about the sentence 
internal prominence of the various addresses and thus 
constitutes the sentence internal counterpart of #PROM-
LIST# 
$FIXED-DEN-STACK$ 
This variable contains a list of pairs. The first element is 
the SA-expression whose denotatum has already been 
determined; the second element is the result of processing 
the first element. 
$SUBJECT$ 
This variable contains the address of the subject of the 
sentence in question if it is known. 
$EXPL-P2$ 
This variable contains a list of all the addresses that have 
been already referred to explicitly and vaguely during the 
processing of the sentence in question. 
$EXPL-P3$ 
This variable contains a list of all the addresses that have 
been referred to explicitly and specificly during the 
processing of the sentence in question. 
с Variables on NP-level (recognizable from the percentage 
sign (%)): 
%IMPL-P2% 
This variable contains a list of all the addresses that have 
been referred to implicitly and vaguely during the 
processing of the sentence in question. 
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%IMPL-P3% 
This variable contains a list of all the addresses that have 
been referred to implicitly and specificly during the 
processing of the sentence in question. 
It will be clear that the DR-variables are reset every time DRAFT is 
presented a new text (this is done by calling the function RESET-DR); 
sentential variables will be reset each time DRAFT encounters a new 
sentence by calling the function RESET-SENTENCE-HISTORY and the 
NP-variables are reset each time DRAFT starts to process the next explicit 
NP. 
In the present version of DRAFT there is no limit set to the amount 
of information that each of the variables mentioned above may contain. 
The variables on NP-level however - and in some cases this goes also for 
those on sentence-level - seem to be variables the human counterpart of 
which are to be located in the reader's "short term memory" or "working 
memory". Setting a limit to the amount of information each of these 
variables can contain or to the amount all of them together can contain, 
therefore seems plausible from a psychological point of view. For the 
moment however, we do not have at our disposal the experimental results 
that are necessary to implement a non-arbitrary maximum. And even then 
we would have to indicate precisely what we were to do in case we want 
to store new information when the maximum is reached: which 
information is transferred to "long term memory" and which information 
is definitely lost? 
IV.3.3 The Function DEN-X-0 (definite descriptions) 
In our exploratory survey of the denotation process of definite 
descriptions (section III.2) we have reached the conclusion that the 
interpretation of definite descriptions constitutes a dynamic process in 
which the reader has a large number of means at his disposal to interpret 
as a coherent whole, expressions that at first sight seem totally unrelated. 
Thus definite descriptions are used to refer not only to entities that are 
already present in the DR, but also to entities that are not present 
explicitly in the DR at a particular moment. If possible the reader will 
depend on his "world knowledge" to make the right inferences needed in 
order to interpret the text as a coherent whole. If the reader's world 
knowledge fails, he may increase it by adding information that fits the 
present context, is compatible with the rest of the reader's world 
knowledge and suffices to solve the denotation problem at hand. This 
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dynamic character of the denotation process is expressed in the revised 
version of the formal definition of the increment function ι (section ΠΙ.2, 
page 38: (23)). In this section we will amongst other things examine how 
this alleged dynamics is implemented in DRAFT. 
At the end of the preceding section (page 114) we noted that 
DRAFT, in its search for the denotatum of a definite description, checks 
which one of the addresses to be considered fits best the descriptive part 
of the definite description. Just as in the case of the denotation function 
for pronouns an ordered candidate list is used in putting together a list of 
addresses to be considered. It will be clear that the heuristic principles 
discussed earlier will put restrictions on the membership of this candidate 
list. In ordering the elements of the list the notion of prominence plays an 
important role. Below we indicate how exactly DRAFT arrives at such an 
ordered candidate list5. We will make use of the tab-keeping variables 
listed in (42) and of the function DELETE-CAREFULLY discussed 
earlier. 
(43) Building up of the ordered candidate list for definite 
descriptions: 
(DELETE-CAREFULLY (LI + L2 + L3 + L4 + L5) L6) 
LI - L6 are defined below: 
LI: The list containing the addresses (or lists of addresses) that 
have been referred to already by means of an NP standing in 
the reflexive-relation to the pronoun under scrutiny. 
L2: A list containing the (vague) subject - if known - of the 
sentence in question ($SUBJECT$). 
L3: The list containing the addresses that have been already 
referred to specificly during the processing of the S or NP in 
question (%IMPL-P3% + $EXPL-P3$). 
L4: The list of addresses that have been already referred to 
vaguely during the processing of the NP in question 
(%IMPL-P2%). 
5
 For the LISP-variety of (43) see the function STRONG-CAND-LIST in Appendix A. 
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L5: The list containing the list of addresses that are already 
involved explicitly and vaguely in the denotation process 
($EXPL-P2$). 
L6: The prominence list on DR-level (#PROM-LIST#). 
Starting point for the building up of the candidate list above is the 
prominence list on DR-level (L6); this list contains only addresses that 
have been introduced on the basis of the preceding sentences. That is to 
say that definite descriptions are generally interpreted coreferentially with 
expressions in preceding sentences. From this list those addresses which 
appear in one of the variables LI - L5 are removed "carefully" with the 
help of the function DELETE-CAREFULLY. The need to proceed 
"carefully" here, arises from the fact mentioned earlier that the list to be 
removed not only contains addresses, but possibly also ordered lists of 
candidate addresses. We have seen how DRAFT manipulates with due 
care these ordered lists of candidate addresses (originating from pronouns 
processed earlier). Note that the addresses (or lists of addresses) contained 
in $EXPL-P2$ (addresses that have already been referred to vaguely) are 
not removed from the candidate list, but are placed at the end of the 
ordered list (see also (43) under L5). It is just in this respect that 
DRAFT'S interpretation of sentence (27) discussed earlier, differs from 
Lakoff's. 
(27) a. John gives her pot to smoke, in his apartment, where 
Mary stays. 
Within DRAFT we have chosen an approach in which earlier explicit and 
vague denotation does not exclude absolutely later specific denotation: 
DRAFT considers these addresses extremely unfriendly candidates and it 
will only consider them if absolutely no other candidates are available. 
However the possibility of referring to the subject of a sentence vaguely 
first and specificly later is absolutely excluded in DRAFT too (see (43) 
under L2). 
In order to illustrate procedure (43) we will follow DRAFT in its 
building up of the candidate list for sentence (27) discussed earlier. 
DRAFT, as opposed to Lakoff, does not exclude absolutely the possibility 
of a coreferential interpretation of the underlined expressions. It depends 
on the preceding context whether or not DRAFT will reach the 
coreferential interpretation indicated in (27). 
Let us follow DRAFT in its processing of the texts in (44), (45) and 
(46). We will direct our attention especially at the way in which the 
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candidate list for the definite descriptions Mary and the girl6 are put 
together. In (44) DRAFT is presented with sentence (27) without further 
context; in (45) we force the coreferential interpretation indicated in (27) 
and in (46) we can witness how DRAFT circumvents the coreferential 
interpretation indicated in (27) given the appropriate context. 
(44) a. John gives her pot to smoke, in his apartment, where 
Mary stays. 
a". SA-INPUT: (in (give John (x-n (pot x)) f-p) 
(x-n (apartment-of χ m-p) 
(stay Mary x))) 
RESULT: (in (give 1 2 3) 4) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: ( 1 2 3 4 5) 
ADDRESS l:(John 1), (male 1), (apartment-of 4 1), 
(in (give 1 2 3) 4), (give 1 2 3) 
ADDRESS 2:(pot 2), (in (give 1 2 3) 4), (give 1 2 3) 
ADDRESS 3:(female 3), (in (give 1 2 3) 4), (give 1 2 3) 
ADDRESS 4:(apartment-of 4 1), (stay 5 4), 
(in (give 1 2 3) 4) 
ADDRESS 5:(Mary 5), (female 5), (stay 5 4) 
We can see that if we provide DRAFT with (27) in isolation, her and 
Mary are not interpreted coreferentially, the denotatum of her being 
address 3 and that of Mary being address 5. 
In the example text below the coreferential interpretation indicated 
in (27) is more or less forced by our choice of the preceding sentence. 
(45) a. There was a girl named Mary. 
a" DR: 
PROM-LIST: (1) 
ADDRESS l:(Mary 1), (female 1), (girl 1) 
b. John gives her pot to smoke, in his apartment, where the 
girl stays. 
b". SA-INPUT: (in (give John (x-n (pot x)) f-p) 
(x-n (apartment-of χ m-p) 
(stay (x-o (girl x)) x))) 
Within DRAFT proper names constitute a special kind of definite descriptions. 
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<1> II DEN-NP [EXP: John, ... 
Il DEN-NP = 2 
II DEN-NP [EXP: (x-n (pot x)), ... 
II DEN-NP = 3 
<5> II DEN-NP [EXP: f-p, ... 
II DEN-NP = 1 
II DEN-NP [EXP: (x-n (apartment-of χ m-p) 
(stay (x-o girl x)) x)), ... 
21 DEN-NP [EXP: m-p, ... 
21 DEN-NP = (2) 
<10> 21 DEN-NP [EXP: (x-o (girl x)), REEL: NIL, ... 
31 STRONG-CAND-LIST [REEL: NIL] 
41 APPEND [NIL, (2), NIL, (3 2), ((2)), ((!))] 
41 APPEND = (2 3 (2) (1)) 
41 DELETE-CAREFULLY 
[DELS:(2 3 (2) (1)), CAND: (1) 
<15> 41 DELETE-CAREFULLY = (1) 
31 STRONG-CAND-LIST = (1) 
21 DEN-NP = 1 
<18> II DEN-NP = 4 
RESULT: (in (give 2 3 1) 4) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (2 3 14) 
ADDRESS l:(Mary 1), (female 1), (girl 1), (stay 1 4), 
(in (give 2 3 1) 4), (give 2 3 1) 
ADDRESS 2: (John 2), (male 2), (apartment-of 4 2), 
(in (give 2 3 1) 4), (give 2 3 1) 
ADDRESS 3:(pot 3), (in (give 2 3 1) 4), (give 2 3 1) 
ADDRESS 4: (apartment-of 4 2), (stay 1 4), 
(in (give 2 3 1) 4) 
In (45) we see that DRAFT interprets the expressions her and the 
girl in sentence (45b) coreferentially the denotatum of both her and the 
girl being address 1. If however we take a closer look at the way the 
expression (x-o (girl x)) is interpreted by DRAFT (see the lines 
<10> - <16>), we can see that DRAFT begins by putting together an 
ordered candidate list, be it that address 1 is its only element. The 
predicate girl applies to this address and that is why the result of applying 
the function DEN-NP to (x-o (girl x)) yields address 1. 
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In example (46) we will investigate in some detail how the ordered 
candidate list for the expression (x-o (girl x)) is put together making it 
clear how DRAFT tries to avoid the coreferential interpretation indicated 
in (27). 
(46) a. There were two girls, Mary and Lola. 
a". SA-INPUT: (and (girl Mary) (girl Lola)) 
RESULT: (and (girl 1) (girl 2)) 
b. Mary was very afraid. 
b". SA-INPUT: (very-afraid Mary) 
RESULT: (very-afraid 1) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (1 2) 
ADDRESS 1: (Mary 1), (female 1), (girl 1), 
(very-afraid 1) 
ADDRESS 2: (Lola 2), (female 2), (girl 2) 
с John gives her pot to smoke, in his apartment, where the 
girl stays. 
c". SA-INPUT: (in (give John (x-n (pot x)) f-p) 
(x-n (apartment-of χ m-p) 
(stay (x-o (girl x)) x))) 
<1> 11 DEN-NP [EXP: John, ... 
II DEN-NP = 3 
II DEN-NP [EXP: (x-n (pot x)), .... 
II DEN-NP = 4 
<5> II DEN-NP [EXP: f-p, ... 
II DEN-NP = (1 2) 
II DEN-NP 
[EXP: (x-n (apartment-of χ m-p) (stay (x-o (girl x)) x)), ... 
21 DEN-NP [EXP: m-p, ... 
21 DEN-NP = (3) 
<10> 21 DEN-NP [EXP: (x-o (girl x)), REEL: NIL, ... 
31 STRONG-CAND-LIST [REFL: NIL] 
41 APPEND [NIL, (3), NIL, (4 3), (3), ((1 2))] 
41 APPEND = (3 4 (3) (1 2)) 
41 DELETE-CAREFULLY 
[DELS: (3 4 (3) (1 2)), CAND: (1 2)] 
<15> 41 DELETE-CAREFULLY = (2 1) 
31 STRONG-CAND-LIST = (21) 
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<18> 
21 DEN-NP = 2 
II DEN-NP = 5 
AMBIGUOUS: 
UNAMBIG-R: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
ADDRESS 3: 
ADDRESS 4: 
ADDRESS 5: 
(in (give 3 4 (1 2)) 5) 
(in (give 3 4 1) 5) 
( 3 4 1 5 2 ) 
(Mary 1), (female 1), (girl 1), 
(very-afraid 1), (in (give 3 4 1) 5), 
(give 3 4 1) 
(Lola 2), (female 2), (girl 2), (stay 2 5) 
(John 3), (male 3), (apartment-of 5 3), 
(in (give 3 4 1) 5), (give 3 4 1) 
(pot 4), (in (give 3 4 1) 5), (give 3 4 1) 
(apartment-of 5 3), (stay 2 5), 
(in (give 3 4 1) 5) 
As we can see, the denotatum of the expression (x-o (girl x)) is 
address 2, not address 1, notwithstanding the fact that address 1 is more 
prominent than address 2, and that, moreover, the predicate girl applies to 
both addresses. DRAFT reaches this result on the basis of the fact that in 
the ordered candidate list for the expression (x-o (girl x)) address 2 
precedes address 1 (cf. line <16>). Below we will indicate precisely, 
making use of (43), how the ordered candidate list for the expression 
(x-o (girl x)) is put together. 
(43) (DELETE-CAREFULLY (LI + L2 + L3 + L4 + L5) L6) 
In line <12> we see that for example (46) the following holds: 
LI 
L2 
L3 
L4 
L5 
REFL = NIL; 
$SUBJECT$ = (3); 
%IMPL-P3% + $EXPL-P3$ = NIL + (4 3) = (4 3); 
%IMPL-P2% = (3); 
$EXPL-P2$ = ((1 2)); 
L6: #PROM-LIST# = (1 2). 
In line <14> we can see that the elements that appear in the lists LI - L5, 
i.e., the elements in the list (3 4 (3) (1 2)), are removed "carefully" from 
the list (12) by means of the function DELETE-CAREFULLY. The 
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addresses 3 and 4 are of lesser importance here since they do not appear 
in the list (1 2); our main interest lies in the removal of the ordered 
address list (1 2) originating from LI + L2 + L3 + L4 + L5 (the list 
containing the list of addresses that are already involved explicitly and 
vaguely in the denotation process). Above we have seen that the result of 
applying the function DELETE-CAREFULLY to the arguments (1 2) and 
(1 2) yields the list (2 1). This list contains the very same addresses but is 
ordered differently, address 2 preceding address 1, thus indicating that 
address 2 is the preferred candidate for the denotatum of the expression 
(x-o (girl x)). It is exactly for this reason that DRAFT does not interpret 
the expressions her and the girl in sentence (46c) coreferentially. 
We have now been presenting some examples illustrating (43), 
showing in detail how the ordered list of candidate addresses for definite 
descriptions is built up and how it functions. We have seen that the DEN-
X-O function uses this list as a starting point for its search after the 
denotatum of definite descriptions: we may state roughly that DRAFT 
picks out the first (most prominent) address that also fits best the 
descriptive part of the definite description. However, we shall have to 
indicate more precisely how this search proceeds. It is possible, for 
example, that none of the candidate addresses fits (completely) the 
description given. In the global outline of the working of the function 
DEN-X-O we will see how DRAFT in a situation like this, tries as yet to 
reach an adequate solution. The procedure followed by DRAFT in such a 
case closely follows the description of the denotation resolution process 
for definite descriptions presented in our survey (III.2 (23)). To avoid any 
misunderstandings the terminological remarks (47) to (51) are in order. 
A closer look at the rewriting rules for LS A (see page 86: (1)) will 
quickly reveal that the SA-representations of a definite description (dd) 
will always be of the following form: 
(47) (x-o Sx, Sx2 ... Sxn) with η >= 1 
This can be illustrated by means of the following definite descriptions and 
corresponding SA-representations: 
(48) "the woman who loved him" 
(x-o (woman x) (love χ m-p)) 
(49) "the woman who loved the man who hated her" 
(x-o (woman x) (love χ (x-o (man x) (hate χ f-p))) 
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In both examples η equals 2. Both in (48) and (49) Sx, is 
(woman x), in (48) Sx2 is (love χ m-p) and in (49) Sx2 is (love χ (x-o 
(man x) (hate χ f-p))). 
We will now be able to indicate more precisely to what degree a 
definite description and a DR-address match given the following definition 
of dd-length: 
(50) Definition of dd-length: 
The dd-length of the SA-representation of a definite 
description (dd) equals the number of Sx-terms (see (47)). 
As the reader may easily verify the dd-length of the SA-representations of 
the definite descriptions (48) and (49) is 2. 
(51) Definition of the notion mismatch: 
The mismatch between the SA-representation of a definite 
description (dd) and a DR-address η equals the number of 
non-matching Sx-expressions in dd. 
It is clear that the minimal mismatch of a dd with dd-length к is 0 (in 
that case the DR-address and the dd will match completely) and that the 
maximal mismatch is к (in that case no Sx-term in the dd will match). 
Two examples will illustrate this. As a starting point we will use the 
following DR: 
(52) DR: 
PROM-LIST: (3 1 2) 
ADDRESS l:(man 1), (male 1), (love 1 3) 
ADDRESS 2: (woman 2), (female 2), (hate 2 3) 
ADDRESS 3: (woman 3), (female 3), (hate 2 3), (love 1 3) 
The mismatch between address 1 in the DR in (52) and the SA-
representation of the definite description (x-o (woman x) (hate χ f-p)) 
equals 2, for address 1 is not a woman and does not hate anybody. 
The mismatch between address 2 and the dd of the preceding 
example equals 0. It is evident that address 2 satisfies (woman 2). As far 
as the second clause is concerned, things are a bit more complicated. We 
have to determine whether address 2 satisfies (hate 2 f-p). In order to be 
able to make a decision we must fist determine the denotatum of the 
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pronoun f-p. In these circumstances, we can easily determine this to be 
address 3 and therefore address 2 satisfies (hate 2 3). This implies that 
address 2 matches both propositions and therefore the mismatch between 
address 2 and the expression (x-o (woman x) (hate 2 f-p)) equals 0. 
Finally, the mismatch between address 3 and (x-o (woman x) 
(hate χ f-p)) equals 1 since address 3 satisfies (woman 3) but address 3 
does not hate anybody, it is only hated by address 2. 
With the terminology introduced above, we are now able to present 
the global outline of the function DEN-X-0 announced before. 
(53) Global description of the function DEN-X-O: 
Let dd be the SA-representation of a definite description with 
dd = (x-o Sx, Sx2 ... SxJ. 
DEN(dd) is the denotatum of dd. 
In order to determine DEN(dd) the function DEN-X-0 will 
proceed along the following lines. 
(i) It first determines the ordered candidate list (CAND-L) 
for du. by taking the steps indicated in (43). 
(ii) It then searches CAND-L for the first address that 
fully matches (mismatch = 0). In this process world 
knowledge and referential bridging are used if 
necessary. If no address is found with mismatch = 0, 
then the whole candidate list is searched for the most 
prominent address with minimal mismatch. 
(a) If an address is found that fully matches then: 
- DEN(dd) is this address; 
- the DR is updated with the inferred 
information if world knowledge has been 
used; 
- DRAFT'S tab-keeping is updated; 
- READY. 
(b) If there is an address with mismatch = 1 and 
dd-length > 1 then: 
- DEN(dd) is this address; 
- the DR is updated with the information that 
caused the mismatch; 
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- the DR is updated with the inferred 
information if an appeal to world knowledge 
has been made; 
- DRAFT'S tab-keeping is updated; 
- READY. 
(c) If dd is a proper name and apparently no 
denotatum for this expression is available in the 
DR then: 
- a new address is introduced; 
- DEN(dd) is this new address; 
- DRAFT'S tab-keeping is updated; 
- READY. 
(d) In all other cases the function proceeds as 
indicated in (iii). 
For all addresses not contained in the candidate list 
mentioned in (i) the function will determine whether 
or not any of these addresses implies an entity for 
which either (mismatch = 0) or (mismatch = 1 and dd-
length > 1) holds. 
(a) If an address is found with (mismatch = 0) or 
(mismatch = 1 and η > 1) then the function 
proceeds as described under (ii.a). 
(b) In all other cases the function proceeds as 
indicated in (iv). 
If steps (i) through (iii) do not result in a denotatum 
for the definite description, the function DEN-X-0 will 
have another try; normally it will guess at a fitting 
relation, one that is not included in the world 
knowledge database, between dd and a prominent 
address in the DR, say k. This guess is then displayed 
at the screen and DRAFT asks for confirmation. 
(a) If the guess is confirmed then DRAFT will 
proceed as indicated in step (v). 
(b) In all other cases, DRAFT will proceed as 
indicated in (vi). 
DRAFT will ask whether the information that was 
guessed at is part of universal knowledge. 
(a) If this is confirmed, then: 
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- DRAFT'S "world knowledge database" is 
updated; 
- DRAFT will proceed now as indicated in 
(i); 
(b) If this question is not confirmed, i.e., if the 
guess made in (iv) is concerned with specific 
knowledge, then: 
- DEN(dd) is the address к mentioned in (iv); 
- the DR is updated with the new knowledge; 
- DRAFT'S tab-keeping is updated; note that 
the function reaches this point only in the 
case of anaphorical definite descriptions; 
- READY. 
(vi) DRAFT will now ask whether a new address is to be 
introduced as the denotatum of the dd in question. 
(a) If the answer to this question is positive, then: 
- DEN-X-N(dd) is used; 
- READY. 
(b) If the answer is negative then: 
- DRAFT asks to provide the denotatum of 
the йй in question; 
- DEN(dd) is the address provided; 
- the DR is updated; 
- DRAFT'S tab-keeping is updated; 
- READY. 
As noted before, the global description of the function DEN-X-0 
closely follows the description of the denotation process of definite 
descriptions presented in section III.2, page 38: (23). Within the function 
DEN-X-O, too, various attempts are made to solve the denotation puzzle. 
In the process DRAFT uses the heuristic principles discussed earlier, the 
notion of prominence and the information stored in the world knowledge 
database. Below we will shortly explain the various steps in the algorithm 
and provide some illustrative examples if necessary. 
Ad (i): 
We refer to (43) for a detailed account of the way in which the 
ordered candidate list for definite descriptions is put together. 
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Ad fii): 
This step of the global description of the function DEN-X-O is best 
explained by inspection of an example session with DRAFT. We will 
follow DRAFT in its processing of the SA-representations of DEM02 
(appendix C). Our main interest is in the function FIND-BEST-
ADDRESS-AND-MISM which takes an SA-expression plus an ordered 
candidate list and determines which candidate address best fits the 
properties mentioned in the dd· 
(54) a. There was a man and there was a woman. 
b. The woman loved the man who hated her. 
с There was another woman who loved a man. 
d. The woman who loved the man who hated her married 
him. 
a. There was a man and there was a woman. 
a". SA-INPUT: (and (be-there (x-n (man x))) 
(be-there (x-n (woman x)))) 
RESULT: (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (1 2) 
ADDRESS l:(man 1), (male 1) 
ADDRESS 2: (woman 2), (female 2) 
b. The woman loved the man who hated her. 
b". SA-INPUT: (love (x-o (woman x)) 
(x-o (man x) (hate χ f-p))) 
<1> Il DEN-X-0 [SX*: ((woman x)), ...] 
21 FIND-BEST-ADDRESS-AND-MISM 
[SX*: ((woman x)), CAND-L: (1 2), ... 
21 FIND-BEST-ADDRESS-AND-MISM = (2 0) 
II DEN-X-0 = 2 
<5> Il DEN-X-0 [SX*: ((man x) (hate χ f-p)), ... 
21 FIND-BEST-ADDRESS-AND-MISM 
[SX*:((man x) (hate χ f-p)), CAND-L: (1),. 
21 FIND-BEST-ADDRESS-AND-MISM = (11) 
<8> II DEN-X-0 = 1 
RESULT: (love 2 1) 
DR: 
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PROM-LIST: (2 1) 
ADDRESS l:(man 1), (male 1), (hate 1 2), (love 2 1) 
ADDRESS 2: (woman 2), (female 2), (hate 1 2), 
(love 2 1) 
c. There was another woman who loved a man. 
c". SA-INPUT: (be-there (x-n (woman x) 
(love χ (x-n (man x))))) 
RESULT: (be-there 3) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (3 4 2 1) 
ADDRESS l:(man 1), (male 1), (hate 1 2), (love 2 1) 
ADDRESS 2:(woman 2), (female 2), (hate 1 2), 
(love 2 1) 
ADDRESS 3:(woman 3), (female 3), (love 3 4) 
ADDRESS 4:(man 4), (male 4), (love 3 4) 
d. The woman who loved the man who hated her married 
him. 
d". SA-INPUT: (marry (x-o (woman x) 
(love χ (x-o (man x) 
(hate χ f-p)))) 
m-p) 
II DEN-X-0 [SX*: ((woman x) (love χ (x-o (man x) ... 
<10> 21 HND-BEST-ADDRESS-AND-MISM [SX*: ((woman x) 
(love χ (x-o (man x) ..., CAND-L: (3 4 2 1), ... 
31 DEN-X-0 [SX*: ((man x) (hate χ f-p)), ... 
41 HND-BEST-ADDRESS-AND-MISM 
[SX*: ((man x) (hate χ f-p)), CAND-L: (3 4 1), ... 
41 HND-BEST-ADDRESS-AND-MISM = (10) 
31 DEN-X-0 = 1 
<15> 21 HND-BEST-ADDRESS-AND-MISM = (2 0) 
II DEN-X-0 = 2 
AMBIGUOUS: (marry 2 (1 4)) 
UNAMBIG-R: (marry 2 1) 
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DR: 
PROM-LIST: (2 13 4) 
ADDRESS 1: (man 1), (male 1), (hate 1 2), (love 2 1), 
(marry 2 1) 
ADDRESS 2: (woman 2), (female 2), (hate 1 2), 
(love 2 1), (marry 2 1) 
ADDRESS 3: (woman 3), (female 3), (love 3 4) 
ADDRESS 4: (man 4), (male 4), (love 3 4) 
We will concentrate first on the lines <1> - <8> where we can 
follow DRAFT in its processing of the SA-representation of NPs in 
sentence (54b) The woman loved the man who hated her. In line <1> we 
see that first the function DEN-X-0 is applied to the expression ((woman 
x)), that is, DRAFT tries to determine the denotatum of the woman. In 
this process the function FIND-BEST-ADDRESS-AND-MISM is used; on 
the basis of an ordered candidate list (CAND-L = (1 2)) this function 
attempts to determine which candidate from this list is to be preferred as 
the denotatum of the expression in question. In line <3> we see that the 
result is the list (2 0) which is to be interpreted as follows: the best 
candidate is address 2 and the degree of mismatch is 0. The procedure 
described here corresponds exactly with clause (53.iii.a) in the description 
of DEN-X-O presented above. 
In the lines <5> - <8> we see that the function DEN-X-O is now 
being applied to the SA-representation of the definite description the man 
who hated her. Line <7> shows that address 1 fits this description best 
although not perfectly: the degree of mismatch equals 1. The reason for 
this will be clear: address 1 is indeed a man, but the DR contains no 
indication that address 1 does hate somebody. In line <8> we see that 
DRAFT, following clause (53.iii.b), decides the denotatum of the definite 
description the man who hated her to be address 1, the degree of 
mismatch being 1 and the dd-length being greater than 1. The new 
information contained in the non-restrictive relative clause of the 
expression the man who hated her is added to the DR (see also III.2, page 
39: (23g)). 
In the lines <9> - <16> we can witness a recursive use of the 
function DEN-X-O. 
Text (55) already used in Chapter II offers an example in which use 
has been made of the information, stored in the world knowledge 
database, that cars have a driver, and of the information stored in the 
lexical knowledge database that drivers can be male or female. With the 
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help of this knowledge, DRAFT can process the definite description The 
driver in (55b) and the pronoun He in (55c) without any problem. 
(55) a. A car stopped. 
b. The driver got out. 
c. He had been drinking too much. 
a. A car stopped. 
a". INPUT: (stopped (x-n (car x))) 
RESULT: (stopped 1) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (1) 
ADDRESS l:(car 1), (stopped 1) 
b. The driver got out. 
b". INPUT: (got-out (x-o (driver x))) 
RESULT: (got-out 2) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (2 1) 
ADDRESS l:(car 1), (stopped 1), (IMP 1 2) 
ADDRESS 2: (driver 2), (IMP 1 2), (got-out 2) 
c. He had been drinking too much. 
c". INPUT: (too-much (drinking m-p)) 
RESULT: (too-much (drinking 2)) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (2 1) 
ADDRESS l:(car 1), (stopped 1), (IMP 1 2) 
ADDRESS 2:(driver 2), (IMP 1 2), (got-out 2), (male 2), 
(too-much (drinking 2)), (drinking 2) 
Note that the information (male 2) is only added to the DR after the 
processing of (55c). For drivers can be male or female and only after 
processing (55c) is it clear that the driver in this context is a man (see 
also page 114: (40c)). If in (55) we substitute (55c) by She had been 
drinking too much, DRAFT will process this sentence successfully too: 
during the processing of this sentence will it become clear that the driver 
is a woman. We see that referential some bridging can play a role during 
the processing of pronouns. 
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Ad fui): 
Obviously, especially the prominent addresses are to be taken as 
possible catalysts for referential bridging. None of the addresses is 
excluded here on the basis of the Vague-Specific Constraint. Therefore it 
is necessary also for the addresses not included in the ordered candidate 
list, to determine whether they might imply a new entity that could act as 
the denotatum for the dd in question. For the remainder, the procedure is 
analogous to the one in (ii). 
Ad (iw) - (vi): 
If steps (i) - (iii) do not result in a denotatum for the definite 
description, DRAFT will still attempt to determine its denotatum. In some 
cases the result of the function FIND-BEST-ADDRESS-AND-MISM is a 
partly matching address, but by virtue of (ii) the address found in these 
cases is not automatically considered to be the dd's denotatum: DRAFT 
will ask whether this partly matching address really is the denotatum of 
the dd in question. 
In many cases however, DRAFT will try to determine the dd's 
denotatum by making an educated guess (on the basis of the prominence 
of the various addresses and making use of the heuristic principles (5) and 
(19)) at some relation or other between the dd in question and some 
prominent address in the DR that is not yet included in DRAFT'S world 
knowledge database. DRAFT, as opposed to experienced human readers, 
cannot rely on practical knowledge to improve its guess, nor can it 
determine whether the information with which the denotation puzzle can 
be solved, is correct and/or of a universal nature. In humans, the question 
whether the information guessed at fits in consistently with knowledge 
already present, seems to be important. However, DRAFT can make a 
reasonable guess at the missing knowledge on the basis of formal 
properties, but it will always ask for confirmation of its guesses and, if 
they are confirmed, it will ask whether the information presented is of a 
universal or specific nature. If DRAFT'S hypothesis is confirmed and said 
to be of a specific character, the new information is added to the DR; if it 
is confirmed and said to be of a universal nature, it is added to DRAFT'S 
world knowledge database. After this, DRAFT will attempt once again to 
process the dd in question. 
If no more sensible guesses can be made, DRAFT will ask whether 
a new address is to be introduced as the denotatum of the expression in 
question. If the answer is negative, DRAFT will ask for the denotatum of 
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the expression in question. The following examples will illustrate these 
statements. 
(56) a. A car stopped. 
b. The driver got out. 
c. He looked at the induction coil. 
a. A car stopped. 
a". SA-INPUT: (stop (x-n (car x))) 
RESULT: (stop 1) 
b. The driver got out. 
b". SA-INPUT: (got-out (x-o (driver x))) 
RESULT: (got-out 2) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (2 1) 
ADDRESS l:(car 1), (stop 1), (IMP 1 2) 
ADDRESS 2: (driver 2), (IMP 1 2), (got-out 2) 
c. He looked at the induction coil. 
c". SA-INPUT: (look-at m-p (x-o (induction-coil x))) 
I can't find the address of the following expression: 
(x-o (induction-coil x)) 
car ISA induction-coil (Υ/Ν) N 
car IMP induction-coil (Υ/Ν) Y 
Update the universal knowledge database? (Υ/Ν) Y 
RESULT: (look-at 2 3) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (2 3 1) 
ADDRESS l:(car 1), (stop 1), (IMP 1 2), (IMP 1 3) 
ADDRESS 2: (driver 2), (IMP 1 2), (got-out 2), (male 2), 
(look-at 2 3) 
ADDRESS 3: (induction-coil 3), (IMP 1 3), (took-at 2 3) 
In the preceding example DRAFT guesses, on the basis of 
prominence and of the Vague-Specific Constraint, that the car and the 
induction-coil are related to each other. Interactively DRAFT is told that 
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the hypothesis "car IMP induction-coil" is correct and that the hypothesis 
is of a universal nature, that is cars generally do have an induction coil. 
The new information is added to DRAFT'S world knowledge database 
after which the expression (x-o (induction-coil x)) is processed once again, 
this time successfully. 
Obviously DRAFT'S world knowledge database is enriched with the 
information "car IMP induction-coil" after the processing of the text in 
(56). If we are to stop a session with DRAFT, we are asked whether we 
want this enriched database to be saved for use in following sessions. 
Below we present some examples that will make it clear that 
DRAFT'S guesses are mainly guided by prominence and by the Vague-
Specific Constraint. In example (57) we presuppose that DRAFT does not 
have at its disposal of the world knowledge that a donkey is an animal. In 
(58) the definite description the sloven is used anaphorically. Furthermore 
DRAFT appears to be troubled by the use of the definite description the 
train.7 
(57) a. John always hits his donkey. 
b. The animal is very lazy. 
a. John always hits his donkey. 
a". SA-INPUT: (hit John (x-n (donkey x) (owner χ m-p))) 
RESULT: (hit 1 2) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (1 2) 
ADDRESS l:(John 1), (male 1), (owner 2 1), (hit 1 2) 
ADDRESS 2:(donkey 2), (owner 2 1), (hit 1 2) 
b. The animal is very lazy. 
b". SA-INPUT: (lazy (x-o (animal x))) 
I can't find the address of the following expression: 
(x-o (animal x)) 
John ISA animal (Υ/Ν) N 
John IMP animal (Υ/Ν) N 
As noted before, there are a great many entities that can always be referred to by means of a 
definite description (the air, the street, etc.). In DRAFT there is no database containing this 
kind of entities. 
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donkey ISA animal (Υ/Ν) Y 
Update the universal knowledge database? (Υ/Ν) Y 
RESULT: (lazy 2) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (2 1) 
ADDRESS l:(John 1), (male 1), (owner 2 1), (hit 1 2) 
ADDRESS 2: (donkey 2), (owner 2 1), (hit 1 2), 
(animal 2), (lazy 2) 
a. John lost his wallet yesterday. 
b. The sloven left it in the train. 
a. John lost his wallet yesterday. 
a". SA-INPUT: (lost John (x-n (wallet x) (owner χ m-p))) 
RESULT: (lost 1 2) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (1 2) 
ADDRESS l:(John 1), (male 1), (owner 2 1), (lost 1 2) 
ADDRESS 2: (wallet 2), (owner 2 1), Oost 1 2) 
b. The sloven left it in the train. 
b". SA-INPUT: (in (left (x-o (sloven x)) η-p) (x-o (train x))) 
I can't find the address of the following expression: 
(x-o (sloven x)) 
John ISA sloven (Υ/Ν) Y 
Update the universal knowledge database? (Υ/Ν) N 
Definite description act as a kind of pronoun! 
I can't find the address of the following expression: 
(x-o (train x)) 
John ISA train (Υ/Ν) N 
John IMP train (Υ/Ν) N 
wallet ISA train (Υ/Ν) N 
wallet IMP train (Υ/Ν) N 
Do you wish to introduce a new ADDR for it? (Υ/Ν) Y 
RESULT: (in (left 1 2) 3) 
DR: 
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PROM-LIST: ( 1 3 2) 
ADDRESS l:(John 1), (male 1), (owner 2 1), (lost 1 2), 
(sloven 1), (in (left 1 2) 3), (left 1 2) 
ADDRESS 2: (wallet 2), (owner 2 1), (lost 1 2), (left 1 2) 
ADDRESS 3: (train 3), (in (left 1 2) 3) 
IV.3.4 The Function DEN-PROPER-NAME (proper names) 
The implementation of the denotation resolution process for proper 
names closely follows the characterization of this process presented in 
section III.4, page 48: (34). There we noted that the denotation process of 
proper names resembles very much that for definite descriptions except for 
one important difference: if on the basis of the DR built up so far no 
adequate denotatum is found for a particular proper name, say John, the 
reader will not bother to find a fitting implicit referent. Instead a new 
address will be introduced into the DR. For the sake of completeness, we 
present an outline of the function DEN-PROPER-NAME in (61). 
(61) Global outline of the function DEN-PROPER-NAME: 
Suppose we want to apply the function DEN-PROPER-
NAME to the proper name John. 
First apply clauses (53.І) and (53.ii) of the outline of 
DEN-X-O to the expression (John x). If a denotatum is found 
in this way, then that is to be the denotatum of the proper 
name in question. If (53.i) and (53.ii) do not yield a 
denotatum, we do not continue our search by applying the 
clauses (53.iii) - (53.vi), but we introduce a new address by 
applying the function DEN-X-N to (John x). 
As for the use of proper names within DRAFT it must be noted that 
information as regards their gender is stored in DRAFT'S lexical database. 
Whenever a new address is introduced into the DR on the basis of a 
proper name, it is immediately provided with information as to its gender 
(male, female, neuter). If a proper name is used that is not already stored 
in the lexical database, DRAFT will ask for the missing information. 
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Г .3.5 Prominence and Disambiguation within DRAFT 
In this section we first want to indicate how the notion of 
prominence is implemented in DRAFT and secondly we want to discuss 
the way ambiguous sentences are disambiguated. 
It will be abundantly clear that something like focus or topic (e.g., 
Grosz [1977], Sidner [1979], Carter [1985], Pause [1986] and Van 
Kuppevelt [1990]) plays an important role in the denotation resolution 
process. In DRAFT the notion of prominence is used for this. Addresses 
can become more or less prominent during the processing of certain parts 
of text. Prominent addresses are more likely to be considered in the 
denotation resolution process, than less prominent addresses. During the 
processing of a text, the prominence of the various addresses changes 
continually. 
We have seen that within DRAFT a distinction is made between 
prominence on DR-level on the one hand and sentence-internal 
prominence on the other. For prominence on DR-level the variable 
#PROM-LIST# is used. The value of this variable is an ordered list of 
addresses, the first address being the most prominent, the last one the 
least. Whenever DRAFT starts processing a new text, the #PROM-LIST# 
is empty; each time a particular sentence has been processed, the 
prominence on DR-level is adjusted by a call to the function UPDATE-
PROM-LIST: 
(62) (DEFUN UPDATE-PROM-LIST (EXPR) 
(SETQ #PROM-LIST# 
(UNIQUE (APPEND (ISOLATE-ADDRESSES EXPR) 
$PROM-LIST$ 
#PROM-LIST#)] 
UPDATE-PROM-LIST uses the function ISOLATE-ADDRESSES 
that takes as its input the result of the evaluation of the sentence in 
question (in (62)) this is the variable EXPR). The value that ISOLATE-
ADDRESSES returns is an ordered list containing only the addresses (and 
not the predicates) in the input expression. To give an example: the result 
of (ISOLATE-ADDRESSES (know 1 (hit 2 5)) is the list (1 2 5). So the 
subject-address is always the first address in the resulting list. Now the 
value of the function UPDATE-PROM-LIST is computed from the list of 
addresses that the function ISOLATE-ADDRESSES returns, the addresses 
in the (sentence-internal) $PROM-LIST$ and the addresses in the old 
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#PROM-LIST#. By means of the function UNIQUE the least prominent 
addresses that appear more than once are removed from the list. 
To illustrate this, let us follow DRAFT as it is updating the 
#PROM-LIST# on DR-level during the processing of the text in (63) 
referred to before. 
(63) a. There was a man and there was a woman. 
b. The woman loved the man, who hated her. 
с There was another woman who loved a man. 
d. The woman who loved the man who hated her married 
him. 
a. There was a man and there was a woman. 
a". SA-INPUT: (and (be-there (x-n (man x))) 
(be-there (x-n (woman x)))) 
RESULT: (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) 
<1> II UPDATE-PROM-LIST 
[EXPR: (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2))] 
21 ISOLATE-ADDRESSES 
[PROP: (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2))] 
21 ISOLATE-ADDRESSES = (1 2) 
21 APPEND [(1 2), (2 1), NIL] 
<5> 21 APPEND = ( 1 2 2 1 ) 
21 UNIQUE [L: ( 1 2 2 1)] 
21 UNIQUE = (12) 
II UPDATE-PROM-LIST = (12) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (1 2) 
ADDRESS l:(man 1), (male 1) 
ADDRESS 2: (woman 2), (female 2) 
b. The woman loved the man, who hated her. 
b". SA-INPUT: (love (x-o (woman x)) 
(x-o (man x) (hate χ f-p))) 
RESULT: (love 2 1) 
II UPDATE-PROM-LIST [EXPR: (love 2 1)] 
<10> 21 ISOLATE-ADDRESSES [PROP: (love 2 1)] 
21 ISOLATE-ADDRESSES = (2 1) 
21 APPEND [(2 1), (1 2), (1 2)] 
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21 APPEND = ( 2 1 1 2 1 2 ) 
21 UNIQUE [L: (2 1 1 2 1 2)] 
<15> 21 UNIQUE = (2 1) 
II UPDATE-PROM-LIST = (21) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (2 1) 
ADDRESS l:(man 1), (male 1), (hate 1 2), (love 2 1) 
ADDRESS 2:(woman 2), (female 2), (hate 1 2), 
(love 2 1) 
с There was another woman who loved a man. 
c". SA-INPUT: (be-there (x-n (woman x) 
(love χ (x-n (man x))))) 
RESULT: (be-there 3) 
II UPDATE-PROM-LIST [EXPR: (be-there 3)] 
21 ISOLATE-ADDRESSES [PROP: (be-there 3)] 
21 ISOLATE-ADDRESSES = (3) 
<20> 21 APPEND [(3), (3 4), (2 1)] 
21 APPEND = ( 3 3 4 2 1 ) 
21 UNIQUE [L: ( 3 3 4 2 1)] 
21 UNIQUE = ( 3 4 2 1 ) 
II UPDATE-PROM-LIST = ( 3 4 2 1 ) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (3 4 2 1) 
ADDRESS 1: (man 1), (male 1), (hate 1 2), (love 2 1) 
ADDRESS 2: (woman 2), (female 2), (hate 1 2), 
(love 2 1) 
ADDRESS 3: (woman 3), (female 3), (love 3 4) 
ADDRESS 4: (man 4), (male 4), (love 3 4) 
d. The woman who loved the man who hated her married 
him. 
d". SA-INPUT: (marry (x-o (woman x) 
(love χ (x-o (man x) 
(hate χ f-p)))) 
m-p) 
AMBIGUOUS: (marry 2 (1 4)) 
UNAMBIG-R: (marry 2 1) 
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UPDATE-PROM-LIST [EXPR: (marry 2 1)] 
ISOLATE-ADDRESSES [PROP: (marry 2 1)] 
ISOLATE-ADDRESSES = (21) 
APPEND [(2 1), (2 1 3), (3 4 2 1)] 
APPEND = ( 2 1 2 1 3 3 4 2 1 ) 
UNIQUE [L: (2 1 2 1 3 3 4 2 1)] 
UNIQUE = ( 2 1 3 4 ) 
UPDATE-PROM-LIST = ( 2 1 3 4 ) 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (2 1 3 4) 
ADDRESS 1: ... 
In this example we can see clearly how DRAFT updates the 
#PROM-LIST# each time a new sentence is processed. Let us have a 
closer look at the lines <17> - <24>. Before the updating has taken place, 
the variable #PROM-LIST# has the value (2 1). In line <20> we see that 
the newly adjusted #PROM-LIST# is built up by putting together the lists 
(3), (3 4) and (2 1). In line <22> the double occurrences are removed 
resulting in the list (3 4 2 1). Note that address 4 is included in the 
#PROM-LIST# notwithstanding the fact that it is not involved explicitly 
in the denotation process: address 4 is an element of the sentence-internal 
PROM-LIST (in this example the list (3 4)). So before the processing of 
sentence (63c) #PROM-LIST# had the value (2 1) and after it had the 
value (3 4 2 1). 
In the lines <25> - <32> we see that no new addresses have been 
added to the variable #PROM-LIST# as a result of processing sentence 
(63d), only the order of the list is adjusted to the new situation, resulting 
in the value (2 1 3 4). 
In order to represent sentence-internal prominence within DRAFT 
the variable $PROM-LIST$ is used: the value of this variable is also an 
ordered list of addresses. Before DRAFT starts processing a new sentence, 
this list is emptied. Each time during the processing of the sentence in 
question that the denotatum of an explicit or implicit NP is determined 
successfully, its address is added to the sentence-internal $PROM-LIST$ 
as its first element. 
Sentence-internal prominence is of special importance for the result 
of processing pronouns. Thus we see that the denotatum of the pronoun 
him in sentence (63d) is not the ordered list (4 1) as we might have 
<25> II 
21 
21 
21 
21 
<30> 21 
21 
II 
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expected on the basis of the prominence on DR-level, but the list (1 4). 
The reason for preferring address 1 over address 4 lies in the fact that 
earlier on the SA-expression (x-o (man x) (hate χ f-p)) has been processed 
successfully resulting in address 1, which therefore has become more 
prominent on sentence level. 
If we look at the way in which within DRAFT an ordered candidate 
list is put together for definite descriptions (cf. (43)), we see that it is 
primarily based on prominence on DR-level (the variable #PROM-LIST#). 
In putting together the ordered candidate list for pronouns (cf. (36)) 
sentence-internal prominence is of special importance (the variable 
$PROM-LIST$). An exception to this rule is posed by a subject pronoun; 
in most cases this will be the first NP whose denotatum DRAFT tries to 
determine. The variable $PROM-LIST$ will be empty at the time. In this 
situation the most prominent address in the prominence list on DR-level 
(that is the subject of the preceding sentence) will be the most plausible 
candidate address. 
On the basis of research discussed in section III.5.3 (page 67: (63)) 
Springston makes the following claim: "In eliminating candidate 
antecedents, the listener examines them from the current clause 
backwards" (page 67: (63c)). An analogous approach is taken in DRAFT 
as can be seen from the use of the variable $PROM-LIST$ as defined in 
(36), and the way it is combined with the information stored in #PROM-
LIST# (see also the discussion at pp. 109 - 110). 
The implementation of the notion of prominence as described above 
is only based on formal properties; pragmatic factors, known to play an 
important role, are almost completely left out. This certainly does not do 
justice to the facts. Something similar holds for the way in which within 
DRAFT the denotatum of an expression is looked for. Let us take a closer 
look at the following text. 
(64) a. John kicked the ball at the window. 
b. It broke into a thousand fragments. 
[Sanford 1985a: 327] 
If we disregard pragmatic factors (in the situation described in a. it 
is usually the window that breaks and balls normally do not break into 
thousands of fragments) there are two candidates for the antecedent of it 
(the ball and the window). Only after the whole sentence in (64b) has 
been processed is it possible to decide on the basis of pragmatic factors 
that the referent of the pronoun it must be the window. An important 
question now is, in which stage the processing of the pronoun it occurs. Is 
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its processing possibly postponed until the rest of the sentence has been 
processed? Psycholinguistic research provides strong evidence that pro-
nouns are processed initially without the use of pragmatic knowledge, and 
that only in a later stage are ambiguous pronouns disambiguated on the 
basis of pragmatic factors (the so-called bonding effect [Sanford 1985a]). 
This first stage has been elaborated in detail in DRAFT8 making use 
of the heuristic principles discussed before and of the Reflexivity 
Constraint, ruling out certain interpretations in advance. Nevertheless, the 
denotatum of pronouns is in many cases not a single address, but an 
ordered list of candidate addresses: the order of the addresses in such a 
list is strongly influenced by their prominence. Thus the result of process-
ing sentence (63d) is the expression (marry 2 (1 4)) indicating that the 
preferred interpretation of the sentence The woman who loved the man 
who hated her, married him is the one in which the entity with DR-
address 2 marries the entity with DR-address 1. However, an interpretation 
of that same sentence to the effect that the entity with address 2 marries 
the entity with address 4, remains possible. 
Ultimately DRAFT will disambiguate sentences like (63d) in a 
trivial way: for each ambiguous denotatum the first address from the 
ordered list is chosen. Thus the result of applying the function UNAM-
BIGUOUS to the list (know (3 5) (hate (1 2) 3)) is the list 
(know 3 (hate 1 3)). It will be clear that human readers disambiguate in a 
far less trivial way, probably relying much more on pragmatic criteria. 
The bonding effect mentioned above provides support for the view that the processing stages 
distinguished in DRAFT (first disambiguate on the basis of formal criteria, only then 
disambiguate if necessary on the basis of pragmatic criteria) have some basis in psychological 
reality. 
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Chapter V 
EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS 
In the final chapter will try to determine to what extent we have 
succeeded in providing an answer to the fundamental question underlying 
our research: "How does a reader, starting with the separate components 
of a text (words, sentences) come to understand those components as a 
coherent whole?" In this project we have concentrated mainly on problems 
regarding denotation in written texts and the role played by syntax, 
context and world knowledge. In order to be able to provide at least the 
beginnings of an answer, a denotation resolution algorithm was developed 
for building up the DR of a text based on the SA of the sentences of that 
text. 
In the first section of this chapter we will present the main 
conclusions of our research, in the second section we will address the 
question whether the DRs built up by DRAFT are to be considered 
correct. In section V.3 we will discuss the extent to which the algorithm 
implemented in DRAFT adds to our understanding of the psycholinguistic 
processes playing a role in the interpretation process. In other words, to 
what extent may the algorithm be considered to be a description of a real 
psychological process? In the final section we will indicate briefly how 
the algorithm might be extended. 
V.l CONCLUSIONS 
Two main conclusions can be drawn from our research. The first 
conclusion of the research presented here is that purely syntactic 
constraints on possible coreferential relations fail short in some 
fundamental way. We agree with Lakoff and conclude that both syntactic 
and discourse-semantic factors are important for an adequate formulation 
of constraints on the interpretation of MPs even on an intrasentential level. 
Both syntactic and discourse-semantic factors are taken into account in the 
heuristic principles implemented in DRAFT. The Strong-First Strategy 
makes use of formal features of an LSA-expression on the basis of which 
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the processing order for the various parts of the expression is determined. 
By virtue of the Vague-Specific Constraint certain interpretations for NPs 
are excluded on the basis of discourse-semantic characteristics. These two 
independently motivated heuristic principles appear to interact in a rather 
remarkable way and thus to provide a simple account for phenomena that 
until now have remained without explanation. 
The second important conclusion is that the denotation process for 
all kinds of NP (not just pronouns) is of a flexible, dynamic and complex 
nature. All factors that play a role in determining the denotatum of a 
pronoun can also play a role in determining the denotatum of a definite 
description and vice versa. Thus we have seen that all definite 
descriptions can act as a pronoun given the right context (III, (20)) and 
that during the processing of pronouns some referential bridging can occur 
(IV, (54)). We do not claim, however, that there is not any systematical 
difference between them (see section III.5.3 (page 69)). 
V.2 EVALUATION OF DRAFT 
In this section we will attend to the question to what extent the 
algorithm implemented in DRAFT may be considered correct on an input-
output level. Both in the preceding chapters and in appendix С we find 
many example texts and their respective DRs built up by DRAFT, most of 
them borrowed from relevant publications in the field of linguistics and 
psycholinguistics, some of them written especially for the purpose of 
testing DRAFT or illustrating some of DRAFT'S characteristics. The DR's 
built up by DRAFT are, with some minor exceptions, in agreement with 
the interpretations indicated in the relevant literature. Only in those cases 
in which a human reader makes use of pragmatic knowledge to rule out 
certain interpretations, will DRAFT fail (see e.g., text (4) in chapter II). 
Whereas sentences that a human reader finds to be ambiguous in a 
certain context are found to be ambiguous by DRAFT, the opposite will 
not always be the case: sometimes human readers will be able to 
disambiguate on the basis of pragmatic factors, whereas within DRAFT 
disambiguation occurs only on the basis of formal characteristics. In most 
cases the preferred interpretations arrived at by DRAFT will correspond to 
those arrived at by human readers, but here, too, pragmatic considerations 
may lead to discrepancies. 
If DRAFT'S world knowledge database contains adequate 
information, DRAFT will be able to use this information to make the 
appropriate inferences thereby allowing it to find the denotatum of entities 
not included explicitly in the DR. If, however, the appropriate information 
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is lacking DRAFT will make a reasoned guess on the basis of formal 
characteristics. 
Obviously, DRAFT performs less in situations in which a human 
reader makes use of pragmatic knowledge. The question whether under 
these circumstances there is still any sense in elaborating an algorithm 
based on formal characteristics, has been answered positively already at 
the end of the preceding chapter, where the phenomenon of bonding 
effects [Sanford 1985a; 1985b] was seen to support our view that the 
processing of ambiguous NPs proceeds in steps: first the human reader 
will try to disambiguate on the basis of formal criteria and only if it is 
necessary and possible are certain interpretations ruled out or marked as 
less preferred readings on the basis of pragmatic factors. 
Only this first stage of the interpretational process has actually been 
implemented in DRAFT and hence our claim as to the adequacy of the 
algorithm must be understood as pertaining only to this first stage. 
But even with this restriction in mind we must be very careful in 
claiming that DRAFT is correct within the domain indicated above. In 
accordance with our aim to achieve a psychologically plausible denotation 
resolution algorithm, we have set out to try to formulate heuristic 
principles that are both psychologically plausible and useful in accounting 
for the possibility of coreferential interpretation. Notwithstanding 
DRAFT'S performance is on the whole correct on an input-output level, it 
would be presumptuous to expect that the heuristic principles implemented 
in DRAFT are always sufficient. The question should rather be whether 
the approach followed in DRAFT, in which the denotatum of an 
expression is determined on the basis of such factors as (a) the DR built 
up so far, (b) the order in which the various parts of speech are to be 
processed, (c) the degree of prominence and (d) the Vague-Specific 
Constraint, may prove to be helpful in reaching our final goal: increasing 
our knowledge of the cognitive processes that play a role in reading. In 
the following section we will enter into this more fully. 
V.3 THE STATUS OF THE MODEL IMPLEMENTED IN DRAFT 
In our research we have chosen to formulate a theory developed 
explicitly by means of a computer program. The advantages are clear. In 
following this approach we are forced to be fully explicit. Furthermore, it 
will provide us with an extremely efficient means of testing a theory, 
especially if we are to use data other than those used in developing the 
program. 
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In the process of developing a computer implementation researchers 
are striving for a working program; this will result in a strong tendency to 
solve the various problems as they arise during the process of 
implementation. These problems may provide an important stimulus for 
further research. 
There are, however, drawbacks as well, or, at any rate, risks. In the 
process of developing a computer implementation one aims at a working 
program. This necessarily imposes the constraint that all problems to do 
with the processing must somehow be solved within the context of the 
program, even though one is well aware that wider issues are or may be 
involved. Although such more or less forced solutions may provide a 
stimulus for further research and may even at times enhance real insight, 
there is always the risk that the real complexity of the issue is 
underestimated. We know from experience that the complexity of the 
processes involved often does not come to light until the actual task of 
implementation is tackled. One only has to think of the postwar history of 
what is usually called "machine translation" to realize how seriously this 
possibility has to be reckoned with.1 Yet, provided the programmer does 
not overestimate his own capabilities or the validity of his sometimes ad 
hoc solutions, the very task of formulating a fully implemented working 
program forces one to realize, or at least to ask the question of, the 
precise extent to which the issues at hand transcend and escape the 
boundaries of the program developed. In this way the programming 
activity may be of considerable help in gaining insight into the structure 
of the problem at hand. 
In DRAFT, too, on many occasions arbitrary decisions had to be 
taken, at times inspired by incidental factors such as the programming 
language used. To give an example: within DRAFT the degree of 
prominence of the various DD-addresses is expressed by their position in 
an ordered list: the first address being the most prominent, the last address 
being the least prominent. Of course this way of representing the notion 
of prominence is rather dubious from a psycholinguistic point of view: it 
is strongly influenced by our particular choice of programming language. 
Shortly after World War II many thought that the development of software for automatic 
translation of texts was not really problematic This optimism led to many attempts that 
eventually proved to be unsuccessful In the '60s it became evident that the complexity of the 
operation had been grossly underestimated From the early '80s wc can witness a renewed 
interest in automatic translation, this time based on newly gained insights and experience The 
result in 1989 seems to be that once again the complexity of the process has been seriously 
underestimated 
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In the Introduction in chapter I we have indicated that in DRAFT 
we aimed at presenting a psycholinguistically plausible algorithm, besides 
just getting the output right. To what extent we have been successful in 
doing so is hard to say. As we said already, we do not claim 
psychological reality for the algorithm implemented in DRAFT, but we do 
hold the algorithm to be psychologically plausible in the sense that it does 
not contain elements that could not be psychologically real either for 
reasons of principle (e.g., because infinite sets are being used) or because 
they are in conflict with results of psycholinguistic research. Thus we 
claim there to be a certain analogy between the denotation resolution 
algorithm implemented in DRAFT and the cognitive processes that play a 
role in reading. 
The position taken here with regard to the status of the 
implementation is very attractive from a theoretical point of view. The 
process-like description can not only be used to account for the fact that 
certain interpretations for NPs are excluded, but also to explain why the 
human reader considers certain sentential or discourse constructions to be 
unusual or even unfriendly. 
As regards the details of DRAFT we feel a great deal less confident. 
But even our cautious and modestly presented claim to psychological 
plausibility for the main features must be hedged with reservations, mostly 
because the notion of psychological reality itself is subject to different 
interpretations, depending on the closeness of the intended mapping of the 
program onto the physical processes which occur in the brain. In any case, 
any serious claim to psychological reality must be backed up by 
experimental results which speak crucially in favour of a particular class 
of possible physical implementations of the processes at issue. Such 
results are, unfortunately, still scarce and hard to come by. 
Even so, however, we have aimed at maximizing the potential of 
our work for fruitful further research into the real processes of anaphora 
resolution in texts. This is clear from our exploratory survey of the 
denotation process in chapter III, where we have discussed both its 
theoretical and its empirical aspects. In chapter IV we have indicated how 
the results of this survey have been incorporated into the model presented. 
In addition to this, we have made suggestions for specific psycholinguistic 
experiments at various places in the preceding chapters. This strengthens 
our expectation that the model implemented in DRAFT can indeed serve 
as a starting point for specific psycholinguistic experiments and that, 
furthermore, the theoretical and empirical basis of the implementation is 
sound enough to allow for expansion along the lines indicated in the 
following section. 
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V.4 FUTURE RESEARCH 
The current version of DRAFT is far from complete; many 
components are amenable to expansion. They are listed below. 
A linguistically adequate and psychologically plausible grammar that 
would close the gap between SS and SA is lacking. As noted before, the 
English-SA parser of appendix В does not come up to the minimal 
requirements that have to be set. 
We have restricted ourselves in this version of DRAFT to the 
various types of singular NPs. On the basis of the proposals by Seuren 
[1985], it seems possible to extend DRAFT in such a way that the whole 
range of possible NPs can be processed adequately. 
The Discourse Representations built up by DRAFT are purely 
extensional. However, the discourse-semantic framework used for DRAFT 
is suitable for a psychologically plausible intensional text representation.2 
Extending the DR with further indices, e.g., for time indexing, is a further 
task ahead. Then, in the end, the denotation algorithm must be extended 
in such a way that it handles correctly tensed intensional sentences. 
Together, these tasks are far from trivial. 
Most of DRAFT'S imperfections, however, have to do with the fact 
that within DRAFT it is impossible to make sufficient use of pragmatic 
knowledge. Extending the world knowledge database in order to 
compensate for DRAFT'S imperfections seems a natural way out. But even 
so we fear that the flexible and dynamic character of the interpretation 
process may not be done full justice. 
DRAFT'S learning component is still very primitive and the 
difficulties that are to be expected if we were to extend it can hardly be 
overestimated. Nonetheless, extending the learning component will prove 
to be incomparably more fruitful in the long run than enriching the world 
knowledge database with domain-specific knowledge, although the results 
might at first seem more spectacular if we were to take the latter 
approach. 
This is in sharp contrast with truth-conditional model-theoretic semantics in which the psycho-
linguislically highly problematic notion of possible world plays a crucial role 
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Appendix A 
The source code of DRAFT 
Module MOO: The loader for DRAFT and a number of general (not 
DRAFT specific) auxiliary functions. 
Module MOI: The LISP-definition of the Language of Semantic 
Analysis (LSA) and some syntactic auxiliary functions. 
Module M02: The global variables used within DRAFT on DR-level, 
sentence-level and NP-level and a number of auxiliary 
functions to UPDATE, DISPLAY, etc. these variables. 
Module M03: Lexical data and a representation of world knowledge 
and also some functions for UPDATING, DISPLAYING, 
etc. this information. 
Module M04: A shell for DRAFT. 
Module M05: The framework of DRAFT. In this module the order of 
processing the various constituents is determined. 
Module M06: The details of DRAFT'S denotation algorithm. In this 
module the constraints on the interpretation of the 
various types of NP's, are formulated. 
; DRAFT MOO: 
This module contains the setting of the control variables, 
a function LOAD-MOO to load this module of DRAFT and 
the definitions of a number of general (not-DRAFT-specific) 
functions such as WAIT and Y-OR-N-READ. The last function 
LOAD-DRAFT loads the other DRAFT-modules Ml to M6. 
DRAFT (Denotation Resolution Algorithm For Text) is an 
Algorithm implemented in muLISP-86 which takes the Semantic 
Analyses (SA) of a text as an input and builds up step by 
step a Discourse Representation (DR). As a starting point 
we use Seuren's theory as developed in his "Discourse 
Semantics" (Blackwell, 1985). A DR consists of a set of 
addresses, each of which is supplied with a set of 
propositional formulas. As the discourse proceeds, 
addresses are added to the discourse domain and formulas 
are added to the addresses. 
DRAFT LOADER: 
DRAFT consists of several modules. The modules M05 to MO6 
in particular contain the LISP-implementation of the 
underlying denotation algorithm. The contents of the 
various modules are described below. 
MOO: Contains a loader for DRAFT and a number of general 
(not DRAFT specific) auxiliary functions. 
MOI : Contains the LISP-defintion of the Language of 
Semantic Analysis (LSA) and some syntactic auxiliary 
functions. 
M02: Contains the global variables used within DRAFT on 
DR-level, sentence level and NP-level and a number 
of auxiliary functions to UPDATE, DISPLAY, etc. these 
variables. 
M03: Contains lexical data and a representation of world 
knowledge and also some functions for UPDATING, 
DISPLAYING, etc. this information. 
M04: Contains a shell for DRAFT. 
M05: Contains the framework of DRAFT. In this module the 
order of processing the various constituents is 
determined. 
M06: Contains the details of DRAFT'S denotation algorithm. 
In this module the constraints on the interpretation 
of the various types of NP, are formulated. 
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; SETTING OF THE CONTROL VARIABLES: 
(SETQ *READ-OPCASE* NIL) ; Turns off auto uppercase 
; conversion. 
(SETQ *PRINT-ESCAPE* NIL) ; Turns off printing of 
; escape characters. 
; LOAD MOO: 
(DEFUN LOAD-MOO () 
(CLEAR-SCREEN) 
(TERPRI 2) 
(PRIN1 "DRAFTMOO: ") 
(LOOP (EVAL (READ)) ((NULL RDS)) (PRIN1 '*)) 
(PRINT "DRAFT loaded") (RDS 'DRAFTMOO) (RDS) (PRINT "")] 
(LOAD-MOO) 
; GENERAL AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS: 
; Y-OR-N-READ displays a message on a fresh line immediately 
; followed by the Y/N prompt, and waits for the 
user to enter "Y" or "N". If the user enters 
"Y" the function returns T, if the user 
enters "N" the function returns NIL. 
(DEFUN Y-OR-N-READ (MSG 
CHAR READ-CHAR RDS) ; local variables 
(((NULL MSG)) 
(SETQ READ-CHAR NIL) 
(FRESH-LINE) 
(WRITE-STRING (PACK* MSG " (Y/N) "))) 
(CLEAR-INPUT) 
(LOOP 
(SETQ CHAR (CHAR-UPCASE (READ-CHAR))) 
((EQ CHAR 'Y) (HRITE-LINE CHAR) T) 
((EQ CHAR 'N) (WRITE-LINE CHAR) NIL)] 
; WAIT waits for a key stroke. 
(DEFUN WAIT ( 
CHAR READ-CHAR RDS WRS) 
(SETQ READ-CHAR NIL) (CLEAR-INPUT) 
(SETQ CHAR (READ-CHAR)) 
(SETQ READ-CHAR T)] 
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; PRINl-B prints the string STR$ in boldfaced type using PRINl. 
(DEFUN PRINl-B (STR$) 
(SETQ *HIGH-INTENSITY* T) ; boldface on 
(PRINl STR$) 
(SETQ *HIGH-INTENSITY* NIL)] ; boldface off 
; TRIM-BLANCS returns a string with the blancs stripped off 
; both ends. 
(DEFON TRIM-BLANCS (STR$) 
(STRING-TRIM '(I I) STR$)] 
; LOAD loads the other DRAFT-modules MOI to M06: 
(SETQ LOADER '(DRAFTM01 DRAFTM02 DRAFTM03 
DRAFTM04 DRAFTM05 DRAFTM06)) 
(DEFON LOAD-DRAFT () 
(LOOP ((NULL LOADER)) 
(TERPRI) 
(PRINl (CAR LOADER)) 
(PRINl ": ") 
(RDS (CAR LOADER)) 
(LOOP (PRINl '*) (EVAL (READ)) ((NULL RDS))) 
(SETQ LOADER (CDR LOADER))) 
(CLEAR-INPUT) 
(RDS) 
(TERPRI)] 
(LOAD-DRAFT) 
(RDS) 
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; DRAFT HOI: 
; This module contains the LISP-definition of the Language 
; of Semantic Analysis (LSA). LSA can easily be represented 
; with the help of the rewriting rules as given in (2) in 
; chapter II. 
; A LSA-S-constituent is always of the form 
; (PRED [SSK] Tl . . . Tn) with n ^ , 2, or 3. Before we give 
; the LISP-definition of LSA we define some syntactic 
; auxiliary functions to take parts of a LSA-S-constituent. 
; TAKE-PRED is a function that returns the PREDicate part 
of an S-expression. 
(DEFUN TAKE-PRED (EXP) 
(COND ((ATOM (CAR EXP)) (CAR EXP)] 
; TAKE-SSK is a function that returns the Surface Structure 
; Key (SSK) of an S-expression or returns NIL (if 
; there is no SSK). 
(DEFUN TAKE-SSK (EXP) 
(COND ((MEMBER (SECOND EXP) SSK-LIST 'EQUAL) 
(SECOND EXP)] 
; TAKE-T1 returns the first term (subject term or subject 
clause) of an S-expression. 
(DEFUN TAKE-T1 (EXP) 
(COND ((TAKE-SSK EXP) (THIRD EXP)) 
(T (SECOND EXP)] 
; TAKE-T2 returns the second term (object term or clause). 
(DEFUN TAKE-T2 (EXP) 
(COND ((AND (TAKE-SSK EXP) 
(> (LENGTH EXP) 3)) 
(FOURTH EXP)) 
((AND (NOT (TAKE-SSK EXP)) 
(> (LENGTH EXP) 2)) 
(THIRD EXP)] 
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; ТАКЕ-ТЗ returns the third term (indirect object). 
(DEFON TAKE-T3 (EXP) 
(COND ((AND (TAKE-SSK EXP) 
(EQUAL (LENGTH EXP) 5)) 
(FIFTH EXP)) 
((AND (NOT (TAKE-SSK EXP)) 
(EQUAL (LENGTH EXP) 4)) 
(FOURTH EXP)] 
; TAKE-TERMS returns a list containing the terms (Tl T2 ТЭ) 
of an S-expression. 
(DEFUN TAKE-TERMS (EXP) 
(COND ((NULL (TAKE-SSK EXP)) 
(CDR EXP)) 
(T (CDDR EXP)] 
; The LISP-definition of LSA: 
; In the following we present the LlSP-implementation of LSA. 
; There is a near 1-to-l correspondence between the following 
; LISP-functions and the rewriting rules in chapter II. 
; S 
(DEFUN S? (EXP) 
(AND (NOT (ATOM EXP) ) 
(PRED? (TAKE-PRED EXP)) 
(SSK? (TAKE-SSK EXP)) 
(Tl? (TAKE-T1 EXP)) 
(T2? (TAKE-T2 EXP)) 
(T3? (TAKE-T3 EXP))] 
(DEFUN PRED? (EXP) 
(COND ((MEMBER EXP '(x-O X-n)) NIL) 
((ATOM EXP) T] 
; Tl 
(DEFUN Tl? (EXP) 
(COND ((OR (NULL EXP) 
(NP? EXP) 
(S? EXP)) T)] 
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; T2 
(DEFUN Τ2? (EXP) 
(COND ((OR (NULL EXP) 
(NP? EXP) 
(S? EXP)) T)] 
; T3 
(DEFUN T3? (EXP) 
(COND ((OR (NULL EXP) 
(NP? EXP)) T)] 
; NP 
(DEFUN NP? (S) 
(OR (PROPER-NAME? S) 
(EQUAL S 'χ) 
(R-P? S) 
(F-P? S) 
(M-P? S) 
(N-P? S) 
(AND (EQUAL (CAR S) 'X-n) 
(SX*? (COR S))) 
(AND (EQUAL (CAR S) 'X-O) 
(SX*? (CDR S)] 
(DEFUN PROPER-NAME? (S) 
(AND (ATOM S) 
(EQUAL (CHAR-UPCASE (CAR (UNPACK S)) ) 
(CAR (UNPACK S)] 
(DEFUN R-P? (S) 
(EQUAL S 'r-p] 
(DEFUN M-P? (S) 
(EQUAL S 'm-p] 
(DEFUN F-P? (S) 
(EQUAL S 'f-p] 
(DEFUN N-P? (S) 
(EQUAL S 'n-p] 
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; SX* 
(DEFON SX*? (S) 
(GOND ((EQUAL (LENGTH S) 1) 
(SX? (CAR S))) 
((SX? (CAR S)) 
(SX*? (CDR S)] 
(DEFUN SX? (S) 
(COND ((AND (S? S) 
(MEMBER 'χ (CDR S) 'EQUAL] 
; SSK 
(DEFUN SSK? (EXP) 
(OR (NULL EXP) 
(MEMBER EXP SSK-LIST 'EQUAL)] 
(SETQ SSK-LIST '(<1> <l-2> <2-l> 
<l-2-3> <l-3-2> 
<2-l-3> <2-3-l> 
<3-l-2> <3-2-l>] 
; THE POWER OF TERMS: 
; TERM-POWER determines the power of a term according to the 
; table given in section IV.2.1. 
(DEFUN TERM-POWER (TERM) 
(COND ((NULL TERM) NIL) 
((OR (R-P? TERM) 
(M-P? TERM) 
(F-P? TERM) 
(N-P? TERM)) 2) 
((OR (MEMBER TERM '(x y ζ)) 
(PROPER-NAME? TERM) 
(EQUAL (CAR TERM) 'x-n) 
(EQUAL (CAR TERM) 'x-o)) 3) 
((S? TERM) 
(IF (= (TERM-POWER (TAKE-Tl TERM)) 3) 10)] 
(RDS) 
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DRAFT M02: 
This module contains the DISCOURSE REPRESENTATION (DR) 
as implemented in DRAFT. 
As indicated above (module MOI), a DR consist of: 
(a) Addresses with propositions linked to them. For this 
purpose the property list data type is used within 
DRAFT. Format (PUT 'DR <address> <propositions>) 
(b) Information concerning the degree of prominence of the 
various addresses. This information is stored in the 
variable #PROM-LIST#. 
REMARK 1 : Since this version of DRAFT is purely 
extensional, there is no need to provide the 
DR with an index. There would be no problem in 
extending DRAFT in such a way that intensional 
propositions could be intensionally represented. 
The DR-representation of the proposition 
(look-for John (x-n (unicorn x)) e.g. would then be 
(PUT 'look-for 4 '((unicorn 2))). 
In other words the look-for subdomain for 4 
contains a unicorn. 
REMARK 2: The variable #PROM-LIST# is a DR-variable. For 
the DR-variables we use identifiers surrounded by 
the number-sign (β). 
For global variables on sentence level we use 
identifiers surrounded by the dollar-sign ($). 
Identifiers surrounded by two dollar-signs ($$) 
are used to indicate NP-level variables. 
Thus #PROM-LIST# is an DR-variable, $PROM-LIST$ 
is a global variable on sentence level and 
$$IMPL-P2$$ is an NP- агіаЫ . Note that 
the property list used for the DR is also a global 
variable on DR-level (see also IV.3.2. for a list 
of global variables used in DRAFT). 
REMARK 3: As indicated above, the variable #PROM-LIST# 
contains information about the prominence of the 
various addresses after processing a sentence. 
During processing of a sentence a particular 
address can become more prominent. This kind of 
information is not available in #PROM-LIST# but 
can be found in the sentence level variable 
$PROM-LIST$ (see also IV.3.5). 
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; REMARK 4: The initialization of the variables is 
; taken care of below. Also a number of auxiliary 
; functions are defined for adding new information 
(UPDATE), for resetting variables to NIL (RESET), 
; etc. The names of the various auxiliary functions 
; will give a clue as to their meaning. 
; GLOBAL VARIABLES ON DR-level: 
; It seems natural to define some functions that enable us 
; to add new information to the DR, to display the 
; information already present, etc. 
; UPDATE-DR: This function adds the information contained in 
PROP to the different addresses of the DR. If 
PROP = (know 3 (ill 2)) 
then the following information is added to the 
DR: 
ADDRESS 3 and 2: (know 3 (ill 2)) 
ADDRESS 2: (ill 1 2) 
(DEFUN UPDATE-DR (PROP) 
(SETQ PROP (UN-AMBIGUOUS PROP)) 
(COND ((NULL PROP) T) 
((NUMBER? PROP) T) 
(T (UPDATE-ADDRESSES (ISOLATE-ADDRESSES PROP) PROP) 
(MAPCAR 'UPDATE-DR (CDR PROP)] 
; UPDATE-DR-MANUAL: This function enables us to add new 
information to the DR manually. 
(DEFUN UPDATE-DR-MANUAL ( 
ANSW RDS) 
(PRINT "Enter new information for instance") 
(PRINT "(know 1 (love 4 2)) " ) 
(LOOP 
(PRINl "Enter new information (Stop=s): ") 
(CLEAR-INPUT) 
(SETQ ANSW (READ)) 
(UPDATE-DR ANSW) 
(UPDATE-PROM-LIST ANSW) 
((ATOM ANSW))] 
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; UPDATE-ADDRESSES: This function adds the proposition PROP, 
; if new, to the addresses in ADDR-L. 
; If on the basis of the predicates used, 
inferences as regards the gender of the 
; address in question can be made, this 
; information will be added to the DR. 
(DEFUN UPDATE-ADDRESSES (ADDR-L PROP) 
(COND 
((NULL ADDR-L) T) 
((NUMBER? (CAR ADDR-L) ) 
(COND ; be-there/and are special predicates 
((MEMBER (CAR PROP) '(be-there and))) 
; information already in the DR? 
((MEMBER PROP 
(GET 'DR (CAR ADDR-L)) 
'EQUAL)) 
(T 
; new information 
(IF (EQUAL (CAAR (GET 'DR (CAR ADDR-L))) 'IMP) 
(PUT 'DR 
(CAR ADDR-L) 
(APPEND (LIST PROP) 
(GET 'DR (CAR ADDR-L)))) 
(PUT 'DR 
(CAR ADDR-L) 
(APPEND (GET 'DR (CAR ADDR-L)) 
(LIST PROP)))) 
; if not ambiguous add information about gender 
(IF (AND (NOT (INTERSECTION 
'(male female neutral) 
(GET 'DR (CAR ADDR-L)))) 
(= (LENGTH (GEN-PREDICAT 
(TAKE-PRED PROP))) 1)) 
(UPDATE-DR (LIST (CAR (GEN-PREDICAT 
(TAKE-PRED PROP))) 
(CAR ADDR-L)))) 
; next address 
(UPDATE-ADDRESSES (CDR ADDR-L) PROP)))) 
(T 
(UPDATE-ADDRESSES (CDR ADDR-L) PROP)] 
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; ISOXATE-ADDRESSES: isolate the addresses of a proposition. 
; E.g. if PROP = (know Э (ill 2)), then 
the result is (3 2). 
(DEFUN ISOLATE-ADDRESSES (PROP) 
(COND ((NUMBER? PROP) (LIST PROP)) 
((ATOM PROP) NIL) 
(T (APPLY 'APPEND (MAPCAR 'ISOLATE-ADDRESSES PROP)] 
; The prominence of the various addresses is indicated with 
; the help of the variable #PROM-LIST# (see also IV. 3.5). 
; After a whole sentence is processed, #PROM-LlST# is adjusted 
; by the function ÜPDATE-PROMLIST. 
(SETQ #PROM-LIST# NIL) 
; ÜPDATE-PROM-LIST takes care of the updating of #PROM-LIST#. 
The algorithm implemented so far for the 
; updating of #PROM-LIST# is as yet very 
; simple. No justice is done to the 
; complexity of the focus-topic-question. 
(DEFUN ÜPDATE-PROM-LIST (EXPR) 
(SETQ #PROM-LIST# 
(UNIQUE (APPEND (ISOLATE-ADDRESSES EXPR) 
$PROM-LIST$ 
#PROM-LIST#) ] 
; UNIQUE takes a list L as its argument and yields a list in 
; which all duplicate-elements are removed. Thus 
(UNIQUE ' ( 1 2 5 1 3 2 ) ) yields the list ( 1 2 5 3 ) . 
The standard function REMOVE-DUPLICATES also produces 
; a list of unique elements, but is less fit for use in 
DRAFT. (REMOVE-DUPLICATES ' ( 1 2 5 1 3 2 ) ) yields the 
; list (5 1 3 2) and is therefore less appropriate for 
removing duplicates from the #PROM-LIST#. 
(DEFUN UNIQUE (L) 
(REVERSE (REMOVE-DUPLICATES (REVERSE L)] 
; UPDATE-PROM-LIST-MANUAL we can use to adjust the 
#PROM-LIST# "manually". 
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(DEFON UPDATE-PROM-LIST-MANUAL ( 
AHSW RDS) 
(LOOP 
(PRINl "PROMLIST: ") 
(PRINT #PROM-LIST#) 
(PRINl "Enter new PROMLIST (Stop=3): ") 
(CLEAR-INPUT) 
(SETQ ANSW (READ)) 
(COND ((ATOM ANSW) (RETURN)) 
((NOT (NULL (SET-DIFFERENCE #PROM-LIST# 
ANSW))) 
(PRINT "Use all addresses!")) 
((NOT (EQUAL (LENGTH «PROM-LISTtf) 
(LENGTH ANSW))) 
(PRINT "Do not introduce new addresses!")) 
(T (SETQ #PROM-LIST# ANSW))] 
; RESET-DR sets DR-variables to NIL. 
(DEFUN RESET-DR ( 
N) 
(RESET-SENTENCE-HISTORY) 
(SETQ N 1) 
(LOOP ( (= 99 N) ) 
(PUT 'DR N NIL) 
(SETQ N (ADDI Ν))) 
(SETQ #PROM-LIST# NIL) 
(PRINT "Reset O.K!") 
(WRITE-BYTE 7)] 
; DISPLAY-ADDRESS this function gives information on the 
properties of address N. 
(DEFUN DISPLAY-ADDRESS (N 
PROPS X) 
(SETQ PROPS (GET 'DR Ν) Χ 11) 
(PRINl "ADDRESS ") 
(PRINl N) 
(PRINl '": ") 
(LOOP ((NULL PROPS)) 
(PRINT (CAR PROPS)) 
(PRINl " ") 
(SETQ PROPS (CDR PROPS)) ) 
(TERPRI)] 
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; DISPLAY-DR displays tbe DR built up so far. 
(DEFUN DISPLAÏ-DR ( 
N) 
(PRIN1-B 'DR:) (TERPRI) 
(PRIN1 "PROM-LIST: ") 
(PRINT #PROM-LIST#) 
(SETQ N 1) 
(LOOP 
((NULL (GET 'DR Ν))) 
(DISPLAY-ADDRESS Ν) 
(SETQ N (ADDI Ν))) 
(HAIT)] 
; GLOBAL VARIABLES ON SENTENCE-level: 
; The global variables on sentence level play an inportant 
; role in formulating restrictions on coreferentiality (See 
; IV.2.2. and IV.3.). 
(DEFUN RESET-SENTENCE-HISTORY () 
(SETQ $PROM-LIST$ '()) 
(SETQ $EXPL-P2$ '()) 
(SETQ $EXPL-P3$ '()) 
(SETQ %IMPL-P2% '()) 
(SETQ %IMPL-P3% '()) 
(SETQ $FIXED-DEN-STACK$ '()) 
(SETQ $SÜBJECT$ NIL)] 
(RESET-SENTENCE-HISTORY) 
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(DEFUN UPDATE-SENTENCE-HISTORY (EXP N RESS POWER) 
(IF (NUMBER? RESS) 
(SETQ $PROM-LIST$ 
(UNIQUE (CONS RESS $PROM-LIST$)))) 
(IF (NULL Ν) 
(SETQ $FIXED-DEN-STACK$ 
(ADJOIN (LIST EXP RESS) $FIXED-DEN-STACK$))) 
(COND ((AND N (= POWER 2)) 
(SETQ %IMPL-P2% (UNIQUE (CONS RESS %IMPL-P2%)))) 
((AND N (= POWER 3)) 
(SETQ %IMPL-P3% (UNIQUE (CONS RESS %IMPL-P3%)))) 
((= POWER 2) 
(SETQ $EXPL-P2$ (UNIQUE (CONS RESS $EXPL-P2$)))) 
((= POWER 3) 
(SETQ $EXPL-P3$ (UNIQUE (CONS RESS $EXPL-P3$))))) 
(IF (AND (NUMBERP RESS) 
(MEMBER EXP '(m-p f-p n-p)) 
(NOT (= (LENGTH (GEN-ADDRESS RESS)) 1))) 
(COND ((EQUAL EXP 'm-p) 
(UPDATE-ADDRESSES (LIST RESS) (LIST 'male RESS))) 
((EQUAL EXP 'f-p) 
(UPDATE-ADDRESSES (LIST RESS) (LIST 'female RESS))) 
((EQUAL EXP 'η-p) 
(UPDATE-ADDRESSES (LIST RESS) 
(LIST 'neutral RESS))))) 
RESS] 
(DEFUN DISPLAY-SENTENCE-HISTORY () 
(PRIN1-B ',$PROM-LIST$: ") 
(PRINT $PROM-LIST$) 
(PRIN1-B ,,$EXPL-P2$: ") 
(PRINT $EXPL-P2$) 
(PRIN1-B "$EXPL-P3$: ") 
(PRINT $EXPL-P3$) 
(PRIN1-B "%IMPL-P2%: ") 
(PRINT %IMPL-P2%) 
(PRIN1-B "%IMPL-P3%: ") 
(PRINT %IMPL-P3%) 
(PRIN1-B '^FIXED-DEN-STACKS: ") 
(TERPRI) 
(MAPCAR 'PRINT $FIXED-DEN-STACK$) 
(PRIN1-B "$SUBJECT$: ") 
(PRINT $SUBJECT$) 
(WAIT)] 
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(DEFON DELETE-PROVISIONAL-INFO (ADDR-L) 
(COND ((NULL ADDR-L)) 
(T (SETQ A (CAR ADDR-L)) 
; delete info in the DR 
(POT 'DR A NIL) 
; delete info in %IMPL-P3% 
(SETQ %IMPL-P3% (DELETE A %IMPL-P3%)) 
; delete info in $PROM-LIST$ 
(SETQ $PROM-LIST$ (DELETE A $PROM-LIST$)) 
; delete info in $FIXED-DEN-STACK$ 
(SETQ $FIXED-DEN-STACK$ 
(DELETE-FIXED-DEN-STACK $FIXED-DEN-STACK$ A)) 
(DELETE-PROVISIONAL-INFO (CDR ADDR-L)] 
(DEFUN DELETE-FIXED-DEN-STACK (LL A) 
(COND ((NULL LL) NIL) 
((EQUAL A (SECOND (CAR LL))) 
(DELETE-FIXED-DEN-STACK (CDR LL) A)) 
(T (CONS (CAR LL) (DELETE-FIXED-DEN-STACK (CDR LL) A)] 
; By means of the STACK-DENOTATION-function we can ascertain 
; whether the denotatum of an expression has been 
; determinated before. If that is the case the result is the 
; address found earlier. 
(DEFUN STACK-DENOTATION (EXPR) 
(SECOND (ASSOC EXPR $FIXED-DEN-STACK$ 'EQUAL)] 
(RDS) 
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; DRAFT M03: 
; This module contains a representation of world 
; Icnowledge and also some functions fot UPDATING, DISPLAYING, 
; etc. this information. 
; Within DRAFT we do not distinguist between "lexical 
; Icnowledge" and "world Icnowledge", only between "world 
; Icnowledge" and the information included in the DR. 
; In no way did we aim at an efficient and exhaustive 
; representation of Icnowledge, neither has a mechanism 
; for drawing complex inferences been implemented. In order 
; to store "Icnowledge" we use the data type "property lists". 
; A number of auxiliary functions are defined to ease the 
; manipulation of data. 
; WORLD KNOWLEDGE (Lexical Knowledge and Universal Knowledge): 
; Once again we find here the already familair functions: 
; PUT, GET, DISPLAY-, UPDATE- UPDATE-MANUAL-funlcties. 
(PUT 'IMP 'car '(neutral driver wheel)] 
(PUT 'ISA ' car ' (neutral vehicle)] 
(PUT 'GEN 
'male 
'(man John Bill Dan student man driver travel-agent)] 
(PUT 'GEN 
'female 
'(woman Mary Ada woman mother-of driver student)] 
(PUT 'GEN 
'neutral 
'(Hawaii)] 
(SETQ WORLD-KNOWLEDGE-OBJECT-LIST ' (car male female neutral)] 
(DEFUN GEN-PREDICAT (PRED) 
(APPEND (IF (INTERSECTION (LIST PRED) (GET 'GEN 'male)) 
(LIST 'male)) 
(IF (INTERSECTION (LIST PRED) (GET 'GEN 'female)) 
(LIST 'female)) 
(IF (INTERSECTION (LIST PRED) (GET 'GEN 'neutral)) 
(LIST 'neutral)] 
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(DEFUN GEN-ADDRESS (Ν) 
(COND ((INTERSECTION '(male female neutral) 
(MAPCAR 'TAKE-PRED (GET 'DR Ν)))) 
(Τ (APPEND 
(IF (INTERSECTION (GET 'GEN 'male) 
(MAPCAR 'TAKE-PRED (GET 'DR Ν))) 
(LIST 'male)) 
(IF (INTERSECTION (GET 'GEN 'female) 
(MAPCAR 'TAKE-PRED (GET 'DR Ν))) 
(LIST 'female)) 
(IF (INTERSECTION (GET 'GEN 'neutral) 
(MAPCAR 'TAKE-PRED (GET 'DR Ν))) 
(LIST 'neutral)] 
(DEFUN DISPLAY-WORLD-KNOWLEDGE ( 
PR1 RDS) 
(TERPRI) 
(PRINl-B "DRAFT KNOWS SOMETHING ABOUT: ") 
(TERPRI) 
(MAPCAR 'PRINT WORLD-KNOWLEDGE-OBJECT-LIST) 
(TERPRI) 
(LOOP 
(PRINl "ENTER ONE OBJECT OF THE LIST ABOVE: ") 
(CLEAR-INPUT) 
(SETQ PR1 (TRIM-BLANCS (READ-LINE))) 
(COND ((EQUAL PR1 "") (RETURN))) 
(COND ((NOT (NULL (GET 'GEN PR1))) 
(PRINl PR1) (PRINl " ") 
(PRINl-B 'GEN) (PRINl " ") 
(MAPCAR 'PRINT-POS (GET 'GEN PR1)) 
(TERPRI))) 
(COND ((NOT (NULL (GET 'IMP PR1))) 
(PRINl PR1) (PRINl " ") 
(PRIN1-B 'IMP) (PRINl " ") 
(MAPCAR 'PRINT-POS (GET 'IMP PR1)) 
(TERPRI))) 
(COND ((NOT (NULL (GET 'ISA PR1))) 
(PRINl PR1) (PRINl " ") 
(PRIN1-B 'ISA) (PRINl " ") 
(MAPCAR 'PRINT-POS (GET 'ISA PR1)) 
(TERPRI)))) 
(WAIT)] 
(DEFUN PRINT-POS (STR$) 
(SET-CURSOR (ROW) 30) (PRINT STR$)] 
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(DEFUN DPDATE-WORLD-KNOWLEDGE ( 
TYPE PR1 PR2 RDS) 
(TERPRI) 
(PRINT "Please update my world knowledge" ) 
(PRINT "Example: car ISA vehicle" ) 
(LOOP 
(PRIN1 "Enter predicati: ") 
(CLEAR-INPUT) 
(SETQ PR1 
(STRING-DOWNCASE (TRIM-BLANCS (READ-LINE)))) 
(COND ((EQUAL PRl "") (RETURN))) 
(LOOP (PRIN1 "Enter GEN, IMP or ISA: ") 
(CLEAR-INPUT) 
(SETQ TYPE (STRING-UPCASE (READ-LINE))) 
((OR (EQUAL TYPE 'GEN) 
(EQUAL TYPE 'IMP) 
(EQUAL TYPE 'ISA)))) 
(PRIN1 "Enter predicat2: ") 
(CLEAR-INPUT) 
(SETQ PR2 
(TRIM-BLANCS (READ-LINE))) 
(COND ((EQUAL PR2 "") (RETURN))) 
(COND ((MEMBER PR2 
(GET TYPE PRl) 
'EQUAL) 
(PRINT "Information already in database")) 
(T (PUT TYPE 
PRl 
(APPEND (GET TYPE PRl) 
(LIST PR2))) 
(SETQ WORLD-KNOWLEDGE-OBJECT-LIST 
(ADJOIN PRl 
WORLD-KNOWLEDGE-OBJECT-LIST)] 
; READ-WORLD-KNOWLEDGE: This function enables us to read in 
"world knowledge" from disk. This 
knowledge will replace all "world 
knowledge" present in memory. 
(DEFUN READ-KNOWLEDGE ( 
NAME ECHO-OFF RDS) 
(PRIN1 "Enter filename: ") 
(CLEAR-INPUT) 
(SETQ NAME (READ-LINE)) 
(COND ((RDS (PACK* NAME ".KNW")) 
(IF (NOT ECHO) (SETQ ECHO-OFF Τ ECHO T)) 
; delete old knowledge 
(LOOP ((NULL WORLD-KNOWLEDGE-OBJECT-LIST)) 
(PUT 'IMP ; > » » 
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(CAR WORLD-KNOWLEDGE-OBJECT-LIST)) 
(POT 'ISA 
(CAR WORLD-KNOWLEDGE-OBJECT-LIST)) 
(SETQ WORLD-KNOWLEDGE-OBJECT-LIST 
(CDR WORLD-KNOWLEDGE-OBJECT-LIST))) 
(LOOP ((NOT (EVAL (READ))))) 
(CLEAR-INPUT) 
(IF ECHO-OFF (SETQ ECHO NIL)) 
(TERPRI 2) 
(PRINl NAME) (PRINT " ready!") 
(WAIT)) 
(T (CLEAR-INPUT) 
(RDS) 
(PRINl "I can't read ") 
(PRINT NAME) 
(WAIT)] 
; SAVE-WORLD-KNOWLEDGE : This function enables us to save the 
; "world knowledge" present in memory 
on disk, in a file. 
(DEFUN SAVE-WORLD-KNOWLEDGE ( 
NAME Hl H2 RDS LOGFILE?) 
(SETQ LOGFILE? (OOTPUTFILE)) 
(WRS) 
(PRINl "Enter filename: ") 
(CLEAR-INPUT) 
(SETQ NAME (READ-LINE)) 
(WRS (PACK* NAME ".KNW")) 
(SETQ ECHO T) 
(PRINT "; WORLD KNOWLEDGE: ") 
(PRINl "(SETQ WORLD-KNOWLEDGE-OBJECT-LIST \'") 
(PRINl WORLD-KNOWLEDGE-OBJECT-LIST) 
(PRINT " ) " ) 
(SETQ HI WORLD-KNOWLEDGE-OBJECT-LIST) 
(LOOP 
((NULL HI)) 
(SETQ H2 (GET 'GEN (CAR HI))) 
(COND ((NULL H2)) 
(T (PRINl "(PUT \'GEN \'") 
(PRINl (CAR HI)) 
(PRINl " У") 
(PRINl H2) (PRINT ")"))) 
(SETQ H2 (GET 'IMP (CAR HI))) 
(COND ((NULL H2)) 
(T (PRINl "(PUT \'IMP \'") 
(PRINl (CAR HI)) 
(PRINl " \'") (PRINl H2) (PRINT ")"))) 
(SETQ H2 (GET 'IMP (CAR HI))) ; > » » 
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(COND ((NULL H2)) 
(Τ (PRINl "(PDT \'ISA \'") 
(PRINl (CAR Hl)) (PRINl " \'") (PRINl H2) 
(PRINT ")"))) 
(SETQ Hl (CDR Hl))) 
(TERPRI) 
(PRINT "(RDS)") (WRS) 
(SETQ ECHO NIL) (TERPRI) (PRINT "Ready!") (WAIT) 
(COND (LOGFILE? 
(WRS LOGFILE? Τ) 
(WRITEPTR (WRITEPTR 'EOF)) 
(SETQ ECHO T)] 
(RDS) 
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; DRAFT M04: 
; This module contains a simple shell for DRAFT. 
; By entering the command DRAFT we can activate a shell in 
; which the DRAFT-implementation is embedded. The value 
; assignent to the variable OPTION-LIST below, shows the 
; various options that can be selected from this shell. 
; PRINT-CENTER is an auxiliary function for centering a 
; line of text (STR$) between margins. 
(DEFUN PRINT-CENTER (STR$ 
L) 
(SETQ L (PRINT-LENGTH STR$)) 
(COND ((ODDP L) (SETQ L (ADDI L)))) 
(SET-CURSOR (ROW) (/ (- 80 L) 2)) 
(PRINT STR$)] 
; The SELECTOR-function enables us to select one of the 
; options from the OPTION-LIST. The various options are 
; displayed on screen and can be selected by using the 
; cursor movement keys. The option desired is activated by 
; pressing the RETORN-key. 
(DEFUN DRAFT () 
(SELECTOR OPTION-LIST)] 
(DEFUN SELECTOR (OPTIONS 
VAL POS HRS-ON RDS) 
(LOOP 
(IF (> (LENGTH OPTIONS) 10) 
(SETQ OPTIONS OPTION-LIST)) 
(IF WRS (SETQ WRS NIL WRS-ON T) (SETQ WRS-ON NIL)) 
(CLEAR-SCREEN) 
(TERPRI 1) 
(SETQ »HIGH-INTENSITY* T) 
(PRINT-CENTER "DRAFT") 
(SETQ »HIGH-INTENSITY* NIL) 
(PRINT-CENTER "Denotation Resolution Algorithm For Texts") 
(PRINT-CENTER 
"Ton Heijters, University of Limburg, The Netherlands") 
(SET-CURSOR 24 0) 
(PRIN1 "Select option with ") 
(WRITE-BYTE 25) (PRIN1 " or ") (WRITE-BYTE 24) 
(PRIN1 " and press RETURN (ESC=stop)") 
(MAKE-WINDOW 5 5 18 70) 
(SETQ POS 0) 
(SETQ *HIGH-INTENSITY* T) ; > » » 
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(MAPCAR 'PRINT OPTIONS) 
(SETQ *HIGH-INTENSITY* NIL) 
(LOOP (SET-CORSOR POS 0) 
(SETQ READ-CHAR NIL) 
(CLEAR-INPUT) 
(SETQ VAL (READ-BYTE)) 
(IF (= VAL 255) (SETQ VAL (READ-BYTE))) 
(SETQ READ-CHAR Τ) 
((OR (= VAL 27) 
(= VAL 13))) 
(CONO ((AND (- VAL 80) 
(< POS (SUBÌ (LENGTH OPTIONS)))) 
(SETQ POS (ADDI POS))) 
((= VAL 80) (SETQ POS 0)) 
((AND (= VAL 72) 
(> POS 0)) 
(SETQ POS (SUBÌ POS))) 
((= VAL 72) 
(SETQ POS (SUBÌ (LENGTH OPTIONS)))))) 
; ESC-key or RETURN-lcey 
(MAKE-WINDOW 0 0 25 80) 
(CLEAR-SCREEN) 
(IF WRS-ON (SETQ WRS T)) 
((= VAL 27)) 
(APPLY (NTH POS OPTIONS))) 
; ESC-key 
(CONO ((Y-OR-N-READ "Are you sure") 
(CONO ((> (LENGTH OPTIONS) 10) 
(WRS) 
(IF (Y-OR-N-READ "Save World Knowledge?") 
(SAVE-WORLD-KNOWLEDGE)) 
(IF (AND (MEMBER 'DRAFT-ENGLISH-INPUT OPTIONS) 
(Y-OR-N-READ "Save Vocabulary?")) 
(SAVE-VOCABÜLARY)) 
(SETQ ECHO NIL) 
(SYSTEM)))) 
(T (RETURN)] 
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(SETQ OPTION-LIST 
'(DRAFT-SA-INPOT 
DRAFT-DEMOS 
DISPLAY-DR-ON/OFF 
DISPLAY-SENTENCE-HISTORY 
DISPLAY-DR 
DISPLAY-WORLD-KNOWLEDGE 
UPDATE-DR-MANUAL 
UPDATE-PROM-LIST-MANUAL 
UPDATE-WORLD-KNOWLEDGE 
READ-WORLD-KNOWLEDGE 
SAVE-WORLD-KNOWLEDGE 
RESET-DR 
MAKE-LOG-FILE 
TRACE-IMP-DRAFT-FUNCTIONS)] 
(DEFUN DISPLAY-DR-ON/OFF () 
(SETQ DISPLAY-DR-ON? (NOT DISPLAY-DR-ON?)] 
DRAFT-ON-LINE by selection this option we may enter a LSA 
expression after the "SA-input > " prompt. This 
expression will be processed by DRAFT and the 
new DR will be displayed after which we may 
enter another LSA-expression to be processed. 
To end the DRAFT-SA-INPUT-option, enter the 
expression "stop". 
(DEFUN DRAFT-SA-INPUT ( 
ANTW RDS) 
(LOOP 
(PRIN1 "SA-input > ") 
(CLEAR-INPUT) 
(SETQ ANTW (READ)) 
( (ATOM ANTW) ) 
(INCREMENT-FUNCTION ANTW)] 
; By selecting the option DRAFT-DEMOS we can activate a 
; DEMO: Every LISP-file can function as a demo in principle. 
; A number of demo-s have been elaborated; they are listed 
; below. See appendix С for the results of these demo-s. 
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(DEFÜN DRAFT-DEMOS ( 
NAME ANTW ECHO-ON EXP RDS) 
(CLEAR-SCREEN) 
(PRINT "THE FOLLOWING DEMO-S ARE AVAILABLE:") 
(TERPRI 2) 
(MAPCAR 'PRINT DEMO-LIST) (TERPRI) 
(PRIN1 "Enter filename: ") (CLEAR-INP0T) 
(SETQ NAME (READ-LINE)) 
(COND ((RDS (PACK* NAME ".DEM" )) 
(LOOP (IF ECHO (SETQ ECHO-ON Τ ECHO NIL)) 
(SETQ EXP (READ)) 
(IF ECHO-ON (SETQ ECHO T)) 
(EVAL EXP) 
((NULL RDS))) 
(CLEAR-INPUT) (TERPRI) 
(PRIN1 NAME) (PRINT " ready!") (WAIT)) 
(T (CLEAR-INPUT) (RDS) 
(IF (NOT (EQUAL NAME "")) 
(AND (PRIN1 "I can NOT read ") 
(PRINT NAME) (WAIT)] 
; The following is a list of avaible DRAFT demo-s: 
(SETQ DEMO-LIST 
' ("DEMOl.DEM Demo by Chapter II" 
"DEM02.DEM New information in a definite description" 
" and sentence intern prom switch" 
"DEM03.DEM Lakoff's 'Near Dan he saw a snake' example" 
"DEM04.DEM More and more and more ... pronouns" 
"DEMOS.DEM Definite descriptions with proper names" 
"DEM06.DEM She hates Ada's mother ..." 
"DEM07.DEM Implicit and partial information" 
"DEMOS.DEM The weak-strong constraint" 
"DEM09.DEM Some sample sentence from Lakoff's paper" 
" PRONOUNS AND REFERENCE" 
"EN-SA.LSP An extension of DRAFT (English input)")) 
; A DRAFT session may be recorded and saved on disk. The 
; recording can be temporarily interrupted. The LOG-FILE that 
; results can be printed or embedded in a text (appendix С is an 
; example). 
(DEFÜN MAKE-LOG-FILE ( 
NAME ANTW RDS) 
(TERPRI) 
(COND ((OUTPUTFILE) 
(PRIN1 (OUTPUTFILE)) 
(PRINT " open for output!") 
(COND ( (NOT WRS) ; output file not active > » » 
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(COND 
((Ï-OR-N-READ 
"activate temporarily closed logfïle") 
(SETQ WRS Τ) (SETQ ECHO T)))) 
((Ï-OR-N-READ "Close logfile temporarily") 
(SETQ WRS NIL)) 
((Y-OR-N-READ "Close logfile definitely") 
(WRS) (SETQ ECHO NIL) (MAKE-LOS-FILE)))) 
(T (PRIN1 "Name of the new logfile: ") 
(CLEAR-INPUT) (SETQ NAME (READ-LINE)) 
(COND ((WRS (PACK* NAME ".LOG")) 
(SETQ ECHO Τ WRS T) (PRIN1 NAME) 
(PRINT " open for output!") (WAIT)) 
(T (IF (NOT (EQUAL NAME "")) 
(AND (PRIN1 "I can NOT open ") 
(PRINT NAME) (WAIT)] 
The option TRACE-IMP-DRAFT-FUNCTIONS will permit us to have 
a closer look at the inner workings of DRAFT. On selecting 
this option the most important DRAFT-functions will be 
listed. By moving the cursor to the appropriate function-
name and pressing the RETURN-key, we may activate or 
deactivate the tracing facility for the function in 
question. 
(DEFUN TRACE-IMP-DRAFT-FUNCTIONS ( 
VAL Χ Y POS RDS) 
(SETQ X 0 Y 0 POS 0) 
(TRACE-PRINT) 
(TERPRI 5) 
(PRIN1 "Select function with ") 
(WRITE-BYTE 25) (PRIN1 " or ") (WRITE-BYTE 24) 
(PRIN1 " and give a RETURN ") 
(PRIN1 "to toggle Tracing on/off (ESC=stop)") 
(LOOP (SET-CURSOR Υ X) 
(SETQ READ-CHAR NIL) 
(CLEAR-INPUT) 
(SETQ VAL (READ-BYTE)) 
(IF (= VAL 255) (SETQ VAL (READ-BYTE))) 
(SETQ READ-CHAR T) 
(COND ((= VAL 27) (RETURN))) 
(COND ((AND (= VAL 80) 
(= POS 31)) 
(SETQ X 0 Y 0 POS 0)) 
((AND (» VAL 80) 
(= POS 15)) 
(SETQ X 39 Y 0 POS 16)) 
((AND (= VAL 80) 
(< POS 15)) 
down 
last 
go first 
down 
last first column 
first sec. column 
down 
first column > » » 
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(SETQ Χ 
((AND (= 
О 
(SETQ Χ 
((AND (= 
(= 
(SETQ X 
((AND (= 
(= 
(SETQ X 
((AND (= 
(< 
(SETQ X 
((AND (= 
(> 
(SETQ X 
0 POS (ADDI POS) 
VAL 80) 
POS 15)) 
39 POS (ADDI POS) 
VAL 72) 
POS 0)) 
39 Y 15 POS 31)) 
VAL 72) 
POS 16)) 
0 Y 15 POS 15)) 
VAL 72) 
POS 16)) 
0 POS (SOBl POS) 
VAL 72) 
POS 15)) 
39 POS (SOBl POS) 
Y POS)) 
; down 
; second column 
Y (- POS 16))) 
; up 
; first position 
; go to last 
; up 
; first sec. column 
; last first column 
; up 
; first column 
Y POS)) 
; up 
; second column 
Y (- POS 16)))) 
(CONO ((= VAL 13) 
(CONO ((MEMBER POS DRAFT-TRACE-LIST) 
(SETQ DRAFT-TRACE-LIST 
(REMOVE POS DRAJT-TRACE-LIST)) 
(PRIN1 (NTH POS IMP-DRAFT-FONC)) 
(CLEAR (NTH POS IMP-DRAFT-FONC))) 
(T 
(SETQ DRAFT-TRACE-LIST 
(CONS POS DRAFT-TRACE-LIST)) 
(PRIN1-B (NTH POS IMP-DRAFT-FONC)) 
(TRACE (NTH POS IMP-DRAFT-FONC)))] 
(DEFON TRACE-PRINT ( 
Ν Χ Y) 
(CLEAR-SCREEN) 
(SETQ Ν 0) 
(LOOP ((= Ν 32)) 
(IF (<= Ν 15) 0 Υ Ν) 
39 Y (- Ν 16))) 
(SETQ Χ 
(SETQ Χ 
(SET-CORSOR Y Χ) 
(IF (MEMBER N DRAFT-TRACE-LIST) 
(PRIN1-B (NTH N IMP-DRAFT-FONC)) 
(PRIN1 (NTH N IMP-DRAFT-FONC))) 
(SETQ N (ADDI Ν)] 
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(SETQ IMP-DRAFT-FÜNC '(ADDR-MATCH? 
ADDRESS-MISMATCH 
BLOW-DP-WITH-IMP 
BLOW-OP-WITH-ISA 
DELETE-CAREFULLY 
DEN-F-P 
DEN-M-P 
DEN-NP 
DEN-PROPER-NAME 
DEN-R-P 
DEN-S 
DEN-T 
DEN-X-N 
DEN-X-O 
FIND-BEST-ADDRESS-AND-MISM 
GUESS 
INCREMENT-FUNCTION 
NEW-ADDRESS 
ONLY-FEMALE 
ONLY-MALE 
PROP-MATCH? 
STACK-DENOTATION 
STRONG-CAND-LIST 
TEBM-OK-FOR-ADDRESS? 
TERM-POWER 
UN-AMBIGUOUS 
UPDATE-ADDRESSES 
UPDATE-DR 
UPDATE-DR-LIST 
UPDATE-PROM-LIST 
UPDATE-SENTENCE-HISTORY 
WEAK-CAND-LIST) ] 
(SETQ DRAFT-TRACE-LIST NIL) 
(RDS) 
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; DRAFT И05: 
; This module contains the framework of DRAFT. In this module the 
; order of processing the various constituents is determined. 
; The INCREMENT-FUNCTION takes an (LSA) expression as its 
; argument and checks whether the argument is a well-formed 
; LSA-expression. If this is the case the expression will be 
; processed, utilizing the DR built up so far and the 
; knowledge database. A possible side-effect of incrementing 
; a sentence is the updating of the knowledge database. The 
; time needed for processing the sentence will be measured 
; and displayed on screen. 
(DEFUN INCREMENT-FUNCTION (EXP 
RESS I-TIME) 
(PRIN1 "SA-INPUT: ") (PRINT EXP) 
(COND ; if the input is not a well-formed LSA-sentence 
((NOT (S? EXP)) 
(PRINT "") 
(PRINT "ERROR! Not a well-formed LSA sentence.") 
(PRINT "") 
(WAIT)) 
; the input is a well-formed LSA-sentence 
(T (RESET-SENTENCE-HISTORY) 
(SETQ I-TIME (TIME)) 
(SETQ RESS (DEN-S EXP NIL NIL T)) 
(SETQ I-TIME (- (TIME) I-TIME)) 
(COND ((EQUAL RESS (UN-AMBIGUOUS RESS)) 
(PRIN1 "RESULT: ") 
(PRINT RESS)) 
(T 
(PRIN1 "AMBIGUOUS: ") 
(PRINT RESS) 
(SETQ RESS (UN-AMBIGUOUS RESS)) 
(PRIN1 "UNAMBIG-R: ") 
(PRINT RESS))) 
(PRIN1 "INCR TIME: ") 
(PRIN1 I-TIME) 
(PRINT "/100 secc") 
(UPDATE-DR RESS) 
(UPDATE-PROM-LIST RESS) 
(WAIT) 
(IF DISPLAY-DR-ON? (DISPLAY-DR)] 
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UN-AMBIGDOUS: The denotatum of a pronoun in DRAFT is not 
always one address: it may also be a list of 
addresses, e.g. (3 1 4 ) . Such a list is to be 
interpreted as follows: address 3 is the most 
likely candidate for the denotatum of the 
pronoun but the addresses 1 and 4 are possible 
candidates also. Thus the result of 
evaluating an SA-sentence such as 
(gave m-p (x-n (apple x)) m-p) may look 
something like (gave (2 1) 3 (12)) 
After processing the sentence as a whole, 
DRAFT will disambiguate the ambiguous 
sentence by taking the most likely candidate: 
the first element, from the list for each 
ambiguous NP. For the example above the 
function UN-AMBIGUOOS will convert 
(gave (2 1) 3 (12)) into (gave 2 3 1). 
REMARK: It will be clear that this is the obvious 
place to use script- or scenario-like 
information to disambiguate if we were to 
extend DRAFT in such a way that it would make 
use of this kind of information (see also 
IV.3.5). 
(DEFUN UN-AMBIGOOÜS (S) 
(COND ((ATOM S) S) 
((NUMBERP (FIRST S)) (FIRST S) ) 
(T (MAPCAR 'ON-AMBIGOODS S)] 
DEN-S: The function DEN-S takes an LSA-sentence as its 
argument. Such an expression is always of the form 
(PRED [SSK] Tl [T2 [T3] ] . 
The function DEN-S determines the processing order 
on the basis of the values for SSK and the 
power of the various terms. For more information 
see IV.2.1. 
(DEFUN DEN-S (EXP REFL N SUBJ? 
SSK PRED Tl T2 T3 POWER-L) 
; initialise local variabels 
(SETQ REFL NIL) 
(SETQ SSK (TAKE-SSK EXP)) 
(IF (AND (NULL SSK) (NOT (NULL (TAKE-T3 EXP)))) 
(SETQ SSK '<l-2-3>)) ; default 
(IF (NULL SSK) (SETQ SSK '<l-2>)) ; default 
(SETQ PRED (TAKE-PRED EXP)) 
(SETQ Tl (TAKE-T1 EXP) ) ; > » » 
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T2 (ΤΑΚΕ-Τ2 EXP)) 
ТЗ (ТАКЕ-ТЗ EXP)) 
POWER-L (REMOVE-IF 'LISTP (LIST (TERM-POWER Tl) 
(TERM-POWER T2) 
(TERM-POWER T3)))) 
; there is only one term! 
((NULL T2) 
(SETQ Tl (DEN-T Tl REFL N SUBJ?)) 
(LIST PRED Tl)) 
; specific first 
((OR (AND (EQUAL POWER-L ' (0 1)) 
(EQUAL SSK '<2-l>))) 
(SETQ T2 (DEN-T T2 REFL N)) 
(SETQ Tl (DEN-T Tl (NEW-REFL T2) N SDBJ? T)) 
(LIST PRED Tl T2)) 
; two terms 
((NULL T3) 
(SETQ Tl (DEN-T Tl REFL N SDBJ?)) 
(SETQ T2 (DEN-T T2 (NEW-REFL Tl) N) ) 
(SETQ Tl (DEFINITIVE Tl T2)) 
(IF SDBJ? (SETQ $SUBJECT$ (LIST Tl))) 
(LIST PRED Tl T2)) 
; three terms 
(T 
(SETQ Tl (DEN-T Tl REFL N SUBJ?)) 
(SETQ T2 (DEN-T T2 (NEW-REFL Tl) N)) 
(SETQ T3 (DEN-T T3 (NEW-REFL Tl T2) N)) 
(SETQ Tl (DEFINITIVE Tl T2 T3)) 
(IF SUBJ? (SETQ $SDBJECT$ (LIST Tl))) 
(SETQ T2 (DEFINITIVE T2 T3)) 
(LIST PRED Tl T2 T3)] 
; DEFINITIVE (See also section IV.2.1.) 
(DEFDN DEFINITIVE (PROV Tl T2 
RESS) 
(COND ; PROV is clear 
((NULL PROV) NIL) 
((NUMBER? PROV) PROV) 
((NOT (NUMBERP (CAR PROV))) PROV) 
((NUMBERP (CAR PROV)) 
(SETQ RESS (DELETE-CAREFULLY 
(APPEND 
%IMPL-P3% 
(ISOLATE-P3 (APPEND Tl T2)) 
(NEW-REFL Tl T2)) 
PROV)) 
(IF (= (LENGTH RESS) 1) (CAR RESS) RESS)] 
(SETQ 
(SETQ 
(SETQ 
(COND 
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; IS0LATE-P3 
(DEFUN IS0LATE-P3 (LL) 
(COND ((AND (NUMBERP LL) (MEMBER LL $EXPL-P3$)) (LIST LL)) 
{(ATOM LL) NIL) 
((NUMBERP (CAR LL)) NIL) 
(T (APPLY 'APPEND (MAPCAR 'ISOLATE-P3 LL)] 
; NEW-REFL 
(DEFUN NEW-REFL (Tl T2) 
(COND ((OR (NUMBERP Tl) 
(NUMBERP (FIRST Tl))) (SETQ Tl (LIST Tl))) 
(T (SETQ Tl NIL))) 
(COND ((OR (NUMBERP T2) 
(NUMBERP (FIRST T2))) (SETQ T2 (LIST T2))) 
(T (SETQ T2 NIL))) 
(APPEND Tl T2)] 
; DEN-T: if the term is an NP use DEN-NP and look if the NP 
; is the subject of the sentence; in all other cases 
use DEN-S 
(DEFUN DEN-T (EXP REFL N SUBJ? 
RESS) 
(COND ((NP? EXP) 
(SETQ RESS (DEN-NP EXP REFL N)) 
(IF SUBJ? 
(SETQ $SUBJECT$ (LIST RESS))) 
RESS) 
(T (SETQ RESS (DEN-S EXP REFL N SUBJ?)) 
(SETQ $PROM-LIST$ 
(UNIQUE 
(APPEND 
(ISOLATE-ADDRESSES (UN-AMBIGUOUS RESS)) 
$PROM-LIST$))) 
RESS] 
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; DEN-NP: determine the kind of NP we are dealing with and 
; call the appropriate DEN-function. 
(DEFUN DEN-NP (EXP REEL N 
RESS) 
(IF (NULL N) 
(SETQ %IMPL-P2% NIL %IMPL-P3% NIL)) 
(COND ((EQUAL EXP 'x) N) 
((PROPER-NAME? EXP) 
(UPDATE-SENTENCE-HISTORY 
(LIST (LIST EXP 'x)) 
N 
(DEN-PROPER-NAME EXP REFL N) 
3)) 
((R-P? EXP) 
(UPDATE-SENTENCE-HISTORY 
EXP N (DEN-R-P REFL N) 2)) 
((M-P? EXP) 
(UPDATE-SENTENCE-HISTORY 
EXP N (DEN-М-Р REFL N) 2)) 
( (F-P? EXP) 
(UPDATE-SENTENCE-HISTORY 
EXP N (DEN-F-P REFL N) 2)) 
((N-P? EXP) 
(UPDATE-SENTENCE-HISTORY 
EXP N (DEN-N-P REFL N) 2)) 
((EQUAL (CAR EXP) 'X-n) 
(SETQ RESS (DEN-X-N (CDR EXP) REFL N)) 
(SETQ $FIXED-DEN-STACK$ 
(ADJOIN (LIST (CDR EXP) RESS) $FIXED-DEN-STACK$)) 
(UPDATE-SENTENCE-HISTORY (CDR EXP) N RESS 3)) 
((EQUAL (CAR EXP) 'x-o) 
(UPDATE-SENTENCE-HISTORY 
(CDR EXP) N (DEN-X-O (CDR EXP) REFL N) 3)] 
(RDS) 
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; DRAFT И06: 
; This module contains the details of DRAFT's denotation 
; algorithm. In this module the constraints on the 
; interpretation of the various types of NP, are formulated. 
; In this module the denotation functions will be defined 
; that were mentioned in module M05. There are six of them: 
; DEN-PROPER-NAME (proper names), DEN-R-P (reflexive 
; pronouns), DEN-М-Р (male pronouns), DEN-F-P (female 
; pronouns), DEN-X-N (indefinite descriptions) and DEN-X-O 
; (definite descriptions). More information about the functions 
; mentioned above can be found in section IV.3. 
; DEN-PROPER-NAME is a combination of DEN-X-0 and DEN-X-N (a 
; definition of these functions is given below). 
(DEFUN DEN-PROPER-NAME (EXPR REFL N 
RESS RDS) 
(SETQ RESS (DEN-X-0 (LIST (LIST EXPR 'x)) REFL N)) 
(COND ((NUMBER? RESS) RESS) 
(T (SETQ RESS 
(DEN-X-N (LIST (LIST EXPR ' x ) ) REFL N)) 
(COND ((GEN-PREDICAT EXP)) 
(T (TERPRI) (PRIN1-B EXPR) 
(PRIN1 ": This is the first time I ") 
(PRINT "encounter this name.") 
(IF (Y-OR-N-READ 
"Is this a MALE name") 
(PDT 'GEN 
'male 
(CONS EXP (GET 'GEN 'male)))) 
(IF (Y-OR-N-READ 
"Is this a FEMALE name") 
(PUT 'GEN 
'female 
(CONS EXP (GET 'GEN 'female)))) 
(IF (Y-OR-N-READ 
"Is this a NEDTRAL name") 
(PUT 'GEN 
'neutral 
(CONS EXP (GET 'GEN 'neutral)))) 
; if not ambiguous add inf about gender 
(IF (= (LENGTH (GEN-PREDICAT EXP)) 1) 
(UPDATE-ADDRESSES (LIST RESS) 
(APPEND 
(GEN-PREDICAT EXP) 
(LIST RESS)))))))) 
RESS)] 
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; DEN-R-P (provisional draft!): This function sets out to 
; build a list of candidates (CAND) consisting of the denotata 
; of those expressions which are reflexive (in the sense of 
; section IV.2.2.) towards the reflexive pronoun in question. 
; * If CAND contains exactly one address, then the value of 
; DEN-R-P is this address. 
; * If CAND is the empty list the value of DEN-R-P is also 
the empty list. 
; * If CAND contains more than one element, then the value of 
DEN-R-P is that list. Later on the function UN-AMBIGUOUS 
; (see M05) will select one of the candidate addresses for 
; the denotatum of the reflexive pronoun under scrutiny. 
(DEFUN DEN-R-P (REFL N 
RESS) 
(COND ; there is exactly one candidate 
((EQUAL (LENGTH REFL) 1) 
(SETQ RESS (CAR REFL))) 
; there are no candidates 
((NULL REFL)) 
; there is a list of candidates 
(T (SETQ RESS REFL)] 
; WEAK-CAND-LIST: In determining the denotatum of a male 
; pronoun, first a list of possible candidates (CAND-list) is 
; composed. The way in which this list is built up is given in 
; IV.3.1. 
(DEFUN WEAK-CAND-LIST () 
(REMOVE-IF 
'LISTP 
(UNIQUE (APPEND $SUBJECT$ 
$PROM-LIST$ 
#PROM-LIST#)] 
; DEN-М-Р: see Г .3.1. for a description of this function. 
(DEFUN DEN-М-Р (REFL N 
CAND) 
; CAND is a list of candidates 
(SETQ CAND 
(DELETE-CAREFULLY REFL 
(ONLY-MALE 
(WEAK-CAND-LIST)))) 
(COND ; if CAND is empty and denotation is not provisional 
((AND (NULL CAND) 
(NULL N)) 
(SETQ CAND (NEW-ADDRESS)) 
(UPDATE-DR (LIST 'male CAND)) CAND) ; > » » 
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; if denotation is not provisional 
((NULL N) 
(IF (= (LENGTH CAND) 1) (CAR CAND) CAND)) 
(T CAND)] 
; NEW-ADDRESS: This function generates a new address and 
; takes also care of administrative measures to be taken. If 
; the Discourse Domain is empty, the new address will be 
; numbered 1; otherwise пглпЬегеа n-fl, where η is the number last 
; given. 
(DEFUN NEW-ADDRESS ( 
N) 
(IF (NULL (APPEND #PROM-LIST# $PROM-LIST$)) 
(AND (SETQ $PROM-LIST$ '(1)) 1) 
(AND (SETQ N (ADDI (APPLY 'MAX (APPEND #PROM-LIST# 
$PROM-LIST$)))) 
(SETQ $PROM-LIST$ (CONS N $PROM-LIST$)) 
N)] 
; DELETE-CAREFULLY: see IV.3.1. for a description of this 
; function. 
(DEFUN DELETE-CAREFULLY (DELS CAND) 
(COND 
; DELS is empty 
((NULL DELS) CAND) 
; CAND is empty 
((NULL CAND) NIL) 
; first element of DELS is the empty list 
((NULL (FIRST DELS)) (DELETE-CAREFULLY (CDR DELS) CAND)) 
; first element of DELS is a number 
((NUMBER? (FIRST DELS)) 
(DELETE-CAREFULLY (CDR DELS) 
(REMOVE (FIRST DELS) CAND))) 
; first element of DELS is a list 
((LISTP (CAR DELS)) 
(IF (MEMBER (CAAR DELS) CAND) 
(DELETE-CAREFULLY 
(CDR DELS) 
(UNIQUE (APPEND (REMOVE (CAAR DELS) CAND) 
(REVERSE 
(INTERSECTION 
(FIRST DELS) 
CAND))))) 
(DELETE-CAREFULLY (CDR DELS) CAND))) 
(T (PRINT "Error in DELETE-CAREFULLY!")] 
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; ONLY-MALE: This function tajees as its input a list of 
; addresses. Its output is a sublist of those and only those 
; addresses with male gender. In appendix B, page 9, lines 11 
; & 12 an example is given. 
(DEFUN ONLY-MALE (L) 
(COND ((NULL L) NIL) 
((MEMBER 'male (GEN-ADDRESS (CAR L))) 
(CONS (CAR L) (ONLY-MALE (CDR L) ) ) ) 
(T (ONLY-MALE (CDR L))] 
; DEN-F-P and ONLY-FEMALE are the 
; "female" counterparts of the functions discussed above. 
(DEFUN DEN-F-P (REFL N 
CAND) 
; CAND is a list of candidates 
(SETQ CAND 
(DELETE-CAREFULLY REFL 
(ONLY-FEMALE 
(WEAK-CAND-LIST)))) 
(COND ; if CAND is empty and denotation is not provisional 
((AND (NULL CAND) 
(NOLL N)) 
(SETQ CAND (NEW-ADDRESS)) 
(DPDATE-DR (LIST 'female CAND)) 
CAND) 
; if denotation is not provisional 
((NULL N) 
(IF (= (LENGTH CAND) 1) (CAR CAND) CAND)) 
(T CAND)] 
(DEFUN ONLY-FEMALE (L) 
(COND ( (NULL L) NIL) 
((MEMBER 'female (GEN-ADDRESS (CAR L))) 
(CONS (CAR L) (ONLY-FEMALE (CDR L)))) 
(T (ONLY-FEMALE (CDR L))] 
; DEN-N-P and ONLY-NEUTRAL are the 
; "neutral" counterparts of the functions discussed above. 
(DEFUN DEN-N-P (REFL N 
CAND) 
; CAND is a list of candidates 
(SETQ CAND 
(DELETE-CAREFULLY REFL 
(ONLY-NEUTRAL 
(WEAK-CAND-LIST))) ) 
(COND ; if CAND is empty and denotation is not provisional > » 
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( (AMD (NOLL САШ)) 
(NDLL Ν)) 
(SETQ CAND (NEW-ADDRESS)) 
(DPDATE-DR (LIST 'neutral CAND)) 
CAND) 
; if denotation is not provisional 
((NULL N) 
(IF (= (LENGTH CAND) 1) (CAR CAND) CAND)) 
(T CAND)] 
(DEFUN ONLY-NEUTRAL (L) 
(COND ((NULL L) NIL) 
((MEMBER 'neutral (GEN-ADDRESS (CARL))) 
(CONS (CAR L) (ONLY-NEUTRAL (CDR L)))) 
(T (ONLY-NEUTRAL (CDR L))] 
; DEN-X-N: See IV.3.2. for a description of this function. 
(DEFUN DEN-X-N (SX* REFL N 
RESS) 
(COND ; the same indefinite description has been used before 
((AND (SETQ RESS (STACK-DENOTATION SX*)) 
(NOT (MEMBER RESS REFL 'EQUAL))) 
RESS) 
; else 
(T 
(IF (NULL N) (SETQ %IMPL-P2% NIL %IMPL-P3% NIL)) 
(SETQ RESS (NEW-ADDRESS) ) 
(ÜPDATE-DR-LIST SX* REFL RESS) 
RESS)] 
; UPDATE-DR-LIST: The input for this function will be a list 
; of LSA expressions. The elements of the list will be 
; evaluated one after the other, after which the information 
; contained in the evaluated expression is added to the DR. 
(DEFUN UPDATE-DR-LIST (TL REFL N) 
(COND ((NULL TL) NIL) 
(T (UPDATE-DR (DEN-S-AUX (CAR TL) REFL N)) 
(UPDATE-DR-LIST (CDR TL) REFL N)] 
(MOVD DEN-S 'DEN-S-AUX) 
; STRONG-CAND-LIST: In determining the denotatum of a 
; strong NP, first a list of possible candidates (CAND-list) 
; is composed. See IV.3.3. for the way in which this list 
; will be built up. 
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(DEFÜN STRONG-CAND-LIST (REFL) 
(DELETE-CAREFOLLÏ (UNIQUE 
(APPEND REFL 
$SUBJECT$ 
%IMPL-P3% 
$EXPL-P3$ 
%IMPL-P2% 
(LIST (ISOLATE-ADDRESSES 
$EXPL-P2$)))) 
#PROM-LIST#)] 
; DEN-X-O: Below the definition is given of the DEN-X-0 
; function. This function determines the denotatum of 
; definite descriptions, (see IV. 3.3. for a discussing 
; of this function). In defining this function quite 
; a few auxiliary functions are used: FIND-BEST-ADDRESS, 
; ADDRESS-MISMATCH, TERM-OK-FOR-ADDRESS?, PROP-MATCH?, ADDR-
; MATCH? and some BLOW-UP-functions. 
(DEFUN DEN-X-0 (SX* REFL N 
CAND-L RESS H) 
(COND 
; exactly the same definite description has been used before 
((AND (SETQ RESS (STACK-DENOTATION SX*)) 
(NOT (MEMBER RESS REFL 'EQUAL))) 
RESS) 
; look for the best address in STRONG-CAND-LIST 
( (AND (SETQ CAND-L (STRONG-CAND-LIST REFL)) 
(SETQ RESS (FIND-BEST-ADDRESS-AND-MISM 
SX* REFL CAND-L N)) 
(NEAR-MATCH? RESS SX*)) 
(IF (NULL N) (UPDATE-DR-LIST SX* REFL (FIRST RESS))) 
(FIRST RESS)) 
; introduce a new entity by referential bridging 
((AND (NOT (PROPER-NAME? (CAARSX*))) 
(SETQ CAND-L 
(UNIQUE 
(SET-DIFFERENCE 
(APPEND $PROM-LIST$ #PROM-LIST#) 
CAND-L))) 
(SETQ RESS (FIND-BEST-ADDRESS-AND-MISM 
SX* REFL CAND-L N)) 
(NEAR-MATCH? RESS SX*) 
(NOT (MEMBER (FIRST RESS) CAND-L 'EQUAL))) 
(IF (NULL N) (ÜPDATE-DR-LIST SX* REFL (FIRST RESS))) 
(FIRST RESS)) 
; delete provisional info and use GUESS (if not a prop-name) 
(T (IF (NULL N) 
(DELETE-PROVISIONAL-INFO ; > » » 
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(SET-DIFFERENCE %IMPL-P3% #PROM-LIST#))) 
(IF (NOT (PROPER-NAME? (CAARSX*))) 
(GUESS (CAR RESS) SX* REFL N (MISM RESS)] 
; NEAR-MATCH?: This function checks if there is a near match 
; in the sense given in clause (ii.b) of description 
(52) in section III.3.3. 
(DEFON NEAR-MATCH? (RESS SX*) 
(OR (= (MISM RESS) 0) 
(AND (= (MISM RESS) 1) 
(> (LENGTH SX*) 1)] 
(MOVD SECOND MISM) 
; FIND-BEST-ADDRESS-AND-MISMATCH: This function searches 
; through the candidate list after the address which best fits 
; the definite description (the propositions in SX*). The 
; result is a list containing the elements ADDR and MISM. 
; ADRR is the address which fits best and MISM indicates 
; whether the address found complete (MISM = 0) or incomplete 
; (MISM > 0) matches. See also section III.3.3. 
(DEFUN FIND-BEST-ADDRESS-AND-MISM (SX* REFL CAND-L N 
BEST-ADDR BEST-MISM CORR-ADDR+MISM) 
(SETQ BEST-ADDR (FIRST CAND-L)) 
(SETQ BEST-MISM 99) 
(LOOP ; through candidate list 
(IF (NULL N) 
(SETQ %IMPL-P3% NIL %IMPL-P2% NIL)) 
((OR (= BEST-MISM 0) 
(NULL CAND-L)) 
(LIST BEST-ADDR BEST-MISM)) 
(SETQ CURR-ADDR+MISM 
(ADDRESS-MISMATCH SX* REFL (FIRST CAND-L))) 
(COND ((< (MISM CORR-ADDR+MISM) BEST-MISM) 
(SETQ BEST-ADDR (FIRST CURR-ADDR+MISM)) 
(SETQ BEST-MISM (MISM CURR-ADDR+MISM)))) 
(SETQ CAND-L (CDR CAND-L)] 
; ADDRESS-MISMATCH is a function that checks for a particular 
; address N whether or not the propositions in SX* are 
; matching. 
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(DEFUN ADDRESS-MISMATCH (SX* REFL H 
ADDRESS MATCH?) 
(SETQ MATCH? T) 
(LOOP ((OR (NULL SX*) 
(NOT MATCH?))) 
(SETQ MATCH? 
(TERM-OK-FOR-ADDRESS? (FIRST SX*) REFL N)) 
(IF MATCH? (SETQ ADDRESS MATCH?)) 
(SETQ SX* (CDR SX*))) 
(COND ((AMD (NULL SX*) MATCH?) (LIST ADDRESS 0)) 
((NOT MATCH?) (LIST ADDRESS (ADDI (LENGTH SX*)))) 
(Τ (LIST ADDRESS (ADDI (LENGTH SX*)] 
; TERM-OK-FOR-ADDRESS? This function checks whether a 
; particular address is confirmable to a proposition. This is 
; checked first on basis of the information included 
; explicitly in the DR. If the address does not conform to 
; the information included in the DR, the functions BLOW-UP-
; WITH-IMP and BLOW-DP-WITH-1SA are called to see whether 
; facts can be inferred from information in the world 
; knowledge database, which would make the address conform as 
; yet. 
; If we infer in this manner the existence of a new entity in 
; the discourse domain, this entity (a new address) will be 
; added. 
(DEFUN TERM-OK-FOR-ADDRESS? (TERM REFL N 
M TERM-INFO DR-INFO) 
(SETQ TERM-INFO (DEN-S TERM REFL N)) 
(SETQ DR-INFO (GET 'DR Ν)) 
(COND ((PROP-MATCH? TERM-INFO DR-INFO) 
N) 
((PROP-MATCH? TERM-INFO 
(BLOW-UP-WITH-IMP DR-INFO)) 
(SETQ M (NEW-ADDRESS)) 
(UPDATE-DR (LIST 'IMP Ν M)) 
M) 
((PROP-MATCH? TERM-INFO 
(BLOW-UP-WITH-ISA DR-INFO)) 
N)] 
; PROP-MATCH?: This auxiliary function enables us to check 
; whether two addresses match. We need this function since 
; the denotatum of a pronoun is not always an address : 
; sometimes it may be a list of addresses. 
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(DEFUN PROP-MATCH? (M-TERM DR-INFO 
D-TERM) 
(COND ((NULL DR-INFO) NIL) 
((MEMBER M-TERM DR-INFO 'EQUAL) T) 
((AND (SETQ D-TERM (FIRST DR-INFO)) 
(EQUAL (TAKE-PRED M-TERM) 
(TAKE-PRED D-TERM)) 
(ADDR-MATCH? (TAKE-T1 M-TERM) 
(TAKE-T1 D-TERM)) 
(ADDR-MATCH? (TAKE-T2 M-TERM) 
(TAKE-T2 D-TERM)) 
(ADDR-MATCH? (TAKE-T3 M-TERM) 
(TAKE-T3 D-TERM)))) 
(T (PROP-MATCH? M-TERM (CDR DR-INFO)] 
(DEFUN ADDR-MATCH? (A-M A-D) 
(COND ((EQUAL Α-M A-D) 
(IF A-D (SETQ $PROM-LIST$ 
(UNIQUE (CONS A-D $PROM-LIST$)))) 
T) 
( (OR (NULL Α-M) (NULL A-D) ) NIL) 
( (MEMBER A-D A-M) 
(IF A-D (SETQ $PROM-LIST$ 
(UNIQUE (CONS A-D $PROM-LIST$))) ) 
T] 
; BLOW-UP-WITH-IMP: This function expands the information 
; given explicitly at a particular address to explicitly and 
; implicitly available information. 
(DEFUN BLOW-UP-WITH-IMP (DR-INFO) 
(COND 
((NULL DR-INFO) NIL) 
((APPEND (MAKE-PROPS (GET ' IMP 
(TAKE-PRED (FIRST DR-INFO))) 
(TAKE-TERMS (FIRST DR-INFO))) 
(BLOW-UP-WITH-IMP (CDR DR-INFO)] 
(DEFUN MAKE-PROPS (PREDD TERMS) 
(COND ((NULL PREDD) NIL) 
(T (CONS (CONS (CAR PREDD) TERMS) 
(MAKE-PROPS (CDR PREDD) TERMS)] 
; BLOW-UP-WITH-ISA: This function expands the information 
; given explicitly at a particular address to explicitly and 
; implicitly available information, using the ISA (is a) 
; property list (e.g. car ISA vehicle). 
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(DEFüN BLOW-DP-WITH-ISA (DR-INFO) 
(COND 
((NULL DR-INFO) NIL) 
((APPEND (MAKE-PROPS (GET ' ISA 
(TAKE-PRED (FIRST DR-INFO))) 
(TAKE-TERMS (FIRST DR-INFO))) 
(BLOW-DP-WITH-ISA (CDR DR-INFO)] 
; GUESS: This function makes it possible to guess at missing 
; information, solving the denotation problem for a 
; particular NP. This function is called whenever the best 
; fitting address found by the function ADDRESS-MISMATCH does 
; not fit well enough to decide that the right address has 
; been found. For a description of this function see IV.3.3. 
(DEFCTN GUESS (BEST SX* REFL N MISM 
ISA-CANDD IMP-CANDD ADDR RDS) 
(SETQ ISA-CANDD (DELETE-CAREFULLY REFL (WEAK-CAND-LIST))) 
(SETQ IMP-CANDD 
(UNIQUE (APPEND ISA-CANDD #PROM-LIST# $PROM-LIST$))) 
(IF (OR (NULL MISM) (> MISM (LENGTH SX*))) 
(SETQ MISM (LENGTH SX*))) (TERPRI) 
(PRINT "I can't find the address of following expression: ") 
(PRINT (CONS 'X-O SX*)) (TERPRI) 
(COND ; ask for confirmation partial matched address 
((AND BEST (ASK-AND-DO-ISA BEST SX* MISM))) 
; ask for information ISA or IMP 
((LOOP 
((NULL IMP-CANDD) NIL) 
(SETQ ADDR (CAR IMP-CANDD)) 
((AND (MEMBER ADDR ISA-CANDD 'EQUAL) 
(ASK-AND-DO-ISA ADDR SX* MISM N) ) ) 
((ASK-AND-DO-IMP ADDR SX* MISM) 
(DEN-X-0 SX* REFL N)) 
(SETQ IMP-CANDD (CDR IMP-CANDD)))) 
((Y-OR-N-READ 
"Do you wish to introduce a new ADDR for it?") 
(DEN-X-N SX* REFL N)) 
(T (PRIN1 "I give up, please give me the denotatum: ") 
(LOOP (CLEAR-INPUT) 
(SETQ RESS (READ)) 
((OR (MEMBER RESS ISA-CANDD 'EQUAL) 
(= RESS (NEW-ADDRESS)))) 
(PRIN1 "I don't like that address: ")) 
(UPDATE-DR-LIST SX* REFL RESS) 
RESS)] 
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(DEFUN ASK-AND-DO-ISA (ADDR SX* MISM H 
DR-PRED SX-PRED RDS) 
(SETQ DR-PRED (CAAR (GET 'DR ADDR))) 
(SETQ SX-PRED (TAKE-PRED (CAR SX*))) 
(COND ((Y-OR-N-READ (PACK* DR-PRED " ISA " SX-PRED)) 
(IF (Y-OR-N-READ "Update the world knowledge database?") 
(PUT ' ISA DR-PRED (CONS SX-PRED (GET 'ISA DR-PRED))) 
(AND (PRINT 
"Definite description act as a kind of pronoun!") 
(UPDATE-SENTENCE-HISTORY SX* N ADDR 2))) 
(UPDATE-DR-LIST SX* REFL ADDR) 
ADDR)] 
(DEFUN ASK-AND-DO-IMP (ADDR SX* MISM 
DR-PRED SX-PRED RDS) 
(SETQ DR-PRED (CAAR (GET 'DR ADDR))) 
(SETQ SX-PRED (TAKE-PRED (CAR SX*))) 
(COND ((Y-OR-N-READ (PACK* DR-PRED " IMP " SX-PRED)) 
(IF (Y-OR-N-READ 
"Update the world knowledge database?") 
(PUT ' IMP DR-PRED (CONS SX-PRED 
(GET 'IMP DR-PRED))) 
(UPDATE-DR-LIST SX* REFL ADDR)) 
ADDR)] 
(RDS) ; « « < 
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Appendix В 
The source code of a simple 
English-SA translator 
; EN-SA.LSP (or DRAFT M07): 
This module contains a TRANSLATOR. The input of the 
TRANSLATOR is an English sentence. The output of the 
TRANSLATOR is the SA of that sentence. The following 
restrictions are relevant : 
- The TRANSLATOR only translates a subset of the correct 
english sentences. 
- The TRANSLATOR will also translate incorrect english 
sentences as "The woman work" in (work (x-o (woman x))). 
- Information expressed with auxiliary verbs will not be 
represented in the SA. In DRAFT the representation of 
the verbs is rudimentary, no attention is paid to aspect 
or tense. 
- The English-SA parser listed in appendix В does not meet the 
requirements which should be set for such a parser (See 
chapter I and chapter II about this subject). 
THE PS-GRAMMAR FOR THE TRANSLATOR: 
; a. 
; b. 
; o. 
; d. 
; . 
; f. 
S 
NP 
AÜX* 
VP 
VERB 
PP 
-> 
-> 
-> 
-> 
-> 
-> 
NP VP 
S PP 
PP S 
there was NP 
S because S 
because S S 
S and S 
NP PP 
Art (Adv) (Adj) Noun 
NP who SX 
Proper-Name's Noun (e.g. 
that S 
(Modale) (Haves) (Bes) 
VERB (NP) 
is/was (Adv) Adj 
(AUX*) V (Adv) 
Prep NP 
John's car) 
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; AUXILIAR! FONCTIONS: 
(DEFÜN NEXT (Dl D2) 
(COND ((NULL D2) NIL) 
(Τ (APPEND Dl (LIST (CAR D2)] 
(DEFUN AFTER-XXX (XXX L) 
(CDR (MEMBER XXX L)] 
(DEFUN TO-XXX (XXX L) 
(COND ((NULL L) NIL) 
((EQUAL XXX (CAR L)) NIL) 
(T (CONS (CAR L) 
(TO-XXX XXX (CDR L)] 
(DEFUN READ-SENTENCE ( 
S RDS) 
(SETQ S Τ) 
(CLEAR-INPUT) 
(SETQ S (STRING-DOWNCASE 
(STRING-TRIM '(I I I-I) (READ-LINE)))) 
(COND ((EQUAL S "") NIL) 
(T (SETQ S (MAKE-WORD-LIST (UNPACK S))) 
(SETQ S (NSUBLIS TRANSL-TABEL S 'EQUAL)) 
(SETQ S (VERIFY-WORDS S)] 
(SETQ TRANSL-TABEL '((another . a)] 
(DEFUN MAKE-WORD-LIST (L 
WORD WORD-LIST) 
(LOOP ((NULL L) 
(SETQ WORD-LIST 
(APPEND WORD-LIST 
(LIST (PACK WORD))))) 
(COND ((CHAR/= (CAR L) " ") 
(SETQ WORD (APPEND WORD (LIST (CAR L))))) 
((CHAR= (CAR L) ". ") 
(SETQ WORD-LIST 
(APPEND WORD-LIST 
(LIST (PACK WORD)))) 
(SETQ WORD NIL))) 
(SETQ L (CDR L))) 
WORD-LIST] 
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(DEFUN VERIFY-WORDS (L 
WORD ENGLISH-VOCABULARY RES N RDS) 
(SETQ ENGLISH-VOCABULARY 
(APPEND '(there was and because who with of) 
Art-x-n Art-x-o Noun Proper-Name 
R-p M-p F-p N-p Aux S-mod 
Adj Prep Verb Adv)) 
(LOOP ((NULL L) RES) 
(SETQ WORD (CAR L)) 
(LOOP ((OR (MEMBER WORD ENGLISH-VOCABULARY 'EQUAL) 
(MEMBER (PACK 
(BUTLAST 
(BÜTLAST (UNPACK WORD)))) 
Proper-Name 
'EQUAL)) 
(SETQ RES (APPEND RES (LIST WORD)))) 
(PRIN1 " ") 
(PRIN1 WORD) 
(PRINT " is not an element of the vocabulary") 
(COND ((Y-OR-N-READ " Is the word misspelled") 
(PRIN1 " Try again: ") 
(CLEAR-INPUT) 
(SETQ WORD (STRING-DOWNCASE (READ-LINE)))) 
(T 
(PRINT" 
UPDATE THE VOCABILARY: 
") 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Noun 
Proper-Name 
Modale 
Adj 
(PRIN1 " 
(SETQ N (READ)) 
5 
6 
7 
β 
Prep 
Adv 
Verb 
QUIT 
Select (1 .. 7): ") 
(IF (AND (NUMBERP N) (> N O ) (< N 8) ) 
(PUSH WORD 
(COND ((= N 1) 
((= N 2) 
((= N 3) 
((= N 4) 
((= N 5) 
((= N 6) 
((= N 7) 
ENGLISH-VOCABULARY)) 
(PUSH WORD Noun)) 
(PUSH WORD Proper-Name)) 
(PUSH WORD Modals)) 
(PUSH WORD Adj)) 
(PUSH WORD Prep)) 
(PUSH WORD Adv)) 
(PUSH WORD Verb) 
(PUSH '-> Verb) 
(PUSH WORD Verb)))))) 
(SETQ L (CDR L)] 
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(DEFUN DRAFT-ENGLISH-INPUT (STR) 
(LOOP (PRIN1 "ENGLISH » ") 
(SETQ STR (READ-SENTENCE)) 
((NULL STR)) 
(SETQ STR (S STR) ) 
(COND ((NULL STR) 
(PRIN1 " ") 
(PRINT 
"There are problems with the SA-translation") 
(PRIN1 " ") 
(PRINT 
"of this posibly correct english sentence!")) 
(T (INCREMENT-FUNCTION STR)] 
(SETQ OPTION-LIST 
(ADJOIN 'DRAFT-ENGLISH-INPUT OPTION-LIST)] 
; THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PS-ROLES 
; S -> . . . 
(DEFUN S (L 
Dl D2 D3 Hl H2) 
(COND ((< (LENGTH L) 2) NIL) 
; there was NP 
((AND (EQUAL (FIRST L) 'there) 
(EQUAL (SECOND L) 'was) 
(COMBINE-THERE-WAS-NP 
(NP (CDDR L))))) 
; S because S 
((AND (> (LENGTH L) 2) 
(MEMBER 'because L 'EQUAL) 
(SETQ HI (S (TO-XXX 'because L))) 
(COMBINE 'because 
HI 
(S (AFTER-XXX 'because L))))) 
; because S S 
((AND (> (LENGTH L) 1) 
(EQUAL (CAR L) 'because) 
(SETQ Dl (LIST (CADR L)) 
D2 (CDDR L)) 
(LOOP ((NULL D2) NIL) 
((AND (SETQ Hl (S Dl)) 
(COMBINE-BECAUSE-S-S 
HI 
(S D2)))) 
(SETQ Dl (NEXT Dl D2) 
D2 (CDR D2))))) ; > » » 
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; S and S 
((AND (> (LENGTH L) 2) 
(MEMBER 'and L 'EQUAL) 
(SETQ HI (S (TO-XXX 'and L))) 
(COMBINE 'and 
HI 
(S (AFTER-XXX 'and L))))) 
; PP S 
((AND (SETQ Dl (LIST (CAR L)) 
D2 (CDR L)) 
(LOOP ((NULL D2) NIL) 
((AND (SETQ HI (PP Dl)) 
(COMBINE-PP-S 
HI 
(S D2)))) 
(SETQ Dl (NEXT Dl D2) 
D2 (CDR D2))))) 
; S PP 
((AND (SETQ Dl (LIST (CAR L)) 
D2 (CDR L)) 
(LOOP ((NULL D2) NIL) 
((AND (SETQ H2 (PP D2)) 
(COMBINE-S-PP 
(S Dl) 
H2))) 
(SETQ Dl (NEXT Dl D2) 
D2 (CDR D2))))) 
; NP VP 
((AND (> (LENGTH L) 1) 
(SETQ Dl (LIST (CAR L)) 
D2 (CDR L)) 
(LOOP ((NULL D2) NIL) 
((AND (SETQ HI (NP Dl)) 
(COMBINE-NP-VP 
HI 
(VP D2)))) 
(SETQ Dl (NEXT Dl D2) 
D2 (CDR D2)] 
(DEFUN COMBINE (EXP Dl D2) 
(COND ((OR (NULL Dl) 
(NULL D2)) NIL) 
(T (LIST EXP 
Dl 
D2)] 
(DEFUN COMBINE-THERE-WAS-NP (Dl) 
(COND ((NOT (NULLD1)) 
(LIST 'be-there Dl)] 
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(DEFON COMBINE-S-PP (Dl D2) 
(COND ((AND (NOT (NDLLD1)) 
(NOT (NULL D2))) 
(LIST (FIRST D2) 
Dl 
(SECOND D2)] 
(DEFUN COMBINE-PP-S (Dl D2) 
(COND ((AND (NOT (NOLL Dl)) 
(NOT (NOLL D2))) 
(LIST (FIRST Dl) 
'<2-l> 
D2 
(SECOND Dl)] 
(DEFUN COMBINE-NP-VP (Dl D2) 
(COND ((AND (NOT (NULL Dl)) 
(NOT (NULL D2))) 
(COND ((EQUAL (CAR D2) '*) 
(LIST (SECOND D2) 
Dl 
(THIRD D2))) 
(T (LIST D2 Dl)] 
(DEFUN COMBINE-BECAUSE-S-S (Dl D2) 
(COND ((AND (NOT (NULL Dl) ) 
(NOT (NOLL D2))) 
(LIST 'because '<2-l> D2 Dl)] 
; NP -> ... 
(DEFUN NP (L 
Dl D2 Hl H2 WORD) 
(COND ((NULL L) NIL) 
((= (LENGTH L) 1) 
(SETQ WORD (CAR L)) 
(COND ((PROPER-NAME WORD)) 
((EQUAL WORD 'x) 'x) 
((MEMBER WORD R-p 'EQUAL) 'r-p) 
((MEMBER WORD M-p 'EQUAL) 'm-p) 
((MEMBER WORD F-p 'EQOAL) 'f-p) 
((MEMBER WORD N-p 'EQUAL) 'n-p))) 
; NP who SX 
((AND (> (LENGTH L) 2) 
(MEMBER 'who L 'EQUAL) 
(SETQ HI (NP (TO-XXX 'who L))) 
(COMBINE-WHO 
HI 
(S (CONS 'x (AFTER-XXX 'who L) ) ) ) ) ) ; > » » 
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; Proper-Name's Noun 
((AND (= (LENGTH L) 2) 
(NOUN (SECOND L) ) 
(SETQ HI 
(PROPER-NAME 
(PACK 
(BUTLAST 
(BUTLAST 
(UNPACK (FIRST L))))))) 
(LIST 'x-O 
(LIST (PACK* (SECOND L) '-of) 
'x 
HI)))) 
; Art Noun 
((AND (= (LENGTH L) 2) 
(SETQ HI (ART (FIRST L) ) ) 
(COMBINE-ART-NOUN 
HI 
(NOUN (SECOND L))))) 
; Art Adj Noun 
((AND (= (LENGTH L) 3) 
(COMBINE-ART-ADJ-NOUN 
(ART (FIRST L)) 
(ADJ (CAR (BUTLAST (CDR L)))) 
(NOUN (CAR (LAST L)))))) 
; Art Adv Adj Noun 
((AND (= (LENGTH L) 4) 
(SETQ Hl (ADV (SECOND L))) 
(SETQ H2 (ADJ (THIRD L))) 
(COMBINE-ART-ADV-ADJ-NOUN 
(ART (FIRST L)) 
HI 
H2 
(NOUN (FOURTH L))))) 
; that S 
((AND (> (LENGTH L) 2) 
(EQUAL (CAR L) 'that) 
(S (CDR L)))) 
; NP PP 
((AND (> (LENGTH L) 2) 
(SETQ Dl (LIST (CAR L)) 
D2 (CDR L)) 
(LOOP ((NULL D2) NIL) 
((AND (SETQ HI (NP Dl)) 
(COMBINE-NP-PP 
Hi 
(PP D2)))) 
(SETQ Dl (NEXT Dl D2) 
D2 (CDR D2)] 
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(DEFÜN COMBINE-WHO (Dl D2) 
(COND ((AND (NOT (NULL Dl)) 
(NOT (NULL D2))) 
(APPEND Dl (LIST D2)] 
(DEFUN COMBINE-ART-NOüN (Dl D2) 
(COND ((AND (NOT (NULL Dl)) 
(NOT (NULL D2))) 
(LIST Dl D2)] 
(DEFUN COMBINE-ART-ADJ-NOUN (Dl D2 D3) 
(COND ((AND (NOT (NULL Dl)) 
(NOT (NULL D2)) 
(NOT (NULL D3))) 
(LIST Dl D3 (LIST D2 'x))] 
(DEFUN COMBINE-ART-ADV-ADJ-NOUN (Dl D2 D3 D4) 
(COND ((AND (NOT (NULL Dl)) 
(NOT (NULL D2)) 
(NOT (NULL D3)) 
(NOT (NULL D4))) 
(LIST Dl 
D4 
(LIST (PACK* D2 '- D3) 'x)] 
(DEFUN COMBINE-NP-PP (Dl D2) 
(COND ((AND (NOT (NULL Dl) ) 
(NOT (NULL D2))) 
(APPEND Dl 
(LIST (LIST (FIRST D2) 
'x 
(SECOND D2)] 
; с. AUX* -> (Modals) (Haves) (Bes) 
(DEFUN AUX* (L) 
(COND ( (NULL L) T) 
((MEMBER (CAR L) Aux 'EQUAL) 
(AUX* (CDR L)] 
; d. VP -> . . . 
(DEFUN VP (L 
DI D2 HI H2) 
(COND ((NULL L) NIL) 
; VERB 
( (VERB L) ) ; > » » 
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; is/was Adj 
((AND (= (LENGTH L) 2) 
(MEMBER (FIRST L) '(is was) 'EQUAL)) 
(ADJ (SECOND L))) 
; is/was Adv Adj 
( (AND (= (LENGTH L) 3) 
(MEMBER (FIRST L) '(is was) 'EQUAL) 
(SETQ Hl (ADV (SECOND L) ) ) 
(SETQ H2 (ADJ (THIRD L)))) 
(PACK* HI '- H2)) 
; VERB NP 
((AND (SETQ Dl (LIST (CAR L)) 
D2 (CDR L)) 
(LOOP ((NULL D2) NIL) 
((AND (SETQ HI (VERB Dl)) 
(COMBINE-VERB-NP 
HI 
(NP D2)))) 
(SETQ Dl (NEXT Dl D2) 
D2 (CDR D2)))] 
(DEFUN COMBINE-VERB-NP (Dl D2) 
(COND ((AND (NOT (NULL Dl)) 
(NOT (NULL D2))) 
(LIST '* Dl D2)] 
; e. VERB -> (AUX*) V (Adv) 
(DEFUN VERB (L) 
(COND ((NULL L) NIL) 
; ν 
((= (LENGTH L) 1) 
(V (CAR L))) 
; AUX* V 
( (AND (> (LENGTH L) 1) 
(AUX* (BUTLAST L) ) 
(V (CAR (LAST L))))) 
; V Adv 
( (AND (= (LENGTH L) 2) 
(COMBINEER-V-ADV 
(V (FIRST L) ) 
(ADV (CAR (CDR L)))))) 
; AUX* V Adv 
((AND (> (LENGTH L) 1) 
(COMBINEER-AUX*-V-ADV 
(AUX* (BUTLAST (BUTLAST L))) 
(V (CAR (LAST (BUTLAST L)))) 
(ADV (CAR (LAST L) ] 
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(DEFUN COMBINEER-V-ADV (Dl D2) 
(COND ((AND (NOT (NOLL Dl)) 
(NOT (NULL D2))) 
(PACK* Dl '- D2)] 
(DEFUN COMBINEER-AUX*-V-ADV (Dl D2 D3) 
(COND ((AND (NOT (NULL Dl)) 
(NOT (NULL D2)) 
(NOT (NULL D3))) 
(PACK* D2 '- D3)] 
; f. PP -> Prep NP 
(DEFUN PP (L 
Hl) 
(COND ((< (LENGTH L) 2) NIL) 
((SETQ Hl (PREP (CAR L))) 
(COMBINE-PREP-NP 
Hl 
(NP (CDR L)] 
(DEFUN COMBINE-PREP-NP (Dl D2) 
(COND ( (AND (NOT (NULL Dl)) 
(NOT (NULL D2))) 
(LIST Dl D2)] 
(DEFUN ART (EXP) 
(COND ((MEMBER EXP Art-x-O 'EQUAL) 'x-o) 
((MEMBER EXP Art-X-n 'EQUAL) 'x-n)] 
(DEFUN NOUN (EXP) 
(COND ((MEMBER EXP Noun 'EQUAL) (LIST EXP 'χ)] 
(DEFUN PROPER-NAME (EXP) 
(COND ((MEMBER EXP Proper-Name 'EQUAL) 
(PACK (CONS (CHAR-UPCASE (CAR (UNPACK EXP))) 
(CDR (UNPACK EXP)] 
(DEFUN ADJ (EXP) 
(COND ((MEMBER EXP Adj 'EQUAL) EXP)] 
(DEFUN ADV (EXP) 
(COND ((MEMBER EXP Adv 'EQUAL) EXP)] 
(DEFUN PREP (EXP) 
(COND ((MEMBER EXP P r e p 'EQUAL) EXP)] 
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(DEFUN V (EXP) 
(SECOND (MEMBER '-> (MEMBER EXP Verb 'EQUAL)] 
; SAVE THE VOCABULARY of the TRANSLATOR 
(DEFUN SAVE-VOCABULARY ( 
H) 
(WRS "EN-VOCAB.NEW") 
(PRINT "; g. THE VOCABULARY of the TRANSLATOR:") 
(PRINT "; = = ========") 
(TERPRI) 
(PRINT 
"(SETQ R-p '(himself herself) 
M-p '(he him) 
F-p '(she her) 
N-p '(it) 
Modals '(can could will would shall may might must) 
Haves '(have has had) 
Bes '(be is am are was were been) 
Aux (APPEND Modals Haves Bes) 
Art-x-n '(a an) 
Art-x-o '(the that)]") 
(PRINT "(SETQ Noun ' (") 
(MAPCAR 'PRINT (SORT Noun 'STRING<)) (PRINT "]") (TERPRI) 
(PRINT "(SETQ Proper-Name '(") 
(MAPCAR 'PRINT (SORT Proper-Name 'STRING<)) (PRINT "]") 
(TERPRI) 
(PRINT "(SETQ Adj '(") 
(MAPCAR 'PRINT (SORT Adj 'STRING<)) (PRINT "]") (TERPRI) 
(PRINT "(SETQ Prep '(") 
(MAPCAR 'PRINT (SORT Prep 'STRING<)) (PRINT "]") (TERPRI) 
(PRINT "(SETQ Adv '(") 
(MAPCAR 'PRINT (SORT Adv 'STRING<)) (PRINT "]") (TERPRI) 
(PRINT "(SETQ Verb '(") 
(SETQ H Verb) 
(LOOP (PRIN1 (FIRST H)) 
(PRIN1 " ") 
(COND ((EQUAL (FIRST H) ' ->) 
(PRINT (SECOND H)) 
(SETQ H (CDDR H))) 
(T (SETQ H (CDR H)))) 
((NULL H))) 
(PRINT "]") 
(PRINT "(RDS)") 
(WRS)] 
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; READ TBE VOCABOLARX of tbe TRANSLATOR 
(COND ((RDS "EN-VOCAB.NEW") 
(FRINÌ "Read EN-VOCAB.NEW . . . " ) 
(LOOP (SETQ EXP (READ)) 
(EVAL EXP) 
((NULL RDS))) 
(CLEAR-INPUT) 
(PRINT " ready!") 
(RDS "EN-SA.LSP")) 
(T (PRINT "File EN-VOCAB.NEW not found")] 
(RDS) 
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; g. THE VOCABULARY of the TRANSLATOR: 
(SETQ R-p '(himself herself) 
M-p ' (he him) F-p ' (she her) Ы-р ' (it) 
Modals '(can could will would shall may might must) 
Haves '(have has had) 
Bes ' (be is am are was were been) 
Aux (APPEND Modals Haves Bes) 
Art-x-n '(a an) 
Art-x-o '(the that)] 
(SETQ Noun '(ball bike car cheque child dog driver examination 
father induction-coil man mother snake student 
travel-agent wheel woman)] 
(SETQ Proper-Name '(ada bill dan hawaii John loia ] 
(SETQ Adj '(angry big brilliant diligent fat ill lame little 
rich small strong tall)] 
(SETQ Prep '(at behind in near on to under with)] 
(SETQ Adv '(away fast heavy much not slow too-much very)] 
(SETQ Verb '(walk walks walked walking -> walk 
hit -> hit 
come comes came -> come 
love loves loved -> love 
hate hates hated -> hate 
marry married -> marry 
leave left -> leave 
wanted-to-go -> wanted-to-go 
call calls called -> call 
take took taken -> take 
say said -> say 
think thinks thought -> think 
stop stops stopped -> stop 
got-out -> got-out 
drink drinks drinking -> drink 
look looks looked looking -> look 
know knows knew known -> know 
saw sawed sawn -> saw 
pass passed -> pass)] 
(RDS) ; « < « 
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Appendix С 
Some demonstration sessions with 
DRAFT 
DEM01.DEM: Demo by Chapter II 
DEM02.DEM: 
DEM03.DEM 
DEM04.DEM 
DEM05.DEM 
DEM06.DEM 
DEM07.DEM 
New information in a definite description and sentence 
intern prom-switch 
LakofFs 'Near Dan he saw a snake' example 
More and more and more ... pronouns 
Definite descriptions with proper names 
She hated Ada's mother ... 
Implicit and partial information 
EN-SA.LSP: A demonstration session with DRAFT using the English-
SA translator 
DRAFT 
Denotation Resolution Algorithm For Texts 
Ton Weijters, University of Limburg, The Netherlands 
DRAFT-SA-INPUT 
DRAI'T-DRMOS 
DISPLAY-DR-ON/OFF 
DISPLAY-SENTENCE-HISTORY 
DISPLAY-DR 
DISPLAY-WORLD-KNOWLEDGE 
UPDATE-DR-MANUAL 
UPDATE-PROM-LIST-MANUAL 
UPDATE-WORLD-KNOWLEDGE 
READ-WORLD-KNOWLEDGE 
SAVE-WORLD-KNOWLEDGE 
RESET-DR 
MAKE-LOG-FILE 
TRACE-IMP-DRAFT-FUNCTIONS 
DEMOl.DEMDemo by Chapter II 
DEM02.DEMNew information in a definite description and sentence intern prom switch 
DEM03.DEMLakoff's 'Near Dan he saw a snake' example 
DEM04.DEMMore and more and more ... pronouns 
DEMOS.DEM Definite descriptions with proper names 
DEMOó.DEMShe hates Ada's mother ... 
DEM07.DEMImplicit and partial information 
EN-SA.LSP An extension of DRAFT (English input) 
Enter filename: demol 
DEMOl.DEM: 
In this demo we will illustrate the mean features of DRAFT by processing 
SA-representations of the examples (1) and (3) to (6) of chapter II. 
Chapter Π, (1): 
a. There was a man and there was a woman. 
b. The woman loved the man. 
c. There was another woman. 
d. The woman who loved him was hated by the man. 
e. There was another man. 
f. The woman who loved him married the man who hated her. 
Note that the last sentence of this example contains an instance of the Bach-Peters-parad 
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Reset OK! 
There was a man and there was a woman 
SA-INPUT: (and (be-there (x-n (man x))) (be-there (x-n (woman x)))) 
RESULT: (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) 
INCR TIME: 28/100 secc 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (1 2) 
ADDRESS 1: (man 1), (male 1) 
ADDRESS 2: (woman 2), (female 2) 
The woman loved the man 
SA-INPUT: (love (x-o (woman x)) (x-o (man x))) 
RESULT: (love 2 1) 
INCR TIME: 17/100 secc 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (2 1) 
ADDRESS 1: (man 1), (male 1), (love 2 1) 
ADDRESS 2: (woman 2), (female 2), (love 2 1) 
There was another woman 
SA-INPUT: (be-there (x-n (woman x))) 
RESULT: (be-there 3) 
INCR TIME: 11/100 secc 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (3 2 1) 
ADDRESS 1: (man 1), (male 1), (love 2 1) 
ADDRESS 2: (woman 2), (female 2), (love 2 
ADDRESS 3: (woman 3), (female 3) 
1) 
The woman who loved him was hated by the man 
SA-INPUT: (hate <2-l> (x-o (man x)) (x-o (woman x) (love χ m-p))) 
RESULT: (hate 1 2) 
INCR TIME: 38/100 secc 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: ( 1 2 3) 
ADDRESS 1: (man 1), (male 1), (love 2 1), (hate 1 2) 
ADDRESS 2: (woman 2), (female 2), (love 2 1), (hate 1 2) 
ADDRESS 3: (woman 3), (female 3) 
SA-INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
There was another man 
(be-there (x-n (man x))) 
(be-there 4) 
11/100 secc 
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PROM-LIST: (4 1 2 3) 
ADDRESS 1: (man 1), (male 1), (love 2 1), (hate 1 2) 
ADDRESS 2: (woman 2), (female 2), (love 2 1), (hate 1 2) 
ADDRESS 3: (woman 3), (female 3) 
ADDRESS 4: (man 4), (male 4) 
The woman who loved him married the man who hated her 
SA-INPUT: (marry (x-o (woman x) (love χ m-p)) (x-o (man x) (hate χ f-p))) 
RESULT: (marry 2 1) 
1NCR TIME: 60/100 secc 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (2 1 4 3) 
ADDRESS 1: (man 1), (male 1), (love 2 1), (hate 1 2), (marry 2 1) 
ADDRESS 2: (woman 2), (female 2), (love 2 1), (hate 1 2), (marry 2 1) 
ADDRESS 3: (woman 3), (female 3) 
ADDRESS 4: (man 4), (male 4) 
Chapter Π, (3): 
a. * 
b. 
He left because John was ill. 
Because John was ill he left. 
SA-INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
SA-INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
Reset O.K! 
He left because John was ill 
(because <l-2> (left m-p) (ill John)) 
(because (left 1) (ill 2)) 
22/100 secc 
(1 2) 
(male 1), (because (left 1) (ill 2)), (left 1) 
(John 2), (male 2), (because (left 1) (ill 2)), (ill 2) 
Reset OK! 
Because John was ill he left 
(because <2-l> (left m-p) (ill John)) 
(because (left 1) (ill 1)) 
22/100 secc 
(1) 
(John 1), (male 1), (because (left 1) (ill 1)), (left 1), (ill 1) 
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Chapter Π, (4): 
a. John wanted to go to Hawaii. 
b. He called a travel agent. 
c. He said that he would take a cheque. 
SA-INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR ΉΜΕ: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
SA-INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
ADDRESS 3: 
SA-INPUT: 
AMBIGUOUS: 
UNAMBIG-R: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
ADDRESS 3: 
ADDRESS 4: 
Reset OK! 
John wanted to go to Hawaii 
(wanted-to-go-to John Hawaii) 
(wanted-to-go-to 1 2) 
22/100 secc 
(1 2) 
(John 1), (male 1), (wanted-to-go-to 1 2) 
(Hawaii 2), (neutral 2), (wanted-to-go-to 1 2) 
He called a travel agent 
(called m-p (x-n (travel-agent x))) 
(called 1 3) 
17/100 secc 
(1 3 2) 
(John 1), (male 1), (wanted-to-go-to 1 2), (called 1 3) 
(Hawaii 2), (neutral 2), (wanted-to-go-to 1 2) 
(travel-agent 3), (male 3), (called 1 3) 
He said that he would take a cheque 
(said m-p (took m-p (x-n (cheque x)))) 
(said (1 3) (took (1 3) 4)) 
(said 1 (took 1 4)) 
22/100 secc 
( 1 4 3 2) 
(John 1), (male 1), (wanted-to-go-to 1 2), (called 1 3), 
(said 1 (took 1 4)), (took 1 4) 
(Hawaii 2), (neutral 2), (wanted-to-go-to 1 2) 
(travel-agent 3), (male 3), (called 1 3) 
(cheque 4), (took 1 4) 
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Chapter II, (5): 
a. A car stopped. 
b. The driver got out. 
c. He had been drinking too much. 
SA-INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
SA-INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
SA-INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
Reset OK! 
A car stopped 
(stop (x-n (car x))) 
(stop 1) 
11/100 secc 
(1) 
(car 1), (stop 1) 
The driver got out 
(got-out (x-o (driver x))) 
(got-out 2) 
22/100 secc 
(2 1) 
(car 1), (stop 1), (IMP 1 2) 
(driver 2), (IMP 1 2), (got-out 2) 
He had been drinking too much 
(to-mutch-drinking m-p) 
(to-mutch-drinking 2) 
16/100 secc 
(2 1) 
(car 1), (stop 1), (IMP 1 2) 
(driver 2), (IMP 1 2), (got-out 2), (male 2), (to-mutch-drinking 2) 
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Chapter Π, (6): 
a. A car stopped. 
b. The driver got out. 
c. He looked at the induction coil. 
SA-INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
SA-INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
SA-INPUT: 
Reset OK! 
A car stopped 
(stop (x-n (car x))) 
(stop 1) 
11/100 secc 
(1) 
(car 1), (stop 1) 
The driver got out 
(got-out (x-o (driver x))) 
(got-out 2) 
22/100 secc 
(2 1) 
(car 1), (stop 1), (IMP 1 2) 
(driver 2), (IMP 1 2), (got-out 2) 
He looked at the induction coil 
(look-at m-p (x-o (induction-coil x))) 
I can't find the address of following expression: 
(x-o (induction-coil x)) 
car ISA induction-coil (Υ/Ν) N 
car IMP induction-coil (Υ/Ν) Y 
Update the world knowledge database? (Υ/Ν) Y 
RESULT: (look-at 2 3) 
INCR TIME: 747/100 secc 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (2 3 1) 
ADDRESS 1: (car 1), (stop 1), (IMP 1 2), (IMP 1 3) 
ADDRESS 2: (driver 2), (IMP 1 2), (got-out 2), (male 2), (look-at 2 3) 
ADDRESS 3: (induction-coil 3), (IMP 1 3), (look-at 2 3) 
demol ready 
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DEM02.DEM: 
a. There was a man and there was a woman. 
b. The woman loved the man, who hated her. 
с There was another woman who loved a man. 
d. The woman who loved the man who hated her married him. 
REMARKS: 
sub b. The definite description 'the man, who hated her' contains in the nonrestrictive 
relative clause the new informarion 'who hated her'. 
sub с The indefinite description 'another woman who loved a man' contains another 
indefinite description (a man). As a result of processing the expression 'another 
woman who loved a man' two new addresses will be introduced into the DR: one 
address for the 'man' and one for the 'woman'. 
sub d. The pronoun 'him' in sentence d is ambiguous; the preferred reading DRAFT will be 
the one in which 'him* refers to address 1. 
Reset OK! 
There was a man and there was a woman 
SA-INPUT: (and (be-there (x-n (man x))) (be-there (x-n (woman x)))) 
RESULT: (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) 
INCR TIME: 27/100 secc 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (1 2) 
ADDRESS 1: (man 1), (male 1) 
ADDRESS 2: (woman 2), (female 2) 
SA-INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
SA-INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
ADDRESS 3: 
ADDRESS 4: 
The woman loved the man, who hated her 
(love (x-o (woman x)) (x-o (man x) (hate χ f-p))) 
(love 2 1) 
33/100 secc 
(2 1) 
(man 1), (male 1), (hate 1 2), (love 2 1) 
(woman 2), (female 2), (hate 1 2), (love 2 1) 
There was another woman who loved a man 
(be-there (x-n (woman x) (love χ (x-n (man x))))) 
(be-there 3) 
33/100 secc 
(3 4 2 1) 
(man 1), (male 1), (hate 1 2), (love 2 1) 
(woman 2), (female 2), (hate 1 2), (love 2 1) 
(woman 3), (female 3), (love 3 4) 
(man 4), (male 4), (love 3 4) 
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The woman who loved the man who hated her married him 
SA-INPUT: (marry (x-o (woman x) (love χ (x-o (man x) (hate χ f-p)))) m-p) 
AMBIGUOUS: (many 2 (1 4)) 
UNAMBIG-R: (many 2 1) 
INCR TIME: 104/100 secc 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (2 1 3 4) 
ADDRESS 1: (man 1), (male 1), (hate 1 2), (love 2 1), (marry 2 1) 
ADDRESS 2: (woman 2), (female 2), (hate 1 2), (love 2 1), (marry 2 1) 
ADDRESS 3: (woman 3), (female 3), (love 3 4) 
ADDRESS 4: (man 4), (male 4), (love 3 4) 
demo2 ready! 
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DEM03.DEM: 
Lakoffs 'Dan saw a snake near him': 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
Dan saw a snake near him. 
Near him Dan saw a snake. 
He saw a snake near Dan. 
Near Dan he saw a snake. 
Reset OK! 
Dan saw a snake near him 
SA-INPUT: (near (saw Dan (x-n (snake x))) m-p) 
RESULT: (near (saw 1 2) 1) 
INCR TIME: 28/100 secc 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (1 2) 
ADDRESS 1: (Dan 1), (male 1), (near (saw 1 2) 1), (saw 1 
ADDRESS 2: (snake 2), (near (saw 1 2) 1), (saw 1 2) 
Reset OK! 
Near him Dan saw a snake 
SA-INPUT: (near <2-l> (saw Dan (x-n (snake x))) m-p) 
RESULT: (near (saw 1 2) 1) 
INCR TIME: 28/100 secc 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (1 2) 
ADDRESS 1: (Dan 1), (male 1), (near (saw 1 2) 1), (saw 1 
ADDRESS 2: (snake 2), (near (saw 1 2) 1), (saw 1 2) 
Reset OK! 
He saw a snake near Dan 
SA-INPUT: (near (saw m-p (x-n (snake x))) Dan) 
RESULT: (near (saw 1 2) 3) 
INCR TIME: 27/100 secc 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (12 3) 
ADDRESS 1: (male 1), (near (saw 1 2) 3), (saw 1 2) 
ADDRESS 2: (snake 2), (near (saw 1 2) 3), (saw 1 2) 
ADDRESS 3: (Dan 3), (male 3), (near (saw 1 2) 3) 
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Reset OK! 
Near Dan he saw a snake 
SA-INPUT: (near <2-l> (saw m-p (x-n (snake x))) Dan) 
RESULT: (near (saw 1 2) 3) 
INCR ΉΜΕ: 28/100 secc 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (12 3) 
ADDRESS 1: (male 1), (near (saw 1 2) 3), (saw 1 2) 
ADDRESS 2: (snake 2), (near (saw 1 2) 3), (saw 1 2) 
ADDRESS 3: (Dan 3), (male 3), (near (saw 1 2) 3) 
demo3 ready! 
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DEM04.DEM: 
In this demo we will present the reader with a few examples in which pronouns and proper 
names play an important role. We will use sentences of the following structure: 
a. NP1 hit NP2, because NP3 saw NP4. 
Because NP3 saw NP4, NP1 hit NP2. 
b. NP1 said that he will come. 
NP1 will come, said NP2. 
We will process the SA of these example sentences twice: first without any context, then 
with John, Bill and Lola already in the DR. 
REMARK: For reasons of space the DRAFT-option DISPLAY-DR-OFF is used (see the 
first page of appendix C). Take your time in going trough this demo. 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (because (hit John Lola) (saw m-p f-p)) 
Lola: This is the first time I encounter this name. 
Is this a MALE name (Υ/Ν) N 
Is this a FEMALE name (Υ/Ν) Y 
Is this a NEUTRAL name (Y/N) Ы 
RESULT: (because (hit 1 2) (saw 1 2)) 
INCR TIME: 780/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (and (and (be-there John) (be-there Dan)) (be-there Lola)) 
RESULT: (and (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) (be-there 3)) 
INCR TIME: 50/100 secc 
SA-INPUT: (because (hit John Lola) (saw m-p f-p)) 
AMBIGUOUS: (because (hit 1 3) (saw (1 2) 3)) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (hit 1 3) (saw 1 3)) 
INCR TIME: 28/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (because <2-l> (hit John Lola) (saw m-p f-p)) 
RESULT: (because (hit 1 2) (saw 1 2)) 
INCR TIME: 39/100 secc 
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Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (and (and (be-there John) (be-there Dan)) (be-there Lola)) 
RESULT: (and (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) (be-there 3)) 
INCR ΉΜΕ: 49/100 secc 
SA-INPUT: (because <2-l> (hit John Lola) (saw m-p f-p)) 
AMBIGUOUS: (because (hit 1 3) (saw (1 2) 3)) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (hit 1 3) (saw 1 3)) 
INCR TIME: 27/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (because (hit John Lola) (saw f-p m-p)) 
RESULT: (because (hit 1 2) (saw 2 1)) 
INCR TIME: 38/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (and (and (be-there John) (be-there Dan)) (be-there Lola)) 
RESULT: (and (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) (be-there 3)) 
INCR TIME: 49/100 secc 
SA-INPUT: (because (hit John Lola) (saw f-p m-p)) 
AMBIGUOUS: (because (hit 1 3) (saw 3 (1 2))) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (hit 1 3) (saw 3 1)) 
INCR TIME: 27/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (because <2-l> (hit John Lola) (saw f-p m-p)) 
RESULT: (because (hit 1 2) (saw 2 1)) 
INCR TIME: 39/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (and (and (be-there John) (be-there Dan)) (be-there Lola)) 
RESULT: (and (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) (be-there 3)) 
INCR TIME: 49/100 secc 
SA-INPUT: (because <2-l> (hit John Lola) (saw f-p m-p)) 
AMBIGUOUS: (because (hit 1 3) (saw 3 (1 2))) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (hit 1 3) (saw 3 1)) 
INCR TIME: 28/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (because (hit John Bill) (saw m-p m-p)) 
AMBIGUOUS: (because (hit 1 2) (saw (1 2) (2 1))) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (hit 1 2) (saw 1 2)) 
INCR TIME: 38/100 secc 
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Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (and (and (be-there John) (be-there Dan)) (be-there Lola)) 
RESULT: (and (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) (be-there 3)) 
INCR TIME: 49/100 secc 
SA-INPUT: (because (hit John Bill) (saw m-p m-p)) 
AMBIGUOUS: (because (hit 1 4) (saw (1 2 4) (4 2 1))) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (hit 1 4) (saw 1 4)) 
INCR TIME: 38/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (because <2-l> (hit John Bill) (saw m-p m-p)) 
AMBIGUOUS: (because (hit 1 2) (saw (1 2) (2 1))) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (hit 1 2) (saw 1 2)) 
INCR TIME: 38/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (and (and (be-there John) (be-there Dan)) (be-there Lola)) 
RESULT: (and (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) (be-there 3)) 
INCR TIME: 49/100 secc 
SA-INPUT: (because <2-l> (hit John Bill) (saw m-p m-p)) 
AMBIGUOUS: (because (hit 1 4) (saw (1 2 4) (4 2 1))) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (hit 1 4) (saw 1 4)) 
INCR TIME: 39/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (because (hit m-p John) (saw m-p John)) 
RESULT: (because (hit 1 2) (saw 1 2)) 
INCR TIME: 27/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (and (and (be-there John) (be-there Dan)) (be-there Lola)) 
RESULT: (and (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) (be-there 3)) 
INCR TIME: 50/100 secc 
SA-INPUT: (because (hit m-p John) (saw m-p John)) 
RESULT: (because (hit 2 1) (saw 2 1)) 
INCR TIME: 28/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (because <2-l> (hit m-p John) (saw m-p John)) 
RESULT: (because (hit 1 2) (saw 1 2)) 
INCR TIME: 28/100 secc 
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SA-INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR ΉΜΕ: 
SA-INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
Reset OK! 
(and (and (be-there John) (be-there Dan)) (be-there Lola)) 
(and (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) (be-there 3)) 
49/100 secc 
(because <2-l> (hit m-p John) (saw m-p John)) 
(because (hit 2 1) (saw 2 1)) 
22/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (because (hit m-p John) (saw m-p m-p)) 
AMBIGUOUS: (because (hit 1 2) (saw (1 2) (2 1))) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (hit 1 2) (saw 1 2)) 
INCR TIME: 27/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (and (and (be-there John) (be-there Dan)) (be-there Lola)) 
RESULT: (and (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) (be-there 3)) 
INCR TIME: 49/100 secc 
SA-INPUT: (because (hit m-p John) (saw m-p m-p)) 
AMBIGUOUS: (because (hit 2 1) (saw (2 1) (1 2))) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (hit 2 1) (saw 2 1)) 
INCR TIME: 27/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (because <2-l> (hit m-p John) (saw m-p m-p)) 
AMBIGUOUS: (because (hit 1 2) (saw (1 2) (2 1))) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (hit 1 2) (saw 1 2)) 
INCR TIME: 33/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (and (and (be-there John) (be-there Dan)) (be-there Lola)) 
RESULT: (and (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) (be-there 3)) 
INCR TIME: 50/100 secc 
SA-INPUT: (because <2-l> (hit m-p John) (saw m-p m-p)) 
AMBIGUOUS: (because (hit 2 1) (saw (2 1) (1 2))) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (hit 2 1) (saw 2 1)) 
INCR TIME: 33/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (because (hit m-p m-p) (saw m-p m-p)) 
AMBIGUOUS: (because (hit 1 2) (saw (1 2) (2 1))) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (hit 1 2) (saw 1 2)) 
INCR TIME: 22/100 secc 
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Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (and (and (be-there John) (be-there Dan)) (be-there Lola)) 
RESULT: (and (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) (be-there 3)) 
INCR ΉΜΕ: 49/100 secc 
SA-INPUT: (because (hit m-p m-p) (saw m-p m-p)) 
AMBIGUOUS: (because (hit (1 2) (2 1)) (saw (1 2) (2 1))) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (hit 1 2) (saw 1 2)) 
INCR TIME: 22/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (because <2-l> (hit m-p m-p) (saw m-p m-p)) 
AMBIGUOUS: (because (hit 1 2) (saw (1 2) (2 1))) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (hit 1 2) (saw 1 2)) 
INCR TIME: 22/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (and (and (be-there John) (be-there Dan)) (be-there Lola)) 
RESULT: (and (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) (be-there 3)) 
INCR TIME: 50/100 secc 
SA-INPUT: (because <2-l> (hit m-p m-p) (saw m-p m-p)) 
AMBIGUOUS: (because (hit (1 2) (2 1)) (saw (1 2) (2 1))) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (hit 1 2) (saw 1 2)) 
INCR TIME: 17/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (because (hit m-p f-p) (saw John m-p)) 
RESULT: (because (hit 1 2) (saw 3 1)) 
INCR TIME: 33/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (and (and (be-there John) (be-there Dan)) (be-there Lola)) 
RESULT: (and (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) (be-there 3)) 
INCR TIME: 49/100 secc 
SA-INPUT: (because (hit m-p f-p) (saw John m-p)) 
AMBIGUOUS: (because (hit (1 2) 3) (saw 1 2)) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (hit 1 3) (saw 1 2)) 
INCR TIME: 22/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (because <2-l> (hit m-p f-p) (saw John m-p)) 
AMBIGUOUS: (because (hit (1 2) 3) (saw 1 2)) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (hit 1 3) (saw 1 2)) 
INCR TIME: 33/100 secc 
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Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (and (and (be-there John) (be-there Dan)) (be-there Lola)) 
RESULT: (and (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) (be-there 3)) 
INCR ΉΜΕ; 49/100 secc 
SA-INPUT: (because <2-l> (hit m-p f-p) (saw John m-p)) 
AMBIGUOUS: (because (hit (1 2) 3) (saw 1 2)) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (hit 1 3) (saw 1 2)) 
INCR TIME: 22/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (because (hit m-p f-p) (saw John Lola)) 
RESULT: (because (hit 1 2) (saw 3 4)) 
INCR TIME: 44/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (and (and (be-there John) (be-there Dan)) (be-there Lola)) 
RESULT: (and (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) (be-there 3)) 
INCR TIME: 50/100 secc 
SA-INPUT: (because (hit m-p f-p) (saw John Lola)) 
AMBIGUOUS: (because (hit (1 2) 3) (saw 1 3)) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (hit 1 3) (saw 1 3)) 
INCR TIME: 32/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-EMPUT: (because <2-l> (hit m-p f-p) (saw John Lola)) 
RESULT: (because (hit 1 2) (saw 1 2)) 
INCR TIME: 38/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (and (and (be-there John) (be-there Dan)) (be-there Lola)) 
RESULT: (and (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) (be-there 3)) 
INCR TIME: 49/100 secc 
SA-INPUT: (because <2-l> (hit m-p f-p) (saw John Lola)) 
AMBIGUOUS: (because (hit (1 2) 3) (saw 1 3)) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (hit 1 3) (saw 1 3)) 
INCR TIME: 27/100 secc 
SA-INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
Reset OK! 
(say m-p (come John)) 
(say 1 (come 2)) 
22/100 secc 
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Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (and (and (be-there John) (be-there Dan)) (be-there Lola)) 
RESULT: (and (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) (be-there 3)) 
INCR TIME: 49/100 secc 
SA-INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
(say m-p (come John)) 
(say 2 (come 1)) 
17/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (say <2-l> m-p (come John)) 
RESULT: (say 1 (come 2)) 
INCR TIME: 22/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (and (and (be-there John) (be-there Dan)) (be-there Lola)) 
RESULT: (and (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) (be-there 3)) 
INCR TIME: 49/100 secc 
SA-INPUT: (say <2-l> m-p (come John)) 
RESULT: (say 2 (come 1)) 
INCR TIME: 17/100 secc 
SA-INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
Reset OK! 
(say John (come m-p)) 
(say 1 (come 1)) 
17/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (and (and (be-there John) (be-there Dan)) (be-there Lola)) 
RESULT: (and (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) (be-there 3)) 
INCR TIME: 49/100 secc 
SA-INPUT: 
AMBIGUOUS: 
UNAMBIG-R: 
INCR TIME: 
(say John (come m-p)) 
(say 1 (come (1 2))) 
(say 1 (come 1)) 
11/100 secc 
Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (say <2-l> John (come m-p)) 
RESULT: (say 1 (come 1)) 
INCR TIME: 16/100 secc 
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Reset OK! 
SA-INPUT: (and (and (be-there John) (be-there Dan)) (be-there Lola)) 
RESULT: (and (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) (be-there 3)) 
INCR ΉΜΕ: 44/100 secc 
SA-INPUT: (say <2-l> John (come m-p)) 
AMBIGUOUS: (say 1 (come (1 2))) 
UNAMBIG-R: (say 1 (come 1)) 
INCR TIME: 11/100 secc 
demo4 ready! 
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DEM05.DEM: 
In this demo we.use definite descriptions that contain proper names like 'strong John' 
a. John was strong. 
b. He was the son of smart John. 
с Strong John hit him. 
SA-INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
SA-INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
Reset OK! 
John was strong 
(strong John) 
(strong 1) 
11/100 secc 
(1) 
(John 1), (male 1), (strong 1) 
He was the son of smart John 
(son m-p (x-n (John x) (smart x))) 
(son 1 2) 
16/100 secc 
(12) 
(John 1), (male 1), (strong 1), (son 1 2) 
(John 2), (male 2), (smart 2), (son 1 2) 
SA-INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
Strong John hit him 
(hit (x-o (John x) (strong x)) m-p) 
(hit 1 2) 
16/100 secc 
(12) 
(John 1), (male 1), (strong 1), (son 1 2), (hit 1 2) 
(John 2), (male 2), (sman 2), (son 1 2), (hit 1 2) 
demoS ready! 
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DEM06.DEM: 
a. She hated Ada's mother. 
b. She knew that she hated Ada's mother. 
с She knew that she hated Ada's mother because she saw that she hit Lola. 
d. Because she saw that she hit Lola she knew that she hated Ada's mother. 
Reset OK! 
She hated Ada's mother 
SA-INPUT: (hate f-p (x-n (mother-of χ Ada))) 
RESULT: (hate 1 2) 
INCR ΉΜΕ: 33/100 secc 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: ( 1 2 3) 
ADDRESS 1: (female 1), (hate 1 2) 
ADDRESS 2: (mother-of 2 3), (female 2), (hate 1 2) 
ADDRESS 3: (Ada 3), (female 3), (mother-of 2 3) 
Reset OK! 
She knew that she hated Ada's mother 
SA-INPUT: (know f-p (hate f-p (x-n (mother-of χ Ada)))) 
RESULT: (know 1 (hate 1 2)) 
INCR TIME: 44/100 secc 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: ( 1 2 3) 
ADDRESS 1: (female 1), (know 1 (hate 1 2)), (hate 1 2) 
ADDRESS 2: (mother-of 2 3), (female 2), (hate 1 2) 
ADDRESS 3: (Ada 3), (female 3), (mother-of 2 3) 
Reset OK! 
She knew that she hated Ada's mother because she saw that she hit 
Lola 
SA-INPUT: (because (know f-p (hate f-p (x-n (mother-of χ Ada)))) 
(saw f-p (hit f-p Lola))) 
AMBIGUOUS: (because (know 1 (hate 1 2)) (saw (1 2 3) (hit (1 2 3) 4))) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (know 1 (hate 1 2)) (saw 1 (hit 1 4))) 
INCR TIME: 71/100 secc 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: ( 1 2 4 3) 
ADDRESS 1: (female 1), (because (know 1 (hate 1 2)) (saw 1 (hit 1 4))), 
(know 1 (hate 1 2)), (hate 1 2), (saw 1 (hit 1 4)), (hit 1 4) 
ADDRESS 2: (mother-of 2 3), (female 2), (hate 1 2) 
ADDRESS 3: (Ada 3), (female 3), (mother-of 2 3) 
ADDRESS 4: (Lola 4), (female 4), (hit 1 4) 
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SA-INPUT: 
AMBIGUOUS: 
UNAMBIG-R: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2 
ADDRESS 3 
ADDRESS 4: 
Reset OK! 
Because she 
mother 
(because 
saw that she hit Lola she knew that she hated Ada's 
<2-l> 
(know f-p (hate f-p (x-n (mother-of χ Ada)))) 
(saw f-p (hit f-p Lola))) 
(because (know 1 (hate 1 2)) (saw (12 3) (hit (12 3) 4))) 
(because (know 1 (hate 1 2)) (saw 1 (hit 1 4))) 
72/100 secc 
( 1 2 4 3) 
(female 1), (because (know 1 (hate 1 2)) (saw 1 (hit 1 4))), 
(know 1 (hate 1 2)), (hate 1 2), (saw 1 (hit 1 4)), (hit 1 4) 
(mother-of 2 3), (female 2), (hate 1 2) 
(Ada 3), (female 3), (mother-of 2 3) 
(Lola 4), (female 4), (hit 1 4) 
SA-INPUT: 
Reset OK! 
(and (be-there S use) (be-there Ada)) 
Suse: This is the first time I encounter this name. 
Is this a MALE name (Y/N) Ы 
Is this a FEMALE name (Υ/Ν) Y 
Is this a NEUTRAL name (Y/N) Ы 
RESULT: (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) 
INCR TIME: 692/100 secc 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (1 2) 
ADDRESS 1: (Suse 1), (female 1) 
ADDRESS 2: (Ada 2), (female 2) 
She hated Ada's mother 
SA-INPUT: (hate f-p (x-n (mother-of χ Ada))) 
RESULT: (hate 1 3) 
INCR TIME: 28/100 secc 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (13 2) 
ADDRESS 1: (Suse 1), (female 1). (hate 1 3) 
ADDRESS 2: (Ada 2), (female 2), (mother-of 3 2) 
ADDRESS 3: (mother-of 3 2), (female 3), (hate 1 3) 
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SA-INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
SA-INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
ADDRESS 3: 
SA-INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
Reset OK! 
(and (be-there Suse) (be-there Ada)) 
(and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) 
27/100 secc 
(12) 
(Suse 1), (female 1) 
(Ada 2), (female 2) 
She knew that she hated Ada's mother 
(know f-p (hate f-p (x-n (mother-of χ Ada)))) 
(know 1 (hate 1 3)) 
28/100 secc 
( 1 3 2) 
(Suse 1), (female 1), (know 1 (hate 1 3)), (hate 1 3) 
(Ada 2), (female 2), (mother-of 3 2) 
(mother-of 3 2), (female 3), (hate 1 3) 
Reset OK! 
(and (be-there Suse) (be-there Ada)) 
(and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) 
33/100 secc 
(12) 
(Suse 1), (female 1) 
(Ada 2), (female 2) 
She knew that she hated Ada's mother because she saw that she hit 
Lola 
SA-INPUT: (because (know f-p (hate f-p (x-n (mother-of χ Ada)))) 
(saw f-p (hit f-p Lola))) 
AMBIGUOUS: (because (know 1 (hate 1 3)) (saw (1 3 2) (hit (1 3 2) 4))) 
UNAMBIG-R: (because (know 1 (hate 1 3)) (saw 1 (hit 1 4))) 
INCR TIME: 65/100 secc 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: ( 1 3 4 2) 
ADDRESS 1: (Suse 1), (female 1), (because (know 1 (hate 1 3)) (saw 1 (hit 1 4))), 
(know 1 (hate 1 3)), (hate 1 3), (saw 1 (hit 1 4)), (hit 1 4) 
ADDRESS 2: (Ada 2), (female 2), (mother-of 3 2) 
ADDRESS 3: (mother-of 3 2), (female 3), (hate 1 3) 
ADDRESS 4: (Lola 4), (female 4), (hit 1 4) 
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SA-INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
SA-INPUT: 
AMBIGUOUS: 
UNAMBIG-R: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
ADDRESS 3: 
ADDRESS 4: 
Reset OK! 
(and (be-there Suse) (be-there Ada)) 
(and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) 
28/100 secc 
(1 2) 
(Suse 1), (female 1) 
(Ada 2), (female 2) 
Because she saw that she hit Lola she knew that she hated Ada's 
mother 
(because <2-l> 
(know f-p (hate f-p (x-n (mother-of χ Ada)))) 
(saw f-p (hit f-p Lola))) 
(because (know 1 (hate 1 3)) (saw (1 3 2) (hit (1 3 2) 4))) 
(because (know 1 (hate 1 3)) (saw 1 (hit 1 4))) 
110/100 secc 
( 1 3 4 2) 
(Suse 1), (female 1), (because (know 1 (hate 1 3)) (saw 3 (hit 3 4))), 
(know 1 (hate 1 3)), (hate 1 3), (saw 1 (hit 1 4)), (hit 1 4) 
(Ada 2), (female 2), (mother-of 3 2) 
(mother-of 3 2), (female 3), (hate 1 3), (saw 3 (hit 3 4)), (hit 3 4) 
(Lola 4). (female 4), (hit 1 4) 
demo6 ready! 
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DEM07.DEM: 
The definite description 'the driver, who was lame' denotes an entity, 'the driver', that is 
implicit in the DR and it also contains new information about this entity e.g. 'who was 
lame'. 
a. A car stopped. 
b. The driver who was lame, got out. 
c. He had been drinking too much. 
SA-INPUT: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
Reset OK! 
A car stopped 
(stopped (x-n (car x))) 
(stopped 1) 
11/100 secc 
(1) 
(car 1), (stopped 1) 
The driver who was lame, got out 
SA-INPUT: (got-out (x-o (driver x) (lame x))) 
RESULT: (got-out 2) 
INCR TIME: 28/100 secc 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (2 1) 
ADDRESS 1: (car 1), (stopped 1), (IMP 1 2) 
ADDRESS 2: (driver 2), (IMP 1 2), (lame 2), (got-out 2) 
He had been drinking too much 
SA-INPUT: (drink-too-much m-p) 
RESULT: (drink-too-much 2) 
INCR TIME: 17/100 secc 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (2 1) 
ADDRESS 1: (car 1), (stopped 1), (IMP I 2) 
ADDRESS 2: (driver 2), (IMP 1 2), (lame 2), (got-out 2), (male 2), 
(drink-too-much 2) 
demo? ready! 
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EN-SA.LSP: 
A demonstration session with DRAFT using the English-SA translator listed in appendix B. 
In the demonstration we will use the text of DEM02 in this appendix. 
ENGLISH » There was a man and there was a woman 
SA-TRANS: (and (be-there (x-n (man x))) (be-there (x-n (woman x)))) 
RESULT: (and (be-there 1) (be-there 2)) 
INCR TIME: 27/100 secc 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: (1 2) 
ADDRESS 1: (man 1), (male 1) 
ADDRESS 2: (woman 2), (female 2) 
ENGLISH » The woman loved yhe man who loved her 
yhe is not an element of the vocabulary 
Is the word misspelled (Υ/Ν) χ 
Try again: the 
SA-TRANS: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
(love (x-o (woman x)) (x-o (man x) (hate χ f-p))) 
(love 2 1) 
33/100 secc 
(2 1) 
(man 1), (male 1), (hate 1 2), flove 2 1) 
(woman 2), (female 2), (hate 1 2), (love 2 1) 
ENGLISH » There was another woman who loved a man 
SA-TRANS: 
RESULT: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
ADDRESS 3: 
ADDRESS 4: 
(be-there (x-n (woman x) (love χ (x-n (man x))))) 
(be-there 3) 
33/100 secc 
(3 4 2 1) 
(man 1), (male 1), (hate 1 2), (love 2 1) 
(woman 2), (female 2), (hate 1 2), (love 2 
(woman 3), (female 3), (love 3 4) 
(man 4), (male 4), Gove 3 4) 
1) 
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ENGLISH » 
SA-TRANS: 
AMBIGUOUS: 
UNAMBIG-R: 
INCR TIME: 
DR: 
PROM-LIST: 
ADDRESS 1: 
ADDRESS 2: 
ADDRESS 3: 
ADDRESS 4: 
The woman who loved the man who hated her married him 
(many (x-o (woman x) flove χ (x-o (man x) (hate χ f-p)))) m-p) 
(mairy 2 (1 4)) 
(many 2 1) 
104/100 secc 
(2 1 3 4) 
(man 1), (male 1), (hate 1 2), (love 2 1), (marry 2 1) 
(woman 2), (female 2), (hate 1 2), (love 2 1), (marry 2 1) 
(woman 3), (female 3), (love 3 4) 
(man 4), (male 4), (love 3 4) 
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Index of DRAFT functions: 
ADDR-MATCH? (194) 
ADDRESS-MISMATCH (193) 
ADJ (207) 
ADV (207) 
AFTER-XXX (199) 
ART (207) 
AUX* (205) 
BLOW-UP-Wrra-IMP (194) 
BLOW-UP-WITH-ISA (195) 
COMBINE (202) 
COMBINE-ART-ADJ-NOUN (205) 
COMBINE-ART-ADV-ADJ-NOUN (205) 
COMBINE-ART-NOUN (205) 
COMBINE-BECAUSE-S-S (203) 
COMBINE-NP-PP (205) 
COMBINE-NP-VP (203) 
COMBINE-PP-S (203) 
COMBINE-PREP-NP (207) 
COMBINE-S-PP (203) 
COMBINE-THERE-WAS-NP (202) 
COMBINE-VERB-NP (206) 
COMBINE-WHO (205) 
COMBINEER-AUX*-V-ADV (207) 
COMBINEER-V-ADV (207) 
DELETE-CAREFUL (188) 
DELETE-FIXED-DEN-STACK (168) 
DELETE-PROVISIONAL-INFO (168) 
DEN-F-P (189) 
DEN-M-P (187) 
DEN-N-P (189) 
DEN-NP (185) 
DEN-R-P (187) 
DEN-X-N (190) 
DEN-X-0 (191) 
DISPLAY-ADDRESS (165) 
DISPLAY-DR (166) 
DISPLAY-DR-ON/OFF (176) 
DISPLAY-SENTENCE-HISTORY (167) 
DISPLAY-WORLD-KNOWLEDGE (170) 
DRAFT (174) 
DRAFT-DEMOS (177) 
DRAFT-ENGLISH-INPUT (201) 
DRAFT-SA-INPUT (176) 
F-P? (159) 
FIND-BEST-ADDRESS-AND-MISM 
(192) 
GEN-ADDRESS (170) 
GEN-PREDICAT (169) 
GUESS (195) 
INCREMENT-FUNCTION (181) 
ISOLATE-ADDRESSES (164) 
ISOLATE-P3 (184) 
LOAD-DRAFT (156) 
LOAD-M00 (155) 
M-P? (159) 
MAKE-LOG-FILE (177) 
MAKE-PROPS (194) 
MAKE-WORD-LIST (199) 
N-P? (159) 
NEAR-MATCH? (192) 
NEW-ADDRESS (188) 
NEW-REFL (184) 
NEXT (199) 
NOUN (207) 
NP (203) 
NP? (159) 
ONLY-FEMALE (189) 
ONLY-MALE (189) 
ONLY-NEUTRAL (190) 
PP (207) 
PRED? (158) 
PREP (207) 
PRIN1-B (156) 
PRINT-CENTER (174) 
PRINT-POS (170) 
PROP-MATCH? (194) 
PROPER-NAME (207) 
PROPER-NAME? (159) 
R-P? (159) 
READ-KNOWLEDGE (171) 
READ-SENTENCE (199) 
RESET-DR (165) 
RESET-SENTENCE-HISTORY (166) 
S (201) 
S? (158) 
SAVE-VOCABULARY (208) 
S A VE-WORLD-KNOWLEDGE (172) 
SELECTOR (174) 
SSK? (160) 
STACK-DENOTATION (168) 
STRONG-CAND-LIST (191) 
SX? (160) 
SX*? (160) 
Tl? (158) 
T2? (159) 
ТЗ? (159) 
TAKE-PRED (157) 
TAKE-SSK (157) 
TAKE-Tl (157) 
TAKE-T2 (157) 
ТАКЕ-ТЗ (158) 
TAKE-TERMS (158) 
TERM-OK-FOR-ADDRESS? (193) 
TERM-POWER (160) 
TO-XXX (199) 
TRACE-IMP-DRAFT-FUNCTIONS (178) 
TRACE-PRINT (179) 
TRIM-BLANCS (156) 
UN-AMBIGUOUS (182) 
UNIQUE (164) 
UPDATE-ADDRESSES (163) 
UPDATE-DR (162) 
UPDATE-DR-LIST (190) 
UPDATE-DR-MANUAL (162) 
UPDATE-PROM-LIST (164) 
UPDATE-PROM-LIST-MANUAL (165) 
UPDATE-SENTENCE-HISTORY (167) 
UPDATE-WORLD-KNOWLEDGE (171) 
V (208) 
VERB (206) 
VERIFY-WORDS (200) 
VP (205) 
WAIT (155) 
WEAK-CAND-LIST (187) 
Y-OR-N-READ (155) 
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Abstract 
The basic question underlying the research presented here is: How 
does a reader, starting with the separate components of a text (words, 
sentences), come to understand those components as a coherent whole? In 
this project we have concentrated mainly on problems regarding denota-
tion in written texts and the role played by syntax, context and factors 
like "topic" or "focus" and world knowledge. In order to be able to 
provide at least the beginnings of an answer, a denotation resolution 
algorithm was developed, specifying how a Discourse Rcspresentation 
(DR) for a given text can be constructed on the basis of a text. This 
algorithm has been implemented in a computer program called DRAFT 
(Denotation Resolution Algorithm For Texts). 
The idea of using a computer to build a DR on the basis of a text is 
not new. The computer program DRAFT presented here, differs however 
in some important aspects from earlier proposals. Most of the differences 
are a direct consequence of the goal to formulate a psychologically 
plausible denotation resolution algorithm. Much attention has been paid to 
views and theories from psycholinguistics that are relevant for this 
process: the results arrived at in that field have strongly influenced the 
algorithm implemented in DRAFT. 
This is especially the case for the way in which the denotation 
resolution process for definite descriptions has been implemented in 
DRAFT. Linguists and psychologists generally agree that the way a reader 
determines the denotation of a pronoun is a very complex process, in 
which all factors mentioned above play an important role. The complexity 
and vagueness of the denotation resolution process of pronouns is often 
contrasted with the simplicity and clearness of the denotation resolution 
process of definite descriptions. This, however, seems to be a 
misconception. An important conclusion of the research presented here is 
that the denotation process for all kinds of NPs (not just pronouns) is of 
an extremely flexible, dynamic and complex nature. 
Another important conclusion is that the constraints on possible 
coreferential interpretations stem less from syntax than from the 
interpretational process. That is why in DRAFT two heuristic principles 
are implemented (the Strong-First Strategy and the Vague-Specific 
Constraint) in order to account in procedural terms for the possibility or 
impossibility of certain coreferential interpretations and for the preferred 
status of certain interpretations. 
Samenvatting 
De vraag die in het hier gepresenteerde onderzoek centraal staat is 
de volgende: "hoe komt een lezer, uitgaande van de afzonderlijke kom-
ponenten van een tekst (woorden, zinnen), tot het begrijpen van die 
afzonderlijke komponenten als een samenhangend geheel?". In dit onder-
zoek hebben we ons vooral geconcentreerd op het denotatieprobleem in 
geschreven teksten en de rol die syntaxis, kontekst en factoren als "topic" 
of "focus" en encyclopedische kennis hierbij spelen. Om op de bovenge-
stelde vraag een aanzet tot een antwoord te kunnen geven is een denota-
tie-resolutie-algorithme ontwikkeld waarmee het mogelijk is om, uitgaande 
van de zinnen van een tekst, een discourse representatie (DR) voor die 
tekst op te bouwen. Dit algorithme is geïmplementeerd in het computer-
programma DRAFT (Denotation Resolution Algorithm For Texts). 
Het gebruik van de computer om, uitgaande van een tekst, een DR 
op te bouwen is niet nieuw. Het hier gepresenteerde computerprogramma 
verschilt echter in een aantal belangrijke opzichten van eerdere voorstel-
len. Veel van de verschillen zijn een direkt gevolg van het feit dat binnen 
DRAFT gestreefd is naar een psychologisch plausibel denotatie resolutie 
algorithme. Binnen het onderzoek is dan ook ruim aandacht besteed aan 
voor het denotatieproces relevante theorieën en opvattingen afkomstig uit 
de psycholinguïstiek: deze hebben het in DRAFT geïmplementeerde 
algorithme sterk beïnvloed. 
Het bovenstaande is bijvoorbeeld van toepassing op de wijze waarop 
in DRAFT het denotatie-resolutie-proces voor definiete deskripties geïm-
plemeteerd is. Linguïsten en psychologen zijn het er over het algemeen 
over eens dat het denotatie-resolutie-proces voor pronomina een bijzonder 
complex proces is waarbij alle hierboven genoemde factoren een belang-
rijke rol spelen. Deze complexiteit van het denotatieproces van pronomina 
wordt vaak gekontrasteerd met de eenvoud en duidelijkheid van het 
denotatie-resolutie-proces van definiete deskripties. Dit lijkt echter een 
misvatting. Een belangrijke conclusie van het hier gepresenteerde onder-
zoek is dat het denotatie-resolution-proces van alle NP's (en niet alleen 
van pronomina) bijzonder flexibel, dynamisch en complex is. 
Een andere belangrijke conclusie is dat de zogenaamde "constraints" 
op mogelijke coreferentiële interpretaties niet primair syntaktisch van aard 
zijn, maar veeleer verklaard dienen te worden vanuit het denotatie-proces. 
Dit is ook de reden waarom in DRAFT géén gebruik is gemaakt van een 
van traditionele syntaktische "constraints" op coreferentiële interpretatie, 
maar twee heuristische principes geïmplementeerd zijn (de Stong-First 
Strategy en de Vague-Specific Constraint) om zo in procedurele termen 
te kunnen verklaren waarom sommige coreferentiële interpretaties zijn 
uitgesloten en bepaalde interpretaties de voorkeur genieten boven andere. 
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Het feit dat sommige coreferentiële interpretaties zijn 
uitgesloten en bepaalde interpretaties de voorkeur genieten 
boven andere, dient veeleer verklaard te worden in termen 
van de onderhavige cognitieve processen bij de lezer dan in 
termen van puur syntaktische constraints op mogelijke 
coreferentiële interpretaties. 
De complexiteit van het denotatie-resolutie-proces voor 
pronomina wordt vaak gekontrasteerd met de eenvoud en 
eenduidigheid van het denotatie-resolutie-proces voor 
definiete deskripties. Dit is echter een misvatting: het 
denotatie-resolutie-proces voor alle NP's (niet alleen dat 
voor pronomina) is bijzonder flexibel, dynamisch en 
complex. 
Met behulp van het in DRAFT geïmplementeerde 
denotatie-resolutie-algorithme is het niet alleen mogelijk 
om aan te geven welke coreferentiële interpretaties 
absoluut zijn uitgesloten, maar is het ook mogelijk om in 
procedurele termen te verklaren waarom bepaalde zin-
of tekstkonstrukties moeilijker leesbaar zijn dan andere. 
Er zijn sterke aanwijzingen dat het interpretatieproces niet 
lineair verloopt, maar veeleer parallel: tijdens het 
interpreteren van een zinsdeel wordt gelijktijdig gebruik 
gemaakt van meerdere informatiebronnen en van reeds 
beschikbare deeloplossingen. Het denotatie-resolutie-proces 
is daardoor een uitdagend domein voor modellering m.b.v. 
parallelle verwerkingstechnieken. De vraag is echter of de 
momenteel populaire verwerkingstechnieken, zoals gebruikt 
in neurale netwerken, geschikt zijn voor het adequaat 
modelleren van complexe psycholinguïstische processen, 
zoals het interpretatieproces. 
5. Het zich wel of niet intelligent gedragen van vele AI-
programma's is sterk afhankelijk van de rijkheid en 
omvang van de database waarin encyclopedische kennis is 
opgeslagen. Het verbeteren van de prestaties van zo'n 
programma door het uitbreiden van deze database is 
verleidelijk, maar is op de lange duur een doodlopende 
weg: het versterken van de leercapaciteit van zo'n 
programma is vruchtbaarder. 
6. Momenteel wordt binnen het Nederlandse onderwijsbestel 
te eenzijdig aandacht besteed aan rendementsverbetering 
op een kwantitatief niveau: kwaliteit krijgt niet de aan-
dacht die ze verdient. 
7. De in eerste instantie door efficiëntie-overwegingen 
ingegeven gewoonte om voor veel gebruikte expressies 
afkortingen te gebruiken, heeft in informatica-tijdschriften 
zodanige vormen aangenomen dat de efficiëntie van het 
leesproces er nadelig door wordt beïnvloed. 
8. De aanwezigheid van fototoestellen en in sterker mate die 
van film- en videocamera's verlaagt vele intieme gebeurte-
nissen tot een toneelspel. 
9. Publikaties met als titel "Inleiding in ..." zijn over het 
algemeen informatiever dan publikaties met als titel "Alles 
over ...". 
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